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ABSTRACT
Since Argentina’s economic collapse of 2001, workers who occupied abandoned and
bankrupt businesses and put them back into operation as cooperatives have attracted
increasing attention on the part of academic researchers and other disaffected workers.
This dissertation reviews the political economic contexts in which these “recovered
businesses” were established, reviews the dynamics of social movements involved, and
considers the Argentine recovered business phenomenon from three analytical
perspectives: 1) Marxist poltical economy; 2) Neo-institutional analysis (drawing on the
work of Ostrom); and 3) Sociospatial subjectivity (with particular reference to Butler,
Lefebvre, and Bourdieu). The author, through these analyses, proposes a theory of the
“industrial commons” and considers the potential for expansion and contraction of
recovered business movements as their protagonists struggle to resist reterritorialization
by forces associated with the state and the capitalist marketplace. Observations made by
the author are supplemented by numerous quotations drawn from interviews conducted
with Argentine recovered business workers in 2008.
Key conclusions include the recognition that social and spatial changes have
accompanied the expropriation of private workplaces and their conversion to
cooperatives, that these changes may create contexts for the reproduction of cooperative
values, and that the new political economic subjects produced through these processes
may help to secure the long term viability and growth of not only recovered businesses,
but a newly emerging “self-managed workers” movement, as well.
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INTRODUCTION

Daniel pauses and sweeps his gaze around the huge space of the Chilavert print
shop floor before speaking loudly, to be heard above the hum and thunk of the printing
presses. “This isn’t just a factory,” he says, shaking his head. “No, this is more like a
second home to me now. We lived here for six months, through the struggle . . . our
families . . . yes, I see this place very differently now.” He gives a little smile, and gets a
faraway look in his eyes, as though revisiting a special memory. Then he shrugs and
grins, and turns back to the machine he is tending, checking to make sure the sheets of
paper flow smoothly through the rollers. Around him, half a dozen people move among
the machines and stacks of paper, the barrels of ink and boxes of books, while three more
sit at desks in the office, taking phone calls and designing layouts on computers.
To the uninitiated, Chilavert would look like a typical, if somewhat run down,
printing business, set up in a warehouse in south central Buenos Aires. But to Daniel and
his coworkers, the print shop has changed dramatically since 2002. Some of the changes
are noticeable on the surface, if one pays closer attention: the sign that reads “Cultural
Center” above the stairway leading to the upper level; an office labeled “Recovered
Business Documentation Center”; a poster in the entryway that declares this space and
“open factory”; signs announcing the new accredited secondary school that has opened in
one of the unused rooms in the building. But aside from these changes, which are indeed
significant, perhaps the most profound change in the factory has occurred in the workers
themselves—their relationships to this place and its many socially-coded spaces; the way
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they negotiate their roles in the business, with one another, and in the communities with
which they engage. When Daniel says that he sees the factory differently, he isn’t simply
pointing out the material changes, which are relatively minor. The print shop appears and
functions much as it did before 2002: same building; same machinery; same walls, halls,
and stairwells. No, Daniel is hinting at something deeper: a change in his relationship to
the world around him. And Daniel is not alone, nor is Chilavert an isolated case.
But what kinds of changes am I describing? Why was 2002 such an important
time, not only for Daniel, but for thousands of other working people in Argentina? Why
has a school opened inside a factory, and what does that mean for the people who work
and learn there? What was the “struggle” to which Daniel referred? In the pages ahead,
we will seek answers to these and many other questions.
This dissertation explores and adds to the story of Argentina’s “recovered
business” movement, of which Daniel and his coworkers are a part. The term “recovered
business” refers to companies that were once privately owned but which now operate
under the collective control of the company’s workers. Since 2001, over 200
businesses—some bankrupt, some not—have been “recovered” from private ownership
and placed into cooperative operation by workers who used to be employees, but who
now own the means of production as a group. The story of how this movement started,
what it means to participants, and its potential impacts on the socio-economic landscape
is compelling, indeed.
This story will be related, in part through history, in part through theory and
analysis, in part through reporting of empirical research, and in part through my own
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personal interpretation of events and experiences in the field. As with any writing on
social phenomena, the story will be incomplete, imbued with a certain degree of bias, and
limited in its capacity to capture the complex, dynamic, ongoing processes of social
relations in place and through space. And yet, through the various theoretical “lenses” I
will employ to relate that story, I can offer insights into how social transformations occur,
how identity, power, and subjectivity evolve through networks that blur the distinctions
between economic, social, and political spaces, and how that evolution varies according
to context and positioning within those networks. True, the empirical cases I examine are
very specifically located in time and space, but it may be possible to draw some general
conclusions useful both for understanding other social transformations, and also for
developing strategies and tactics to effect similar changes elsewhere.
Overall, this dissertation seeks to address two key questions: 1) What new
institutional arrangements have resulted from these workplace takeovers, and how do
working people create and sustain them?; and 2) How are these emergent social
institutions affecting conceptions of the workplace, the meaning of labor, and the
identities of the workers themselves? The answers to these questions matter for a
number of reasons, not the least of which is that recovered businesses now constitute a
significant and growing part of the Argentine economy. These businesses employ over
10,000 people and account for millions of dollars in commerce each year.1 If we learn
more about the institutional forms that have allowed them to survive and grow in the
wake of such a profound economic disaster as that of 2001, we may discover and be able
to anticipate strategies and tactics for weathering future economic crises, especially in the
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Latin American region. If we learn more about how these institutions impact conceptions
of labor, the workplace, and workers themselves, we will have a more complete basis for
evaluating not only the potential for the long term stability of recovered businesses, but
also the more general social consequences of any institutional change in the production
process. Following more than a decade of neo-liberal reforms throughout the region,
Latin America faces a new period of socio-economic experimentation, which many
characterize as a shift to the "left." This research on Argentina's recovered businesses
provides a window onto how these changes can occur at a grassroots level, rather than on
the national and global scales, where so much analytical effort is already focused.

Methods and Approaches
This dissertation is the result of a combination of research and writing methods—a
“mixed-methods” approach. During the months I spent in Argentina, I met with workers
from over thirty recovered businesses, and visited the workplaces of twenty-eight. I
attended worker assemblies, where collective planning and decision making take place;
conducted personal semi-structured interviews; chatted with groups both on and off the job;
discovered books and other archival sources of information unavailable outside Argentina;
and met with students and professors connected with the recovered business movement
through academic affiliation. I volunteered as a teacher in cooperative school located in a
factory building; received government reports from the Ministry of Labor; attended rallies
in support of occupied factories; was detained with a busload of demonstrating workers
after a business was evicted by police; and helped distribute boxes of tiles produced by a
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recovered factory to low income residents of a nearby community. Throughout these
experiences as a participant, supporter, researcher, and listener, I was able to record a great
deal of data through observation, notetaking, and audio-visual recordings when informants
gave permission. This collection of data, along with a large amount of archival materials
such as internal business documents, local publications, and recovered businesses’ own
brochures, forms the basis for the conclusions I have drawn and the raw material in which I
have sought patterns and trends for analysis.
Broadly, the research for this dissertation fell into two stages: 1) pre-dissertation
fieldwork, during which I made initial contacts with informants and learned more about the
range of variation across different possible field sites; and 2) dissertation fieldwork, where I
used the information obtained in the first stage to inform my selection of research sites for
more focused interviews. Both stages of the research were generously supported with
grants, without which this particular form of the dissertation would not have been possible
to write.
The pre-dissertation stage of research was aimed largely at developing a typology
of recovered businesses from an institutional analytical perspective. Recognizing that
recovered businesses represent a variety of institutional types, I sought to outline the range
of variation in forms, functions, and practices, and to identify exemplars of the types that
these variations illuminate. For example, recovered businesses vary in size—both physical
plant and number of workers; they vary in terms of rules for distributing worker pay; there
are different kinds of production represented, from metallurgical factories to book editing
service providers. Some recovered businesses have legal standing, while others do not.
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Some workers met (and still face) strong resistance from former owners, creditors, and
state authorities in their attempt to take control of the company, while other businesses saw
relatively smooth transitions from private to collective ownership. Developing a working
typology of recovered businesses comprised an important step toward identifying the
research sites I would visit during the next stage of fieldwork. Furthermore, the predissertation phase gave me a sense of what to expect in terms of receptiveness on the part
of potential interviewees and allowed me to establish relationships that could then become
points of departure for the next round of site visits.
To some degree, the pre-dissertation round of research involved “snowball
sampling,” a procedure where one informant opens the way to contacts with others. When
I arrived in Argentina, I had a list of recovered businesses in spreadsheet form that I had
downloaded from the website of lavaca.org, home of the lavaca media collective. The
members of lavaca had published the book Sin Patrón, which includes a partial list of
recovered businesses, but the file available from the website was more complete and
contained telephone numbers and names of contacts for many of the companies. I also had
the email address and phone number of the press contact for the National Movement of
Recovered Businesses (MNER), an organization actively involved in promoting workplace
takeovers. That representative, Luis, was my first interviewee, and he spent a great deal of
time going over the lavaca list, correcting names and phone numbers, and adding new ones
from his own MNER address book. Over the next few weeks, those names and numbers
proved invaluable as I sought to develop a typology that could inform my site selections for
the dissertation fieldwork.
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When that time came, I attempted to choose research sites that would cover a broad
array of recovered business types, with the hypothesis that such an approach would give me
contact with as full a range of institutional variations as possible. Thus, while I would have
been able, for example, to visit over a dozen metallurgical factories—most of which are
located in a single district of Buenos Aires—I opted to spread my case studies across the
typology to include as many workplace situations as I could. The Argentine Ministry of
Labor’s 2007 Guide to Recovered Businesses lists thirty distinct business sectors in which
at least some recovered businesses operate; I spread my cases across eighteen of them.
When I did visit multiple businesses in the same sector, I made sure that they varied across
other axes of difference, such as size, location, level of struggle in the recovery process,
community engagement programs, and so on. While there were a number of other
businesses I would have liked to visit, thus expanding the number of sectors included in my
sample, constraints of time, distance, logistics, and responsiveness to my requests for
interviews combined to limit my scope of action. I am, however, satisfied that my sample
represents a broad range of recovered business types and, as such, constitutes an adequate
basis from which to engage in comparative analysis that illustrates the range of institutional
variation these businesses exhibit. Moreover, through my multiple contacts and site visits,
I was able to attend rallies, demonstrations, and other gatherings connected with the
recovered business movement. By joining these groups’ activities, I gained a better sense
of the practical workings of solidarity, a greater understanding of the divisions and alliances
within and between social movements, and further opportunities to arrange visits to work
sites.
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The semi-structured interviews I conducted at recovered businesses (and, on
occasion in other venues, such as movement meetings) typically spanned 30-60 minutes
and were recorded using an Olympus DM-10 voice recorder for later transcription. While I
worked with a prepared script, containing questions designed to elicit information and
reflections relevant to my research questions, the interviews were usually relaxed and
relatively unstructured, with improvised follow-up questions and diversions depending on
the specific circumstances. Most often, my main informant was either the president of the
recovered business cooperative or a member of the elected management council and, even
when she or he was not an elected manager, my main interviewee was usually chosen by
managers or by a group decision in a meeting known as the “workers’ assembly.”
Following recorded interviews, I was usually able to tour the workplaces, briefly speaking
with a variety of working people, often in the midst of performing their tasks as part of the
production process. These interactions, while unrecorded, were an important influence on
my interpretation of the data I did record, and my field notes included reflections on those
less formal contacts.
The interview questions I used as points of departure were designed to elicit
responses that would help me explore the two main questions posed above. To discover
post-takeover institutions in the workplace, I asked relatively simple, general questions
about how decisions were made and the structure of management, complemented by more
specific questions about operational rules: rules for day-to-day operations in each business,
rules for modifying existing institutions, how authority is granted or rescinded, rules for
sharing costs and benefits, rules for the community use of spaces no longer used for
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industrial production, and so on. I also asked more general questions about whether and
how the recovered business interacted with other businesses, both recovered and otherwise,
and its affiliations with organized groups or “movements.” My prepared questions
specifically sought to generate answers that would give me insight into seven categories of
organizational rules adapted from the work of Elinor Ostrom2 and proposed as universal by
Marvin Waterstone.3 Chapter Four provides a relevant literature review. Answers to
questions were, where appropriate, recorded on a pre-formatted notes page that I entered
into an Excel spreadsheet and used for later coding and reference.
While all of my interviews included a set of prepared questions, the conversations
were flexible and, in the end, each one included spontaneous questions and comments that
elicited more or less free-form reflections on the part of my informants. This is a natural
result of a qualitative data gathering process that allows for the unexpected and admits the
unplanned. It has long been recognized that, while a researcher can and should prepare
through background research and the formulation of key questions, each interview “is a
social interaction and there are no hard and fast rules one can follow.”4
Interviews and oral histories were also be a critical part of answering my second
research question, regarding how people conceive, perceive, and live the recovered spaces,
and how this shapes identities. Questions about the meaning of work, the workplace, and
self-identification are deeply personal, and received some of the most substantive and
interesting responses in terms of understanding the shifting terrains of these workplaces and
the consequences for worker-subjects in those environments. In attempting to foster such
responses, I tried to keep my questions general, asking people if they “saw” the workplace
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differently, or if it “appeared” different to them following the recovery of the business. I
frequently asked if they had new or different ideas about work or working. I also asked
informants to tell me the story of the worker takeover, from the beginning. These very
open questions tended to elicit personal reflections that indicated their (sometimes changed
or evolving) perceptions and conceptions of themselves, their co-workers, and their
workplaces.
My audio recordings were transcribed by a team of Argentine transcriptionists,
hired through a Buenos Aires transcription firm called Fadena Services. These experienced
professionals, as local speakers of the porteño dialect of Spanish, provided greater accuracy
in transcription than I could have, and I am grateful to the NSF for having provided the
funds for this important service. Once transcribed, I loaded the transcribed interviews into
Nvivo8, a popular computer assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS)
package, for coding, interpretation, and analysis. All the analytical work was undertaken
using the Spanish transcripts, and translations done only after quotations were selected for
inclusion in the dissertation text.
For those quotations, I did my own translations from Spanish to English. When an
informant’s words turned out to be ambiguous or difficult for me to translate due to dialect
or grammatical irregularities, I sought clarification from the source by email. In the
absence of a clarifying response, which was often the case, I either opted not to include the
quote in question or conducted an intensive review of grammar and dialect, followed by
repeated listenings of the audio recording, until I felt certain my interpretation was
accurate. While all translations run the risks of error and misrepresentation, I am confident
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that my interpretations of informants’ comments represent their intent and, to the degree
afforded by the grammars of Spanish and English, their style as well.
With the “stockpile of knowledge” represented by my interview, archival, and other
field data, full of holes and gaps as it must necessarily be, I turned to the “hard graft of
tying elements together” into some sort of coherent narrative.5 In undertaking this task, I
placed myself in the role of “interpretive bricoleur,” producing a “bricolage—that is, a
pieced-together set of representations that are fitted to the specifics of a complex
situation.”6 Denzin & Lincoln further explain:
Qualitative research involves the studied use and collection of a variety of
empirical materials—case study; personal experience; introspection; life story;
interview; artifacts; cultural texts and productions; observational, historical,
interactional, and visual texts—that describe routine and problematic moments and
meanings in individuals’ lives. Accordingly, qualitative researchers deploy a wide
range of interconnectived interpretive practices, hoping always to get a better
understanding of the subject matter at hand. It is understood, however, that each
practice makes the world visible in a different way. Hence there is frequently a
commitment to using more than one interpretive practice in any study.7
In that spirit, I have sought to engage my material from multiple analytical perspectives,
some of which overlap, and some of which form the basis for this writing’s organization
into chapters. It is my hope that whatever my narrative lacks in coherence is compensated
by the synthetic value of the combination of theoretical perspectives represented therein.
Whatever that value may be to a reader, I must also acknowledge that the process of writing
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has involved multiple ways of considering my materials and, when I attempt revisions for
publication in the academic and popular press, I will likely reconsider some of the narrative
approaches I adopted here.
One approach notable in this text derives from my own identification as a
“Marxian” or “Marxist” geographer—a subject position with which I am still (and will
always be) in the process of becoming-familiar. Adopting such a role involves particular
performances, as does adopting the more general role of academic writer, for that matter.
One aspect of this writing is that it represents my multiple attempts to perform the identity
of social science researcher and author with different, intersecting, theoretical dispositions.
Insofar as this is my first book-length manuscript in this field, some of these performances
may seem clumsy or lacking to more experienced performers, and that is to be expected.
My Marxist performances, for example, largely involve a structural interpretation of
Argentina’s history of economic crises, a theoretical critique of the cooperative labor form
as present in Argentina’s recovered businesses, and a philosophical concern with the
disposition of surplus value and its implications for worker-subjects. Furthermore, what
optimism I express regarding the emancipatory potential of recovered businesses partakes
of an attempt at “Marxist geographical activism,” which Samers describes as “active
engagement with social movements against capitalist oppression through collective
struggle.”8 For Samers, as for myself, writing—even academic writing—with a Marxist
analysis is a form of activism. Presenting the stories here, flaws and all, is a way for me to
help construct alternative economic knowledges that challenge a hegemonic notion of
capitalism, even if I may not always succeed. It is one way I attempt to “tread a difficult
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path between a hopefulness about an emancipartory future—a collectivist vision if you
will—and a realization that the world is a complex place.”9
Another performance I attempt here is that of “ethnographic journalist,”
documenting real life stories in a way that, I hope, will inspire readers to become more
aware of and engaged with their own economic communities as part of a long term process
of re-visioning and change. Denzin describes a “critical ethnographic journalism that fuses
persons and their troubles with public issues and the public arena,” giving a “public voice
to the biographically meaningful, epiphanic experiences that occur within the confines of
the local moral community.”10 Certainly, the testimonials of my interviewees and other
contacts lend themselves to such a journalistic practice. And while Denzin’s call for
“[c]ritical, intimate, public ethnography” as a journalistic form presupposes a “local” link
between research and reader constituencies, I would suggest that such a writing practice
can serve more extensive populations, as well.11 Learning more about ongoing alternative
practices of property ownership and workplace institutions in a far away locale like
Argentina may change the way a person interprets socially and spatially nearby situations,
such as the worker-led occupation of the Republic Windows and Doors factory in Chicago
in late 2008 or factory occupations that have occurred among maquiladoras along the
Mexico-US border in recent years.
Upon my return from Argentina in 2008, my advisor asked me to reflect on what
had “surprised me the most” during my fieldwork there. This was a difficult question for
me to answer, since I had entered into the experience, as I often do, with very few
expectations. The very notion of surprise presupposes defied expectations, and I approach
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much of my life with a deliberate effort to avoid cleaving to a pretense of “knowledge” of
how things are likely to turn out. In the end, though, I think what surprised me most about
my field research was the ease with which I was able to arrange interviews, visits to
workplaces, and the warmth with which I was received by so many people who, after all,
have more pressing needs to attend than talking to an American graduate student writing a
dissertation. For a variety of reasons, this indicated to me a genuine desire on the part of
many protagonists in the recovered business movement to associate themselves with allies
from multiple backgrounds and persuasions, to have their story told, and to remain relevant
to as many different kinds of peoples’ lives as possible. For working people struggling to
maintain a new regime of collective property ownership in the face of multiple oppositions,
this is one strategy for the survival of the social forms they embody.
Another surprise, for me, perhaps the greatest one overall, has been the difficulty of
working with the “stockpile of knowledge” I accumulated through fieldwork. First of all,
the sheer quantity of material is daunting, and the need to create a narrative based on all
that material presents a mighty challenge. I could write five completely different books and
still not make use of all I have learned and collected.
But beyond that concern, I found it difficult, even emotionally taxing, to edit the
words of the recorded interviewees, choosing some passages for quotation, while leaving
other words to remain locked in the archive I have collected. A great deal of writing on
methodology has considered the perils of subjecting research data to the “discipline” of the
researcher’s agenda, the role of researcher as interpreter and editor of “the other’s” voice,
and the ethical quandaries an academic writer in the social sciences can face. To be
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confronted with them in reality, however, created tensions greater than I had previously
imagined.
I eventually concluded that all writing that involves the construction of arguments
and the use of others’ words as supporting evidence must, indeed, involve “disciplining”
those words, in more than one sense. One the one hand, there is the selective use of certain
elements of recorded interviews, while other elements are left out—discipline as restraint
or suppression. On the other hand, there is the interpretation of words through the
theoretical lenses of academic disciplines—discipline as the imposition of a “disciplinarity”
on research materials by describing them through particular discourses of knowledge
construction. The challenge, for me, was how to accomplish these tasks in ways that still
allowed the words of my informants to “speak for themselves” at some level.
The result, imperfect though it may be, is the dissertation you have in your hands or
on your screen. It is an attempt to work in alliance with my informants, producing
knowledge that both satisfies the disciplinary needs of academic research and writing, and
illuminates the social projects in which my informants are deeply involved in ways they
would appreciate. They will, of course, receive a translated copy of this work, and I look
forward to discussing it with them. I have made every attempt to ensure that, in my
selection and interpretation of quotations from interviews and other materials, I have not
suppressed information for the purposes of upholding my own ideological interests. In
each of the chapters, however, I have subjected my research materials to a different kind of
discipline.
In Chapters One and Three, for example, the discipline is that of Marxist political
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economic theory. Chapter Two imposes the frame of an historical narrative. In Chapters
Four and Five, the disciplinary structures are academic theories of the commons and the
analytical framework of institutional analysis. Chapter Six interprets the material from the
less structured “postmodern” perspectives of discourse, subjectivity, and the mutually
constitutive relationships between the spatial and the social. Chapter Seven is where my
own voice as a writer is least disciplined, and where I allow myself the most latitude in
speaking strictly for myself. Readers should always keep in mind that any knowledge
produced here is my interpretation of the information I have gathered, despite the fact that
it may be filtered through borrowed disciplinary frameworks, and the final chapter
acknowledges this through its tone and content. My hope is that, by (re)presenting my
informants and their stories from these multiple perspectives, I offer my readers an
adequate window through which to glimpse and better understand some of the ongoing
processes immanent in Argentina’s recovered business movement. I also hope to share the
guarded optimism I feel about this social movement, and which I perceived in many of the
involved participants I spoke with during my fieldwork.

A Brief Reader’s Guide
One thing that may stand out to academic readers of this dissertation is the lack of
an explicit “Literature Review” chapter. This is intentional, though it does not indicate a
distaste for, or unwillingness to discuss, literature relevant to my topic, theoretical
frameworks, or other approaches to the subject matter herein. Rather, as a writer, I find it
awkward and “forced” to separate a review of literature from its related arguments or
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observations in the body of the text. As such, in this dissertation, the literature review is
an ongoing process, embedded in each chapter as part of the narrative. I feel that this is a
much more natural way to present relevant literature, as the presentation coincides with
the subject matter that actually prompts the invocation of the references. Each chapter
contains its own review of literature, woven into the discussion as an integral, rather than
separate, element of the writing.
Chapter One of this dissertation, “Capital, Contradiction—Crisis!” presents a
brief history of Argentina’s political economy. I feel that, in order to better understand
the recovered business movement and my analyses of it, readers should have at least a
general grounding in the unique political economic contexts, past and present, of
Argentina as a nation-state entangled with the manifold strands of national and
international social relations. As geographers know so well, the attributes of place are
fundamental to processes that unfold any “where,” and Argentina’s recurring cycles of
economic crisis, coupled with its particular social dynamics involving, state, capital, and
labor factions, constitute a singular environment, which has contributed to the conditions
that made the wave of workplace takeovers possible. Hence, I have taken the time to
provide this history.
In doing so, I have relied on a few (perhaps too few) key sources for information
and theory. My main historical source is Luís Alberto Romero’s A History of Argentina
in the Twentieth Century. In my archival research, I found this text to be an appropriate
basis for this chapter for a number of reasons. Romero is a respected Argentine historian,
“one of the leading historians of his generation in Argentina,” according to the Penn State
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University Press. His book, originally published in Spanish, was intended for Argentine
audiences and, as such, represents an “insider’s” view of events, penned by someone who
lived through many of them himself. Moreover, Romero’s text incorporates a fair degree
of political economic analysis that seemed relevant to my own research interests. To
complement Romero’s analysis, which ends with a postscript dated January 20, 2002, I
draw heavily on David Harvey’s crisis theory from Limits to Capital.
Chapter Two presents my own history of the Argentine recovered business
movement. With the long history of crisis now better understood by the reader, I turn to
the period that begins roughly where Romero’s historical analysis ends. While all social
movements are complex and multifaceted, it is possible to observe patterns or categories
of action, and I have highlighted these in an “anatomy of recovery,” elaborated partially
recovered business protagonists’ own categorization of their actions: occupy, resist,
produce.
In reality, of course, there is no single, monolithic “movement” that assumes one
reified form. I acknowledge and elaborate on this point with an analysis of the two most
active and visible organized groups that promote and assist with the recovery of
businesses by their workers: The National Movement of Recovered Businesses (MNER)
and the National Movement of Recovered Factories (MNFR), which split from MNER
around 2004. The strategies and tactics endorsed by these groups, while similar, differ in
important ways that may impact the internal organization of their constituent businesses
and the subjectivities of their members. I also consider cases in which recovered
businesses choose not to identify with either of these movements.
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Next, with the reader better informed of the dynamics that comprise business
recoveries and their attendant social movements, I turn to a consideration of the
phenomenon from the perspective of Marxist political economy. In particular, Chapter
Three focuses on the “revolutionary” potential of workers organized as cooperatives in
control of the means of production. Writings by Marx and Luxemburg figure
prominently in this section, and I engage in an investigation of cooperativism as it has
historically been manifest in Argentina, how it is legally defined by the Argentine state,
and, in general terms, how it is variably practiced by workers in different recovered
businesses. While some might see Argentina’s wave of workplace takeovers as
analogous to Marx’s “haunting spectre,” others might argue that the results amount to a
deeper entrenchment of capitalism. I explore these arguments and pose some of my own.
Chapter Four offers an extension of common property theory into the realm of
industrial production, which I believe is an appropriate and useful way to consider
recovered businesses from the perspective of activist scholarship. Aligning myself with
Gibson-Graham’s calls for new economic imaginaries to cultivate subjects for noncapitalist practices, I develop a tentative theory of the “industrial commons.” In doing so,
I review theories of common property, eventually turning to the work of Elinor Ostrom as
a model for conducting institutional analyses of collective action regimes on the
industrial commons. While institutional analysis can be applied to nearly any social
decision making situation, I felt it was particularly appropriate to leverage Ostrom’s
framework as I sought to both expand the literature on the “commons” through the
development of this economic imaginary, while simultaneously seeking an analytical
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framework for understanding, in detail, the rules for collective action within recovered
business cooperatives.
In Chapter Five, I apply that analytical framework to undertake an institutional
analysis of the rules for collective decision making in the recovered businesses I studied.
Though there is a wide range of variation in practice from workplace to workplace, the
institutional analysis perspective allows us to frame the different types of decisions that
any organization must make and, thus examine the range of options available, given the
social and material conditions, of particular organizations and types of organizations. In
effect, the institutional analysis reveals a (probably incomplete) typology of recovered
businesses, with “types” being understood as categorizations based on the collective
decisions made by workers, given the range of parameters available for different rule
sets. The previous sentence may make more sense to the reader after having finished
Chapter Five. This chapter, more than any others, presents a practical guide to “how
things get done” in different recovered businesses, and may be of great benefit to others
involved in or planning a workplace takeover with democratic management goals in
mind.
Chapter Six counters the more structural analyses of previous chapters with an
exposition of the trialectic relationships between space, power, and subjectivity, based in
a review of theory and an application of theory to recovered business workers-assubjects. Drawing on Butler, Bourdieu, Lefebvre, Gibson-Graham, and others, I make
the case that the processes of recovering a business necessarily open the potential for new
spaces of subjectivity, and that some workers, in the process of recovering their
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work(places), have produced themselves as different subjects with new (non-capitalist)
identities. For evidence, I turn to the words of my informants, some of whose comments
even use the language of the social theories with which I engage. At the end of this
chapter, I consider the limits to subjective transformation and return to the consideration
of “autoexploitation” begun in Chapter Three.
Finally, the dissertation concludes with Chapter Seven, where I present some of
the latest news from Argentina and elsewhere, including events that have taken place
subsequent to the writings in most of the dissertation’s chapters. Some of these events
provide further evidence for arguments I make in the text, and others suggest
reinterpretations and directions for further research. It is not my intention that this
chapter end in “closure” of the dissertation, but rather that it depicts or represents the
many socio-spatial “openings” I perceive the recovered business movement to have
created, though these openings may expand or contract according to a variety of possible
influences.
In all of the chapters, from Chapter Two onward, I rely heavily on that for which I
am most grateful: the responses of my compañero informants at the recovered businesses
I visited during my two trips to Argentina. Their words, which I have spent many hours
reviewing and translating, are far more important than my own for understanding the
events and processes I have sought to elaborate or explain. Any “author-ity” I can claim
derives solely from their willingness to share their time and allow me to record their
verbal reflections. I can only hope that, through the potentially violating acts of
translation and interpretation, I have done them justice.
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CHAPTER ONE: CAPITAL, CONTRADICTION—CRISIS!
A Brief History of Argentine Political Economy

“The movement of the nineteenth and twentieth began with a sound—the
sound of someone banging on a pot. That sound grew, and then bodies
began to move from their houses to the corner, and then to the center of
the city, and finally to the Plaza de Mayo. Bodies moved and pots banged,
and finally that new phrase was spoken—not speeches, not explanations,
not political party placards. No one knew exactly who was there, whether
people were from the left, right, or center. There were housewives, young
people—everyone was there—and they said with a common voice, ‘They
all must go’ [‘Que se vayan todos’].”
--Pablo, Asamblea Colegiales, in Horizontalism1

December 19, 2001
Buenos Aires, especially the downtown district, has a very particular spatial
arrangement. Seen from the air, from a satellite, or on a map, an array of major
thoroughfares cuts at angles across the conventional street grid, like the spokes on half a
wagon wheel. Depending on your perspective, these streets either converge at a single
spot on the eastern edge of the city, or they radiate westward, growing further and further
apart as they lance out towards the megalopolis of 12 million people.
And perspective matters, since that single spot is the Plaza de Mayo, home of the
presidential mansion, national cathedral, and national bank, and focal point for both
popular protest and projection of state power since its construction in 1884. The Plaza is
a magnet for political demonstrators, as well as a launching pad for crowds inspired by
political speech. Countless times in years past, crowds of protesters with flags, banners,
and signs have surged along the spokes of the wheel, taking over the streets and marching
to the Plaza, where a tall obelisk marks the center and a statue of Manuel Belgrano on
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horseback looms next to the national flag monument to the east. The openness of the
Plaza invites all comers: tourists, artists, performers, and partisans, but nowadays, that
openness is marred by the line of black metal barricade fences that divide the Plaza in
half. A permanent cadre of federal police stand ready to extend the fence line across the
streets, to cut off the entire eastern half of the area, should crowds be deemed a threat to
the president’s palace (the Casa Rosada, or “pink house”), which commands the
easternmost end of the Plaza de Mayo.
Over the decades of the twentieth century, and now the twenty-first, the pulsing
cycles of state power radiating from the Plaza and popular power converging there have
given the Plaza an almost tangible presence throughout the country. The Plaza figures
prominently as the site of famous speeches by Juan and Evita Perón in the 1940s and 50s.
In 1974, Perón dismissed the armed populist montoneros from the Plaza, after which they
poured back out into the countryside to commit violent acts of resistance. In recent
times, the Plaza appears around the country, literally embodied by the Madres de la Plaza
de Mayo, women who continue the struggle to find the truth about the 30,000 people who
“disappeared” during the last military dictatorship. But, in fact, the Plaza’s significance
really traces back to 1810, where it was the site of the promulgation of the Argentine
declaration of independence on May 25th. Convergence and radiation of power—by
force and the construction of durable imaginaries—have characterized this place for a
long time.
So when, on December 19, 2001, crowds flowed down the streets to converge at
the Plaza de Mayo, that in itself was nothing unusual. What was unusual, however, was
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the scale of the demonstration. Estimates of hundreds of thousands of participants in the
unrest are common, and it is thought that, over the next few months, as many as 3 million
became involved in public protests.2 That would mean that one in four people in the
metro area took to the streets. Photographs and films of the Plaza de Mayo reveal a space
of popular power, packed full, shoulder-to-shoulder, with people banging on pots and
pans, chanting their demand in unison that all political representatives relinquish their
power: “Oooooh, que se vayan todos! Que no quede ni uno solo!” (Oh, they all must go!
Not one can stay!). Within two days, the entire federal government had collapsed, with
the president and his cabinet ministers resigning in disgrace and public services
effectively halted. By then, the mass demonstrations of pot-banging and looting had
spread from the Plaza de Mayo to cities around the entire nation. At least one member of
the government at the time describes the crisis as “arguably . . . its most serious crisis
ever.”3
The series of events that followed drew worldwide attention and continue to bring
activists, academics, workers, and other concerned people together to experiment with
new kinds of social and economic organization. The factory takeovers upon which this
dissertation focuses make up only one element of the complex network of severed
connections, new social ties, appropriated/recoded spaces, and altered daily practice that
came in the wake of this mass uprising. In other words, the ongoing business
“recoveries” in Argentina have a political, economic, and social context. Likewise, the
crisis that provided that context in 2001 and 2002, itself has a context: Argentine
political and economic history. To better understand how people and institutions in
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Argentina got to where they were at the turn of the twenty-first century, we will begin
with a brief history of the country’s political economy, examined from a Marxist
perspective.

Crisis as Normality: Patterns of Political Economic Disaster
“Rosas [a brutal dictator who ruled Buenos Aires province in the mid1800s] was also the creator of a series of political figures and methods—
personalism, clientelism, and populist mobilization . . .—that would later
be repeated in Argentine history, as if the ‘ghosts of the past’ were
‘conjured up from the dead,’ to quote Marx’s 18th Brumaire, and would
never leave Argentina in peace.”4
--Mauricio Rojas, economic historian, Historia de la
Crisis Argentina

Economic crises have been part and parcel of Argentina’s economic history from
the time of its colonization by European powers. That these crises have arisen through
the processes of an emerging (and later, more developed) capitalist economy should
come as no surprise to any student of Marxist theory. Marx, in his analysis of the capital
process, identifies the “immanent contradiction” inherent in the commodity form and
traces the propagation of this contradiction through the social relations which underlie
production in the capitalist mode, arguing that “these forms . . . imply the possibility of
crises.”5 In historical and material practice, the internal contradictions of capital lead to a
clearly observable pattern in economic development: “a series of periods of moderate
activity, prosperity, over-production, crisis, and stagnation.”6
David Harvey, in The Limits to Capital, summarizes and extends Marx’s theory
by linking economic crises to interruptions in the process of capital accumulation—
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interruptions which result from antithetical social relations manifest in the capitalist mode
of production and the socio-spatial arrangements that arise from those relations. His
characterization of Marx’s main argument is as follows:
The contradictions between the productive forces, social relations and mental
conceptions of the world become the central source of tension.
The insatiable quest on the part of capitalists to appropriate surplus value impels
perpetual revolutions in the productive forces. But these revolutions create
conditions that are inconsistent with the further accumulation of capital and the
reproduction of class relations. This means that the capitalist system is inherently
unstable and crisis-prone. Though each crisis may be resolved through a radical
re-structuring of productive forces and social relations, the underlying source of
conflict is never eliminated. New contradictions arise which generate ever more
general forms of crisis.7
On the basis of this theory, we should be able to discern such a pattern of
accumulation, overproduction, and crisis in the history of the Argentine economy. Each
crisis, theoretically, should be followed by a rearrangement of relations between capital,
labor, and commodity production practices that allows accumulation to continue, but
which preserves the contradictions inherent in the capitalist production process. These
contradictions, presumably, would eventually lead to another cycle of crisis and
restructuring, and so on. In fact, Argentina’s economic history displays just such a
pattern, up to and including the crisis of 2001. The following overview will attempt to
reveal and explain some of the major moments of this cycle in terms of the theories of
Marx, and the extensions of Marxist theory proposed by Harvey.
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Accumulation and Crisis
Marx identifies two forms of capital accumulation, which comprise two distinct
stages: “primitive” accumulation and “capitalist” accumulation. While, in general,
primitive accumulation preceded capitalist accumulation, it should be emphasized that
the two can and do occur simultaneously, and primitive accumulation continues even
today, in the forms of imperialist warfare and the slave trade, among others. This
explains why Harvey prefers to refer to primitive accumulation as “accumulation by
dispossession.”8 Both types of accumulation figure in the economic history of Argentina.
Primitive accumulation, for Marx, “is nothing else than the historical process of
divorcing the producer from the means of production.”9 It is the seizure of resources,
including people, land and raw materials, and the creation of a class of laborers
subordinate to those who made the seizure. “In actual history,” Marx writes, “conquest,
enslavement, robbery, murder, in short, force, play the greatest part” in this process.10
Primitive accumulation is the history of expropriation for the establishment of capitalist
production, “written in the annals of mankind in letters of blood and fire.”11
On the other hand, capitalist accumulation occurs once production itself begins to
reproduce the (now presupposed) relations established through primitive accumulation.
While primitive accumulation separates labor from the means of production, the ensuing
capitalist mode of production “not only maintains this separation, but reproduces it on a
constantly extending scale.”12 Capitalist accumulation derives from the extraction of
surplus value from labor, and depends on the progressive reproduction and expansion of
the separation between workers and the means of production. Capitalist accumulation is
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nothing less than the amassing of profits based on the exploitation of commodified labor
power. And the internal logic of capital as a social process drives capitalists to
accumulate greater and greater profits through the expansion of the production system
and the devaluation of labor.
Harvey, as noted above, describes crises as historical moments where capitalist
accumulation is interrupted or halted, and explores three ways such interruptions can
come about. His three “cuts” at crisis theory are offered in a way which more-or-less
follows historical patterns in the development of the capitalist economy. Each “cut”
proposes reasons for a particular type of crisis, and identifies the various “fixes”
historically employed to resolve that type of crisis. However, as suggested by his earlier
quote, each resolution merely relocates the internal contradictions that interrupted
accumulation in the first place, and sets the stage for the next crisis.
To wit, the “first cut” theory focuses strictly on falling rates of profit,
overproduction crises, and the associated devaluation of commodities and labor power.
Attempts to address falling rates of profit typically involve “technological fixes” such as
reductions in the labor force (i.e., layoffs and firings), as well as mechanization and
investment in other forms of fixed capital. These strategies lead to overproduction,
which can be rectified only by a crash in the price of the overproduced commodities. It is
in response this instability that systems of credit grow in power and extent, which sets the
stage for the “second cut” at crisis theory.13
The “second cut” locates the interruption of accumulation in tensions between
industrial and finance capital. The credit system, having emerged to maintain
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accumulation even in the face of potential production crises, actually reproduces the
contradictions of capital in a different form. The capitalist class itself now divides into a
sub-class of financiers and a sub-class of industrial capitalists, which share an
antagonistic relationship analogous to that between capital and labor. In this scenario,
crisis takes less the form of devalued commodities, and more the form of devalued
money. Since such crises impact the entire population through the medium of money,
they are also associated with state interventions aimed at managing the economic
relations and creating a “controlled recession” during economic downturns.14 These
types of crises are characterized by “financial panics and inflation.”15
The “third cut” offered by Harvey explores what he calls the “spatial fix” and how
“geographical expansion and uneven geographical development hold out the possibility
for a contradiction-prone capitalism to right itself.” However, as Harvey points out, this
strategy “merely ends up projecting [these contradictions] . . . upon the world stage”16
The projection of contradictions through the “spatial fix” is being realized by the global
economy at this very moment, although, as we shall see, the phenomenon is certainly
nothing new.
In Argentina, both primitive and capitalist accumulation have taken historically
specific forms, and crises have occurred throughout the process. It is to this history that
we now turn, seeking evidence of the patterns described above. Like political economic
detectives, we shall search for the clues of capital’s contradictions in the broad sweep of
Argentine history, with the twin guides of Marx and Harvey at our shoulders.
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Early Primitive Accumulation in Argentina
Primitive accumulation in Argentina began with European conquest. Even during
this stage, however, the physical and cultural properties of the Argentine landscape—
particularly as modified through colonization—presaged uneven development and the
future need for “spatial fixes” that would be played out in the years ahead. In the
northern regions, for example, native populations had embraced agriculture and settled in
stable farming villages. In the Pampas and Patagonia to the south, however, the local
populations led a more mobile, migratory existence, depending on hunting and gathering
for sustenance.17 These regional differences, in part influenced by the qualities of the
land itself, had noticeable effects on primitive accumulation strategies.
For European conquerors bent on extracting mineral wealth and other raw
materials, the demand for labor was paramount. In characteristic fashion, the invading
Europeans filled this need by enslaving local people and forcing them to work in mines
and produce food for the growing population of European immigrants. In the north,
sedentary populations were deemed good candidates for subjugation, both because settled
concentrations of people were easier to find and because their skills, developed through
farming, were more compatible with labor regimes forced upon them. In the south, by
contrast, the more mobile populations were harder to find and capture, and Spanish
invaders viewed these peoples as less “labor-ready” for exploitation. These factors, as
well as the supposed locations of mineral wealth and the routes by which goods flowed
between Europe and South America, led early Spanish colonizers to engage in primitive
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accumulation primarily in the northern districts, while leaving the Pampas and Patagonia
regions relatively unexploited.18 19
During this period of initial primitive accumulation through conquest and
enslavement, European immigrants inadvertently created the conditions for a further type
of primitive accumulation, which would form the basis of later economic growth and the
capitalization of agriculture. They did so by bringing European livestock—particularly
cattle and horses—to the South American hinterlands. Inevitably, some of these animals
escaped their owners and ran wild, especially in the fertile plains of the Pampas. Given a
food-rich environment and a lack of successful local predators, over the years, their
numbers grew.
Eventually, the population of wild horses and cattle in the Pampas grew to such
an extent that rounding up these animals became a viable source of livelihood for both
new immigrants and the descendants of previous European colonists, known as criollos.
Cattle and horse roundups continued as a major source of livestock through the middle of
the eighteenth century.20 The shift of primitive accumulation to the Pampas region also
brought growth to colonial settlements in the area, including the now-burgeoning port of
Buenos Aires.
Over time, however, as wild populations of animals dwindled, primitive
accumulation strategies shifted once again. Now, rather than accumulating livestock,
colonists began accumulating ever larger areas of land in the Pampas region for the
purpose of organized livestock production. Native peoples were forced from their lands
in ever greater numbers, and enslavement continued. At the same time, land privatization
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schemes led to the emergence of a class of landowning ranchers. This also ushered in a
new phenomenon: the capitalization of agriculture and the growth of rural wage-labor.
The emergence of capitalized agriculture also led to the first crisis to be considered.

Capitalization of Agriculture and Overproduction of Beef
The concentration of land in the hands of ranchers took on a form familiar to any
student of Latin American development history: the latifundia system. In Argentina,
large ranches called estancias were recognized by local colonial authorities, and land
titles were granted to a relative minority of the population. For the non-landowning
population, there was little choice but to work as wage-laborers on the estancias.21 Cattle
raising for meat and hide production became a major part of the economy, including the
export market, which thrived on the sales of hides, in particular.22
But capitalized agriculture included the contradictory relations between capital
and labor outlined by Marx and Harvey, above. As ranchers intensified their production
through the exploitation of wage-labor, cattle populations boomed. It was not long
before the push for capitalist accumulation through the means of livestock raising brought
about a crisis that conforms closely to Harvey’s “first cut” model.
By the mid-1700s, the growth of the cattle population had developed into an
overproduction crisis. Quite simply, there was too much beef and not enough consumers
to buy it. Because of the speed and style of transportation, and the perishable nature of
the commodity, ranchers became trapped in a situation where they were “growing
surpluses of meat that were worthless because there was no way to conserve it for
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export.”23 Overproduction resulted in a crash of the commodity price, just as Marx and
Harvey describe in their theories of capitalist production.
Moreover, the attempts to resolve the crisis and re-establish the process of
accumulation also match the dynamics of the “first cut” theory. The solution to the
overproduction and devaluation of beef centered largely around a “technological fix”:
beef salting. Once ample sources of salt were identified and secured, preserved beef
became part of the export market, simultaneously reconfiguring the role of wage labor in
the production process and allowing the resumption of capitalist accumulation. Wage
labor now increasingly included work in the meatpacking and salting houses, which
rapidly grew in size and number, to nearly industrial scales.
The fact that export markets were crucial to this solution also brings the “spatial
fix” of Harvey’s “third cut” into play. Following Argentina’s independence in 1810,
eased restrictions on exports allowed salted beef to flow freely, especially to Brazil and
Cuba, and capitalist accumulation through cattle-ranching continued with an even greater
intensity than before.24 But, as Marx and Harvey both warned, the new accumulation
strategies maintained the inherent contradictions of the capital, and set the stage for other
crises to come.

Rise of the Export Economy and the “Spatial Fix”
The new demand for exported salted beef fueled capitalist accumulation in the
cattle ranching sector, but it also allowed for the growth of previously nonexistent or
underdeveloped industries, such as salting plants and maritime transportation operations.
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The port city of Buenos Aires grew in size and importance. New divisions of wage-labor
satisfied capital’s need to expand, and ever greater numbers of immigrants and criollos,
along with slaves, were tapped as sources of labor power.
The restoration of capitalist accumulation through the beef trade on an expanded
scale also meant a need for even more land, and further primitive accumulation took
place in the Pampean region. During this period of expansion, ranch laborers were also
used as “shock troops” to drive native peoples further inland.25 One of the more
prominent and active prosecutors of violent assaults on the indigenous was Governor
Rosas, the 19th century dictator mentioned in the above quote by Rojas. Within a few
decades, “three distinct socioeconomic zones could be distinguished in Argentina: the
dynamic, prosperous coastal area [centered around Buenos Aires and its Pampean
hinterland]; the impoverished interior; and the frontier lands of Patagonia.”26
But the “spatial fix” offered by the expanded salt-beef export economy was a twoway circuit, and Argentina simultaneously turned its own consumer population into a
“spatial fix” for European producers. Ships employed to export beef brought European
manufactured commodities when they came to the docks, and these goods were usually
less expensive than those produced by local artisans. Moreover, importers also brought
agricultural products, including grain, rice, and wine, all at prices below those of local
producers. The result was a crisis of the “third cut” variety, characterized by “the
collapse of [crop growing] agriculture and artisan production.”27
This “third cut” crisis fits Harvey’s characterization quite well. Even as beef
producers employed the “spatial fix” to address overproduction, so did manufacturers in
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Europe use the same strategy in reverse. Both groups of producers were relying on
geographically uneven development to perpetuate accumulation and, simultaneously, to
reproduce that uneven development. The virtual destruction of the artisan class in
Argentina exemplifies this well because the devaluation of locally produced commodities
through an effectively import-driven overproduction crisis dampened any immediate
prospects for local development of manufactured goods. Uneven development was
maintained and reinforced in those sectors. The dynamics of nineteenth century
Argentina, then, in many ways foreshadowed the uneven development patterns of late
twentieth century “globalization.”
As we shall see, the patterns of uneven development projected “upon the world
stage” and sustained through international economic relations would return to haunt
Argentina’s economy in the future. Harvey even makes explicit reference to this kind of
situation in his presentation of the “third cut” theory:
If overaccumulated capital in Britain is lent as means of payment to Argentina to
buy up the excess commodities produced in Britain, then the relief to
overaccumulation is at best short-lived and the general prospects for avoiding
devaluation negligible.28
If we allow capital accumulated through increasing beef exports to colonial interests in
Cuba and Brazil to stand in for the “overaccumulated capital . . . lent as means of
payment,” the implication is clear. The “spatial fix” can delay accumulation crises, but
not prevent them.
The crisis that crashed the artisan and crop-growing economies in the mideighteenth century illustrates, moreover, how the “spatial fix” is not a one-way process.
The integration of Argentina into the world economy signaled the start of a long period of
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boom-bust cycles that would last until the present day. The destruction of the artisan
class was merely one of the earliest examples.

The Railroad and Late Nineteenth Century “Technological Fixes”
The latter half of the nineteenth century saw a variety of “technological fixes”
employed to keep the engine of accumulation turning over. Here, I use the term
“technology” in the broad sense implied by Marx, and as explained by Harvey: “the
concrete form taken by an actual labour process in a given instance. . . .” In other words,
“technological fixes” include not only “the tools and machines used,” but also “the
technical division of labour, the actual deployment of labour powers.”29
Among the various technological changes were shifts in the types of commodities
produced. Responding to England’s growing demand for wool to supply its industrial
mills, for example, ranchers turned to raising sheep in large numbers. Wool exports
proved quite successful in maintaining capitalist accumulation, growing from 7,700 tons
in 1850 to just under 150,000 tons in 1900.30
In addition, a key mechanical technology emerged on the scene that not only
enhanced growth in existing agricultural sectors, but allowed for other shifts in
commodity production: the railroad. The railroad enabled much faster and more reliable
transportation between the major ports in and near Buenos Aires and the interior. The
resulting growth of exports in wool was matched by a revival of crop-growing, the fruits
of which could reach the export points much more easily than before.
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Cultivated land grew from around 600,000 acres in 1872 to nearly 10 million
acres in 1895.31 It is no coincidence that railroad expansion between the same years went
from 864 kilometers to more than 14,000 kilometers of track.32 The beef trade benefited
from the railroad, as well, especially in combination with the introduction of
refrigeration. Even so, grain production, which had been so underdeveloped in the past,
quickly grew and outstripped other forms of agriculture by the end of the century. Cotton
production also expanded greatly.33
Accumulation, then, continued apace, and agricultural capitalists consolidated
their holds on ever growing areas of land, while wage-labor prevailed in all sectors of the
economy and slavery was phased out. The engine of capital kept turning over, despite
relatively minor disruptions caused by shifting production priorities. And yet, the
“technological fix” of the railroad was also a “spatial fix”—both for Argentine exporters,
but also for another group of vitally important actors in the world economy: British
capitalists.
The Argentine railroad system was almost entirely financed and built with British
capital. Moreover, along with railroads, British capitalists also invested in “trade,
banking, and public loans . . . mortgage loans for land, investment in utilities such as gas,
and investment in transport such as streetcars. . . .”34 By the early twentieth century,
British capital investment had increased to twenty times its level in 1880.35 This situation
recalls Harvey’s earlier quote, in which Britain lends overaccumulated capital to
Argentina in order to stave off its own overproduction crises. Certainly, the railroads
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served to distribute imported British commodities as much as they served to bring
agricultural products to the export market.
In Argentina, however, further crises were waiting down the tracks, for the
“technological fix” of the railroad had already set the stage for another crisis of
overproduction. Furthermore, increasing dependence on the “spatial fix” of foreign
capital continued to reinforce patterns of uneven development, particularly in nonagricultural sectors. Finally, the widespread deployment of foreign capital in the form of
credit, coupled with a more developed state capable of financial interventions, raised the
potential for the emergence of crises of the “second cut,” or finance capital, variety. With
these elements of the political economy in play, there is little wonder that twentiethcentury Argentina saw its own crises, and of magnitudes previously unimagined.

Overproduction in the Early 20th Century
By the late 1920s, grain agriculture, sheep raising, and cattle raising all enjoyed
the expansion and rapid access to exchange markets made possible by the railroad. This,
of course, meant that capitalist accumulation continued relatively smoothly and, in the
Pampean area, the cattle population reached an all-time high.36 But at the end of the
decade, the continuous accumulation enjoyed for so long was utterly disrupted in the beef
production sector.
Owing to a combination of overproduction and the constraints of a nowestablished oligarchy in the meatpacking industry, cattle prices crashed. According to
Giberti, the crisis “was so great that cows were bought to feed pigs.” For cattle ranchers,
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stuck on land that wasn’t suitable for conversion to other kinds of agriculture, the results
were catastrophic.37 Again, we see here the classic form of a “first cut” crisis in terms of
the model proposed by Harvey by way of Marx. Intensification of production,
augmented by technological change, led to overproduction. The results were typical:
devaluation of the commodity—in this case, beef.
The worldwide economic depression of the same period complicated matters
further, considering the Argentine agrarian economy’s already well established
dependence on circuits of international capital and trade. Past “spatial fixes” and the
socioeconomic relations associated with them allowed the ripple effects of the global
depression to have profound impacts on local markets. Luis Romero, writing in A
History of Argentina in the Twentieth Century, explains that “the flow of foreign capital,
which had traditionally nourished the national economy, ceased. . . . International prices
for agricultural products fell sharply . . . and although exports did not decline, the
earnings of the agrarian sector . . . greatly shrank.”38 This “first cut” crisis of beef
overproduction coincided with an emergent “third cut” crisis, though it is clear that cattle
ranchers were hit much harder than other locally producing capitalists.
The response to the beef crisis and the following price crashes of the early 1930s
falls very much in line with Harvey’s theories. The national government took drastic
steps to reform and strengthen the domestic credit and monetary systems, including the
imposition of state control over foreign currency exchange in 1931 and the establishment
of a Central Bank in 1935.39
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But, as Harvey points out, “state regulation [of the credit system] does not begin
and end with the central bank. . . .”40 Indeed, other state institutions intervened to
regulate the circulation of money capital, establishing government-backed price
guarantees for grain producers and, to some degree, the domestic meat market. The state
also actively supported the development of new local industries aimed at import
substitution in a global context of declining exports. Local industrial growth was made
possible by the domestic demand for manufactured goods, which had increased during
previous periods of prosperity, and by government policies aimed at attracting foreign
capital for local industrial production through incentives of tax-reductions41, which
amounts to a form of state credit. While the net result was a resumption of capital
accumulation in the short term, the interventions of the state in service to capital raise
some of the very questions posed by Harvey in his development of the “second cut”
theory of crises:
Put in social terms . . . the powers of the state have to be invoked to
regulate the operations of the money capitalists; and this leads immediately to the
question, who controls the state? Put in more general theoretical terms, we find
that the powerful contradictions mobilized within the credit system can be
contained only by appeal to the higher-order institutionalized arrangements
characteristic of the state apparatus; and that leads us to consider how the
fundamental class antagonisms between capital and labour as well as between
various factions of both are internalized within the state [emphasis added].42
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The tensions highlighted by these questions would be brought to the fore in the 1950s,
during the rule of Juan Perón, and the series of crises that attended his fall from power.

Perón’s First Reign: The “Second Cut” in the Mid-20th Century
“As an economic doctrine, Justicialism establishes the social economy,
placing capital in the service of the economy, and that in the service of
social wellbeing.”
--General Juan Domingo Perón

No twentieth-century Argentine history can ignore the profound and lasting
influence of Peronist policies. Juan Domingo Perón, who was elected president in 1946,
following a military takeover in 1943, brought state intervention in the flows of money
capital to a higher level than ever before. The fact that his government’s economic plans
responded to the long history of spatial and technological “fixes” outlined above cannot
be discounted. However, in the context of the present analysis of crises, we shall focus
our attention on the upheavals of the 1950s, which not only precipitated his forced
removal from office, but also represent a “second cut” crisis in the terms defined by
Harvey.
The Peronist government did, indeed, internalize “fundamental class antagonisms
between capital and labour as well as between various factions of both”—and did so in
dramatic and literal ways. The result was a state that at once supported labor unions and
promoted the development of industrial capital. On the one hand, Perón’s government
built up a social welfare system, nationalizing railroads and utilities that had been built
with foreign capital. On the other hand, it maintained the national debt and continued to
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court foreign investment in new or underdeveloped industries.43 The state tried to take on
all major capitalist economic roles at the same time: creditor, industrial producer, and
laborer.
While these heavy state interventions in the economy spurred immediate growth
in some industries and unemployment fell sharply, the honeymoon was short-lived, as the
contradictions of capital, internalized in state financial policy, began to manifest
themselves. For example, although the industrial sector was organized for capitalist
production, high wages mandated by state-supported labor unions interfered with
accumulation. The domestic demand for locally made goods dried up as domestic
markets became saturated, following state-funded import substitution industrialization.
By the early 1950s, inflation was rising and “industrial stagnation was evident.”44
Moreover, the push for industrialization shifted labor and finance capital away from the
agrarian sector, and agricultural production suffered as a result.45 The winter of 1952
brought shortages of meat and wheat.46
The government’s response was further intervention, sometimes taken to
authoritarian extremes. In addition to restrictions on the consumption of meat and other
commodities, the state suspended collective bargaining and curtailed credit, industrial
subsidies, and foreign exchange.47 Perón simultaneously revived attempts to lure foreign
capital investment. However, these measures were probably both too much and too little
to revive and stabilize accumulation, and they definitely came too late. In 1955, Perón
was forced from office by a military coup.
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The Fall and Rise of Peronism
The damage, however, was already done. The Peronist state had failed to resolve
the contradictions between finance capital, industrial capital, and labor, and the new
government inherited an economy that was unstable and governed by flawed state
financial policies. In 1956, under the leadership of provisional president Aramburu, the
state attempted to restore balanced accumulation in the only way that seemed possible:
causing its own “second cut” crisis: a controlled recession.
The peso was devalued, which is the hallmark of Harvey’s “second cut” model.
Furthermore, the new government took a step which was to shape the country’s economic
future through the present day: it entered into agreements with the recently established
International Monetary Fund and World Bank, accepting loans and advice from both
institutions. The Aramburu government also continued authoritarian policies, including
the re-suspension of collective bargaining, which been allowed to return near the end of
Perón’s rule.48
In effect, the post-Peronist state was doing exactly what Harvey describes in his
“second cut” theory of crises: rather than seek to avoid a crisis altogether, “the target of
state policy has then to be to organize re-structuring, to organize what it is hoped will be
a controlled crisis.”49 But, as Harvey goes on to note, the success of such a strategy is
always limited by the ways state institutions internalize class antagonisms. Indeed, the
attempt at controlled crisis management in 1956 had very short-lived successes before the
internal contradictions of state economic management forced another crisis in rapid
succession.
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Between 1956 and 1959, tensions between capital and labor grew as real wages
fell and the government repressed union activities.50 Moreover, internal economic
restructuring took place in such a way that the economy became ever more subject to the
“spatial fix,” this time in the form of credit through the IMF. 1958 brought not only a
new president, Arturo Frondizi, but also another round of inflation and calls for further
IMF assistance. In 1959, Frondizi’s economic ministry devalued the peso yet again,
froze wages, and adopted IMF liberalization policies that led to lower real income and
mass unemployment. At the same time, union opposition to “stabilization policies” was
effectively silenced through progressively harsher repressive tactics.51 In the space of
three years, two “second cut” crises had taken place.
But the pattern didn’t stop there. Successive crises continued at regular intervals
through the mid-1960s. If one counts the crash of the agricultural economy prior to
Perón’s overthrow, this means that “second cut” crises occurred in 1952, 1956, 1959,
1962, and 1966.52 In each of the last four cases, the pattern was nearly identical: a brief
surge in production, fueled by foreign credit capital, ended with high inflation and stalled
accumulation. In response, the government imposed IMF-recommended stabilization
measures, including currency devaluation, wage freezes, and so on, in order to restore
capitalist accumulation. Each crisis was also typically accompanied by increasingly
forceful repression of dissent by organized labor and, on occasion, restrictions on the
capitalist class in the form of price controls. As Harvey notes in his “second cut” theory:
Once the limit of the state’s capacity to manage the economy creatively is
reached, the increasingly authoritarian use of state power—over both capital and
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labour (though usually with far more devastating effects upon the latter)—appears
the only answer.53
Each of these crises on its own constitutes a good example the “second cut” form
of crisis. Taken together, and in the context of growing dependence on state indebtedness
to “the disciplinary power of ‘world money’”54, this series of crises exemplifies how
capital’s contradictions, incorporated into state institutions and exchange circuits deriving
from “spatial fix” strategies, can leave an entire national economy hoist by its own
petard. And, hoist as it was, the governing powers responded predictably, with the use of
intervention by force. From 1966 to 1973, Argentina was ruled by a military junta that
imposed, among other measures, a freeze in wages and a 40% devaluation of the peso.
Established first under General Juan Carlos Onganía, this military government
ended with elections held under the leadership of Alejandro Lanusse, the last de facto
president to be appointed during this period. By the end of the regime, tensions in the
country had grown to the point where armed uprisings had become commonplace, and a
Trotskyist “People’s Army” had been formed to resist the military rule. When elections
were finally held in 1973, a desperate electorate, looking for a way out of the cycle of
crisis of the last two decades, pinned their hopes on a most unlikely prospect: the return
of Juan Domingo Perón.
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Perón’s Final Rise and Fall
"I shall use my last breath serving the interest of the country and asking
you to help me carry this responsibility. As I did in the past, every May
Day I will meet with the people right here to find out if you are satisfied
with our government. . . . And as also has been customary, I ask you to
disperse quietly and in order." 55
--General Juan Perón, addressing the crowd at his swearing-in,
October 12, 1973

During Perón’s exile, he had become a kind of rallying point for various groups
opposing the military dictatorship. Opposition leaders across the political spectrum
would invoke his name in the spirit of liberation and a return to prosperity, conveniently
ignoring the failures of his first regime, while recalling the heady earliest days when
Perón had encouraged populist activism and supported both organized labor and a healthy
market economy. By the time of his return, the ranks of “Peronists” in the country
included such business groups as the CGE, a confederation of Argentine-capitalized
corporations, the newly revived CGT, the country’s largest labor union, and a radical-left
militant group called the Montoneros, which succeeded in organizing many disparate
political youth organizations under the Peronist banner. All of these groups awaited his
return with high hopes for a renewed Argentina: stable, prosperous, and just. These
hopes would be dashed within a year of Perón’s triumphant return.
Perón’s strategy for breaking out of the cycle of economic crisis and, thus,
allowing the accumulation of capital to proceed, was to form El Pacto Social, the Social
Pact. This pact would, as Romero explains, “solve the perennial problem of the economy
. . . that successive governments since 1955 had failed to find a solution for: the ability
of different sectors, engaged in the struggle over resources, to mutually paralyze one
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another.”56 Effecting this solution, in Perón’s view, would involve a combination of state
authoritarianism and incentives to ensure cooperation between capitalists and organized
labor. Unions would be supported, but brought under greater government control and
organized under the CGT. Corporations would be brought into the CGE and regulated,
but supplied with more docile labor. In short, Perón tried to replicate the same basic
strategy that he had tried before, and which had ended in failure. To kick off this new
attempt to resolve contradictions between capital and labor by bringing them both into
the sphere of the state, he arranged for the CGE and CGT to sign an agreement that
established price controls on products, banned collective bargaining for two years, and
granted a universal wage increase of twenty percent. As he had done before, Perón set
the stage for a seemingly inevitable “second cut” crisis.
Initially, the pact was good for capital accumulation. The wage increases
jumpstarted consumption, while the price freeze put a halt to inflation. Increased demand
spurred greater domestic industrial production, while the previously devalued peso made
Argentine exports, such as beef, attractively inexpensive in the international marketplace.
But, predictably, the contradictions inherent in the capital process began to emerge again,
and they did so in short order.
By the end of 1973, the price controls had broken down under the pressures of
increased demand and an industrial sector that was producing at nearly full capacity.
When European countries collectively banned the import of Argentine meat as a
protectionist measure, an overproduction crisis was added into the mix, putting pressure
on both capital and labor to break their initial agreements. The price freeze was generally
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abandoned, and inflation returned, augmented by the rising cost of oil due to the OPEC
embargo. Almost as quickly as it had been formed, El Pacto Social was dissolving.
Unwilling to take the “second cut” steps necessary to control this new crisis of
accumulation, i.e. a currency devaluation and/or government bailout spending to create a
“controlled crisis,” Perón responded by issuing regulatory orders to both business and
labor sectors. For a variety of reasons, these regulations were ignored, and Perón’s
government proved either unwilling or unable to enforce them effectively. For one thing,
many in both labor and business sectors had been uncomfortable with the pact from the
beginning. Another very important point was that, as noted above, a great many factions
and groups, which had rallied under “Peronist” banners before his return, in fact had
competing interests. As Romero explains:
Perón’s symbolic figure, one and many at the same time, ended up replacing the
real historical personality. . . . [T]he marvel of Perón’s charisma was its capacity
to reconcile so many unsatisfied longings, incompatible but all personified and
legitimized in the old leader who was returning to the country.57
Now that Perón was back in the flesh, these disparate groups discovered that Perón’s
Peronism didn’t necessarily fall in line with their own, and that they weren’t necessarily
going to get what they wanted in the bargain.
As a result, grassroots labor activism began to bypass the organized unions, and
businesses began to violate the Social Pact in ever greater numbers. By the middle of
1974, Perón’s inability to either persuade or force compliance with his pact was evident,
as were his government’s own clashes with high profile Peronist organizations, such as
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the armed Montoneros, which he formally expelled from his own Justicialist movement
during the 1974 May 1st demonstration in the Plaza de Mayo. On June 12, 1974, Perón
called once again for a mass rally at the Plaza de Mayo, and “the people” responded by
marching down those converging streets to the Plaza, to hear the president speak. The
message Perón sent back, radiating outward, was simple: comply with his social and
economic orders, or accept his resignation. Less than three weeks later, on July 1, he was
dead at the age of seventy-eight.
Perón’s death prompted the assumption of the presidency by his much younger
second wife, Isabel, who attempted to rally support for the ideals and symbols of El
Pacto Social, even as she “proposed to purge the government, place her friends and
unconditional supporters in key positions, and break with the alliances the Perón had
woven and which she hoped to replace other new ones, with the military and business
sectors.”58 She was confirmed as president in a September election. By this time,
however, the economic situation had become a veritable meltdown, with inflation out of
control, and renewed clashes between various disunited factions of capital and organized
labor. Meanwhile, the Montoneros and the Trotskyist People’s Revolutionary Army had
both begun violent campaigns that included the assassinations of business and labor
leaders. In response, Isabel allowed the formation of the state-backed “Triple-A,” or
Argentine Anti-communist Alliance, which engaged in torture and terror tactics against
suspected antigovernment militants. On the whole, the situation was untenable.
The Social Pact came to a final end in 1975, when it became clear that a “secondcut” intervention would be unavoidable if capital accumulation were to continue. The
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economics minister devalued the peso by 100 percent and doubled the prices of gasoline
and many public services. Meanwhile, union and business leaders had negotiated huge
wage increases, which evaporated quickly due to rampant inflation. The attempt to
internalize the contradictions of capital within the state had, once again, failed to resolve
them, and slow action to resolve the crisis through more conventional “second-cut”
financial strategies allowed currency values to plummet, as social unrest grew ever
greater, fueled by a combination of curtailed capital accumulation, crashing real wages,
and disillusionment at the failure of Perón to save the country.
At this point, if Harvey is correct, one would expect to see the “increasingly
authoritarian use of state power” as a substitute for economic management, and, indeed,
Isabel Perón’s sanctioning of the Triple-A constituted a move in that direction. However,
the Triple-A didn’t exercise force for the specific purposes of disciplining capital and
labor, but rather to counter anti-government political (and armed revolutionary) factions.
And the military, which had been no stalwart of ally of the Perón government from the
beginning, made no moves to support what appeared to be an utterly failed government.
Instead, when the Argentine military did exercise the “authoritarian use of state power,”
it would be on their own terms. The military would once again become the state.
In 1975, the Argentine army finally took on the task of fighting guerilla forces in
the mountains of Tucumán province, unleashing repression on other unarmed social
activists in the region, as well. This was but a rehearsal for what was to come. On March
24, 1976, military leaders arrested Isabel Perón, disbanded the elected government, and
declared themselves Argentina’s new rulers.
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Dictatorship and Desaparecidos
“In Argentina, the military dictatorship of 1976-1983 was the avant garde
of neoliberalism.”59
--Joseph Halevi, “The Argentine Crisis”

The period from 1976 to 1983, including what came to be known as the “dirty
war,” was the culmination of decades of dysfunctional governance. Time and again, the
cycle was repeated: popular demands—for workers’ rights, social justice, government
assistance, etc.—would come in the form of agitation, uprising, and public protest. An
elected government would attempt to manage economics and politics to meet at least
some of these demands but, in the process, create conditions that curtailed capital
accumulation and brought about an economic crisis. Popular outrage would spur ever
greater mass protests, and even armed insurrection, at which point the military leadership
would stage a coup to “restore order.”
Harsh measures, both economic and social, would provide a measure of discipline
in both capital and labor sectors, though, as Harvey quite correctly noted above, labor
typically bore the brunt of the military state’s repression. The military governments,
forcing economic austerity measures, would maintain a grip on power for a few years,
and then, as popular demands for democracy could no longer be quelled, would allow
elections, which would start the cycle again. Each time, popular demands and outcry
became louder and more intense, and violent resistance more organized, as indignation
over past wrongs and denials continued to build with each cycle.
The economic and governmental crisis that came with the “Peronist” regime
amplified the intensity of the cycle yet again, and, for the military leadership that stepped
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in for another go-round, it was the proverbial last straw. From this new junta’s
perspective, the cycle could, and had to, be broken for the good of the country. The coup
leaders’ proposed way of accomplishing this “consisted of eliminating the root of the
problem, which according to [their] diagnosis was found in society itself and in the
unresolved nature of society’s conflicts.”60 Observing the history of back-and-forth
swings between military repression and popular uprising, the junta came to the
conclusion that the problem lay chiefly with populism and its discontents.
The result was a program dubbed the “Process of National Reorganization,” or,
more commonly, simply “The Process.” In large part, this took the form of organized
state violence, often clandestine and always officially denied, against anyone deemed to
be a social agitator. As Romero puts it, “the military had come to cut the Gordian knot
with a sword.”61 By the end of the dictatorship’s reign in 1983, some 30,000 people had
been kidnapped, tortured, and killed by the military, favored targets including “social and
political organizations, union leaders …together with political activists of various
tendencies, priests, intellectuals, lawyers representing political prisoners, human rights
activists, and many others….”62 All political parties and labor unions were shut down,
the press heavily censored, and any public demonstrations met with ruthless repression.
The pogrom, to which the junta itself euphemistically termed “the dirty war,” left much
of the nation terrorized and scarred, and posters with photos of the desaparecidos
(“disappeared”), reading “never forget nor forgive” can be seen all around the country
even today.
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But what made the dictatorship the “avant garde of neoliberalism,” according to
political economist Joseph Halevi, were, of course, their economic policies. Having
inherited the ongoing crisis of inflation, dropping real wages, and slowed production
from the Peronists, the junta initially imposed severe austerity measures similar to those
of the past. However, the leaders of the military government also realized that, if the
cycle were to be broken, they would have to do something different this time.
Certainly, one new approach was the dirty war, itself. Labeled by some as a form
of genocide, I consider the mass killings a kind of horrific “fourth-cut” or “death fix”
strategy. In this scenario, what was devalued to help accumulation restart was human life
itself, and the objects destroyed were human bodies unwilling to become compliant
subjects for capital. It is no accident that community organizers and labor and social
justice activists were among the primary targets of the killings; these were the actors that
most often stood in the way of maximum capital accumulation during periods of civilian
government. Their actions, their rallies, their conflicts, destabilized the economy and led
to crisis over and over again. At least, this was the conclusion of the dictatorship’s top
leadership. Killing them en masse was a first step in ensuring long term economic
“stability” in the form of steady accumulation and growth.
The next step, and the one to which Halevi refers, was nothing less than the
permanent dismantling of the economic power of the state, in favor of unregulated
markets:
According to an assessment that gradually began to predominate among
the governing forces, the interventionist and welfare state, such as it had been
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constituted since 1930, was the great culprit. The market, on the other hand,
appeared to be the instrument capable of equally disciplining all the social actors,
rewarding efficiency and discouraging unhealthy interest-group behavior.63
Thus, the dictatorship’s economic policy planners set about systematically transferring
wealth to entrepreneurs and large corporations, with the goal of eliminating the potential
for any future government to intervene in economic affairs. The junta’s economics
minister, José Martínez de Hoz, led this paradoxical effort to both effect the redistribution
of wealth—a forced concentration of capital, at least for certain privileged capitalists—
and to undermine the government’s ability to manage any aspect of the Argentine
economy. Five years later, the goal was practically accomplished.
Support for this part of the “Process,” however, was anything but unanimous,
even within the ranks of the dictatorship. In fact, factionalism between the three branches
of the military—army, air force, and navy—eventually led, in part, to the collapse of the
regime. Some military leaders saw the potential for the policies to undermine their own
power, and opposed them. Still, the economic program managed to continue until 1981
and met most of its redistributional goals, though the one goal that eluded it was
increased stability and sustained growth.
At first, the military government froze wages and courted foreign investment with
some success. Capital circulated, even as the real wages of workers fell because of
inflation. The economics team then began to back the growth of finance capital through
the establishment of new banks, brokerages, and allowed for the trading of “innovative”
securities that fueled speculative profiteering. Meanwhile, protectionist tariffs in many
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sectors were eliminated or relaxed, opening up local markets to foreign competition. The
team, however, also created government-sponsored high interest savings accounts
underwritten by state guarantees. In short, the Martínez de Hoz ministry established a
high-risk, rapidly circulating financial capital infrastructure, shored up with the promise
of government bailouts in the event of failure, and did all of this in a context of continued
high inflation rates. A great deal of fictional value circulated and accumulated, while real
goods entered the economy in the form of cheap imports.
One reason these imports were cheap, however, owed to yet another “innovation”
of the dictatorship’s economics minister: the “pegged” exchange rate. The tablita, as
this practice was initially called, set and fixed the Argentine peso’s value against the US
dollar, with the stipulation that a series of scheduled, incremental devaluations would
bring inflation under control. In fact, it did nothing of the sort. But the combination of
new, free-wheeling Argentine financial markets coupled with government-backed high
interest savings accounts added up to one thing, for certain: an enormously attractive
venue for foreign financial investment in the very short term. Foreign currency
speculators could buy fixed-value pesos, stash them in high interest accounts for a few
weeks, and then pull them out and exchange them before the next devaluation took place.
Domestic speculators, rapidly accumulating capital, bought up dollars and sought out
foreign loans to play the financial markets even further.
Meanwhile, in industrial sectors hit by tariff reductions, entrepreneurs scrambled
to modernize factories to be more competitive with mass produced imports and, to pay
for this, took out loans in dollars from foreign banks. Argentina’s overall debt soared.
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But with national economic growth figures puffed up by an overexuberant financial
sector, global money flowed into the country.
It is important to understand the broader (some would say “global”) economic
context in which this free-for-all took place, in order to make sense of how several
different (and sometimes contradictory) capital processes combined to produce the
foundations for what took place in 2001. David Harvey, in his analyses of neoliberalism,
notes that, in the 1970s, the biggest problem for the world capitalist system was that too
much surplus capital had too few places to go for further expansion:
The 1970s was a phase of chronic capital surplus, much of which was transferred
to the oil states after 1973 and then recycled as money capital through the New
York investment banks. Profitable uses for the surplus were hard to find because
the existing outlets—speculation in property markets, surging state expenditures
on the war, burgeoning expenditures on the welfare state—were either saturated
or organized in ways that made profiteering difficult.64
For investors desperate to find some outlet—any outlet—for their surplus money capital,
Argentina under the economic plan of Martínez de Hoz was a godsend. While risky and
potentially short-lived, investment in Argentina, either through stocks and derivatives or
through dollar loans, could turn idle capital into capital-in-motion. Investors and bankers
lined up for a piece of the action.
It is a basic principle of capitalism that capital becomes realized as value only
when in motion, through exchange in some form. Markets open, expand, contract, and
close, and do so unevenly, in different places and at different times, thus providing new
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venues for capital expansion and accumulation. This unevenness in space and time is
absolutely necessary for capital to remain in motion. If all markets for exchange were
simultaneously open and operating on the same terms, then once a crisis of accumulation
hit, there would be no opportunities for a spatial or temporal fix. If nothing could be
devalued over time (as in the tablita) or in space (as in the destruction of overproduced
commodities), then there would be no way for accumulation to resume. Neil Smith,
using a somewhat pithy metaphor, describes this dynamic when he asserts that “capital is
like a plague of locusts. It settles on one place, devours it, then moves on to plague
another place. Better, in the process of restoring itself after one plague, the region makes
itself ripe for another.”65 These “places” might be physical, tangible, material locations,
but they might also be metaphorical, as in a particular kind of stock, loan, or derivative
market.
In the realm of international finance capital, Argentina’s financial market was one
such “place” that opened up on an uneven economic landscape, ripe for the investment of
surplus. But unevenness was also present within that financial market, as well. The plan
of Martínez de Hoz called for the dropping of tariffs, but did so differentially.
Protectionist measures might be relaxed, or they might be eliminated altogether. One
industry might lose its protective tariffs, while others were maintained. This unevenly
applied economic policy allowed speculators to shift from sector to sector with
speculative investments, thus keeping the feeding frenzy going for longer that it
otherwise would have. This allowed for ever more concentration of capital in fewer
hands, locally, and for greater accumulation generally.
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As an industrial sector—say, textiles, for example—lost its protective tariffs,
cheap imports would flood the market (incidentally offering another investment option
for international finance capital, namely the companies that produced those import
goods). Factory owners, many of whom were already growing richer though financial
speculation, would borrow in dollars from international lenders to renovate their plants
and become more competitive.
The problem was at least twofold. First, even though the tablita kept the peso’s
exchange rate fixed to the dollar at any given time, inflation continued and prices rose
rapidly. This quickly led to a situation where the peso was obviously overvalued.
Second, the tablita’s scheduled devaluations, while not coming close to accurately
reflecting the peso’s value relative to the dollar, did continue to reduce its relative value.
This meant that Argentine industrialists, holding debts in dollars but buying and selling in
pesos, found it increasingly difficult to make loan payments.
Moreover, the rates of return on successful financial speculation—especially with
the government’s guaranteed interest rates on savings—were often higher than rates of
return on industrial production. This eventually led to a tendency for some industrialists
to put more money into the financial sector than they would invest in their own factories.
For those facing an increasingly untenable dollar-debt, the potential rewards of the
financial markets represented the only way to make debt payments. Unlucky investors
who failed to reap those rewards often turned to Argentine banks to take out even more
loans, just to keep payments up to their international lenders.
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The most amazing thing about this state of affairs might be that it continued for
nearly four years. One thing that may have helped was the government’s own profligate
international borrowing, which it used to fund public works projects to keep employment
high in the midst of layoffs and plant closures. However, this pattern could not be
sustained, and eventually the networks of exchange and circulation splintered,
fragmented and began to shut down. For foreign investors, the writing on the wall was
visible early on, in the form the artificially overvalued peso: something would have to
give eventually, but the returns were so tempting that many stayed in the markets as long
as possible, playing a kind of economic “chicken” with other investors. But the
dysfunctional operations in the industrial sector began to pile up, and bankruptcies and
factory closures became commonplace. Defaults on loans, of course, rippled through the
Argentine banking system and, in 1980, the country’s top banks began to fold. A
massive run on remaining banks ensued, and foreign investors, sensing the imminent
collapse, pulled their dollars out en masse, leaving many of them with tidy profits, and
the Argentine financial sector in ruins.
But the military government, one might recall, had guaranteed all bank deposits at
their promised high interest rates. The result was a huge bank bailout that left the
national government holding a debt that amounted to twenty percent of Argentina’s
financial system.66 Martínez de Hoz, at last forced to resign, was replaced by a new
economics minister who, in 1981, devalued the peso by 400%. Annual inflation hovered
at 100%, and the national debt had risen from 8.5 billion dollars to 25 billion dollars in
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the course of only two years.67 Thus did the plague of locusts come to Argentina during
the last dictatorship.
The aftermath left many entrepreneurs and industrialists with nothing. But, on the
other hand, devalued capital could be gobbled up by those who had weathered the crisis
more or less intact. A few industries, like auto manufacturing and newsprint production,
had managed to retain their tariffs and had managed to remain profitable. Some had done
well in the arena of financial speculation at the expense of others. Some sectors, like
construction, had benefited lavishly from money poured into public works projects.
Moreover, Martínez de Hoz had begun a process of partially privatizing state enterprises
across the country, which amounted to a bargain sale of public capital. The flipside to
huge losses for many was huge gains for some. Accumulation could resume, but capital
had become more concentrated.
Another consequence, of course, was the massive foreign debt accumulated by the
nation-state itself. If the regime’s goal had been to bring society under the discipline of
“the market” while dismantling the state’s, it could hardly have been more successful.
The combination of massive national debt and a government increasingly divested of
providing public services set the stage for the World Bank and IMF to cement their
financial hegemony over Argentina, allowing them to force “structural adjustment”
programs in the country’s economic systems. But before that moment could come, the
military government would go through its final throes, before succumbing to civilian rule.
Saddled with devastating inflation and a ruined financial system, the military
leaders did what many in power do in times of crisis; they started a war. By invading and
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capturing the Malvinas Islands (known to the British as the Falklands), the junta hoped to
unite public support for their rule at a time when their legitimacy had reached a definitive
low point. The invasion, while initially successful, brought on a response from Britain—
utterly unexpected by the Argentine leadership—that was as violent as it was decisive.
The Argentine military, defeated by British forces and forced to surrender, was disgraced,
and faced with growing international disapproval.
To announce the surrender to the Argentine people on June 15, 1982, the
president summoned the public to the Plaza de Mayo, as had happened so many times
before. When the surrender was announced, an outraged crowd began to riot, and the
military resorted to violent repression. But meanwhile, over the months before and after
this incident, a new popular power had begun to radiate outward from the Plaza. Every
week, the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo, heads bowed and covered in scarves, would
circle the obelisk in the Plaza, repeating their call to the dictatorship’s leaders: “Where
are our missing children? Where are the desaparecidos?” By 1983, popular criticism of
the military government had grown to such an extent that the junta’s leadership had been
replaced internally, and the new leaders called for elections and the restoration of
democratic civilian rule.
As an “avant garde for neoliberalism,” then, the dictatorship’s economic policies
effectively paved the way for neoliberal practices by reducing the role of the state in
public affairs, aiding the concentration of capital domestically, helping to shrink local
industrial capacities, and incurring a staggering national debt. By 1984, the outstanding
balance had swollen to 45 billion dollars.68 In a sense, Argentina had become a follow-
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up act mirroring Chile, where, a few years before in 1973, the Pinochet dictatorship had
turned Chile into a “laboratory for the implementation of the neoliberal model.”69
Though the Argentine regime was a military and political failure by comparison, this did
little to slow or halt the adoption of neoliberal policies. Future governments would find it
ever more difficult to escape from the yoke of servicing the international financial
system, and ever more dependent on imports to meet consumer demands for
manufactured goods. What the “Process” had started would become the model for
decades to come.

From the “Process” to the “Model”
“Argentina has developed a culture of democracy no one can now undo:
the merest attempt would fill every plaza in the Republic with the
awesome sight of the people demanding the protection of any legal right,
if for but one individual.”
--Raúl Alfonsín, President of Argentina, 1983-1989

On December 10, 1983, when Raúl Alfonsín’s inauguration as president drew
thousands to the Plaza de Mayo, people came to celebrate the country’s return to
democratic rule. Alfonsín, a member of the Radical party, had won with a large majority,
and his election marked the first defeat of the Peronist political party in presidential
elections (when they were actually held) since the first fall of Perón himself in the 1950s.
But the new government inherited a country in deep financial, political, and moral crisis.
Inflation continued unabated, leading those who had savings and assets to risk them on
speculation that might outpace inflation, or simply convert them to dollars and hold on to
them; few entrepreneurs seemed willing to invest in new production. Peronist political
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parties and labor organizations, holding a slim majority in the senate and newly
reinvigorated by the return of democracy, prepared to fight politically against the new
president. And of course, the matter of accountability for the atrocities of the “dirty war”
weighed heavily across the nation.
What the Alfonsín administration faced economically was the classic “secondcut” problem of creating a controlled recession, but with a very peculiar set of situations
left behind by the dictatorship. The final days of the previous regime had seen the
devaluation of the peso—the standard “second-cut” response to financial crisis—but
runaway inflation had not been halted. Years of brutal tactics by the state under the
military government made state repression a more or less unavailable option for a newly
reconstituted democracy seeking public support. While many public companies had been
partially privatized under Martínez de Hoz, government funded public services were still
very much expected by the people, who had been suffering falling real wages for years,
and that meant expenses for a state already deep in the red. Perhaps the one saving grace
was a low unemployment rate, due to public works projects that had transferred much of
the public wealth into the hands of private contractors. And, of course, those
beneficiaries of capital concentration formed a powerful bloc of interests by themselves,
with which the Alfonsín government would have to negotiate any economic restructuring.
Another bloc of interests not aligned with the government was that of the labor unions,
which aligned with the Peronists against the Radical party president.
In addition to these difficult realities, there were international political economic
concerns, not the least of which was making service payments on the huge national debt.
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This added to the pressure to bring Argentina back into the good graces of northern
hemisphere powers in the wake of the Falkland/Malvinas war. While the shooting had
stopped, formal negotiations would be required to settle the matter more permanently.
To say Alfonsín’s plate was full would be a crude understatement.
The response to these challenges came in the form of an economic program called
the “Austral Plan.” It was at once ambitious and timid, as were many of the policies of
the administration, which tried to hold together a fragile democracy by avoiding
antagonism wherever possible. The main goal of the plan was short term economic
stabilization, to buy time for political stabilization and later, more deeply structural,
economic reforms. The plan included the very visible symbolic change of replacing the
peso with a new Argentine currency called, not coincidentally, the “austral.” The austral
would survive until 1991.
The austral was introduced from the beginning with a “pegged” exchange rate of
one austral to one dollar. The Austral Plan also included a price freeze, wage freeze, and
a lock on interest rates. To further combat inflation, it halted the printing of new money,
which had been carried out in order to pay for public services, “balance” the budget, and
make payments on the national debt, and which had contributed to the inflationary spiral.
As a “second-cut” stopgap plan, then, it was rather conventional, at least for Argentina.
And the Austral Plan worked. Inflation stopped, which helped the state fulfill its
spending requirements. Pleased with this display of political will, the country’s
international creditors looked favorably on the plan, as did the World Bank, IMF, and the
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U.S. government. The next step was for the Alfonsín administration to strengthen its
political position so it could make more profound reforms aimed at long term stability.
That goal proved unattainable, however, for multiple reasons. Peronist parties
and unions continued their political opposition, protesting the wage freeze. Business
organizations decried the price freeze. Without progress on the political front, the
Austral Plan’s success in the short term could not be translated into longer term reform.
Within months, inflation had begun to creep upwards, undermining public support for the
government and casting doubts on the plan, as it appeared the old problems were
returning. Meanwhile, attempts to hold the military accountable for atrocities and bring it
firmly under civilian control had run into difficulties, which culminated in a brief, but
spectacular military uprising in 1987.
By the end of that year, with the rate of inflation increasing rapidly and political
and social opposition rising, the Alfonsín administration sought to implement World
Bank approved policies, including tax cuts and the privatization of public services, but
failed due to new Peronist majorities in the Congress. Within two years, hyperinflation
had set in, and the pretense of a pegged exchange rate was abandoned. By the next round
of elections in 1989, the austral was trading against the dollar at almost 300:1.70 Two
months before those elections, the IMF and World Bank announced their official
withdrawal of support for the administration’s economic policies, and the Alfonsín
administration was finished. Having failed to create a controlled recession, the Radical
party government lost to the now resurgent Peronists.
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In the month following the elections, inflation spiraled ever higher, with exchange
rates topping 500:1. Supermarkets were looted by desperate citizens, and Alfonsín
announced an early transfer of power to the new administration. When thousands of
Peronist supporters converged on the Plaza de Mayo to celebrate the changeover in July,
a country in the full throes of a nearly decade-long “second-cut” crisis was delivered into
the hands of Carlos Saúl Menem.

The Neo-liberal Era: Menemism and El Modelo
“I repeat, we are going to maintain this model that we started in 1989; we
are not going to devalue. There are sufficient reserves in the Central Bank
to respond to any emergency situation.”71
--Argentine President Carlos Menem, January 14, 1999

Carlos Menem entered politics in 1973, when he won the governorship of La
Rioja province, running as a Peronist candidate. His term ended abruptly under the
dictatorship, when he was arrested and imprisoned from 1976 to 1981. Returning to the
governorship with the restoration of democracy in 1983, he campaigned for president on
a Peronist platform that promised a big wage increase and what he called a “revolution in
production.” While his campaign rhetoric tended towards vagueness, most people saw in
Menem an old-school Peronist promising to strengthen the welfare state and rejuvenate
domestic industry. The public that supported him discovered how wrong they were
shortly after his inauguration:
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In a startling about-face he announced in apocalyptic fashion that “major surgery
without anesthesia” was necessary; he declared himself a supporter of a “popular
market economy” and at the same time forswore state intervention, praised the
“opening up” of the economy, and proclaimed the necessity and virtue of the
privatizations [of state-owned companies], while mocking those who “had
remained in 1945.”72
Inheriting an economy in shambles, Carlos Menem set about completing the neoliberal
transformation begun under the very dictatorship that had imprisoned him.
The first two years of his term saw continued hyperinflation; when the austral had
been introduced in 1985, the treasury printed banknotes with principal denominations of
1, 5, 10, 50, and 100. By 1990, the treasury had begun issuing 500,000 austral notes.
Menem’s “surgery without anesthesia” initially took the form of two laws: one that
ended state subsidies to the private sector and allowed layoffs of public employees, and
another that authorized the complete privatization of a large number of publicly-owned
businesses, including the telephone company, highway system, television networks,
petroleum companies, and the national airline. To ensure legal cover in the process,
Menem pushed through Congress a bill adding four new justices, all sympathetic to the
president, to the nation’s Supreme Court.
For a country so long used to government involvement in both the business and
labor sectors, these moves did, indeed come as a shock. Even under the disastrous
economic conditions of the Alfonsín period, privatizations had only been partial, with the
state retaining a controlling interest in the enterprise. Nearly universal employment
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(albeit with plummeting real wages) had been maintained through the use of government
subsidies, public works programs, and direct employment by the state. Now, with the
encouragement and advice of the International Monetary Fund, which had promised
assistance when and if the economy stabilized, Menem undertook a program of
“structural adjustment” not so much with a scalpel, but with a hatchet.
Menem’s two principal goals were to control inflation and increase revenues for
servicing the debt, which continued to grow at a nearly absurd rate. While the first two
years failed to see a halt to inflation, they did see a reduction in the federal deficit. In
addition to cutting state employees and ending subsidy payouts, the balance sheet was
improved by the sale of public enterprises. Menem’s government also imposed and
raised taxes, and made enforcement of tax laws a top priority. Income taxes went up
across the board, as did excise taxes. To obtain even more revenue, the federal
government confiscated all the personal savings in the high interest guaranteed savings
accounts set up under Martínez de Hoz and exchanged them for long term government
bonds. The combination of cutting expenses and forcing more revenue quickly improved
the government’s bottom line, but it made many people very unhappy.
In the meantime, to control inflation, the economics minister placed severe
restrictions on printing new currency. So many times before in Argentine political
economic history, problems had been solved simply by printing more bills. Not so under
Menem, whose “model” for the economy, El Modelo, as it came to be known, was
beginning to take shape. But inflation—though at a reduced rate—continued, and by
1991 the austral was trading at around 10,000 to the dollar.73 To tackle this problem and
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control the crisis, Menem appointed a new economics minister in 1991: Domingo
Cavallo.
Cavallo’s solution was hardly new: he pegged the currency to the dollar.
However, he did so with some extra provisions that differed from past attempts to do so.
The austral would be dropped and the peso would return as the national currency, fixed at
a one-to-one exchange rate with the US dollar. Unlike the tablita, there would be no
planned devaluation. Unlike the Austral Plan, the pegged exchange rate was not
accompanied by wage and price controls, though it was accompanied by a real
commitment to reducing tariffs and opening the economy to foreign competition.
Finally, a key provision of the plan was a strictly enforced limit on the state’s ability to
make monetary policy decisions. Once set, the exchange rate could not be modified by
the executive branch, and the amount of pesos printed could not exceed the amount of the
country’s dollar reserves. This innovation was designed to guarantee “convertability”
between one currency and the other. The result was the Ley de Convertabilidad, or
Convertability Law, which passed the Congress and took effect at the start of 1992.
The results were indeed dramatic. Inflation was halted, the government deficit
improved as tax collection improved and—perhaps most importantly for Menem—
Argentina’s foreign creditors approved. Payments on the debt resumed, and international
investors, for the first time in years, looked more favorably upon the country as a possible
venue for their capital surpluses. It was a watershed moment from several perspectives.
From Perón onward, the Argentine strategy for keeping capital accumulation
going involved internalizing the contradictions between capital and labor within the state
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itself. This allowed the government to intervene fairly directly in times of crisis, which
were frequent, and arguably often caused by ill-conceived previous interventions. But
the strategy did offer a number of ways for the state to, albeit in lurching fashion, keep
capital in circulation, shifting subsidies from sector to sector, showing and withdrawing
favoritism to entrepreneurs and unions, printing more money when circulation slowed,
manipulating wages and prices, setting up new financial institutions, and so on. The
ultimate result was a society wracked by every more intense paroxysmal conflicts
between business and labor interests, increasingly harsh state repression, and, eventually,
a clientelist government with public obligations it could not meet, a huge gap between
rich and poor, a military guilty of genocide against its own people, and an economic
situation that made it nearly impossible for capital to expand or accumulate domestically.
What had begun as an attempt to overcome the contradictions of capital during
the Great Depression had merely displaced them within the state, and eventually these
tensions grew to a critical point. What Menem and Cavallo did, with the enthusiastic
encouragement and “discipline” of international financiers, represented a an attempt to
break with that history—an exorcism of sorts, an attempt to cast the relations of capital
out of the state, where they had caused so much harm, as much as to cast the state out of
the relations of capital. By once again externalizing the contradictions of capital from the
state, accumulation could resume, fueled in large part by the freeing up of capital
previously controlled by the government.
This was how Menem and Cavallo finished the job the dictatorship had started
and, in fact, it was Menem who issued pardons for several of the military leaders of that
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era. To recall Neil Smith’s metaphor, the “locusts” that had plagued Argentina in the
speculation-driven wave of “spatial fix” profit taking in the late 70s had indeed moved on
to plague other places. The reforms of menemismo, however, were precisely how “in the
process of restoring itself after one plague,” Argentina made itself “ripe for another.”
The next feeding frenzy was on.
Having controlled the recession using “second cut” strategies of monetary policy
(which power the Convertibility Law then immediately denied the state) and devaluation
(of labor, in the form of government layoffs, and fixed capital in the bargain basement
sales of state infrastructure and industry), the stage was set for the next round of capital
accumulation, and a number of factors made this new version of Argentina’s economy
conducive to the job. The new availability of formerly state-owned capital sparked a
bonanza of foreign investment. Finance capitalists, particularly from the global north,
were once again seeking outlets for their surplus, and there were plenty more
government-owned enterprises to buy up. Furthermore, the Convertability Law created a
remarkable situation where new pesos could be printed, thus enlarging the money supply,
but without causing inflation, since the number of pesos printed could not exceed the
amount of dollars in reserve. As more dollars flooded into the government’s coffers,
more pesos could be released into circulation and accumulated as money capital. The
systematic reduction of trade tariffs created yet another route for accumulation, and
spatial-fixers from abroad flooded local markets with cheap consumer goods, an excellent
situation for foreign industrial capitalists, as well as local distributors and sellers. With
the restoration of financial stability, moreover, payments on the national debt could
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resume, allowing for further accumulation in those capital sectors. The locusts found
plenty of forage to consume.
But, as in all cases with capitalism, the rapid resumption of accumulation came
with costs for many. The contradictory moments that had been externalized by the state
came to roost, largely expressed through pressures felt by the Argentine local citizenry, in
both business and labor sectors. Since the peso equaled the dollar, and the bulk of
foreign capital was coming from the US dollar economy, Argentina was unattractive to
investors for export production. Where other Latin American countries, like Mexico, had
exchange rates that made fixed and variable capital investments cheap relative to the US,
Argentina’s dollar-peso peg gave little incentive for profit-minded capitalists to invest in
industries that produced commodities, either for export or for local Argentine
consumption. The “revolution in production” promised by Menem turned out to be
revolutionary, indeed, but not in any positive sense for local producers. Bankruptcies and
plant closures accelerated through the decade as local companies succumbed to
international competition from producers in cheaper labor markets.
Naturally, this led to another well-known expression of the contradictions
inherent in the capital process: unemployment. For Argentine workers, the “revolution
in production” was an especially bitter pill to swallow, as Menem’s “surgery without
anesthesia” began to show painful results. Local industrialists, thrown into competition
with international producers, could choose to either reduce production costs through
layoffs and intensification of labor, or they could invest (often with borrowed money) in
technological improvements to enable cheaper mass production. Either choice left more
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people out of work, and those that remained on the job either overworked or
progressively de-skilled. It was a situation largely foretold by Marx. For a society that
had accepted the ideal of universal employment, even in as flawed a form as that
proposed by Perón, the wholesale abandonment of that ideal came as a shock, and
organizations of the unemployed grew in number and size as the decade progressed.
Labor union leaders, now banished from the ranks of government could do little to slow,
much less reverse, this trend.
And yet, El Modelo continued with privatization and deregulation. The 1990s
saw the sale to foreign investors of the state utility networks—water, gas, oil, electricity,
sewers, etc.—along with the (now poorly maintained) railroad system, media services,
and a host of other public and municipal enterprises. Even street signs were remade to
include space for private advertising on every street corner in Buenos Aires. In 1999, in
one of the last privatization deals, President de la Rúa arranged to sell the country’s social
security program, offering 30% commissions to fund managers as part of the contract.
During this period of free-for-all (or, perhaps, “free-for-a few”) privatization,
increased accumulation and an expanding stable money supply brought benefits to a
small but significant (and highly visible) part of the population, especially around the
capital city of Buenos Aires. An increase in real wages in some sectors rapidly enlarged
the middle class, and the IMF’s positive ratings attracted ever more foreign commodity
sellers. In Buenos Aires, Burger Kings and glittery shopping centers sprang up across the
urban landscape, and crowds of people sporting designer labels strolled the streets, went
to movies at the new IMAX theater, and drove new cars, enjoying the trickle-down
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benefits of new accumulation by the elite wealthy classes, realized in the form of satisfied
new “needs.” Increasing consumption was further accelerated by the introduction of
credit cards, which the new and growing middle class enthusiastically swiped and swiped
again.
Ironically, the new affluence of this minority middle class would eventually serve
to exacerbate the explosive reaction to the 2001 crisis when that new-found prosperity
evaporated. Not only did the loss of that prosperity highlight the common interests
between the middle and lower classes, it is important to note that, as the 1990s
progressed, the majority of the population suffered a decline in real wages, as prices in
the new dollar-based economy climbed and remained high. While conspicuous
consumption reigned in the affluent neighborhoods of Buenos Aires, the poor were
increasingly disillusioned and disenfranchised. By the end of the decade, “barter clubs”
were attracting thousands, for whom the neoliberal economy restricted access to basic
necessities and comforts. Mutual aid groups for the unemployed continued to grow, in
some cases constituting the majority of a neighborhood’s population, as in the
neighborhood of Matanza on the southwest edge of the city. The social practices and
relationships formed through these informal alternatives to the orthodox economy would
become particularly important in the months immediately following the crash of 2001.
By the end of the decade, nearly all public services had been privatized, and
incentives for foreign investment had dwindled to nearly nothing. Public protest by the
unemployed had increased in the second half of the 90s, taking on a more and more
militant tone. In 1996, in the province of Neuquén, scores of workers laid off after the
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privatization of the national oil company, YPF, staged road blocks with burning tires,
disrupting the transport network for oil and gas, drawing national attention. The practice,
known as “picketing,” spread quickly to other parts of the country, and piqueteros began
to stage such roadblocks even in Buenos Aires, demanding food vouchers and temporary
labor contracts from the government. Cracks in the “model” were becoming more
evident.
By 1996, the national debt had ballooned to 100 billion dollars.74 Clearly, the
neoliberal model so profitable for a few (and most of them spatial-fixers from abroad)
had done nothing to lower the debt, and interest payments continued to increase
accordingly. Moreover, the influx of dollars in the early 1990s had at least as much to do
with international capital surpluses as it did to do with the “structural adjustments”
imposed by Menem and Cavallo. In the latter half of the decade, economic crises in
Mexico, Brazil, and, of course, the collapse of the “Asian Miracle” economies brought
about a contraction cycle worldwide, and investors began to pack up and leave, cashing
in securities and withdrawing their dollars from Argentine banks. This created a situation
that began to put pressure on the principle of the Convertability Law: with the number of
dollars in the money economy dwindling, this left a surplus of pesos. Though, officially,
they could be exchanged for dollars, in practice dollars had become more scarce. It was
now evident to all—including foreign investors and creditors—that the peso was
overvalued.
With the heady days of the initial boom behind them, Menem and Cavallo were
forced to curb their enthusiasm:
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In 1995, the years of easy access to foreign capital came to and end and with it,
the government’s fiscal strength. The predominant characteristic of Menem’s
economic policy was now financial restraint, which implied the familiar results:
rising interest rates, recession, fiscal penury, and greater doses of austerity and
reform.75
From that point onward, privatizations continued, including the post office and airports,
but the pace was more hesitant, and scandals erupted. Cavallo, implicated in one such
scandal, was sacked and replaced by a new economics minister, who continued with
privatizations, including that of the National Mortgage Bank, and increased the sales tax
to a stunning 21%. This, of course, served to energize the growing public dissent and
open protest by the still growing ranks of the unemployed. By the end of Menem’s
second term in 1999 (and, constitutionally, his last legal term), problems were so evident
that Menem faced regular questions internationally about an impending devaluation of
the peso. The quote at the beginning of this section was delivered in Austin, Texas, and
did little to assuage the concerns of international lenders, creditors, and investors, who
now saw the Convertability Law as a barrier to further capital accumulation. A “secondcut” credit crisis was at hand, yet again.
The new president, Fernando De la Rúa, reappointed Cavallo as economics
minister, but it was too late to reverse the trends. Incoming capital dried up rapidly,
leading to an upward revision of the IMF’s risk factor for Argentina. As capitalists
turned away from (and actually fled) what they now perceived to be a sinking ship, the
situation deteriorated rapidly. The Central Bank reserves of which Menem had spoken
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stood at 30 billion dollars in 1999. By late 2001, capital flight and increased debt
obligations to the IMF and Inter-American Development Bank, among other institutions,
had lowered the reserve to half that amount.76 That same year, when the IMF denied the
government a loan, because there seemed to be little prospect for even adequate debt
service payments, government officials suggested a devaluation of the peso, touching off
a last massive round of capital flight and a run on the banks. Reserves dropped to a low
of 5 billion dollars. On December 19, the government announced the corralito, a freeze
on all personal and some business bank accounts, blocking money and capital circulation
and bringing the economy’s engines of exchange to a grinding halt. The crisis was at
hand.

December 19, 2001: the Cacerolazo
“There was no single starting point: the protest initiated more or less at the
same time in scattered neighborhoods, and only afterwards did the media
start to report these spontaneous occurrences. Key streetcrossings were
rapidly populated by noisy crowds, and gradually these groups started to
move towards the Plaza de Mayo.”77
--Andrés Malamud, former Justice Ministry advisor

It is, perhaps, appropriate that Carlos Menem and Fernando De la Rúa had largely
given up the practice of delivering speeches from the presidential palace at the Plaza de
Mayo. As he went about the business of dismantling the state, fragmenting it through
privatization, reducing it through austerity measures, and allowing its legitimacy to wane,
Menem fully embraced the medium of television to carry his messages. The move was
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downright postmodern: rather than a physical presence in a particular location, the
president became his image, beamed out to millions of living rooms, a non-physical
presence located everywhere. The lack of a “single starting point” for the massive
uprising of December 19 had much to do with this tactic. The protests began
immediately following a televised speech by De la Rúa, in which he announced a “state
of siege” and the deployment of the federal police, border patrol, and coast guard troops
to crack down on growing unrest, which included the looting of supermarkets. In Buenos
Aires, while there may not have been a starting point, there was, indeed a destination:
once again, the people streamed towards the Plaza de Mayo, this time demanding the
resignation of all political leaders (“Que se vayan todos!”).
An estimated three million people across the country participated in
demonstrations that lasted for weeks, during which huge crowds of people turned their
anger not only against the government, but against banks shut down under the corralito,
smashing in their windows and destroying ATMs. A substantial proportion of the
participants in the demonstrations were members of the “middle class” that had emerged
during the privatization spree of the 1990s, sporting Nikes and shirts with designer logos,
standing side-by-side with those who had either become or remained impoverished
during the same period. A hallmark of these demonstrations was the banging of metal
pots and pans (or cacerolas) to make noise and attract attention, but also to symbolize the
way economic crisis threatened the very ability of many Argentines to provide food for
themselves and their families. While many such cacerolazos had taken place in years
past, the size and intensity of the mass demonstrations that took place over the next two
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days, December 19 and 20, 2001, have led many to refer to this demonstration as “the”
cacerolazo.
The demonstrations in and around the Plaza on the 19th were met with violent
repression by the armed forces De la Rúa had deployed, and television broadcasts
showing crackdowns on the citizenry—including images of police moving in on the stillactive Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo—only served to stoke popular fury. On the 20th,
crowds battled the police and troops throughout the day, successfully occupying the
Plaza, while De la Rúa remained trapped inside the presidential palace. That evening, the
president announced his resignation, and he was whisked away from the palace by
helicopter as tens of thousands cheered in the Plaza below.
Over the next two weeks, the national legislature attempted to appoint a
replacement, but each time a successor was announced, protesters would return to the
street to voice their rejection. The largest of these follow-up demonstrations occurred on
December 28, when a group of people broke into the Congress building, setting a fire and
throwing furniture from the windows. Four presidents were appointed and rejected in
less than fifteen days.
On December 31, the congress selected Eduardo Duhalde, the Peronist candidate
who had lost to De la Rúa in 1999, to serve the remainder of the presidential term. This
aroused less public response, but by this time, the government was in great disarray, the
economic situation remained completely unresolved and, for many people, the legitimacy
of any government would be questionable, at best. Many public services could not be
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provided due to funding issues, and with bank accounts still frozen, everyday people had
no normal means of purchasing even basic necessities.
In this grim aftermath, encouraged by the neighborhood and class solidarity of the
cacerolazo and subsequent mass demonstrations, people began to spontaneously form
asambleas, or neighborhood assemblies, to discuss their problems and find ways to meet
basic needs through mutual aid. For months, the asambleas became many urban
residents’ primary venue for dealing with the situation at hand, and in general, they
proved an effective means for direct democracy and consensus decision making among
the participants. These meetings, exercises in non-hierarchical collaboration to meet both
common and individual goals, became incubators for new ideas of how to build and
sustain communities. Some of these asambleas would play important roles in the wave
of workplace takeovers that was soon to come.
The overall point, here, is that the crisis of 2001—and the recovered business
movement that came with it—did not occur in a vacuum. Rather, it is only the latest
manifestation of capital’s latent contradictions, which took root in Argentina at the
moment primitive accumulation began, and which have continued to the present day.
These inherent antagonisms were propagated through the early “rural” economy to
“urban” industrial development, and back again, over and over in a cycle that should now
be somewhat familiar to the reader.
Harvey’s three “cuts” at crisis theory are by no means mutually exclusive, as the
examples from Argentina’s history clearly show and has Harvey himself explains. At
any given moment, the contradictions embedded in “spatial fix” strategies can intersect
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with those of “technological fixes” and those of a private or state credit system. The
relationships are dialectic and, as Harvey points out, “the dialectical mode of thinking . . .
precludes closure of the argument at any particular point.”78 But the patterns of crisis
elucidated by Marx and extended by Harvey can help us make sense of the context in
which the wave of business recoveries took place, and perhaps even give us better
information to consider how these recovered businesses and the practices of their
members might fit into an evolving political economic future. We now turn to a closer
examination of those recoveries, and how they took place.
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CHAPTER TWO: OCCUPY, RESIST, PRODUCE
Recovered Businesses and Their Movements

“When we occupied the hotel, there were many assembly members
present. A lot of neighborhood assemblies and organizations came to help
us, because we had nothing at the time, and we didn’t know how to
proceed. We occupied the hotel because we knew the owners were
engaged in asset stripping. They were taking everything, and we weren’t
going to allow that.”1
--Eva, worker at Hotel BAUEN, a recovered business

While many different claims have been made about which company became the
“first” recovered business, it cannot be disputed that workplace occupations have a long
history in Argentina. From the 1930s onward, workers occasionally used the tactic as a
protest measure, though the goal was never to put the business back into operation as a
democratically managed cooperative. Rather, short term takeovers aimed to prevent the
replacement of striking workers with scabs and to force labor negotiations through unions
and collective bargaining. In the 1990s, as unemployment and de-industrialization
increased, a very few, isolated workplace occupations resulted in moves towards worker
control, such as at the Yaguané refrigerator company in 1996 and Ledesma, another
refrigeration manufacturer, two years later. These cases, however, were dominated by
local union officials, and there was little or no coordination of strategies, nor information
sharing, between the groups involved in the respective takeovers. Arguably, this
situation changed with the unusual circumstances surrounding the takeover of an
aluminum products factory, Industria Metalúrgica Plástica Argentina (IMPA), in 1998.
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Forging a Future: The Takeover of IMPA
“The workers of IMPA were the point of the lance—offering something
more than will and conviction—for the recovery and establishment of
takeovers of businesses abandoned by their owners, like those of Hotel
BAUEN, Chilavert, Maderera Córdoba, Clínica Fénix, among others.
Also—and it is good to remember it—this factory was the birthplace of the
general coordination of this process: the National Movement of
Recovered Businesses (MNER).”2
—from a pamphlet distributed by CEIP, a teachers’ cooperative

IMPA’s case is unusual in the recovered business movement for a number of
reasons. For one, IMPA workers and the organization they helped to create played a key
role in organizing and advising others during the wave of takeovers following the 2001
crisis. For another, IMPA had actually been structured as a cooperative in 1961, and so
the takeover did not represent a seizure of privately owned capital by employees. Most
obviously, given the focus of this dissertation on the 2001 crisis and its consequences,
IMPA’s case is unusual because the factory’s occupation took place a full three years
beforehand. In fact, what happened at IMPA foreshadowed much that would come in
2002 and in subsequent years.
According to Pablo Piñeiro, one my key informants from IMPA and one of the
cooperative’s most visible spokespersons, IMPA became a victim of the neoliberal trends
that had started during the dictatorship and came to full development under the Menem
administration:
During the “Process,” there were people faithful to the “Process.” With the
advent of the republican system, there were people with connections to the
winning parties, and the [IMPA] cooperative management structure was very
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much influenced by the shifts in political power. In 1984, this underwent further
change, and after that a process of asset-stripping by the management began, and
they registered the cooperative as a private corporation. And in the first months
of 1998, there was a cessation of production, the cutting off of electric services,
water, lights, gas…3
With the factory shut down, facing bankruptcy, and in danger of being gutted, some 45
non-management workers of the cooperative decided to occupy the factory and find a
way to restart production. Given the political climate of the time, they received no
support from “traditional” cooperative organizations, but they did receive, as Mr. Piñeiro
describes it, “the strong political support” of the Confederation of Argentine Workers, or
CTA. The CTA had been formed during the 90s as an alternative labor organization to
the CGT (see previous chapter) which had been further disempowered under Menem and
which many perceived as long having been deradicalized. IMPA workers also received
material and moral support from a regional metallurgical workers’ union, known as UOM
Quilmes.
Equally as important, perhaps, was community support that came from the local
neighborhood and from social organizations. Under threat of forceful eviction, a process
that could easily involve violent repression on the part of the police, IMPA workers
pioneered the practice of socio-spatial transformation that would become relatively
common among subsequent recovered businesses. As large parts of the factory remained
unused—empty due to asset stripping, or empty because managers’ offices had been
abandoned in favor of collective assemblies—the cooperative set aside spaces within the
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building for a cultural center, which hosted theatrical and musical performances, and a
neighborhood health clinic operated by a nearby public hospital. Later, IMPA would
become the first recovered business to establish an accredited public school on the
factory grounds. This community outreach, which some describe as “an act of selfdefense,” solidified public support for IMPA during attempted evictions, and the cultural
center “guaranteed that the factory would be occupied during the nights and weekends,
considered the factory’s most vulnerable times.”4
Eventually, the IMPA workers negotiated an arrangement whereby they would
receive a small state subsidy to restart the factory, in exchange for assuming the
outstanding debts to suppliers, along with back taxes including interest. The workers
further demanded, however, that the physical plant itself—the building and machinery—
be recognized as the property of the new cooperative. The previous owners had
mortgaged the factory with the federally owned Banco de la Nación (Bank of the Nation),
and the IMPA workers now demanded that the mortgage be cancelled, and that they not
be held liable for interest. Perhaps because of the Argentine government’s long history
of subsidizing businesses, perhaps because of the CTA’s and UOM’s support, IMPA
workers received enough aid to restart the machines and produce the aluminum foil,
toothpaste tubes, cookware, and other goods to which the factory is dedicated. The issue
of the mortgage, however, has yet to be resolved, and this explains why IMPA is
considered a “recovered business,” not only by its own workers, but by the official
entities that establish government policies and regulations for cooperatives.
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The question of ownership of the building, in fact, threatens IMPA’s continued
existence, even today. Eleven years after the initial takeover, the cooperative’s members
remain under threat of eviction, since the “recovery” of the physical plant has not been
recognized as a legal expropriation. During my last visit to Buenos Aires in 2008, federal
police evicted IMPA workers, locked the factory, and cordoned off the street next to the
factory entrance with metal fences and phalanxes of riot cops. Only after more than a
week of active protest by hundreds of supporters, including a confrontation involving
teargas, rubber bullets, and water cannons that only served to bring more protesters to the
streets, did the creditors relent and the police withdraw. IMPA’s workers, now
numbering around 100, then cut the locks off the factory doors and resumed production
the following day.
But IMPA’s most major role in the realm of business takeovers really stems from
a meeting held in late 2001, on the eve of the financial crisis. Held within the factory
itself, that meeting included representatives from both Yaguané and Ledesma, along with
representatives from nearly a dozen other businesses that had undergone takeovers in the
past few years, with the goal of establishing a more organized movement to share
information, strategies, support, and to promote the reopening of other bankrupt and shut
down businesses as worker cooperatives. The result of that meeting was the formation of
the National Movement of Recovered Businesses, or MNER, and the election of Eduardo
Murúa, an IMPA worker with dictatorship-era connections to the Montoneros resistance
movement, as MNER’s president.
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The Organized Movements: MNER and MNFR
“MNER was created with an understanding of cooperativism, on the one
hand, out of the conviction to provide organization and jurisdiction to the
labor-in-solidarity of the worker who came out of a dependent relationship
[with capital]; and on the other hand, there was a recognition that it is
much more difficult . . .without some kind of juridical existence, to make
certain types of demands or certain types of negotiations. In a courtroom,
before the government and all, an individual comes in and they don’t give
him the level of representation that he would have as the leader of a
group.”
--Pablo, IMPA worker and MNER founder, 2006
“The business recovery modality of MNFR is very similar to that of
MNER, though it possesses a more legalistic character. In this sense, it
opposes the slogan, ‘occupy, resist, produce,’ insofar as an occupation
constitutes an illicit act. Its aspiration is to institutionalize the process
through changes in current legislation, like the reform of the bankruptcy
law.”5
--Julian Rebón, Sociologist, University of Buenos Aires, 2007

MNER was key to the shift from isolated, uncoordinated, ad-hoc attempts at
worker takeovers to a more organized, connected, and planned socio-economic
“movement.” MNER’s protagonists popularized the use of the term recuperación, or
“recovery” to describe a worker takeover. As noted scholar of the movement Julián
Rebón notes, this word frames workplace takeovers not as a theft of capital, but as a
“rescue” of productive capacity, jobs, and even of working class dignity in the face of
mass unemployment.6 MNER organizers also coined the slogan “Occupy, Resist,
Produce!” as part of their campaign. Eloquent in its simplicity, this slogan described in
clear language the main stages in any process of workplace expropriation. Over the next
four years, Murúa and his compañeros in MNER exerted a great deal of time, energy, and
idealism to encourage others to attempt recoveries, provide them with strategic help,
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tactical support in the form of solidarity demonstrations that sometimes clashed with
police, and material support in the form of food and money during the initial stages of a
factory occupation.
2002 was clearly the peak year for workplace takeovers, with the total number
somewhere around sixty. Rebón & Saavedra have shown that this peak coincided with a
number of telling economic indicators, which also either peaked (unemployment and
poverty rates) or bottomed out (gross domestic product) during the same period.7 But
while some have suggested that these initial takeovers were “organized spontaneously by
the workers employed at the factories,”8 the promotion of workplace recoveries by
MNER and its growing membership makes it clear that the wave of takeovers was, in
fact, not a series of spontaneous actions devised by people within their own workplaces.
Rather, the phenomenon resulted from a coordinated strategy, in which MNER
organizers and their associates sought out likely prospects for a takeover, explained how
it might be accomplished, and offered support. Rebón & Saavedra’s research indicates
that, between 2001 and 2004, among recovered businesses in the city of Buenos Aires,
proper, “the ‘idea’ that it was possible to self-manage the business and how to do it was
suggested to the workers by external actors; in 90% of the recoveries, the idea was
proposed by others. The majority came from the recovered business movements….”9
Rebón, in subsequent research, found that, in half the cases he studied, the “idea to
recover the business” had come from MNER representatives, specifically.10
The period from 2001 to 2003 saw the occupation of some of the most well
known, successful, and high profile recovered businesses. The Brukman suit factory, for
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example, cited (perhaps erroneously) in Klein and Lewis’ documentary, The Take, as “the
one that started it all,” was occupied by its working women on December 18, 2001.
Workers at Zanón, the southern cone’s largest ceramic and porcelain tile factory, began
their occupation in October of the same year. Here are few more examples:
Grissinopoli, a maker of breadsticks; the IMECC medical clinic in Buenos Aires; Ghelco,
a wholesale producer of materials for commercial ice cream makers and ice cream
toppings; Instituto Comunicaciones, an elementary school; Gatic, a factory that produced
running shoes for the Adidas corporation; SANYM, a commercial shipyard; Lavalan, a
factory that processes raw wool into yarn and other usable fibers; Aurora Grundig,
producer of washing machines in the far southern province of Tierra del Fuego; Penn
Controls, maker of thermostats and local subsidiary of the US corporation, Johnson
Controls; Forja San Martín, a manufacturer of auto parts, also featured in The Take;
Supermercado Tigre, a grocery store in the city of Rosario; El Petróleo, which operates
local and long distance bus service in the oil rich region of western Neuquén province;
Hotel BAUEN, a three star hotel in the heart of downtown Buenos Aires; and the list
goes on and on.
During interviews at these and several other recovered workplaces, it became
clear that Murúa’s MNER and, from 2003 onward, a splinter group called MNFR formed
by a lawyer named Luis Caro, had a great deal of influence on both decisions to attempt a
takeover and on the subsequent processes of occupation, resistance, and production. At
the recovered print shop called Chilavert, for example, Murúa strongly supported the idea
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of an occupation, and then IMPA workers practically established themselves as the
factory’s security forces against police eviction:
[My brother] said to me, “Look, we can set up a cooperative and Murúa will help
us.” Murúa is with IMPA. With MNER, yes. And I thought, sure, call him up; it
costs nothing to talk. So, he showed up, and we had him here for three hours.
This guy was really into it, really dedicated, one of the guys who wanted to go
into a cooperative to gain followers, to create MNER, like they have now. And he
told us, “We can help you.”
…. And we asked him, “What are we going to do to fight here?” He said,
“You all are ready to fight?” And we said, “How could we not be?!” Because we
were thinking, if they kick us out of the factory, we’re dead! Better to die inside,
because at least you end up dead fighting for your work. Then he said, “Okay, if
you’re disposed to fight… But don’t come to me later saying no, yes, no, yes…
You need to give me your word and leave it at that.” We told him yes. Then he
said, “When you see them—because you know what they do first?—they start to
send police patrol cars. When you see the patrol cars on the move, you call us at
IMPA and I will send our people.”11
At Hotel BAUEN, as well, MNER receives praise for its work in promoting the
hotel’s occupation and recovery, but also as an important organization in creating
openings for socio-economic change. A woman who works on the cleaning staff relates:
The movement helped us very very much. We are part of the movement, because
this is something new. They are all cooperatives. It’s something new, a new
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movement. But at the time, there was the National Movement of Recovered
Businesses [MNER]. It’s like they opened things up, like the people of the
movement opened things up, so we could be our own bosses. We are the workers,
and we are the ones who call the shots. All who want to come and help are
welcome, but the ones in charge are the workers. So, it’s like we are grateful to
the movement that helped us recover our jobs. We are part of the movement, but
who is in charge? We are—the workers.12
Likewise, the president of the recovered document printing house, Campichuelo,
briefly recounted to me his understanding of the relationship between MNER and
Maderera Córdoba, a recovered woodworking shop:
Maderera Córdoba, not long before us, a couple of years before… the owners died
and everything fell apart. So, [the workers there] said, “What do we do?” They
went to IMPA and that’s where everything started, recovered businesses and
whatnot.13
Indeed, MNER, with Murúa as its elected president, organized and educated disaffected
workers, especially in and around Buenos Aires, and assisted with the occupations and
with bringing people to the street to face down the police when they came to carry out
evictions. By the end of 2004, the Ministry of Labor counted 161 recovered businesses,
with nearly three-quarters of them in or near Buenos Aires, about a quarter of them in the
metallurgical sector.14 Many of the new cooperatives affiliated themselves with MNER,
thus swelling the resources available to the organization for street demonstrations, direct
assistance to workers engaged in occupations in the form of food and money, and for
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disseminating information. With Chilavert as a member, for example, MNER had access
to a fully functioning print shop.
But the organization, from the beginning, went beyond street tactics and direct
action; MNER also engaged with the state on the state’s own territory. Among the
founders of MNER in 2001 were two lawyers, Diego Kravetz from IMPA and Luis Caro,
lawyer for a recovered metal shop renamed Union y Fuerza. These lawyers worked to
find ways to legalize the expropriation of property by disaffected and unemployed
workers.
One approach to accomplishing this goal was to target businesses whose previous
owners had engaged in fraud or asset stripping. By casting the workers as victims of
illegal business practices, Kravetz and Caro could pressure bankruptcy judges to allow
workers to resume production while the bankruptcy cases worked their way through the
courts. Once production was underway, they could then work on a second, and
complementary, approach, lobbying local legislatures to pass individual laws permitting
the expropriation of the businesses on a case-by-case basis. This strategy proved
effective in putting dozens of workplaces back in operation, albeit with reduced labor
forces. By 2006, nearly half of the businesses recovered had obtained expropriation laws
allow them to function legally.
But the movement did have internal disputes over methods and messaging, and
those disputes came to a head in 2003, a year which saw many workplace occupations
still lacking legal recognition and an overall drop in attempted takeovers from the year
before. Threats of eviction loomed large for many workers in the process of making a
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recovery. Violent confrontations between the police, workers, and their massed
supporters on the street made clear how fragile the situation was for the new
cooperatives. In the schema of “Occupy, Resist, Produce,” this was the resistance phase
for a great number of workers, and differences of opinion within MNER over how to
successfully resist eventually led to a formal schism of the group. In the end, Luis Caro
and substantial number of recovered and occupied businesses formed MNFR, the
National Movement of Recovered Factories. At the time of this writing, MNFR is the
largest, most well organized group of recovered businesses in Argentina.
A key disagreement between MNFR, led by Caro, and MNER, led by Murúa,
involved the ideological framing of the workers’ struggle to reconstitute their workplaces
and retain their jobs. For Eduardo Murúa, this fight meant nothing less than a class-based
revolt against the basic principles of capitalist society and the laws that upheld it. In an
interview with Murúa shortly after the split, he openly declared that:
the only possible road for reclaiming factories lay outside the legal framework,
because we didn’t have a law that defended jobs…. For workers in Argentina
there is no law. It only exists for the powerful. Since the restoration of
democracy, all the laws that have been passed are against workers’ rights. The
laws, enacted first by the dictatorship and then by the formal democracy, served
to consolidate a global economic model organized according to the international
division of labor.15
Thus, while Murúa did support tactics that engaged with state actors and entities, he had
no qualms whatsoever about taking extra-legal action when he felt it was justified.
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Entering and occupying a factory, an illegal act under Argentine law, also sent a clear
message that, in Murúa’s words, “we question not only private property but the system
itself.”16
The very direct and public denunciation of capitalism, along with the call for class
conflict that confronts the state and the wealthy elite, has remained an central element in
MNER’s public communications. In an article published in a 2006 magazine published
by the movement, Murúa issues a populist call to action, against the “totally unjust
society” brought about by Argentine capitalism:
Conscious and aware that there is no way out within the capitalist system, a
system that destroys people and nations, that creates only wars and walls, holding
on to completely obsolete institutions; Tired of the failures of the political class in
not wanting to admit that what has failed is not the model [of Menem], but in
reality what has failed is the capitalist system; the people have the obligation to
create new institutions, which ensure a society where all are included—
institutions that take into account new forms of structuration in society.17
Over the years since its founding, MNER has routinely worked with other social justice
organizations and protest movements, establishing MNER as part of a larger political
project devoted to, in essence, expropriating the state and doing away with capitalism as a
dominant principle for organizing economic activity.
This position explains why, when MNER has engaged the state, its members have
made both specific demands in their interests, such as the call for a “National
Expropriation Law” to codify workplace takeovers in the body of Argentine law, but also
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demands for sweeping changes. MNER has issued, for example, a call for the
amendment of the Argentine constitution to create a “Ministry of Popular Planning,”
which would allow for direct democratic participation in government and establish an
ambitious universal welfare program to guarantee food, health care, education, and
housing for all.18 Furthermore, Murúa, Kravetz, and Caro all ran for public office in
2003, and Kravetz won a seat in the national legislature, where he set about lobbying for
both individual expropriations and the adoption of a national law that would set criteria
for legalizing future takeovers. Explaining the rationale behind this move a year after the
election of Kravetz, Murúa asserted that “the Movement is independent of the state and
the political parties, but it has a legislator because we consider it important to have
institutional access to the government. We’ve always believed that the social movements
have to sit at the political table.”19
The willingness to engage with the state, while simultaneously attempting to
undermine it also explains why MNER so enthusiastically sought and received support
from groups of piqueteros during workplace occupations. Apart from the obvious
connection between the movements—unemployed piqueteros and unemployed workers
engaged in a workplace takeover share the inability to exchange labor power for
money—the extralegal tactics of piqueteros, such as blocking roads with burning tires
and confronting police with force, did not faze or put off the MNER leadership. Murúa’s
own predilection for ignoring legal niceties made working together with piqueteros
appropriate, since they shared similar visions of tactics and strategy in social struggle.
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In contrast to Murúa’s ideological commitment to direct action in defiance of the
neoliberal state and the open politicization of what he sees as a class conflict, Luis Caro
and MNFR have taken what has been described as a more conservative approach (at best)
or a self-serving approach at the expense of the working class (at worst).20 Since the split
with MNER, Caro’s MNFR has carefully attempted to avoid any characterization of the
movement’s activities as outside the law. Moreover, Caro views alliances with classbased or political movements as counterproductive:
There is important issue that we also raise, and that is the matter of political
partisanship…. This is not a political struggle, or rather, we don’t want this or
that idea to prevail; what we want is for work to prevail. That is to say, that the
workers could use the factory themselves. We don’t negotiate other matters….
As far as class struggle is concerned, we are not unaware that social
classes exist—they do, and this, too, is a reality, and in this we agree with the
criteria proposed by Marx—but if we pose this as a class struggle, I believe we
would be making big mistake, because there many people who also belong to the
oppressor class directly or stand in their stead—for example, judges, legislators,
and some governors—who, from a simple point of view, would appear to be part
of the dominant class, but in their concrete actions many times collaborate with
the workers. So, if we frame this simply as a class struggle, we run a great risk of
failure. In fact, many cases [of business recoveries] have gained ground, only to
rapidly lose it later, and then they were evicted.21
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Caro’s strategy, then, unlike Murúa’s, attempts to represent worker actions as explicitly
non-political and publicly treats each case as an individual instance of conflict or
malfeasance, rather than as symptoms of a broader or even structural class division. This
stance seems to have been taken up by MNFR members in a rather disciplined way; as I
interviewed the presidents of various cooperatives in Caro’s movement, nearly all of
them brought up their disavowal of “politics.” The president of Ghelco, for example,
early in our interview, brought up the issue of fractiousness among recovered businesses
without any prompt from me, and prefaced his remarks by declaring, “we are
apolitical.”22 Others also went out of their way to emphasize a lack of political
involvement, especially with political parties.
Regarding the issues of private property and the capitalist system overall,
moreover, Caro seems much more ambivalent than Murúa. While discussing the case of
Zanón, the well known ceramic tile factory in the western province of Neuquen, he raised
these matters while describing what he saw as the shared ideology of Zanón’s workers:
They also, by way of a nature that I understand as ideological, which proposes
the abolition of capital, or rather Marx proposes this—Karl Marx, with whom we
say, to a certain degree, I am in agreement, because I think that private property,
for me, simply must be controlled, because we can already see that there is abuse
on all sides. There are very few people who have a lot of property in the world as
a result, and they don’t care what happens to the rest of the population…. So, for
me, yes, you have to have a private property set aside for individual matters—
everyone must have in order to be—but at the same time properties should have a
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kind of social contract. That is, I believe more in collective society, of groups, as
are the cooperatives….23
Moments later, as he continued to muse on these matters, Caro went on to add:
So, there is a certain social quality, we would say, to productive capital. This
seems very important to me. We have already seen in the world, in the history of
humanity, also in Russia, China, Vietnam, and in other places, where they applied
a strict abolition of private property and the installation of a so-called dictatorship
of the proletariat, or something in that style, that was what Marx proposed in the
Communist Manifesto. So, fine, that is one thing. We agree with the critique of
capital, of course, as I was saying earlier, in the sense that capitalism is
responsible for appropriating the excess, the surplus value, the excess that labor
produces, in order to increase the capital of big businesses, which at first belonged
to the states and, later, to businesses, the multinationals.24
Caro, it seems, tries to choose his words rather carefully, so as not to appear overly
radical. To appear so, in his estimation, make his pragmatic project—assisting the
expropriation of businesses by their workers—more difficult.
This concern for appearances extends even to Klein and Lewis’ documentary, The
Take. His complaint? The expression “take” implies an illegal seizure, tantamount to
theft of property. Such a characterization, he feels, interferes with his strategy to cast the
recoveries as a legal manifestation of the social quality of productive capital. It slaps
private owners in the face and incites greater resistance. The MNFR’s website includes a
lengthy denunciation of the film for this reason, and gives other examples of how he
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believes the documentary promotes inflammatory ideological representations of the
workers’ struggles.
But while Caro eschews the kind of rhetoric and political activism so readily
embraced by Eduardo Murúa, he does see his own project, with himself in the role of
legal advisor to disenfranchised workers, as potentially revolutionary. The revolution,
however, would be incremental, sector-by-sector, and “automatic”:
In some cases, people join organizations to organize, to change the world around
us by first changing the government. I say to them, “I want to change the world,
too, but we changed the factory. We made it so the factory was productive, that
we would benefit, that you would be okay, so in this way it has already started to
change. Doesn’t it look that way to you? Because you changed together with
your comrades. And if there is another factory that needs help, we will go to that
factory. Thus, we are making our own revolution in sectorial fashion, and if at
some point there come to be 10,000 factories, that’s going to be an important
number of comrades, so at that time what we might call the seizure of power is
going to happen almost automatically. But you don’t have to have this vision
from the start, because that would be mistaken.” And in this matter, many
Argentine political parties are mistaken—the majority of the ultra-left, which have
this vision.25
Another point of contention between MNER and MNFR has to do with the
orthodoxy of leadership and the rigidity of each individual business’s adherence to a
central movement plan. Caro, as president of the MNFR, asks that all member businesses
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adhere to a clearly defined set of guidelines for internal organization, including equal
hourly pay for all, a weekly review of bookkeeping and accounts by the workers’
assembly, refusal to allow former owners to return as members of the new cooperatives,
and the aforementioned avoidance of partisan political action, among others. Though
Caro insisted to me that the guidelines he gives the cooperatives weren’t “requirements,
something obligatory, something imperative,” he did say that he “recommended that they
do this because they will agree to it and will fare better.”26
At least some, however, who have had direct experience working with Caro, feel
differently about his type of leadership. Speaking with workers at the Brukman suit
factory, one of them told me, “he’s a lawyer, not a worker,” and accused him of having
ties to leaders of the dictatorship (Caro ran for political office on the same slate as Aldo
Rico, who was involved in a 1987 military uprising against President Alfonsín). Another
recalled his prior relationship with Brukman workers:
Some of our co-workers said, “we have to join the Movement,” and I said, “No, I
don’t want a manager or a boss, and much less a person who wasn’t there during
the struggle, who comes to you and tells you what to do. We are rebels. We
started this on our own, we set it up on our own, and when we had already done
everything, all the fighting we had done, along came Luis Caro to knock on the
government’s door so they would give us the expropriation law and the
bankruptcy law. Caro did nothing more than that; the struggle we did by
ourselves. So, we don’t accept—me personally, along with other comrades who
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are around 15 or 16 people—we don’t take orders from anyone, from any
movement, nor from a president of recovered factories.27
Brukman, now operated by the legally recognized Cooperativa 18 de Diciembre, includes
60 worker-members total, and does not belong to any recovered business movement.
In contrast to Caro’s hands-on coordination and efforts to directly influence the
internal organization and policies of MNFR cooperatives, Eduardo Murúa favors a more
decentralized approach. As in Caro’s organization, representatives from each member
business meet in assemblies, and each business has one vote in decisions made by the
assembly. However, Murúa explains:
The organization [MNER] is pretty anarchistic…. What we do try to do is to
represent what the whole of the workers think. We hold assemblies every month,
month and a half, because geographically we are scattered throughout the
Republic, and we also lack resources. This is a social organization, not a political
organization, traditionally speaking. There’s no reason to have everything
defined, just the principle aims.28
Those aims, according to Murúa, include “an expropriations law, a 10,000-peso subsidy
for each recovered job, bank loans to worker cooperatives, and a specific retirement
plan.”29
Julian Rebón, writing about Murúa’s MNER, describes the group’s relations with
member cooperatives as “flexible, respecting their autonomy.” Yet, at the same time, the
organization does call on its members to express solidarity with other workers attempting
business recoveries. Rebón quotes Murúa as saying, “We neither put upon nor demand
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anything of an individual cooperative, save that when another business needs your help,
you come and lend a hand.”30 Beyond that, Murúa has asserted that workers at each
recovered business should decide for themselves, though the direct democracy of their
own assemblies, how to organize their workplaces and conduct their own affairs,
including political involvement and commitment to any outside organizations.
This does not mean, however, that Murúa and MNER members have shied away
from offering advice, and even pushing hesitant workers to effect a takeover, once they
have voted to do so. Murúa describes how, when workers at the Ceres textile factory got
cold feet, he pressed the occupation forward: “as I was on my way there, the workers
called me on my cellphone and told me that they didn’t want to go in. I got there and
kicked the door in. That’s how they went in.” At the IMECC medical clinic, now
operating under the name Clinica Fénix Salud, the coop president recalled how MNER
members advised clinic workers in the critical early stages of the takeover:
And I recall that I was made aware of the National Movement of Recovered
Businesses in December of 2003, and I started to listen, to understand, to be able
to realize what I, in some manner, felt: the need to come back and reopen [the
clinic]. How to do this? I said, “how do we do it?” And when we started to talk
with them [MNER], it was the first time that Eduardo Murúa, who is the president
. . . gave me a very big hand. Not only did he listen to what we wanted to do, but
he was guiding us. Guiding us, making a roadmap—this comes first, and then the
next.31
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With support and advice from MNER members, businesses like Fénix Salud, Maderera
Córdoba, Chilavert, and many others were put back into operation, and a portion of those
companies’ workers have been able to support themselves and their families.
In fact, despite Caro’s criticism of MNER protagonists as “politicized,” and
Murúa’s counter-criticism that MNFR suffers from Caro’s “clientelism,” it is clear that
both organizations have successfully organized and assisted numerous workplace
expropriations since 2001. Both groups share the goal of seeing the legislature pass a
national expropriation law to facilitate recoveries in the future, but many individual
expropriations have already been approved by legislators, in part because of pressure
brought to bear with MNER’s and MNFR’s help. On November 25, 2004, for example,
thirteen occupied (and functioning) businesses, including members of both movements,
received definitive legal expropriations. According to journalists of the lavaca collective,
“MNER and MNFR members, who were sitting opposite each other in the audience at the
session when the law passed, looked at each other and chanted, ‘Workers united! And if
you don’t like it, screw you!’”32
Over the next few years, while the rate of both bankruptcies and workplace
takeovers slowed, the rate of legal recognitions grew, until, by 2008, nearly half of all
recovered businesses had been granted expropriation laws. The precedents set by the
recoveries of the early 2000s became more firmly established. According to Lalo, a
MNER co-founder and organizer with whom I spoke in 2008, “in Argentina today, it is
very difficult for a business to go bankrupt with the workers recovering the factory.”33
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The years following 2004 also saw a shift in the prominence of both of the two
Movements. The “anarchistic” tendencies of MNER allowed for fragmentation and
internal conflict, while the more structured, hierarchical organization of MNFR made for
greater stability and consistency in members’ practices. Moreover, MNFR’s single-issue
focus, while removing it from the broader political battlefield, ensured that group
members’ resources were dedicated more directly to one another and to legal actions in
defense of the members’ businesses.
MNER, in contrast, saw some of its member cooperatives expend energy and
effort supporting political causes that earned the enmity of some state actors, and even
Diego Kravetz, the “MNER legislator,” drifted away from the movement as he built up
his own political career. Furthermore, the lack of centrally disseminated organizational
structure among its members led to more experimentation—sometimes failure—in some
important MNER coops, including, arguably, IMPA itself. By 2008, MNER had almost
ceased to exist as an organized movement, and in April of that year, Eduardo Murúa
found himself demonstrating outside the gates of his own factory, from which the IMPA
workers had been evicted by judicial order. While, as noted earlier, the workers
eventually re-entered the factory, IMPA’s future remains precarious. The factory
currently operates with a reduced workforce and has continuing financial problems.
Meanwhile, Caro’s MNFR claims more than eighty member cooperatives, many
of which operate with legal expropriations. Caro, himself, asserts that the lack of
centralized institutional planning in MNER led to some cooperatives adopting policies
that created a “pseudo-employee” and a “pseudo-owner” class within the company, that
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some of them allowed the former owners to return to the cooperative and assume some of
their former power, and that some recovered businesses outside MNFR have elected
management councils that are “very closed,” and fail to provide transparent information
to all for the purposes of enlightened self-management.34
A somewhat more sympathetic perspective on the dissolution of MNER comes
from Guillermo, president of the cooperative Maderera Córdoba and early MNER
member:
No, in reality, MNER has practically disappeared; I’m a realist about this, no? It
served its purpose in its time and would have served today as a center of gravity,
but it became fragmented, first of all, because the management at the top didn’t do
what was indicated or what they should have done. Beyond that, because the
characteristics of each business and their dissimilar situations complicate matters
a great deal. Clearly, this is a real enough fact. When something goes down at
IMPA, something else happens at Maderera Córdoba, and something different at
Chilavert, and the relevant circumstances for the real possibility of working and
expanding were that they had nothing to do with each other. So, okay, “I’ll do
you a favor. What do you need? I’ll lend you this, I’ll give you that.” As a favor.
But in reality, if someone ended up looking bad, or the project wasn’t adequate
because people only know their own kind of business, well, this somehow made
the Movement a bit fragmented.35
We will return to the issue of MNER and MNFR as different kinds of organizations
serving different purposes at different times in Chapter 7. For now, however, the most
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important point is that, through these organizations, thousands of working people found
ideas, material assistance, and moral support to take back their workplaces. And while
the two groups adopted some significantly different strategies for organizing and pressing
their cases, the actual on-the-ground tactics for achieving a recovery were not so
different.

Anatomy of a Typical Recovery, Step One: Occupation
“So, we came to work one Monday, a Monday like any other, and we
found a bankruptcy notice posted. But this notice wasn’t legal, you see?
It didn’t come from the State. It had been put there by the owner. He’d
photocopied and printed it. Clearly, it was a farce, and assuredly, the
owner’s idea was to come back to buy the factory but put it under a
different name. In someone else’s name—a ‘front man,’ as we say, you
understand? Anyway, we came to work, we found the factory closed,
bankrupt. But there were compañeros who had the keys to the entrance,
so we didn’t have to do anything special; we were able to enter normally
and go to work.”36
—Fabian, worker at Curtidores Unidos, a recovered leather
tanning factory, 2008

Not all occupations start as easily as the one described by Fabian in the quote
above, and of course, each individual situation has its own unique set of circumstances.
But, through my archival research and face-to-face interviews, I was able to discern some
common patterns and thus describe what one might consider a typical recovery. Since
most companies I visited and learned about went through broadly similar processes, I was
able to use the “norm” as a basis for beginning to build a typology of recovered
businesses, which will be elaborated in greater detail in Chapter 5. First, however, we
will consider a kind of prototypical or archetypical case. Individual cases, of course,
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deviate from the prototype, and there is a range of ways a particular kind of event or
process can vary. However, a great many recovered businesses shared similar situations
at the time of the workers’ initial attempts to occupy their workplaces.
The fact is, most recovered businesses were taken over because they had “failed.”
Failure, in this situation, generally meant either official or practical bankruptcy, leading
to the closure of the company. In many cases, workers were locked out and laid off after
a fairly lengthy period of pay cuts, delayed wage payments, and/or workforce reductions.
Fabian’s story, above, is fairly representative; one day, a group of workers shows up in
the morning, only to discover that the factory has been closed. In some cases, the owners
made announcements on the last working day, but closure without notice has been quite
common.
Fabian’s story is also typical for another reason: the allegation of owner fraud.
During the neoliberal fiesta of the 1990s described in the last chapter, Argentina saw the
emergence of systematic business fraud of a type that made the historically common
practices of patronage and under-the-table exchanges seem legitimate by comparison.
One increasingly common practice involved an entrepreneur purchasing a business and
registering it as a limited liability corporation, or Sociedad Anonima (S. A.). The
owner(s) would then take advantage of the loose credit environment and take out massive
loans to “invest” in the company. In reality, however, the owners would use the loan
money to pay themselves exorbitant salaries and bonuses, buy mansions, fleets of private
vehicles, golf club memberships, and so on, while the business itself suffered massive
losses. Eventually, the owners could declare bankruptcy and keep their personal gains,
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while the business shut down and its workers were left unemployed. The lavaca
collective refers to this as “the Freddo model,” after the name of a major chain of ice
cream parlors that fell prey to this practice.37 The bankrupting of Freddo, moreover, led
directly to the worker takeover of Ghelco, a recovered business described in these pages.
In some cases, as in the closure of the supermarket called Tigre, owners made plans to
purchase the failed company’s devalued assets under a different name—often a spouse or
other family member—and restart the process all over again. And if these frauds weren’t
bad enough, some owners resorted to asset stripping during the bankruptcy hearings,
selling off machinery and inventory to suck out every last bit of profit possible.
In the run-up to a bankruptcy or closure, owners often reduced or withheld wages,
claiming insolvency, but convinced workers to stay on the job with promises of back pay
to come later. All too often, the closure would take place with employees having worked
for weeks or months with little or no pay at all. The unemployed, locked-out workers
would be left with nothing, while the owners disappeared with their ill-gotten gains.
Little wonder that these disaffected laborers were angry and desperate enough to take
action.
The occupations themselves had varying dynamics. Some workers, like the ones
at Curtidores Unidos, were lucky enough to have keys to the factory and an owner that
had disappeared on the day of the lockout. Others, however, like the workers of Hotel
BAUEN, resorted to breaking and entering. Once inside, conditions also varied widely.
If workers began the occupation early enough, machinery and other supplies might still
be present, and production could resume almost immediately. In other cases, as in the
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Chilavert print shop, by the time workers actually broke back into the business, the
owners had stripped and sold enough assets that new equipment had to be found in order
to put the factory back in operation.
Broadly speaking, the “occupy” stage of a recovery has gone through three
phases, changing its character over time. First, the early ad-hoc workplace occupations
before late 2001 tended to be isolated, uncoordinated events. Later, the occupations took
on a more planned aspect, as MNER members began to seek out likely workers, suggest
the option of recovering a business, and offer tactical and strategic counseling. More
recently, as MNFR has become the largest organization involved in the recovery process,
occupations have become part of a legal strategy, accompanied by the simultaneous
filings of documents with bankruptcy judges and legislators’ offices.
The rationale behind the occupation as a legal strategy generally relates to the
national bankruptcy laws, which forbid the owners of a bankrupt business from disposing
of any assets, such as machinery and other materials; instead, those assets must be left
untouched until a bankruptcy judge, in consultation with creditors, decides how to
liquidate those assets for the best benefit of those creditors. In many of the early cases,
workers occupied their businesses to prevent what they knew were illegal sell-offs of
assets, or “asset stripping,” on the part of the owners. First of all, proving that owners
engaged in asset stripping could result in criminal charges, which would at least bring
some semblance of justice to the situation, from the perspective of angry workers still
waiting for back pay. Second, by ensuring that a business retained all the elements
necessary for production, workers kept open the possibility of the company re-opening its
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doors, either under their own control or, at the very least, under a new owner in the
future. In any case, workers staging an occupation could frame their actions as a kind of
guardianship against illegal activity. Especially in cases where asset stripping could be
proven, a bankruptcy judge might be persuaded to sympathize with the workers.
Occupations also served as a form of civil disobedience designed to draw
attention to the back pay owed to workers by the former owners. Insofar as the company
was indebted to the employees, this allowed the workers to argue that they, too, should be
regarded as creditors in the bankruptcy case, particularly if they had been working at
reduced rates or, as was fairly typical, had worked for months with only the promise of
paychecks in the future. In fact, prior to the Menem administration, Argentine law had
specifically included workers among the creditors in a bankruptcy case, and even gave
them a privileged position as the first in line to recover any monies owed to them. Since
the “reforms” of the 1990s, however, banks came first and, as asset liquidations typically
failed to produce enough to pay off their loans, workers usually ended up with nothing.
Bankruptcy judges, especially those who had served on the bench before the modification
in the law, might well be willing to find some way to accommodate worker demands for
back pay.
Eventually, as recovered businesses began to obtain legal expropriations, workers
began to justify occupations as part of what had now become a legally recognized
process. With the existence of established recovered businesses implying the potential
for more to come, a workplace occupation became, in essence, a declaration that a group
of workers intended to attempt their own legal expropriation. Through the increasingly
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organized and regularized processes of MNFR, for example, that declaration could be
quickly (or simultaneously) accompanied by the legal filings mentioned above.
Thus, the act of entering a closed workplace and refusing to leave shifted from
appearing to be a radical, “wildcat” action to being a planned strategy within an
established legal framework. Early occupations were often met with charges of
trespassing by business owners, resulting in the predictable attempts at eviction on those
grounds. During bankruptcy proceedings, however, control of property falls under the
jurisdiction of a bankruptcy judge. Later occupations of businesses in bankruptcy, while
still technically trespassing, tended to be handled less as an invasion of private property,
and more as part of a possible expropriation process. Of course, even in these later
occupations, the reaction to a worker occupation depended, and today still depends, on
the whims of individual judges and the degree to which that judge was and is influenced
by creditors and the former owners. Eviction orders, whether backed by an owner or a
judge, amount to the same thing, and workers attempting an expropriation developed a
range of strategies and tactics to resist their forced removal.

Anatomy of a Typical Recovery, Step Two: Resistance
“They told us they wanted to get us out of there and that they wanted to
give back pay to some people but not others. So, we told them, “we are
all, or we are nothing.” After that, they wanted us out. They hit us, they
fired teargas at us…. We got beaten up, we got hit with everything. So,
the other day, when we were at the Legislature, I was feeling really ill. I
was crying, and one of my comrades pulled me close and said, “Eva, if
you fall, we all fall.”38
— Eva, worker at Hotel BAUEN, a recovered business
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For Argentine workers occupying a workplace and seeking its expropriation, the
powers that must be resisted assume many forms. They must resist the direct physical
threat of eviction. They must resist the legal framework that would hand over control of
the business and assets to banks and other creditors. They must resist the property rights
of the original owner and the predispositions of judges who rule against them. They must
push back against representations that depict them as thieves, anarchists, and radical
revolutionaries that want something for nothing, and they must counter the “common
sense” assumption that workers cannot successfully manage a business on their own.
In taking on these and other tasks of resistance, these workers have had to find
ways, not only to obstruct or impede the imposition of repressive power, but to create and
expand their own kinds of power. Moreover, this had to be accomplished with a limited
set of tools: an occupied workplace, their own bodies, their ingenuity, and whatever
social networks might be available to render aid. Pile & Keith, in Geographies of
Resistance, assert that “resistance seeks to occupy, deploy and create alternative
spatialities from those defined through oppression and exploitation.”39 From 2001 on,
many recovered business workers did just that, employing creative practical methods to
recreate the spaces they had occupied, deploying the very spaces they had taken over as
assets in their struggle to keep their workplaces viable. What began as spaces
specifically designed for exploitation in the form surplus value extraction—factories,
administrative offices, a hotel laundry room—were transformed into spaces of popular
and working class empowerment. One of the first groups to adopt this strategy was the
workers of IMPA:
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IMPA was also the first factory with a genuine social project, with a health clinic
(belonging to a public hospital) and a cultural center, which hosted hundreds of
artistic events connected to cinema, theater, and a host of other activities that
rapidly converted the factory to a point of reference in the cultural plane…. And
just as IMPA was the precursor to the creation of a new form of worker’s
collective action, it was also a precursor in the eruption of new strategies for
organization and struggle in the field of education: the people’s schools
[bachilleratos populares]. Together with the Cooperative of People’s Educators
(CEIP), the first people’s school for youths and adults in a recovered business was
created in 2003 . . . with the goal of promoting schools of popular education (with
accreditation) in and with social movements, and as part of a dynamic process of
debate about the reinvention of popular power, organized self-management, and
the possibility of articulation of schools for youths and adults with multiple social
organizations.40
For IMPA, as for the many other recovered businesses that followed suit with
similar social projects, the transformation of spaces of exploitation to spaces of cultural
and community production constituted a kind of multifaceted resistance. As noted
earlier, theatrical productions and cinema on evenings and weekends ensured the
presence of people when the factory workers were most vulnerable to eviction. But the
appropriation and transformation of these spaces served other purposes, as well. The
creation of community spaces made many more people stakeholders in the recovery of
the business. If IMPA’s workers were evicted and the factory shut down, then hundreds
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of people living in the neighborhood nearby would lose a medical clinic, dozens of
students would lose their school, and the neighborhood would lose a space for artistic
expression. Thus, when the police came to kick the workers out, they found the factory
workers backed up by dozens, sometimes hundreds, and in some cases thousands of
people willing to defend the factory and the right of the workers to keep it open. Faced
with such open expressions of popular power, the police often withdrew.
For many people in North America, especially, this dynamic might be hard to
envision, in part because of the differences in urban spatial arrangement between Buenos
Aires and most North American cities. In Buenos Aires and its environs, there are no
enforced industrial/residential zoning laws that keep industrial production sites separate
from residential homes. A factory in Avellaneda or La Matanza, and everywhere else,
for that matter, is often nestled in the midst of apartments and housing, and some
businesses, like Chilavert, actually operate in buildings literally contiguous with adjacent
residential buildings. Thus, an Argentine walking down the street in her neighborhood
will likely pass by a mixture of homes, apartments, service businesses, shops, and
factories of varying sizes.
Prior to the wave of recoveries, the factories typically appeared as gray,
unadorned concrete boxes, often with few windows set high to gather light, and locked
metal doors hiding the activities within. Each day, bodies would be drawn into one of
these industrial “black boxes” to expend their energies, and the products of those
expenditures would be extracted and taken elsewhere in the form of commodities and
surplus value. Neighborhood dwellers could pass by with little thought to the processes
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unfolding behind the blank walls, the exploitation and domination of labor happening
within. But once a business became occupied and its workers transformed the spaces of
capitalist production into spaces of community production, the flows of energy and the
consciousness of the public were transformed, as well. Yes, commodities were still
produced, or services sold, but a part of the surplus now flowed directly back to the
community in the form of cultural events, free schools, and more. The blank walls
increasingly became adorned with signs—Cultural Center, People’s School, Open
Factory—and a number of these formerly drab buildings have been adorned with murals,
some of which depict the workers’ struggles. Walking past one of these factories, a local
resident might well feel a sense of propriety if they participate in events there, or a sense
of local pride in the good works taking place.
surplus reinvested in
community production

surplus extracted

labor power
inputs

labor power
inputs

community inputs

local community

local community

Old Business Model

New Business Model

Figure 1: Labor Power, Surplus, and Community
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Community engagement and the production of popular power in recovered
businesses have taken many forms and have spread across an increasingly broad portion
of the urban landscape. By 2006, the number of bachilleratos populares in recovered
businesses had grown to three. When I returned in 2008, there were sixteen. The
significance of the popular schools movement for subjectivity, cooperative
consciousness, and community building will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
For now, we can briefly list a few examples of what the lavaca collective, an
activist journalists’ group, call “the IMPA model, cloned by other cooperatives.”41 In the
city of Rosario, for instance, a recovered supermarket no longer even identifies itself as
such; the workers have renamed it Centro Cultural La Toma (‘The Take’ Cultural
Center), and it offers a large meeting space, a library of radical literature, a concert hall, a
coffee shop, and a showroom where local artisans may exhibit their crafts for free. The
recovered print shop, Gráfico Patrícios, hosts not only a dental clinic, but a low-power
FM radio station that broadcasts music, neighborhood talk shows, local events calendars,
and news about cooperativism and recovered businesses. Hotel BAUEN routinely hosts
theatrical productions and films. Chilavert, Maderera Córdoba, Gráfico Patrícios, and an
auto parts factory run by the Cooperativa 19 de Diciembre have all converted
administrative offices into classrooms for their free accredited schools, and Chilavert has
further set aside office space for the University of Buenos Aires to operate a
“documentation center” that archives information about the recovered business
phenomenon. Zanón, the recovered tile factory, routinely donates ceramic tiles to
hospitals, schools, and impoverished people hoping to improve their homes by installing
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flooring. The cooperative UST operates not only a school and cultural center, but also
devotes part of its surplus to its own microlending bank, and donates the use of their
tractors and other machinery for local road improvements and home construction. In the
city of Buenos Aires, the recovered editing company, Cefomar, now hosts a public
lending library.
These examples, along with many others, demonstrate how resistance to the
private property logic of capital, which would see these businesses closed and
dismantled, has turned spaces of production into a form of social property. Recognizing
a fundamental bond between the factory, its products, its workers, and neighboring
communities, protagonists in these businesses have resisted the capitalist imperative for
accumulation as an end in itself and, instead, insisted on treating surplus as the collective
property of not only the workers in the cooperative, but of the society in which the
business functions. “We know the factory is absolutely profitable,” says one of Zanón’s
press liaisons, “we continue to hire people, we pay all the bills, and the profits shouldn’t
go to us, or to the politicians and bosses, but to the community.”42
As a practical matter, however, resistance takes place for one primary purpose: to
enable the continuation of, or in most cases, the resumption of, production. Under
Argentine law, a bankruptcy can proceed only if every possible effort has been made to
pay outstanding debts to creditors. The typical strategy for workers staging an
occupation is to resist eviction and liquidation of the business by arguing in favor of one
effort that has yet to be made: restructuring the business as a cooperative under worker
control. But, even if the judge shows a willingness to consider this option, workers are
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often officially barred from restarting production until a final decision has been made.
Judges do sometimes permit the workers to remain in the factory and even clean it up and
make the machinery production-ready (which, of course, makes the property more
valuable if the judge rules in favor of liquidation). In the meantime, however, former
owners and bankers can continue to push for an eviction and lobby the judge to rule
against the worker cooperative.
When an eviction actually does take place, despite the best efforts of the workers
and their allies, resistance can take other forms. Workers at Ghelco and the Brukman suit
factory, for example, camped out in tents on the street in front of the factory, blocking
traffic, handing out pamphlets describing their predicament, drawing publicity and
recruiting additional supporters from the surrounding community. Brukman workers
spent months occupying their tent, which had been lent to them by members of the
Socialist Workers Party, and even set up sewing machines on the street to give a public
face to their struggle. At other times, popular power manifests in the form of direct
confrontation with police barricading the factory, workers and allies literally storming
those barricades, knocking them down, and attempting to forcibly re-enter the building.
Mainstream and independent media coverage of the inevitable counterattacks by police
have further galvanized the support of a public recently ravaged by economic collapse,
unemployment, and poverty. Workers at some businesses have gone through multiple
evictions and re-entries over the course of years.
But for resistance to succeed, it must lead to the restoration of production. The
goal is the not simply the recovery of a building or the machines within; workers staging
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an occupation seek to recover their livelihoods, and that means producing for exchange,
whether it be commodities or services. Only when books are being printed, or when
guests are staying in the hotel, or when bread is being baked, can we truly say that the
business has been “recovered.”

Anatomy of a Typical Recovery, Step Three: Production
“It’s all settled now; the building is ours, the machines are ours, and we’re
working. But when the business was in bankruptcy, they gave the owners
one more month as trustees here. After that, the boys who had holed up
inside the factory were under a lot of pressure, running things with a
generator since the owners had cut off the electricity in order to drive them
out. Then, when we went and explained what was happening to the judge,
the Judge divested the owners after finalizing the bankruptcy, kicked them
out, and allowed us to set up the cooperative.”43
—Omar, worker at Mil Hojas, a recovered pasta factory

For some recovered businesses, production is resistance. While workers
following the legal route of the MNFR often wait for a judge’s approval to restart
production, others resume production immediately, regardless of legal standing. This
was especially true of earlier recoveries, before many legal precedents had been
established.
Zanón workers, for example, started producing ceramic tiles in 2002 with no legal
standing whatsoever. They were able to negotiate with the local power and water
suppliers for credit, and they have been producing ever since, though there have been
several eviction attempts. At Chilavert, the eight workers who barricaded themselves in
the print shop managed to print copies of a book (the title was What are the People’s
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Assemblies, appropriately enough) and smuggle copies of it out through a hole cut
through the wall and into the next building. Hotel BAUEN’s cooperative, in 2008,
celebrated five years of operation without legal ownership. During that time, they have
restored a building devastated by asset stripping, purchased new furniture (the old
furniture had been sold off by the owners), and currently have over 100 functioning hotel
rooms, including high end presidential suites.
By operating even in the absence of legal ownership, the cooperative members
accomplish at least three things. First, they maintain a source of income, so they can
provide for their basic needs and those of their families. Second, they demonstrate that
the workers are, in fact, capable of successfully managing the business, while the former
owner had failed. Third, they enter into relationships with “legitimate” suppliers and
distributors that come to depend, at least partially, on the recovered business’s continued
operation. All of this strengthens the legal case for expropriation.
Under Argentine law, judges have a great deal of discretion over how to handle a
bankruptcy. For workers who have put their business back into operation, a very
important part of the bankruptcy law is Article 191, titled “Authorization to Continue”
(Autorización de la continuación). This article allows a judge to allow a business in the
process of bankruptcy to continue operating in cases where a shutdown would either
“cause a serious reduction in value,” or “interrupt a production cycle that could be
completed.”44 Workers successfully operating a business on their own can argue that
shutting down operations would both interrupt an ongoing production cycle and devalue
the business. Such arguments have worked in the past to keep workers inside the
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workplace, earning income, and demonstrating their abilities while they lobbied
legislators to pass a law authorizing the expropriation of the company. Apparently, it is
harder to liquidate a business that functions well enough to support a group of dedicated
workers—and more so when strong public support for expropriation puts pressure on
elected officials to act.
All of these examples should make it clear that a recovery and an expropriation
are not the same thing. A business that operates under worker control has been
recovered, regardless of its legal standing. A business that has been occupied but has not
resumed production, has not yet been recovered. While many recoveries have coincided
with legal expropriation, this typically results from a strategy made possible by those who
used production as a form of resistance and have proved that worker-run businesses can
succeed in the marketplace. Now that so many cooperatives have demonstrated the
viability of a production model in which workers hold capital in common and where no
individual makes decisions on their behalf, a group attempting a takeover can file a
business plan along with documents constituting the cooperative, and lobby for a fasttrack expropriation law. When this approach succeeds, workers can restart production
with legal protection from the beginning.
Expropriation laws, when they do pass the legislature, have come in two forms:
temporary and definitive. As the terms indicate, a temporary expropriation allows a
business to operate legally for a limited period of time. In the city and province of
Buenos Aires, the most common temporary expropriations have been for two years. In
theory, this would allow a cooperative to demonstrate the practical viability of its
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business model, prior to a definitive expropriation, which hands over full, permanent
ownership of the business to the workers. However, temporary expropriations also give
owners and creditors time to develop new strategies to liquidate the company in ways
more favorable to them, and this places the workers in a precarious position with regard
to a stable future. Still, a number of recovered businesses have been granted definitive
expropriations after completing a two-year temporary period. Chilavert, Maderera
Córdoba, Unión y Fuerza, and the Grissinopoli breadstick factory, among others, have all
moved from temporary to definitive expropriations.
But what, precisely, does a definitive expropriation entail for the workers,
creditors, and former owners? The terms of legal recognition for a workplace takeover
could have important consequences for the future viability of the cooperative and its
members. Since a national Expropriations Law does not yet exist, each individual piece
of legislation deals differently with the key questions of any expropriation: responsibility
for the old company’s outstanding debt, and the ownership of buildings, equipment, and
other assets.
For the thirteen recovered businesses in the Federal Capital that received
definitive expropriations under a single law passed in November 2004, lawmakers
answered those questions with a troubling combination of ambiguity and specificity. On
the one hand, some terms are very clear. The cooperative immediately assumes full
rights to operate the business. The assets of the business itself are to be bought up by the
government and sold back to the cooperative “at its bankruptcy value, over twenty years
in biannual installments, after a three-year grace period.”45 In most cases, the new
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cooperative also retains the right to use the old firm’s trademarks, so as not to disrupt its
visibility in the established marketplace. Thus, Cooperativa 18 de Diciembre continues
to produce suits under the Brukman label, and Cooperativa 11 de Noviembre makes
thermostats bearing the Penn Controls logo.
The ambiguity, however, comes from the term “bankruptcy value.” This value,
determined by a judge in consultation with appraisers, but also with creditors, might be
crucial to a recovered business’s chances of long term success. Often, recovered
businesses restart production at reduced capacity; in fact, across all the workplaces I
visited, the average estimated production level was less than 60% of capacity, and only
three informants claimed production at 100% of capacity. Even with a three year grace
period to accumulate surplus, if the judge assigns too high a value to the property, it
could reduce or eliminate the chances of a company remaining under worker control. In
practice, the issue of bankruptcy value has been very contentious, and some businesses
(e.g., Grissinopoli and La Argentina, Maderera Córdoba, Gráfica Patricios) had yet to
know the extent of their assumed debt, even in 2008, four years after the expropriations
were approved:
Absolutely . . . there are cooperatives that still haven’t received an appraisal of the
cost of the business. They have to talk to the City Bank of Buenos Aires [a
publicly owned bank], the City Bank has to take a tour and evaluate the
business—the condition of the machinery, the building, and all of that. From
there, they appraise the business, and it turns out to be too much. The
expropriation of the business would cost too much, and it has to be paid off in
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twenty years. If this can’t be resolved in this instance, the matter gets referred to
the courts. The judge then goes back to make an appraisal and comes up with a
price, which is generally different, and so says to the State, “it turns out it will
cost too much.” But in this situation, the State cannot fail to pay out, since it is
already required [by the expropriation law] to make regular payments….
Certainly, that’s the situation. It isn’t clear. It can vary quite a bit. The
City Bank never takes enough account of the creditors, while the judge always
does. So, who knows what will happen?46
Even at these businesses, where the cooperative has won a legal expropriation, a great
deal of uncertainty remains about the terms of their legal status over the long term.
Other recovered businesses, especially those outside the Federal Capital, which
has mostly stuck with the 2004 expropriation law template, have received very different
kinds of terms. Auto parts maker 19 de Diciembre, for example received a temporary
expropriation for five years from the provincial legislature of the Province of Buenos
Aires, which is a separate entity from the City of Buenos Aires (the Federal Capital).
According to the president of the cooperative, they pay a monthly rental fee of 1000
pesos (about $330) to the court handling the original company’s bankruptcy—an amount
that will come nowhere close to addressing the outstanding debt in five years’ time. As
for what will happen in 2010, when the expropriation law expires, the coop’s president
says only:
“after that, I don’t know. The government has to make up its mind because it
isn’t only this factory; there are many factories in the same situation we are in….
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I don’t know what determination the government will make regarding recovered
businesses.”47
In the meantime, the cooperative manages to run the factory at about 30% of production
capacity, but with only about 10% of the old firm’s work force. They also host a free
accredited school in some of the building’s unused offices.
Other businesses, however, have found themselves on more solid footing.
Workers at Mil Hojas, for example, a pasta factory in the city of Rosario, worked out an
arrangement with a judge in which the cooperative could take full ownership of the
machinery without paying a single centavo, following a successful bid on the building
when it was put up for auction after the bankruptcy. The cooperative was permitted to
finance the bid on the factory building through the court, which in turn uses payments on
the loan to settle with creditors involved in the bankruptcy proceedings. Unlike
businesses operating under a temporary expropriation, or under permanent expropriation
law that fails to define the cooperatives’ outstanding debt, the workers of Mil Hojas have
full collective ownership that cannot be revoked as long as the business remains viable,
and they know precisely what liabilities they have incurred.
Still others, as in the rare case of El Petróleo, a recovered transportation
cooperative that operates bus services in Neuquén, have managed to take legal possession
of the company without going through the legislature or working with a bankruptcy
judge. The workers of El Petróleo, rather, had engaged in a months-long confrontation
with the owner over failure to pay wages and the fraudulent use of state subsidies that
should have gone to pay for workers’ certification training. After almost a year of street
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demonstrations and public denunciations by the workers, the owner offered to hand over
the business to a workers’ cooperative if they agreed to drop the charges they had been
pressing. As the cooperative’s president explained, “there was no need for an
expropriation; we simply made an agreement and put it all in writing.”48 A notary public
witnessed the signatures, and the cooperative took ownership of the company’s assets.
As a condition of the handover, outstanding bank loans remained in the name of the
previous owner, so the cooperative assumed only outstanding liabilities to service
providers, such as the asphalt company that paved one of their parking lots. While the
owner had allowed the company to fall into serious disrepair, the cooperative brought the
skills of its mechanics and drivers to bear and, today, El Petróleo has expanded its fleet of
buses and has moved to a new, larger headquarters with better garage facilities.
But most recovered businesses have to go through the legislature to obtain legal
standing, and many still have no legal permission to operate at all. For these businesses,
which include Zanón, Hotel BAUEN, the ADOS hospital, the supermarket formerly
known as Tigre, a dog food manufacturer called Huesitos Wilde, and dozens of others,
simply going to work each day makes one guilty of trespassing. As of 2008, some 40%
of recovered businesses had no legal recognition, which, if one accepts the commonly
cited number of 200 recovered businesses total, means that about eighty operate outside
the law.49 Workers in these recovered businesses live under the constant threat of forced
eviction.
When an eviction attempt does take place, and workers and supporters resist it,
the situation can quickly turn violent, as police move in with riot gear, tear gas, and
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rubber bullets. At Chilavert, workers found their building surrounded by eight patrol
cars, riot police transports, and ambulances. Eduardo Murúa helped them barricade
themselves within by parking a truck filled with metal ingots in front of the doors to the
factory. Brukman workers and supporters who knocked down barricades outside their
factory in an attempt to re-enter found themselves fleeing before armed federal police,
who fired rubber bullets and released tear gas. In more recent times, while I was
conducting my field work in 2008, workers and supporters occupying a textile mill called
Mafissa were brutally ejected by a force of over 400 police and paramilitary officers and,
of course, there was the case of the IMPA eviction mentioned above.
While evictions often give way to reoccupation, the experience deeply impacts
those on the receiving end of repression. And some evictions spell the end of the
workers’ struggle to save their jobs. Not all attempted recoveries end with the continuing
production seen in so many cooperatives. The 52 workers occupying the historic
downtown building of the Franco Inglesa Pharmacy, for example, were removed by a
force of 100 “Infantry Guards of the Federal Police,” once the company’s bankruptcy had
been officially declared. Two workers were wounded, and the pharmacists, technicians,
and others never had a chance to return, as the building was sold too quickly.50
Still, the majority of workplace takeovers that, early on, employed production as a
means of resistance and reached out to local communities through the production of new
social spaces like cultural centers, have managed to hold out for years; it seems as though
judges had a much harder time shutting down an occupied workplace if it functioned as
both a source of income for its workers and a boon to local citizens. Most of the “final”
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evictions have taken place in situations where an occupation had begun, but production
had not. It remains difficult, however, to predict what will happen in the future, even for
those with some kind of legal standing.

The Big Picture
The phenomenon of recovered businesses, then, has evolved over time, and while
each individual case is different from all others, there have been some general trends over
time. The recent wave of workplace takeovers in Argentina began as ad hoc, relatively
uncoordinated efforts in the late 1990s, in an economic context of slowing growth,
rampant indebtedness, and often corrupt or fraudulent business practices. These early
protagonists experimented with different strategies and tactics, eventually forming a
loose organization with the goal of helping others keep their jobs as bankruptcies and
business closures increased in frequency nationwide.
That organization, the National Movement of Recovered Businesses (MNER),
served as a powerful nexus for storing and distributing information useful to others who,
in the early years of the new century, would attempt recoveries of their own. MNER
members also organized not only themselves, but people associated with other social
movements, like the piqueteros and Unemployed Workers’ Movement, to help resist
authorities bent on preventing worker takeovers. The MNER leadership, especially
Eduardo Murúa and his close associates, including Luis Caro, wasted no time in
exploiting a situation in which a weakened state could not contain the rapid growth of
grassroots social organizations like neighborhood assemblies, and in which leftist
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political parties (e.g., the Socialist Workers Party, the Communist Party of Argentina,
etc.) enjoyed a surge in public support. Anxious to build a large and inclusive grassroots
organization, Murúa opted for an inclusive model that allowed for loosely defined
relations with those political parties that offered their support. MNER public
communiqués also usually had a political character, tying the struggle of workers
involved in takeovers to other issues of social and economic justice.
This strategy worked well, and 2002 saw dozens of workplace recoveries. 2002,
however, also saw the restoration of the federal government’s executive branch and the
dwindling of neighborhood assemblies as public services began to resume and the peso’s
exchange rate started to stabilize and banks reopened. The schism within MNER that
followed represented a shift in strategy by some of the organization’s leadership,
particularly Luis Caro. Caro’s National Movement of Recovered Factories (MNFR)
adopted a much narrower approach to business recovery, eschewing any political
challenges to the state or ideologically charged rhetoric. MNFR also adopts a stricter
discipline within the organization, allowing only member cooperatives’ presidents to
participate in Movement meetings, and establishing guidelines to be followed by all
member cooperatives.
With the growing resumption of power by the Argentine government since 2002,
MNFR’s approach seems, so far, to have paid off. While MNER has fragmented and lost
momentum as an organization, MNFR has grown to include some eighty recovered
businesses among its membership, including several that left MNER and joined Caro’s
group. And while the rate of recoveries has slowed dramatically since 2002, the MNFR
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clearly still acts in support of new takeovers. During my interview with Caro in 2008, he
told me that four MNFR-supported occupations were underway, and the interview was
interrupted twice by phone calls from workers at two of those factories, seeking advice.
The government’s response to worker takeovers has been uneven, especially
across provinces and according to the size and potential value of the business in question.
Most certainly, however, both federal and provincial governments, through the passage of
expropriation laws, have established legal precedents that favor workplace recoveries in
principle. This, coupled with the fact that recoveries enjoy broad public support, has
made it difficult for political leaders to stop the movement outright, and some, like
Buenos Aires mayor Macrí, President Kirchner, and President Fernandez de Kirchner,
have even declared support for recoveries in order to bolster their own political fortunes.
How quickly such support evaporates in the future remains to be seen. Macrí, in
particular, has already proven to be a somewhat fickle ally for recovered businesses in the
federal capital zone. For now, however, the genie has escaped the bottle, and it may
prove difficult to put it back inside.
What the state has done to keep recoveries from becoming more commonplace
involves an apparent double strategy. First, government officials drag their feet on
processing certain requests for expropriation, especially high profile companies with
large worker populations, like Zanón and BAUEN. Second, new workplace occupations
are still likely to be suppressed, especially if they are large, high profile businesses;
smaller businesses that keep a low profile—as are many of those that have joined
MNFR—seem to have a better likelihood of making a legal recovery.
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We will return to the question of “the state” and issues of power in Chapter 7. For
now, however, it should be noted that recoveries still continue to this day, that thousands
of workers still commit trespassing every time they come to work, and that both of these
facts mean that the notion of private property in Argentina has been called into question.
Not only that, the private properties at issue are means of production, seized by workers,
and used as a kind of social property. Does this not sound familiar? Is this not a page
taken straight from the playbook of Marx & Engels? One of the reasons I returned to
school to pursue a graduate degree was the excitement I felt about the recovered business
movement when I first learned of it in 2002. Could this be the beginning of something
big? Might we all look back some day and realize that this was when a proletarian
revolution against capital finally began? In the next chapter, we will consider the wave
of worker takeovers through a Marxist political economic lens and consider its potential
as a “revolutionary” movement against private property and capitalism.
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CHAPTER THREE: IS A SPECTRE HAUNTING BUENOS AIRES?
Business Recoveries and the Cooperative Manifesto

“You have the factory, you have the means of production, the machines
and everything; fine...there isn’t much to think about: just come, enter,
and put the machines to work.”1
--Juan Carlos, Cooperativa 18 de Diciembre (formerly Brukman)
“We are the ‘bad example’ here in this ‘businessman’s Argentina.’ Why?
We are the bad example . . . they say that we are communists,
revolutionaries, and I don’t know what else.”2
--Delicia, Cooperativa 18 de Diciembre (formerly Brukman)

In The Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels describe a process of communist
revolution in which the first step “is to raise the proletariat to the position of the ruling
class, to win the battle of democracy.”3 Following this step, “the proletariat will use its
political supremacy to wrest, by degrees, all capital from the bourgeoisie, to centralize all
instruments of production in the hands of the State….”4 It is easy to imagine how those
who call the workers of recovered businesses “communists” have come to this
conclusion: it is certainly possible to interpret the wave of worker takeovers as following
the Marxist script.
After all, in December 2001, the “battle of democracy” was won, at least
temporarily, by the masses of working class and former middle-class people who
demanded that all their political leaders should resign (“Que se vayan todos!”). This
moment—and the months that followed—represented an elevation of the proletariat to a
ruling status, expressed through the organization of neighborhood assemblies for local
self-governance. That new presidents were repeatedly trotted out by political elites, only
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to be rejected by the public, testifies to the “political supremacy” of the proletariat during
the first six months of 2002.
Furthermore, the expropriation of businesses by workers is precisely a wresting of
capital from the bourgeoisie, and the manner of the wresting—one business at a time,
with growing numbers of takeovers—clearly qualifies as taking over “by degrees.” Mass
outpouring of public support has pressured members of the now-restored state apparatus
to the point where parliamentarians have sanctioned government appropriation of the
businesses on the workers’ behalf. Is this not a move towards centralizing the means of
production in the hands of the State? At FaSinPat (the country’s largest ceramic tile
factory, formerly called Zanón), I was gifted with a decorative tile that called for the
“expropiación y estatización de Zanón bajo control obrero”—the expropriation and
nationalization of the factory under worker control. State ownership with the workers in
charge. Is a spectre haunting Buenos Aires?
For some, both inside and outside of the recovered business movement, the
answer is a definite “sí.” From this perspective, the growth of worker-led business
takeovers is a radical shift away from, or even against, capitalism. The protagonists
involved aim to replace a capitalistic economy based on an ideology of individualism
with something else, an economy predicated on respect for the group, prizing cooperation
and egalitarian distribution of wealth. In short, the spectre of Marxist communism is
alive and well and currently takes the form of Argentine workers who rise up and seize
the capital for common use. The signs of a move towards communist revolution are easy
to read.
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At the Brukman suit factory on Avenida Jujuy in Buenos Aires, the workers
divide up the company’s revenues equally, regardless of what job a person does.
Decisions are made collectively at regular assemblies—even the decision to let me visit
the factory and talk to people was taken up by the assembly. What happens at Brukman
is significant because it was one of the earliest takeovers, and the struggle of the workers
there to legally expropriate the factory attracted a lot of public attention, worldwide.
Subsequent groups of workers planning takeovers looked to (and still look to) Brukman
as an example. Early on in the process, Brukman became a sort of rallying point for
leftist political parties, including the Communist and Socialist Workers’ parties, and
although the cooperative currently disavows any connections with organized politics,
leftist ideologies definitely played a role in the development of Brukman as it exists
today.
For Celia Martinez, one of the protagonists in the recovery of the factory, the
experience led her to embrace Trotskyism. In an interview, she relates how a young
member of the Socialist Workers’ Party (PTS) had gained the trust of many Brukman
workers in the early stages of the occupation. “He’s from the PTS, and he would tell us
about Marx, Trotsky,” she says. “We didn’t get it, but I started to listen. I liked to listen,
to learn, and I started to get hooked.”5
Martinez is certainly not the only Marxist in the recovered business movement.
Raúl Godoy, a key leader in the ongoing struggle for the expropriation of the Zanón
ceramic tile factory, is an open and outspoken PTS member and Trotskyist. Although,
like Brukman, the workers of Zanón (now called FaSinPat) eschew partisan politics as a
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group, there is no doubt that Godoy’s philosophies have had an impact on FaSinPat’s
organizational development, collective ideology, and political strategies for obtaining a
legal expropriation. Trotskyism clearly advocates for a seizure of state power by the
proletariat and the establishment of a communist society along Marxist lines. That these
very high profile cooperatives—models and inspiration for many others who have sought
to organize their own workplace takeovers—have been influenced by leaders with
communist politics adds at least some credence to the assertion that Argentina’s business
recoveries represent a grassroots communist uprising, with the dismantling of capitalism
as its goal. And, of course, Martinez and Godoy are not the only examples to which we
can point.
One coop member at FaSinPat suggests that their factory occupation could help
lead to a workers’ revolution:
We are workers, and we belong to a social class. Thus, our message is to try and
organize, and that one day for everyone, we will get together all the
antibureaucratic sectors in order to change history.6
Ernesto, a compañero at Chilavert, the recovered print shop mentioned in the
introduction, also sees the struggle in terms closely linked to Marxist thought. “I tend to
look at it from my own ideology: We’re in a constant class war. If we don’t displace the
minority who have power, they’ll kill us or at least attack us,” he says. “From this point
of view, for me, one must create power to displace power, or build a path to power to
displace those who have it now.”7 Eduardo Murúa, the MNER leader so instrumental in
assisting with dozens of workplace recoveries, when asked if his group defined
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themselves as “anticapitalist,” had this response: “I, for one, do. And the Movement as
well, because it wants the abolition of an oppressive system that generates joblessness
and poverty, death, that can’t even sustain the working class.”8
Outside observers also see the occupation of factories as a step forward in the
fight against capitalism. Eduardo Lucita, member of an organization called Nuestra
Lucha (“Our Struggle”), argues that, through the experience of the recovered business
movement, “we encounter a worker transformed into a collective worker, which decides
things collectively, distinct from work under a boss, under capitalist exploitation…”9
Roxana Longo and Analía Bruno, of the People’s Education Team at the University of
the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo, observing the situation at the Zanón factory, put it this
way:
Through discussion after discussion, they were forming a team of fighters able to
defy capitalism. As they themselves explain, it was a process, and on the way
they were modifying, defining, and planning different strategies, with clear
objectives. They defied the rules of the game established by capitalism. They
demonstrated that workers don’t need bosses.10
It seems as though both participants and observers, to some degree at least, view the
movement’s activities as anti-capitalist, and the language of class conflict and seizure of
the means of production sound like they have been lifted straight from The Communist
Manifesto. Even the typical form of address between cooperative members—
compañero/compañera or, in English, “comrade,” smacks of communist lingo.
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What’s more, participants in the recovered business movement often refer to
building the economía solidaria, or “solidarity economy.” While difficult to define with
any precision, the concept of the economía solidaria encompasses “alternative” economic
forms for production and trade, concerns for social justice and uneven distribution of
wealth, mutual aid and community building, and so on. Insofar as the economía solidaria
is a grassroots concept and not some kind of planned economy, it is in a constant state of
becoming, negotiated by protagonists in many social and economic justice movements,
typically on the “left” end of the political spectrum. It’s advocates, however, do make
one thing clear: the solidarity economy is something other than capitalism. One
prominent voice among those promoting this idea, Luis Rezeto, offers this explanation:
The solidarity economy is a practical and theoretical search for alternative forms
for doing economy, based in solidarity and labor. The principle or foundation of
the solidarity economy is the introduction of growing and qualitatively superior
levels of solidarity in economic activities, organizations, and institutions, among
businesses as well as the marketplace and public policy, increasing micro and
macroeconomic efficiency, while simultaneously generating an aggregation of
social and cultural benefits that favor all of society.11
He goes on to specifically contrast the concept of the economía solidaria with
capitalism, to which he attributes “enormous social and environmental costs,” and which
he describes as having led to a “veritable crisis of civilization.”12 It seems that devotees
of the solidarity economy are no friends of capitalism.
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But even so, it may be overly facile to paint the recovered business movement as
an anti-capitalist, if not communist, groundswell. I point to three bases for this assertion,
and will explore them below. First, although some of the movement leaders have made
provocative ideological statements, many rank-and-file participants—i.e., the working
people who took part in workplace occupations, and who now spend most of their time
working, rather than acting as spokespersons—tend to see their actions not so much in
ideological, us-versus-capitalism terms, but more as a specific desperate response to a
specific desperate situation. Second, almost all recovered businesses operate as worker
cooperatives, which are not necessarily incompatible with a capitalist economic system.
Marx himself discusses cooperatives in Capital, and his critique indicates skepticism that
cooperatives could comprise part of a communist revolution. Third, regardless of any
radical intentions on the part of organizers and supporters, the recovered business
movement may, in the longer (or shorter) term, represent yet one more way that capital,
as a social process, is able to morph in such a way as to keep its engines of exploitationfueled value circulation turning over. In other words, the anti-capitalist aspirations of
movement protagonists may actually translate into unwitting support for keeping
capitalism afloat in Argentina. A spectre may indeed be haunting Buenos Aires, but it
may turn out to be a friendly ghost for capital, after all.
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Workplace Takeovers and the Role of Ideology
“In this case, we took over the factory in defense of work, even if they
were going to give us our backpay. We didn’t want to start a revolution
nor occupy the factory. We didn’t want any of this. We did it out of
necessity.”13
--Candido, Cooperativa Chilavert

In many ways, Candido, one of the workers who successfully recovered the
Chilavert print shop, exemplifies the attitude of a great many protagonists in the
recovered business movement. Over and over again, as I listened to people recount the
tales of their own experiences and driving motivations in the takeovers, I began to discern
a common theme. Very few people entered into their struggles with ideological
commitments against capitalism, or with Marxist philosophies, or with any agenda other
than that of avoiding unemployment. In most cases, of course, there were conflicts with
individual owners over reduction or cessation of wage payments, firings, and (often)
embezzlement and sell-offs of company assets as a precursor to bankruptcy. But, by and
large, peoples’ decisions to effect a recovery had more to do with keeping the fuente de
trabajo (literally, the “source of work,” i.e. the workplace) in operation. While it is true
that organizers like Eduardo Murúa of MNER brought their broadly anti-capitalist
intentions to the table when helping workers develop strategies for a takeover, my
interviews made it clear to me that neither Marxism nor anti-neoliberalism per se was at
the forefront of most protagonists’ minds when they decided to occupy their workplaces.
In my interview with Delicia, a compañera from the Brukman suit factory quoted
at the beginning of this chapter, she followed up on the accusations that she and her
fellow workers were “communists, revolutionaries, and I don’t know what else”:
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Marxists, Leninists, Maoists… all these things, they called us. But what came of
it? We [indicating her co-worker, Juan Carlos] don’t belong to any political
party. We are totally independent, but the necessity we had was to pull together
on this and save our workplace, which was the top priority, so our children would
have an education, and food, and their lives!
Likewise, Fabian, the elected president of the cooperative Curtidores Unidos, a group
that processes raw animal hides into finished leather, described the impending bankruptcy
of his previous employer and its impact on his decision to participate in a takeover:
And what I understood, maybe when it went bankrupt, it’s possible that, sure,
we’d say, “Fine, I’ll go collect unemployment, I’ll look for work somewhere
else.” It’s easy to say something like that, but the situation across the country
wouldn’t give you the luxury of saying, “Okay, we went bankrupt here, but in
another place or another city there’s another much larger company that’s hiring.”
No, no, that wasn’t happening here. This is what motivated us. If you don’t take
back your workplace, then all your livelihood, all you bring to your family, you
won’t be able to accomplish any of it.
More than one person I interviewed mentioned the desperation that came with the
knowledge that age discrimination (in Argentina, often a problem for those over thirtyfive), would make work even harder to find, were they to lose their existing jobs.
Paulino, president of the cooperative that now runs one of the city’s largest, oldest, and
most respected hospitals, Hospital Israelita, spoke of the dismal prospects they faced in
an already depressed economy, and the absolute need to preserve their existing jobs:
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The important thing at this stage is to stick to the objective, because the objective
is to maintain the job source [fuente de trabajo]. Because sometimes, with
twenty, twenty-five years working in a hospital, because of one’s age, how can
one enter the labor market, with the lack of work we have here now? We have to
say that the workers here were the only ones that generated jobs. There aren’t any
new businesses or new jobs here.
For these and other people I interviewed, planning and participating in a takeover was, at
the core of it, about escaping the suffering and indignity of unemployment, at a time
when one out of four people had no source of income, when national leadership was in
crisis, and more than half the population was living in poverty.
So, the spectre haunting Buenos Aires during the wave of workplace recoveries
was not so much communism or some other anti-capitalist ideology, but more the detritus
of a period of capital expansion that ended in crisis. The majority of people storming the
barricades and occupying factories were not waving the red flag and demanding a new
society based on economic equality. Instead, they were clutching at the remnants of what
they had lost or were in danger of losing. Brukman’s Matilde Adorno, a well known
figure in the recovery of the suit factory, recalls a question she confronted during the
months of street protests that preceded the expropriation:
One time a journalist asked us if we had the possibility of choosing between the
time when everything was normal and we worked and got paid on time, and this,
the time of struggle, which would we choose? What a stupid question, I thought
then. The first choice, I replied. Most of us are older women, almost ready for
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retirement…we’re not fit to be fighting in the street all the time, when we could
be working.14
Matilde, like so many others involved in the movement, felt that there was “no other way
out” of a bad situation, but to take extreme measures.
And yet, although Matilde, Delicia, Fabian, and the thousands of others like them
did not rise up to smash capitalism, but rather to save their jobs; even though they didn’t
identify as leftists or anarchists or communists; despite the fact that they weren’t planning
a revolution, the dialectic of action and experience, coupled with the trilectic of
conceived, perceived, and lived spaces, has indeed produced a revolutionary moment.
The struggles, successes, and failures of taking over and managing a workplace
collectively have changed people’s attitudes and ideas. It has produced new kinds of
worker-subjects and influenced the evolution of identities. As Matilde Adorno put it,
through the struggles of her and her co-workers, “we learned to have ideals—we learned
that everyone deserves what they earn.” No one has come through this experience
unchanged.
We will take up this matter of worker subjectivity in detail in Chapter 6, but for
now it suffices to say that, even if the spectre of Marx wasn’t lurking about before the
wave of business recoveries, the process of effecting those recoveries may have conjured
it up for some protagonists of the movement. Marx, himself, would certainly appreciate
this as an example of capital producing the conditions of its own downfall: persons with
no particularly strong ideological convictions transformed into anti-capitalists through the
crucible of capital’s inevitable tendency towards crisis. But this observation raises
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another question: to what extent do Argentina’s recovered businesses represent a
challenge to capitalism? To seek an answer to that question, we will turn to Marx’s
thoughts on producer cooperatives, and engage in some political economic analysis of
how cooperatives—and recovered businesses, in particular—fit into the Argentine
economic landscape.

Marx and Cooperativism
“…however excellent in principle, and however useful in practice, cooperative labour, if kept within the narrow circle of the casual efforts of
private workmen, will never be able to arrest the growth in geometrical
progression of monopoly, to free the masses, nor even to perceptibly
lighten the burden of their miseries.” 15
--Karl Marx, Inaugural Address of the Working Men’s
International Association, 1864

It is clear from his writings that Karl Marx saw himself as a realist, an empirical
researcher in search of a scientific theory for understanding the dynamics of capital. As
such, he spent a great deal of time examining different modes of production, including
past economic systems and, to some extent, contemporary alternatives to the capitalist
mode. And yet, as a proportion of his total work, he devotes very little time to
considering producer cooperatives. This should not surprise anyone, as his primary goal
was to tease apart and expose the inner contradictions of capitalism, rather than promote
any one specific alternative.
What Marx does have to say about cooperatives is generally laudatory, and that
has led some to argue that he viewed cooperatives as the preferred means of transition
from a capitalist mode of production to a communist mode of production.16 For example,
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in Capital Volume III, he writes, “Cooperative factories provide the proof that the
capitalist has become just as superfluous as he himself…finds the large landlord.”17 In
the same volume, he writes with approval of the relationship between a cooperative’s
labor and management:
In the case of the cooperative factory, the antithetical character of the supervisory
work disappears, since the manager is paid by the workers instead of representing
capital in opposition to them.18
In a subsequent passage, Marx further notes that, with the superfluous capitalist out of the
way:
[in] the cooperative factories in England, we can see that—after deducting the
wages of the manager, which form a part of the variable capital laid out, just like
the wages of the other workers—their profit was greater than the average, even
though they sometimes paid a much higher interest than private factories did.19
On the whole, Marx seems impressed by worker cooperatives and appreciative of their
apparent ability to compete in the capitalist marketplace.
As it turns out, the passage in Capital Volume III where Marx waxes most
enthusiastic about producer cooperatives is the same passage where he casts doubt upon
them as a way forward to revolutionary change. It is also a passage that contrasts them
with joint-stock companies, which, at the time of his writing, were relatively new forms
in the evolving capitalist economy. Interestingly, Marx saw both joint-stock enterprises
and cooperative factories as two examples of the same kind of process: the undermining
of capitalist private property from within the system itself. The argument goes as
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follows. Joint-stock companies represent a transition from individual ownership of
capital to collective ownership of capital. He asserts that this “disposal over social
capital” amounts to the “abolition of capitalist private industry on the basis of the
capitalist system itself.” The move from individual private ownership to ownership
distributed among shareholders represents a shift from private property to a form of
“social property.” 20 Cooperative factories, another form of collectively held capital, are,
likewise, a form of social property ownership antithetical to private industry. Both jointstock ventures and producer cooperatives exemplify the way in which capital creates
conditions that permit the emergence of new socio-economic arrangements that actually
undermine the capital process itself. Furthermore, the specific condition that allowed the
emergence of both joint-stock companies and cooperative factories was the same thing:
the credit market.
But, of course, Marx wasn’t suggesting that cooperatives and joint-stock
enterprises were the same thing. He reserved his harshest criticism, as one might expect,
for the joint-stock system:
Since ownership now exists in the form of shares, its movement and transfer
become simply the result of stock-exchange dealings, where little fishes are
gobbled up by the sharks, and sheep by the stock-exchange wolves. In the jointstock system, there is already a conflict with the old form, in which the means of
social production appear as individual property. But the transformation into the
form of shares still remains trapped within the capitalist barriers; instead of
overcoming the opposition between the character of wealth as something social,
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and private wealth, this transformation only develops this opposition in a new
form.21 [emphasis added]
In other words, joint-stock ownership regimes still obscure the social character of wealth
and production by representing it as a new kind of object to be bought, sold and, yes,
individually owned: the share of stock.
Cooperatives, on the other hand, were much more favorable to Marx, though still
problematic. The passage immediately following the one quoted above, while lengthy, is
worth considering in its entirety, as it presents what may be his clearest, most developed
remarks on producer cooperatives:
The cooperative factories run by workers themselves are, within the old
form [i.e. that of capitalist private industry], the first examples of the emergence
of a new form, even though they naturally reproduce in all cases, in their present
organization, all the defects of the existing system, and must reproduce them. But
the opposition between capital and labour is abolished here, even if at first only in
the form that the workers in association become their own capitalist, i.e. they use
the means of production to valorize their own labour. These factories show how,
at a certain stage of development of the material forces of production, and of the
social forms of production corresponding to them, a new mode of production
develops and is formed naturally out of the old. Without the factory system that
arises from the capitalist mode of production, cooperative factories could not
develop. Nor could they do so without the credit system that develops from the
same mode of production. This credit system, since it forms the principal basis
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for the gradual transformation of capitalist private enterprises into capitalist jointstock companies, presents in the same way the means for the gradual extension of
cooperative enterprises on a more or less national scale. Capitalist joint-stock
companies as much as cooperative factories should be viewed as transition forms
from the capitalist mode of production to the associated one, simply that in the
one case the opposition is abolished in a negative way, and in the other in a
positive way.22 [emphasis added]
Here, we can see quite clearly that Marx held producer cooperatives to be preferable to
both private enterprises and joint-stock ventures because, unlike the latter two,
cooperatives make the social character of production and wealth explicit and diffuses the
tension between labor and capital.
And yet, this passage also reveals Marx’s chief criticism of producer
cooperatives, at least those in operation up to 1864, when, according to Engels, he wrote
the words quoted above. While cooperative factories do represent a “positive” resolution
of the capital-labor opposition, they do so only in a very specific, bounded locale—a
single factory—and they accomplish this resolution by, as a group of workers, assuming
the collective role of the capitalist. As such, cooperative factories, as he saw them,
participated in the reproduction of the broader capitalist social process, with all of its
internal contradictions. Insofar as the “workers…become their own capitalist,” he
implies that first, they exploit themselves in the interest of capital accumulation, and
second, that in the broader economy, a cooperative factory fulfills the same role as any
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private (or joint-stock) enterprise, producing commodities for exchange in the capitalist
marketplace.
In the same year, 1864, Marx delivered his address to the Working Men’s
International Association, where he made it clear that, despite his great admiration for the
workers involved in cooperative factories, he imagined it unlikely that they would spread
far enough to counteract the juggernaut of capital. In this address, he praises them,
referring to:
…a still greater victory of the political economy of labour over the political
economy of property. We speak of the co-operative movement, especially the cooperative factories raised by the unassisted efforts of a few bold “hands.” The
value of these great social experiments cannot be over-rated. By deed, instead of
by argument, they have shown that production on a large scale, and in accord with
the behests of modern science, may be carried on without the existence of a class
of masters employing a class of hands; that to bear fruit, the means of labour need
not be monopolized as a means of dominion over, and of extortion against, the
labouring man himself, and that, like slave labour, like serf labour, hired labour is
but a transitory and inferior form, destined to disappear before associated labour
plying its toil with a willing hand, a ready mind, and a joyous heart. In England,
the seeds of the co-operative system were sown by Robert Owen; the working
men’s experiments, tried on the Continent, were, in fact, the practical upshot of
the theories, not invented, but loudly proclaimed, in 1848.23
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This is a strong endorsement, indeed. But in the paragraph immediately following this,
Marx offers us the evaluation that opens this section of the chapter: so long as
cooperatives remain confined to “the narrow circle of the casual efforts of private
workmen,” they will never flourish to an extent that could challenge capital’s
socioeconomic dominance nor relieve working class “misery.” He goes on to say that
this lack of real challenge to capital explains why bourgeois elements in society at the
time had reversed their stance against cooperatives as utopian and socialist, and embraced
them in public declarations. So long as they posed no viable threat, the bourgeois could
laud cooperatives in an attempt to curry favor with the working proletariat. And all the
while, Marx explains, while they sing the praises of cooperatives on the one hand, on the
other, they place legal and social obstacles to prevent the cooperative model’s expansion.
Presumably, in line with Marx’s convictions that a general revolution would be
necessary to move beyond capitalism to the next mode of production, cooperativism
would require the intervention of a proletarian state in order for it to become widespread.
In fact, he practically states this in the same speech, saying, “To save the industrious
masses, co-operative labour ought to be developed to national dimensions, and
consequently, to be fostered by national means.”24 But, as noted above, he harbors no
illusions that the state, in collusion with the “lords of land and the lords of capital,” would
ever allow that to happen, instead using “their political privileges for the defence of their
economical monopolies.”25 For Marx, cooperatives are a positive transitional form,
arising from within the capital process and containing the germ of a post-capitalist mode
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of production, but unlikely to get anywhere without a dictatorship of the proletariat to
expand them to a national scale.
For devotees of Marxian analysis, it will come as no surprise to learn that,
historically, Marx’s conclusions about the potential for the expansion of the cooperative
model have so far proven correct. In England, where Marx was writing and speaking so
favorably of Robert Owen and cooperative factories, the parliament passed the Industrial
and Provident Societies Act in 1852, allowing for the legal formation of “cooperative
societies,” or producer coops. From the beginning, however, the legal framework
adopted by the English government, backed by its “lords of land and capital,” presented
barriers to the expansion of the worker-controlled model. First, the Act provides for a
non-worker class of coop membership, designed to lure capital investments from outside
the core of worker-owners. These non-working members each have a vote in the
cooperative decision making process. Second, the Act places limits on the return on
capital investment for non-worker members, and stipulates that all profits be disbursed
only to worker members or reinvested in the company. As a result, many cooperative
societies, seeking adequate capital investment, quickly swelled the ranks of non-worker
members to the majority, thus ending worker control. In cases where the cooperative had
reinvested substantially in the company’s fixed capital assets, and the company’s value
had grown sufficiently, non-worker members would vote to convert the cooperative into
a conventional business to remove limits on their investment returns, or simply to sell the
business for a profit and pocket the money.
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In England, the number of cooperative societies peaked in the 1890s at over a
hundred, but then began to decline. In 1973, there were only 16 producer cooperatives
nationwide.26 Likewise, in other parts of the world, worker cooperatives appeared and
disappeared, occasionally forming through worker takeover (as with the metal working
factories in Italy in 1920, so praised by Antonio Gramsci27) or nationalization (as in the
case of the Yarur textile mill in Chile in 197328). Yet, in almost every case, producer
cooperatives fell either to legal straitjacketing, outright repression, or capitalist alliances
aimed at squeezing the coops out of the marketplace and restricting access to transport
and distribution networks.
A notable exception to this rule is, of course, the network of cooperatives in
Spain’s Basque region, the Mondragón Cooperative Corporation. The largest and,
arguably, most successful cooperative experiment, this network of worker-controlled
businesses competes successfully in several private sector marketplaces and was, as of
1999, the tenth largest economic entity in the country, with revenues of over seven billion
dollars per annum. However, even then, nearly 50 years after Mondragón’s inception, it
represented only about 150 individual enterprises—not much more than the peak number
in England in the 1890s—and signs had appeared that the cooperative ideals of
Mondragón’s founders were under threat.29
Having enjoyed success in the local and national markets, an increasing number
of Mondragón coops began to make changes in order to become more competitive in the
larger, Europe-wide sphere. Some invested in or started non-cooperative businesses in
other countries to increase their revenue streams. Others began allowing third-shift work
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periods for round-the-clock production and started hiring contract labor, paying wages in
a system where wage-labor had been taboo. Controversial votes at the cooperative
council further expanded the permissible differential between management pay and
worker pay to 6:1 in some cases, and multiple companies hired on conventional capitalist
executives to help them restructure for competition. These changes spurred a sizable
group of cooperatives to secede from the Mondragón network, charging an abandonment
of cooperative philosophy to the detriment of working people.30 Today, these struggles
continue, and Mondragón’s long term future as a cooperative experiment remains
uncertain. Marx, presumably, would not be surprised.
Marx’s perspective is important for our discussion of Argentina’s recovered
business movement for two reasons, at least. First and foremost, it can help us make
some political economic sense of recovered businesses’ revolutionary potential as an
anti-capitalist movement. Second, Marxian theory, in general, gives us a point of
departure for considering the position of these newly founded cooperatives in the
Argentine national and global economies. It is to these issues that we now turn.

Capital vs. Cooperative: Are They Really Opponents?
“Co-operatives – especially co-operatives in the field of production
constitute a hybrid form in the midst of capitalism. They can be described
as small units of socialised production within capitalist exchange.”31
--Rosa Luxemburg, Reform or Revolution

Unfortunately, at least for those who hope the recovered business movement
blossoms into a network substantial enough to challenge the existing capitalist hegemony,
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recovered businesses suffer from many of the barriers to which Marx referred nearly 150
years ago. At least half of them, including some of the largest and most visible, like
Zanón and Hotel BAUEN, lack legal approval of the worker takeover. This means that
the threat of forceful eviction remains a Sword of Damocles, poised to drop at any
moment. Both Zanón and Hotel BAUEN face regular eviction attempts, and during my
fieldwork I was present for the eviction of workers from IMPA, one of the oldest and
most famous recovered factories. In these cases, public support and street demonstrations
sometimes prevent the eviction from occurring or, as in the case of IMPA, pressures the
police to withdraw and allows the workers to reoccupy the factory. Still, the Argentine
“lords of land and capital” hold a great deal of power, and they continue to exercise it in
their attempts to prevent these “illegal” cooperatives from fulfilling their promise as a
source of income and dignity for working people. At IMPA, although the cooperative
has already paid over 80% of the original firm’s outstanding debt to creditors, the former
owners convinced a judge to confiscate the entire factory because of a few late payments.
IMPA workers are back on the job for the moment, but it seems likely that the former
owners will be back at some point in the future.
As a revolutionary anti-capitalist movement at, say, the scale of the nation or even
of Buenos Aires, where about sixty percent of the population lives, recovered businesses
seem woefully ineffective. Yes, many relatively small businesses (fewer than 50
workers) have achieved legal approval for the workplace takeovers, but the conditions of
legal recognition often include the cooperatives buying the businesses from the
government, with loan and financing arrangements that tie them firmly into the capitalist
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financial and credit system. As for the rest, some continue to operate with “temporary”
legal expropriations that expire after two or five years, after which the cooperative may
be dissolved and the business may revert to private ownership determined by the state in
collusion with former owners and creditors. Others, like Zanón and Hotel BAUEN,
operate entirely outside the legal framework and expend a great deal of resources
campaigning for legal recognition and fending off continued eviction attempts.
Moreover, in the eight years following the economic collapse and the seven years
following the first major wave of recoveries, capitalism has bounced back in Argentina.
From 2003 to 2008, the country posted positive GDP growth of between five and ten
percent.32 The current economic downturn of 2009 notwithstanding, which in Argentina
has much to do with flawed agricultural export policies, it would be hard for anyone to
argue that Argentine capitalism is in danger of disappearing. These days, a great many of
the bourgeoisie that lost their life savings in 2001 and took part in anti-government street
demonstrations have recovered their socioeconomic positions, and casual conversations I
had with several such people suggested little sympathy or support for anti-capitalist
organizations and actions.
So, do workplace expropriations and the establishment of new cooperatives help
or hinder the expansion and accumulation of capital? In fact, the answer depends in part
on how (or whether) one constructs a scale for analysis. Certainly, an expropriation halts
the expansion and accumulation of an individual capital; Luis Zanón, the capitalist, lost a
great deal of money and property when workers seized his factory. At the scale of,
however, an entire commodity chain or national economic network, the continuity of
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production ensured by expropriations amounted to a kind of “social fix” for the exchange
and circulation process of money and commodities. One could argue that, rather than
undermining the capitalist economy, protagonists in the recovered business movement,
wittingly or unwittingly, have helped shore it up and weather the crisis that capital
processes brought about to begin with.
Furthermore, recovered businesses’ reconstitution as worker cooperatives need
not imply a genuine opposition to capitalist economic practices, especially considering
the way cooperatives are legally defined in Argentina. Anyone wishing to challenge this
assertion should recall that cooperativism is by no means a new phenomenon in
Argentina. In fact, the National Institute for Associativism and Social Economics
(INAES), a government organization that registers and tracks cooperative organizations,
lists more than 23,000 such entities across the country33, and yet few would claim that
Argentina is a communist, or even socialist, country. As with England’s cooperative
societies in the nineteenth century, the legal framework established for Argentine
cooperative businesses allows for the erosion of cooperative ideals, resulting in
enterprises that pay them little more than lip service. Unlike England, however,
Argentina has seen a boom in the number of cooperatives, largely because they are
exempt from taxes on gross income and, in most provinces, taxes on profits (or, as it is
framed in the language of the law, “surplus revenue”).
These companies all adhere to a basic organizational structure established by law,
they buy raw materials, they produce goods, sell them in the marketplace, and they file
quarterly earnings reports. In short, from the “outside,” they appear to be conventional
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businesses. Internally, there are stipulations that set cooperatives apart from “traditional”
firms, though these do not necessarily ensure equitable relationships, nor a resolution of
opposition between labor and management, nor even worker control.
Under the Argentine Law of Cooperatives34, promulgated in 1973, a producer
coop must elect, from among its membership, a president, secretary, and treasurer to
serve on a management council, known as the consejo. While individual cooperatives
may elect more members to sit on the consejo, the minimum requirement is three. Apart
from the members of the consejo, cooperatives elect a síndico to oversee the managers on
behalf of the entire cooperative. The síndico has the power to review any and all
business records and convene special assemblies. All legally recognized cooperatives
must file a members’ roster, assembly meeting minutes, consejo meeting minutes, and
earnings reports with the federal government. Consejo members and síndicos must be
elected every three years, at least, and may be re-elected for consecutive terms.
At least one assembly must be held each year and, at this assembly, the consejo
must present an annual income/expenses report, details of expenditures on education and
training, and reports on activities relating to integration of the coop as part of a “higherorder” cooperative (i.e., a “coop of coops”), if such integration has taken place. The
assembled members also vote on how to distribute surplus revenues left on the balance
sheet, subject to some specific restrictions. Five percent of surplus must go to a legal
reserve fund, five percent for cooperative education and training, and five percent to a
welfare and labor action support fund. The remaining eighty-five percent of surplus may
be reinvested in the enterprise or distributed, in any proportion determined by vote, with
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each member controlling a single vote. However, restrictions do exist on how this
surplus may be distributed, depending on the type of cooperative established under the
law.
Argentine cooperative law establishes five different types of cooperative,
including: consumer cooperatives; production or worker cooperatives; extractive
industry cooperatives; credit and banking cooperatives; and, finally, a catch-all category
of “other” cooperatives. This explains the very deliberate use of the phrase, cooperativa
de trabajo (“worker cooperative”) in the official names of most of the recovered
businesses. By law, in a worker cooperative, surplus must be distributed among
members, “in proportion to the work actually provided by each.”35 In a credit coop,
however, it is distributed “in proportion to capital contribution or services used,” while
“other” cooperatives must distribute “in proportion to the operations or services used by
each member.”36 One can see immediately that the credit coop structure is identical to a
joint-stock model, in which profits are disbursed among shareholders based on how many
capital shares they have purchased. And, in any case, the language of the law is vague
enough to allow a strong consejo to determine how to measure the “work” actually
provided by each member.
This becomes particularly important when one considers another key point about
coop membership. As with England’s Industrial and Provident Societies Act,
Argentina’s Ley de Cooperativas allows for non-working members to join the
cooperative, simply by purchasing one or more cuotas socials (“social quotas”). In other
words, anyone can join the cooperative by making a capital investment—and the law
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explicitly includes “juridical” individuals, such as joint-stock companies, as eligible to
buy in. The cooperative is then free to promise a particular rate of return on these cuotas,
or shares, to be paid out before surplus is calculated. A cooperative may allow
individuals to purchase multiple cuotas, though these individuals still have only a single
vote in assemblies. Shares may be transferred between members, or may be cashed in
when a member leaves the cooperative.
Given this framework, and the fact that nothing in the law prevents the
membership from hiring contracted wage labor, one could easily imagine a scenario in
which a management team forms a cooperative to avoid taxation, sets a share value and
buys as many shares as they want to capitalize the venture, then hires workers for a fixed
wage. At the end of the year, the board of directors, i.e., the consejo members, receive
their interest as a dividend, and then distribute excess revenues amongst the board
members as profit.
In practice, this scenario plays out often. Even in cases where workers aren’t
hired as wage laborers, but are permitted to buy shares and become members, the elected
consejo can restrict information and make decisions about surplus distribution that
privilege management over labor. In other words, the cooperative legal framework
neither resolves the contradiction between capital and labor, nor does it necessarily
reduce class antagonisms. Pablo Heller, member of the University of Buenos Aires’
Faculty of Social Sciences and economist at the University’s Gino Germani Institute,
writes:
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Cooperatives functionally reproduce the peculiar hierarchical structure of
capitalist enterprises, which combines patronal despotism with the prison-esque
discipline suffered by workers, whose immense majority revert to conditions of
wage labor. Thus disappears definitively, in any form, the fiction that one is a
partner on equal terms with the members of the administrative board.37
Heller, who has participated actively as a protagonist in the recovery of a large pasta
factory called Sasetru, cites several examples of such “false cooperatives,” including
agricultural coops Sancor and Coninagro, and the CrediCoop credit union.
But while the majority of Argentine cooperatives function in this way, the law
does not prohibit cooperatives from adopting restrictions on such exploitation, or forming
genuinely democratic, worker-controlled entities. Indeed, the majority of recovered
businesses have used the legal framework to create very non-traditional institutions, in
which power, pay, and surplus are very equitably distributed, and in which labor-capital
tensions are mostly resolved. We will consider these institutions in detail in Chapter 5.
For now, it is enough to say that most recovered businesses I examined are not
“false cooperatives” in the sense described by Heller (though one possible exception,
Cooperativa Porteros, will be discussed later). For the most part, they exemplify the
kind of “positive” arrangement described by Marx, in which the opposition between labor
and capital has been dissolved in a new form. Numbering around 200, with fewer than
100 legally constituted under Argentine law, they amount to less than one percent of the
total number of cooperatives in the country. With this new information, we may return to
the question of what role recovered businesses actually play in the political economic
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landscape, with particular focus on the relationship between these democratic
cooperatives and the broader economic network of capitalist production and exchange.

Is the Spectre a Friendly Ghost?
“Cooperativism cannot overcome the limits of capital. It ends in autoexploitation of the cooperativistas, or they recreate the conditions of
capitalist exploitation, as demonstrated historically…”38
--Pablo Heller, Fábricas Ocupadas: Argentina 2000-2004

While recovered businesses do, in fact, constitute a potentially revolutionary shift
in practice and subjectivity for the people directly involved in the expropriations, in the
realm of exchange in the marketplace, the story is quite different. As noted earlier, the
appropriation of private capital by working class protagonists, for the purpose of
restarting stalled production—even if the sole motivation is to benefit the workers—
actually serves as a boon to private capital accumulation across the board. For those
protagonists who began as, or have become, committed to a struggle against capitalism,
the irony is that their actions, at some levels, help to perpetuate the socio-economic
processes they want to resist.
The Argentine crisis in 2001, like all crises of capital, involved a general slowing
of capital accumulation, accompanied by a crash in the arena of circulation and exchange.
This created conditions under which capital accumulation and expansion could not
continue. Bankrupt businesses, shuttered factories, and millions of unemployed people
literally embodied those conditions. For capitalist social processes to resume, the engine
of exchange and circulation would have to be jumpstarted.
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In the immediate aftermath of the corralito, which froze all personal bank
accounts in December 2001, informal exchange dominated large sectors of the
population. The number of barter clubs increased, and neighborhood assemblies pooled
resources and redistributed them through decision making processes of consensus and
direct democracy. Meanwhile, the largely impotent state struggled to restore the
country’s capital markets and bring back foreign investment. The devaluation of the
Argentine peso by more than 300% and the encouragement of monoculture for export
formed part of the weakened state’s strategy to get capital circulating again.
At the same time, workplace occupations and recoveries surged, led by
individuals who, themselves, sought to restore their places in monetary exchange markets
that, while seriously weakened, still represented the most systematic, reliable means for
self-reproduction. Barter clubs, for example, which often used scrip as a medium of
exchange, fell prey to precarious exchange relations, as exchange values were determined
arbitrarily, counterfeiting became rampant, and scrip inflation grew to untenable
proportions.39 Informal marketplaces, with their uneven spatial distributions of
participants and goods, and their temporal unreliability, were more a measure of
desperation than attempts to construct an alternative economy. Workplace recovery, in
one sense, represented a way to rejoin the C-M-C exchange circuits that, incidentally,
were so desperately necessary to restore the M-C-M’ circuits of capital. Recovering the
“source of work” meant making money, and making money meant spending it on
commodities needed to live.
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From the perspective of restoring lost capital processes of production and
exchange, workplace recoveries had further potential benefits. While factories sit idle,
the value of the fixed capital they embody cannot be realized through the production and
exchange of commodities. This can potentially hamper production and exchange cycles
along entire supply chains. Restarting production, then, was absolutely essential to
restoring the M-C-M’ cycles that would allow capital accumulation to resume. And
although the number of recovered businesses was, and remains, relatively small, the
restoration of production had important “ripple effects” in production-consumption
networks.
Consider, for example, the case of IMPA, the country’s second largest aluminum
products manufacturing plant. IMPA had long operated as a “false cooperative,” until the
late 1990s, when rampant borrowing, mismanagement, and embezzlement led to
insolvency. The closure of IMPA would have serious consequences for capital
accumulation throughout its associated commodity networks. For raw materials, IMPA
purchased many tons of aluminum ingots every year. Without IMPA, aluminum
processors and primary extraction operations lost a major buyer, thus slowing or freezing
capital exchange and preventing its expansion and accumulation. On the other side of the
supply chain, the tens of thousands of aluminum toothpaste tubes, baking pans, ashtrays,
paint cans, and other products formerly produced in the factory could not be purchased
by capitalist producers and distributors intent on bringing a product to market. With
IMPA’s commodities suddenly unavailable, these capital processes, too, were
jeopardized.
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Bringing IMPA back online, then, was crucial to the maintenance of capital
processes in certain production sectors, regardless of who ran the factory. At the level of
the commodity production network, where capitalist M-C-M’ exchange dominates, it
didn’t matter whether IMPA’s workers were organized democratically, nor whether they
received equal pay, nor even whether they were slaves under the whip of a cruel master.
Considering the capitalist production and exchange network overall, in which IMPA’s
workers found themselves embedded, all that mattered was that the value embodied by
the factory and its workers’ labor power be realized through the production and exchange
of commodities, in this case processed aluminum goods. For all that Eduardo Murúa,
avowed anti-capitalist, leader of MNER, and president of the IMPA cooperative, wants to
“abolish” capitalism, the moment IMPA came back online as a cooperative, with or
without legal sanction, this was a boon to capital. One the one hand, the cooperative
began purchasing inputs from companies exploiting the surplus value of their wage
laborers, and on the other hand, the cooperative began selling commodities that would
become inputs for other surplus value exploitation processes.
It is here, observing this situation of IMPA within a large, well established and,
though destabilized, still powerful capitalist infrastructure, that we can clearly understand
Marx’s assertion that producer cooperatives, embedded in a network of relations
dominated by capital, “naturally reproduce in all cases, in their present organization, all
the defects of the existing system, and must reproduce them.”40 The “present
organization” of an entity like IMPA must allow the workers to engage with other, noncooperative, enterprises through the medium of exchange in the marketplace. As such, in
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order to survive as a business, IMPA’s workers “must reproduce” the circuits of
exchange that allow for capital accumulation—even, arguably, to the point of selfexploitation in order to remain competitive.
These material and social pressures have been recognized by observers and
participants in the recovered business movement from early on. Heller, for example, who
does recognize the innovative and potentially liberating social qualities of new
institutions within these workplaces, and indeed has helped create some of those
institutions, acknowledges the serious challenges facing the new cooperatives:
For another thing, there persists…a nearly insurmountable barrier for the majority
of recovered factories, which is commercialization. Even those that have
succeeded in reestablishing their productive capacity run up against the stumbling
block of the marketplace, where they confront the merciless competition of
capitalist organizations.41
For this reason, he suggests, many recovered enterprises have sought to shield themselves
from competition by turning to the state as a potential customer and, indeed, some have
met with success. The workers of Cooperativa UST, for example, a recovered industrial
landscaping business, have an exclusive contract with the Province of Buenos Aires to
reclaim the land previously used for massive landfills south of the federal capital.
Cooperativa Campichuelo prints documents almost exclusively for the federal
government, and operates from within a government ministry building.
Julián Rebón, sociology professor at the University of Buenos Aires, and one of
the most well known academics in the country concerned with recovered businesses, has
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much to say on these matters. Noting that ownership of recovered businesses is “privatecollective, not social,” yet conceding that, within these workplaces, “capitalist
exploitation” does not dominate production, he warns:
However, in some cases, the contracting of labor power, permanently or
temporarily, can generate forms of surplus labor appropriation on the part of the
‘cooperativists.’ Moreover, through the payment of debts, payment of taxes, the
purchase of inputs or sale of products . . . they can generate transfers of surplus
value to third parties.42
Indeed, some 20% of the recovered businesses I visited admitted to employing contract
laborers, thus sustaining a pool of wage labor for their own exploitation.
Furthermore, while acknowledging the importance of workplace innovations
where “the function of management is no longer in the hands of capital,” he goes on to
argue that
Despite these changes, the [productive] units as a whole, regardless of the
intentions of some, are subordinate to the capitalist market. Competition is
continuously introduced through the pores of the business. The risk of autoexploitation is latent as a way of competing in the marketplace, as well as the
possibility of exploiting others. Self-management assumes different levels of
intensity, yet the risk remains of the development of bureaucratization, the
organizational form towards which capitalist society tends.43
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The quandary facing protagonists in recovered businesses, as they try to avoid
reproducing the social relations of capital, extends even to the question of alienated labor,
a contradiction that, Rebón argues, cooperative production fails to resolve:
The worker in these [recovered] businesses, in the best of circumstances,
controls a portion of the means of production; but other means of production, such
as raw materials, continue to be alienated. Also, the means of subsistence for
their families must be acquired in the marketplace. The workers who manage
their factory, attempting to advance their control of production in the terrain of
commercialization, lack nearly all power. The market imposes itself upon them,
valorizing, or not, the exchange values they produce. Thus, they compete with
other people in order to sell their merchandise. In this way, they become
alienated from other men [sic]. Others are seen instrumentally, as clients or
competitors.44
Workers in a recovered business that produces commodities must still alienate
themselves from the fruits of their labor in order to realize its value through exchange
and, because they must compete in the capital marketplace, the social character of labor
outside their own workplaces remains obscured through the mechanisms of social
disarticulation, including competition, so well described by Marx and others. Even
within the recovered workplaces, Rebón points out, competitive pressures have forced
cooperatives to reproduce the kinds of “precarious” labor conditions so common in the
years leading up the 2001 crash, including “remunerative and work-hour flexibility,
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polyvalence, a crisis in certain social rights like retirement and social security, or the
relative absence of norms of security and hygiene.”45
Rebón, like Heller, points to attempts by recovered business workers to establish
relationships with the state, but focuses on demands for nationalization of the companies
under worker control. In this way, the new cooperatives could be shielded from
competitive pressures by bringing the state into play as a capital holder. With the state as
an interested party in the survival of the enterprise, it could use the full weight of its
regulatory and bureaucratic powers to help level the playing field in the cooperatives’
favor, intervening with creditors and former owners to ensure that fixed capital would not
be left idle or sold off merely for the benefit of finance capital. In fact, for Brukman,
Zanón, and others, the call for nationalization under worker control was a key strategy in
their early struggles. MNER, as noted in the previous chapter, even succeeded in having
one of its members, Diego Kravetz, elected to the national legislature.
From the perspective of many actors in the social processes we call the “state,”
support for business recoveries could accomplish multiple, sometimes seemingly
contradictory, goals. State actors’ support for recovered businesses could simultaneously
help reconstitute capital, while currying favor among a population disillusioned with
capitalism. For Rebón, writing in 2004, this explains why even relatively moderate
political figures declared their approval for the legalization of workplace takeovers:
In the majority of the recuperations, the workers didn’t question the State, but
asked for its protection and support. Moreover, the expropriated businesses, in
almost their entirety, were restricted to bankrupt enterprises, a reason for which
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they generated no great resistance, since in this context the creditors would have
hardly been able to collect. Thus, the cost for the State is, at least for a time, nil,
given that up to now they haven’t effected payment for the expropriations. In this
way, the expropriations could be presented as a strategy for reactivation in the
context of a depression. For some politicians, [the recovered businesses] were an
inexpensive alternative for building a social base, establishing political
connections, distributing favors, and improving their public image.46
Rebón concludes,
But beyond their original intentions, the support [of the State] was also a
mechanism of processing and conflict control. In practice, it encouraged some
strategies and suppressed others. It dictated, for example, that cooperatives were
the best way forward, abandoning alternatives such as nationalization under
worker control.47
And yet, even with this state “support,” actual legal recognition has been slow to obtain,
and has been granted only in a piecemeal fashion. Without a national law establishing
criteria for legal expropriations, each cooperative must lobby for an individual, customcrafted piece of legislation to sanction their takeover. This legislation must pass by
majority vote in the legislative assembly (by both an upper and lower house). As
political climates shift and parties respond to short term changes in popular sentiment
among their constituencies, this makes the state a fickle partner, at best. Most of those
lucky enough to obtain a legal expropriation receive the reward of a long term mortgage
debt, with the national bank as creditor. And, as additional credit is routinely denied to
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recovered businesses, the prospects of even a legally recognized cooperative remain
uncertain, threatened by fluctuations in a still volatile economy.
Past history has shown that, when a recovered business fails—and it has
happened—its assets will be liquidated to the benefit of private capital holders. Thus, the
arrangement seems like a win-win scenario for capital, overall, even if individual capitals
feel the sting of expropriation. In the short term, bankrupt businesses remain productive,
so circulation and accumulation can continue in more sectors than would otherwise be
possible. If the recovered business succeeds, they will ensure profits for others in the
production/exchange network and pay into the credit system. If the business fails, its
assets will eventually become the property of private capitalists. By these measures, the
spectre of expropriation and cooperative formation looks like a friendly ghost for
capitalism, indeed.

Radical Creative Destruction
“However the losses are distributed, and whatever the power struggle that
ensues, the general requirement for returning the system to some kind of
equilibrium point is the destruction of the value of a certain portion of the
capital in circulation so as to equilibrate the total circulating capital with
the potential capacity to produce and realize surplus value under capitalist
relations of production. Once the necessary devaluation has been
accomplished, overaccumulation is eliminated and accumulation can
renew its course, often upon a new social and technological basis.”48
--David Harvey, The Limits to Capital

In fact, the recovered business movement might best be considered a consequence
of creative destruction (a la Schumpeter) or, perhaps, a kind of “technological fix” of the
sort described by Marx and elaborated further by Harvey in The Limits to Capital.
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“Shorn of Schumpeter’s romanticism of the intrepid entrepreneur,” writes Sharon Zukin,
“creative destruction asserts that capitalist investors of one sort or another will
continually develop new strategies of accumulation to overcome the failures of the old
regime.”49 The “destruction” results from innovation that benefits some capitalists and
drives others out of business, leaving unproductive capital in its wake. The “creation”
comes when entrepreneurs press that capital into service again, so that accumulation can
continue through other social and technological forms.
In the 1990s, Argentina became a competitive arena between finance capital and
commercial capital. The technological innovations (both social and scientific) of
international finance allowed for accumulation of capital through privatization of public
property, foreign direct investment in productive enterprises, and massive loans to the
government from outside parties. The speculative fever in the financial markets initially
benefited many commercial capitalists, as they received large loans themselves, thus
increasing their store of capital in the short term, and their personal hordes of wealth in
the bargain. But as the 90s drew to a close, investments slowed and loan payments came
due, the speculative bubble showed signs of weakening, and it became clear that finance
capital had been overaccumulated. Something would have to be devalued.
While the financial sector did take a hit, with the devaluation of currency, for
example, the bigger losers were in the commercial capital sector, victims of the vicious
capitalist infighting that can accompany crises. As Marx put it in Capital Volume III:
[A]s soon as it no longer is a question of sharing profits, but of sharing losses,
everyone tries to reduce his own share to a minimum and to shove it off upon
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another. How much the individual capitalist must bear of the loss . . . is decided
by strength and cunning, and competition then becomes a fight among hostile
brothers.50
In Argentina, international financiers pulled as much cash—in dollar form—out of the
country as they could before the peso was devalued, and left now-indebted commercial
capitalists holding the bag. The predictable wave of bankruptcies that followed
amounted to a devaluation of the businesses themselves, both in terms of financial assets
lost in the defaults to creditors, and their fixed capital assets, which were now left to be
either destroyed, or recovered and reconstituted as productive capital through some new
innovation.
Revisiting the themes of the first chapter, what makes the Argentine case
particularly interesting is the way in which David Harvey’s three “cuts” at crisis played
out. The privatization bubble of the 90s was, in itself, a “spatial fix” strategy of
international finance capital, led by the IMF and World Bank. This spurred local
overproduction of finance capital through Argentine banks or, from another perspective,
the overaccumulation of capital in the hands of commercial borrowers. In the aftermath,
we can see both the devaluation of capital that comes with a typical “first cut”
overproduction crisis, combined with the dynamics we would expect from a “second cut”
financial crisis: currency devaluation and the state attempting to create “what it hopes
will be a ‘controlled recession’ that will have the long-run effect of putting accumulation
back on track.”51 We can also see that, in attempting a “spatial fix,” international
financiers opened a fissure between international finance capital interests and local
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finance capital interests, a fissure that became evident during the crisis, when Argentine
banks were essentially abandoned by their foreign cousins. Here, yet again, we see the
contradictions of capital reproduced within the capitalist class itself.
For actors in the Argentine state, then, the legitimizing of at least some workplace
expropriations helps in the attempt to “control” the crisis through the process of creative
destruction. With unproductive capital left behind after a savage round of competition
between “hostile brothers,” the need to put it back into the service of accumulation
becomes imperative, and a social movement aimed at doing just that would seem a
convenient ally, so long as it can be contained. And the cooperative form, in this
scenario, is less a departure from the capital process than it is an innovation in social
technology that takes advantage of devaluation to bring idle capital, in the form of means
of production and labor power, back online.
Still, despite the kind of pessimistic structural analysis presented above, there is
an argument in favor of recovered businesses and their practices as a revolutionary
moment in socio-economic relations. Marx argues that the capitalist mode of production
is defined by wage labor, which, as Harvey explains, arises as a way to “master
production itself in order to resolve the fundamental contradiction between the equality
presupposed by exchange and the inequality required to gain profit.”52 Resolving this
contradiction in the realm of exchange, however, displaces it to the realm of production,
where it takes on the form of other contradictions, manifest in the opposition between
capitalists and workers. The historical development of capitalism, then, reaches a critical
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point with the emergence of wage labor and the establishment of a class distinction
“embedded in the conception of value itself.”53
But if the opposition between capitalists and workers in the production process
marks an historical process that defines capitalism, might the resolution of that
contradiction represent the point of departure towards a new, post-capitalist mode of
production? To the extent that, within the bounds of a single business at least, the laborcapital contradiction is resolved, might the democratic cooperatives found in most
recovered businesses bring about an evolution in the conception of value, which might
eventually transform social relationships in the sphere of exchange, as well? What would
it take for this movement to become a revolution, and not a mere expedient means to
keep capital in motion? What would a “radical creative destruction” look like—a process
where capitalism produces a destructive rupture in its own relations and practices, and
creates the conditions for its own replacement by a more just economia solidaria? What
would be required to even make this remotely possible?
For one thing, democratic cooperatives and collective ownership of means of
production would have to spread to many more businesses (by orders of magnitude), and
into other sectors of the economy. Primary production (i.e., the direct extraction of raw
materials), in particular, would need to be cooperatively managed, as would
transportation and other forms of distribution. For capitalism to be seriously threatened
in any way, a minimum precondition would be the establishment of at least one entirely
coop-driven production chain, from primary materials, to industrial production, to
distribution of products. This network of cooperatives would have to be competitive
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enough with its capitalist counterparts to drive them out of business. Again, we face the
problem of the more extensive capitalist context in which the cooperatives must operate.
One possible way forward for cooperatives in such a context comes from Rosa
Luxemburg, writing in Reform or Revolution, the title of which seems appropriate to the
discussion at hand. Luxemburg, an avowed communist revolutionary herself, was highly
critical of cooperatives as a path to overthrow of capitalism, for reasons similar to those
of Marx:
But in capitalist economy, exchanges dominate production. As a result of
competition, the complete domination of the process of production by the interests
of capital – that is, pitiless exploitation – becomes a condition for the survival of
each enterprise. The workers forming a co-operative in the field of production are
thus faced with the contradictory necessity of governing themselves with the
utmost absolutism. They are obliged to take toward themselves the role of
capitalist entrepreneur – a contradiction that accounts for the usual failure of
production co-operatives which either become pure capitalist enterprises or, if the
workers’ interests continue to predominate, end by dissolving.54
However, Luxemburg did entertain the possibility that a cooperative might survive
without suffering the fates she describes above; this would depend on establishing a
closely related consumer cooperative dedicated to the purchase of the producer coop’s
merchandise:
Producers’ co-operatives can survive within capitalist economy only if they
manage to suppress, by means of some detour, the capitalist controlled
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contradictions between the mode of production and the mode of exchange. And
they can accomplish this only by removing themselves artificially from the
influence of the laws of free competition. And they can succeed in doing the last
only when they assure themselves beforehand of a constant circle of consumers,
that is, when they assure themselves of a constant market. It is the consumers’
co-operative that can offer this service to its brother in the field of production.55
As at least some recovered business workers have discovered first-hand, the government
can also stand in place of a consumer cooperative, to guarantee a “constant market” so
long as the state apparatus is relatively stable.
But Luxemburg also recognizes the limits of such an arrangement and, therefore,
the limited likelihood of cooperatives becoming the path forward to a new mode of
production:
If it is true that the possibilities of existence of producers’ co-operatives within
capitalism are bound up with the possibilities of existence of consumers’ cooperatives, then the scope of the former is limited, in the most favourable of
cases, to the small local market and to the manufacture of articles serving
immediate needs, especially food products. Consumers’ and therefore producers’
co-operatives, are excluded from the most important branches of capital
production – the textile, mining, metallurgical and petroleum industries, machine
construction, locomotive and ship-building. For this reason alone (forgetting for
the moment their hybrid character), co-operatives in the field of production cannot
be seriously considered as the instrument of a general social transformation.56
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For Luxemburg, a cooperative revolution “on a wide scale would suppose, first of all, the
suppression of the world market, the breaking up of the present world economy into
small local spheres of production and exchange.”57 The implication, she points out, is
that the “highly developed, wide-spread capitalism of our time is expected to fall back to
the merchant economy of the Middle Ages.”58 This would seem an unlikely proposition,
at best, especially in 1900, when international capital circulation was growing by leaps
and bounds. No, without the extremely unlikely event of a reversion to mercantilism,
Luxemburg was convinced that cooperatives would remain more or less ineffective as a
tool for resistance, much less revolution:
Within the framework of present society, producers’ co-operatives are limited to
the role of simple annexes to consumers’ co-operatives. It appears, therefore, that
the latter must be the beginning of the proposed social change. But this way the
expected reform of society by means of co-operatives ceases to be an offensive
against capitalist production. That is, it ceases to be an attack against the principal
bases of capitalist economy. It becomes, instead, a struggle against commercial
capital, especially small and middle-sized commercial capital. It becomes an
attack made on the twigs of the capitalist tree.59
So, if we accept Luxemburg’s analysis, the best we could expect from the cooperative
form would be small groups of producers and consumers that manage to organize
exchange relationships within the cracks of the capitalist marketplace. The opposition
between capital and labor might be resolved for a time, but more often than not, the
producers would succumb to auto-exploitation or fail entirely. Producer/consumer coop
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networks that did survive would do so in the interstitial economic spaces overlooked by
capitalist investors—production sectors where profit potential wouldn’t justify the effort
of competing with the coop network. This means, as she points out above, that big
industrial production sectors are practically off-limits as sites of cooperative labor.
The Argentine situation, however, calls some of Luxemburg’s assumptions into
question. For one thing, five out of the seven industrial sectors she mentions—“the
textile, mining, metallurgical and petroleum industries, machine construction, locomotive
and ship-building” industries—now have at least one recovered business operating as a
cooperative. The Argentine Ministry of Labor’s official count for 2005, which was then
widely recognized as being incomplete, shows one mining company, six textile mills,
twenty-four metallurgy shops, including several that make and assemble machine parts,
and a shipyard that makes large commercial vessels.60
Furthermore, recovered businesses in Argentina do not depend on consumer
cooperatives to ensure their survival. Many recovered businesses have been producing
for and competing in the capitalist marketplace for more than five years now, and many
of them have expanded to include more worker-members. In general, these members
report similar or better income than their previous wages and feel better off without a
boss. And in terms of social transformation, the recovered businesses have received
worldwide attention, support from heads of state, repeated outpourings of solidarity from
local communities in the form of street demonstrations, and many recovered business
cooperatives have established free, accredited schools to teach consensus building and
cooperative management techniques.
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While the perils of auto-exploitation should be taken seriously, along with the
associated problem that even democratic cooperatives participate in capital accumulation,
Luxemburg’s diagnosis may not hold in this situation. Much has changed in the century
since she wrote Reform or Revolution, and some of her assumptions may no longer apply
to a capitalism that has undergone multiple cycles of transformation and expansion.
Moreover, even if we acknowledge that the businesses recovered operate in interstitial
economic spaces left devalued after the 2001 crisis, recent research in human geography
points to the value of such margins and interstices for the organization and functioning of
a resistance movement.61 The radical potential of the recovered business movement as a
generator of broad social change depends partially on its ability to avoid reproducing
capital processes, but it also depends on the durability of democratic institutions in the
workplace and the ability of participants to spread those institutions to other sites. It
further depends on the degree to which any kind of raised class or, perhaps, “community”
consciousness or anti-capitalist sentiment inculcated in the movement’s protagonists
actually exists, and the degree to which that consciousness can be constructively
transmitted to others. A crucial element of understanding transformative potential further
lies in recognizing that the interstitial economic spaces mentioned above take physical
form in the offices, warehouse, and factory floors of each recovered business. How those
spaces have been transformed through the evolution of social processes within them may
allow us to better understand how radical this particular creative destruction cycle has
been. Such transformed spaces could serve as “incubators” for new perceptions of work,
workplaces and, as such, new kinds of worker-subjects.
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In the chapters ahead, we will examine the social and spatial institutions emergent
in recovered businesses, and the more slippery questions of subjectivity and identity as
they relate to, among other themes, worker consciousness and solidarity. Through these
analyses, we will consider ways in which the “friendly ghost” of recovered businesses
might yet become a haunting spectre, after all.
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CHAPTER FOUR: GOVERNING THE INDUSTRIAL COMMONS
Toward a New Economic Imaginary of Common Property
“We always said the factory isn’t ours. We are using it, but it belongs to
the community.”1
--Reinaldo Giménez, worker at FaSinPat (ex-Zanón)

As should be clear by now, one of the characteristics that distinguishes
Argentina’s recovered businesses is the collective nature of their management practices.
While there exist, in practice, a range of ways to manage a cooperative, one thing that
remains true of all recovered businesses is that the workers hold the capital in common,
as a collectively managed resource. This capital includes not only money brought in
through exchange in the marketplace, but also material elements of production: land,
buildings, machines, maintenance equipment, raw materials and finished goods, and
anything else required to enable the workers’ own labor power as a productive force.
Moreover, social relationships comprise part of this capital—relations among workers in
the business, between these workers and their customers, between the business
organization and other communities—and these relationships, too, fall to some degree
under the purview of collective management. In short, the business and its productive
elements form a common resource for the workers to exploit. I refer to this resource,
with all of its components and complex relationships, as the “industrial commons.”
By assigning this label, I make a rhetorical and theoretical move that holds
consequences: I juxtapose a highly capitalized, constructed set of urban built
environments, objects, and subjects with the typically rural, even pastoral, environs most
often considered under the heading of “the commons.” I believe this move is justifiable,
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and that it will strengthen certain arguments to come later. But before I explain what I
believe to be the benefits of this terminology, we must explore how, or even whether, an
industrial setting might be compatible with accepted notions of “the commons,”
particularly as they appear in recent academic writing.

Theorizing the Commons
Commonly-held resources have been the subject of much debate and scholarship
in recent years, a great deal of which has responded to the now (in)famous work of
Garrett Hardin—particularly his 1968 article, “The Tragedy of the Commons.”2 In this
article, Hardin used abstract game-theory to “prove” that rational actors in a common
property resource situation would inevitably over-appropriate the common resource and
deplete it, leading to a net loss for everyone involved. Since that article’s publication, a
number of authors and researchers have devoted their energies to confirming, refuting,
extending, or denigrating Hardin’s thesis, each with their own agendas and evidence to
back their assertions. But what, precisely, is a “commons”? Is there a consistent
understanding of the characteristics ascribed to “common property”? As it turns out, the
concept of the commons is quite malleable and, like many other terms, its meaning often
taken for granted.
In “The Tragedy of the Commons,” Hardin glosses over the idea of the
“commons” and offers nothing that even approaches a considered analysis of what
comprises common property: “Picture a pasture open to all,” he writes, and that nearly
completes his characterization. Later in the article, he refers to parking spaces in downtown
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Leominster, Massachusetts, “national land,” and the “oceans of the world,” but he does
nothing whatsoever to define in detail his understanding of what a “commons” is, nor what
its necessary and sufficient properties might be. For Hardin, the idea of the commons is selfevident; “open to all” is as much as he offers, and this simple prescription elides the material
reality that, in any given situation, only a limited number of people, for reasons of proximity
and power, among others, will actually be able to come into contact with, much less use, a
“common” resource. This same observation applies to the notion of “open-access” situations,
which has gained traction in research on the commons, and which has been critiqued as an
unrealistic idealization (e.g., see Christy 19963; Mansfield 20044).
The key observation, though, is that here, in Hardin’s seminal article, we do find an
example of an urban, built environment that, at least in Hardin’s rather murky conception of
the term, qualifies as a “commons.” Furthermore, this urban “commons” is what geographers
might call a “public space.” The parking spaces, as part of the city street system, are
controlled by the local government, but the land on which they are built is open to any and all
comers on a first-come, first-served basis. It is likely that private for-profit businesses hired
by the city did the actual building.
At first blush, then, it seems that a space constructed through industrial
development—in this case the paving of roads, marking of lines, and building of curbs—
could be considered a commons. If a network of paved roads and curbs can be a commons,
then why not a building or, for our present concerns, a recovered factory in San Antonio de
Areco? The main issue seems to be the question of access, rather than whether or not a place
is the product of industrial construction for a profit. It is precisely this question of access that
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still haunts common property scholars writing today, as they attempt to draw distinctions
between the “commons” and “common-pool” or “common property” resources.
Thirty years after Hardin’s initial publication, Burger & Gochfeld, writing in the
journal, Environment, summarized the article and reviewed theoretical and policy
developments in the intervening years. As part of the review, entitled “The Tragedy of the
Commons 30 Years Later,” they offered the following attempt to define what comprises a
“commons”:

In the broad sense, a commons includes the resources held in common by a group
of people, all of whom have access and who derive benefit with increasing access.
Access may be equal or unequal, and control may be democratic or not. There is
some disagreement as to what constitutes a common-pool resource.5
They also offer the following to help us distinguish between a “commons” and a
“common-pool resource”:
Common-pool resources (sometimes designated "common property") such as
land, fish, and water can be identified and quantified, while the commons is a
broader concept that includes the context in which common-pool resources exist
and the property system embracing them.6
If we consider a recovered business in these terms, it appears reasonable to accept
the idea of an industrial commons. In a typical recovered business, the means of
production (i.e., the resources) are “held in common by a group of people,” and equality
of access to the business depends on decisions made at cooperative assemblies. Some
cooperative members may work shorter or longer hours; some cooperatives vary payouts
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to members depending on hours worked (thus linking benefit to “increasing access”);
some recovered business spaces are open to the public, and include community centers,
schools, and performance stages for anyone who wants to participate. There are no
obvious properties of a recovered business—whether it be a factory, or hotel, or
hospital—that would immediately disqualify it from being a “commons,” if we accept
Burger & Gochfeld’s characterization.
Furthermore, there is no conflict between the observable properties of a recovered
business and those of a common-pool resource as described above. The business and all
of its elements can be “identified and quantified,” and the context in which it exists
includes a “property system” that establishes a range of rules for the exploitation of the
resource. In this industrial commons setting, the property system includes both general
government guidelines for worker cooperatives and specific rules created through
cooperative assemblies, while the resource is the aggregated components of the business
itself. Though these authors, like many others, refer to fish and water as examples of
common-pool resources, there is no obvious contradiction if we assert that a factory and
its machines can be considered a common-pool resource. The factory-as-common-poolresource, along with laws that regulate its existence, institutions for collective
management, the communities with which it is connected, etc.—these together form the
industrial commons.
But Burger & Gochfeld’s summation of these concepts is brief, and less than
thoroughly developed. Undoubtedly, they presume a reader’s familiarity with the
literature that, both before and after Hardin, seeks to elaborate on collective management
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processes—a literature that varies greatly in its specificity as to the meaning of the
“commons.” To better develop the ideas of the commons and common-pool or common
property resources, and to gain a clearer understanding of the discursive evolution of
these concepts, a further review is in order.
Writing in 1975, in an article titled, “Common Property as a Concept in Natural
Resource Policy,” Ciriacy-Wantrup & Bishop quite correctly point out that “common
property” is a juridical concept with a long history. Pointing to such early sources as
Roman, German, and Anglo-Saxon law, they note that, unlike Hardin’s idealization, the
notion of common property is, in fact, based on exclusion:
[E]conomists are not free to use the concept "common property resources" or
"commons" under conditions where no institutional arrangements exist.
Common property is not "everybody's property." The concept implies that
potential resource users who are not members of a group of co-equal owners are
excluded.7
While acknowledging that “informal institutional arrangements based on custom,
tradition, kinship and social mores” may determine what constitutes common property
and how people may use it, Ciriacy-Wantrup & Bishop’s main point is that “[t]he concept
"property" has no meaning without this feature of exclusion.”8
This goes further than my earlier argument about limited access not disqualifying
a recovered business from the “commons” concept. For anything to be property,
collectively held or otherwise, there in fact must be limitations on access. Beyond the
social and material realities that necessarily limit access to any commons, the very
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concept of “common property” implies some kind of group recognition of a boundary, a
division between where property is “commonly” held, and where it is not. This
recognition implicitly raises the question of who the commons users might be, and how
that will be decided. The decision might be juridical, codified in law, or informal and
flexible, made through ad hoc processes. The collective owners of the common property
might choose to allow access for all comers, or they might just as easily decide on
restrictions to prevent overuse of the common property’s resources. This understanding
of the “commons” concept as tied to “common property” makes the notion of an
industrial commons seem reasonable.
Like Burger & Gochfeld, Ciriacy-Wantrup & Bishop attempt to draw a contrast
between the “commons” and “common property,” but the attempt is extremely brief and
underdeveloped. They refer to the commons as a “concept” made “operational in reality”
by a social institution, while referring to common property as “the particular resource that
is subject to the institution.” However, they leave two terms conflated, for the most part,
noting that “[s]ometimes both the institution and the resources subject to the institution
are called the ‘commons.’”9
In the literature on common property management, one of the best known and
most cited authors is Elinor Ostrom who, in 1990, published Governing the Commons:
the Evolution of Institutions for Collective Action. Because of her influence on common
property scholarship, any attempt to theorize an “industrial commons” should be
consistent with Ostrom’s use of terminology, as well as with those who have
subsequently built on her analytical framework. While concepts and terms do evolve
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through discursive processes, the idea of the “industrial commons” bears practical
meaning only insofar as it partakes of meanings of the “commons” already established
and in use. Ostrom and those who have employed versions of her framework have been
key in establishing those meanings-in-use.
Ostrom, like Ciriacy-Wantrup & Bishop, focuses her attention on “CPRs”—
“common-pool” or “common property” resources—especially sources of fresh water for
irrigation. Ostrom also considers the commons in the context of property rights,
established either via formal legal structures or through more informal social
arrangements. In fact, a major argument in Governing the Commons is that traditional
social institutions developed in the absence of a state-sanctioned legal framework often
function more sustainably than modern state-capitalist institutions that presuppose
individual ownership of private property.
Like earlier authors, Ostrom offers precious little guidance on defining “the
commons” as something other than “common property.” Instead, the commons is left as
understood to be a site where CPRs exist and are managed through some form of social
institutions. Despite the book’s title, the word “commons” does not have an entry in the
index, and appears only rarely throughout the book. While she does occasionally use the
term to refer to a place (e.g., “the Japanese mountain commons”) or makes reference to
“common lands” from time to time, she devotes the vast majority of her analysis to what
she abbreviates as “CPRs.” Nowhere does she attempt to define the “commons” with any
specificity.
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Neither, in fact, does she clearly distinguish between CPR as meaning “commonpool resource” or “common property resource” (possibly why Burger & Gochfeld
conflate the two terms). Again, turning to the index of Governing the Commons, we find
that the entry for “common property resource” reads “see common-pool resource.”10
Subsequent literature on common property (e.g., McKean 199211; Mansfield 200412;
Agrawal & Chhatre 200613) maintains this terminological equivalence, but the distinction
becomes more important when the concept is applied in industrial settings.
However, the overwhelming majority of scholarship on the commons, including
Ostrom’s own work, does not focus on industrial settings. In most of the settings studied
by common property researchers, the common property resources are indeed also
common-pool resources. Ostrom defines a common-pool resource as “a natural or manmade resource system that is sufficiently large as to make costly (but not impossible) to
exclude potential beneficiaries from obtaining benefits from its use.”14 She then places a
further limit the meaning of the term:
The resource units [in a common-pool resource system], however, are not subject
to joint use or appropriation. The fish harvested by one boat are not there for
someone else. The water spread on one farmer’s fields cannot be spread on
someone else’s fields. Thus, the resource units are not jointly used, but the
resource system is subject to joint use.15 (italics in original)
This is a very important distinction. In a “common-pool” resource situation, there are
discrete “resource units” that may not be extracted collectively. Each user extracts
individual “units” from the “resource system,” which is collectively held, owned, or
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otherwise managed. In other words, the resource system is common property, but the
“common-pool” resources within that system become individual property, once extracted.
And yet, as noted above, the distinction between “common property” and
“common-pool” has not only been largely unexplored in the literature, it is usually
entirely ignored. In developing the concept of the industrial commons, the difference
between these two labels takes on new importance. On the industrial commons, the
business is held as common property in practice, if not in law (and in some cases in law,
as well). Thus, it makes intuitive sense to consider the collectively owned business as a
common property resource system. The difference between resource systems on an
industrial commons—such as recovered businesses managed cooperatively—is that the
resource units of the business can (indeed, usually must) be jointly used. This means that
the common property resources are not common-pool resources.
For this reason, I argue that “common property” and “common-pool” are not
interchangeable terms. Rather, “common property resource” is a general category, of
which “common-pool resource” is a subset. Collectively owned, cooperatively managed
businesses prove this point, since they are, in fact, common property resources that do not
qualify as common-pool resources. While many “commons” are characterized by
common-pool resources, other “commons” may contain resources available for joint use.
For now, I propose the term “joint-use common resource” to describe these kinds of
resources.
The failure of literature on the commons to make this distinction is
understandable, since the evolution of academic discourse about “the commons” has
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largely concerned “natural” common property resource systems, such as fisheries,
watersheds, and forests, all of which contain common-pool resources. The literature has
also traditionally focused on “commons” situations where private property regimes have
been absent or not enforced. As such, industrially developed resources—from factory
farms, to office buildings, to factories themselves—have usually fallen outside the
purview of the concept of the “commons.” Industrial development, which has depended
entirely on the establishment of private property as a function of capital, seems as
divorced from the notion of common property as a fish stick is from a fish, or a table
from a tree, or a drinking water bottling plant from a flowing river.
But even so, the products of industry have not been entirely absent from the
commons literature, as we saw with Hardin’s parking space example. Likewise, Ostrom
describes such industrially produced “resource systems” as bridges, canals, and computer
networks as falling within the purview of the “commons” concept.16 Thus, the notion of
an industrial commons is already latent within the literature, though the examples
presented by Hardin and Ostrom possess at least three characteristics that differentiate
them from the industrial commons concept that I propose: 1) these examples fit the
“common-pool resource” model, whereas my examples fit the “joint-use common
resource” model; 2) Hardin’s and Ostrom’s examples mostly refer to what geographers
would call “public spaces,” where access is relatively open to anyone with the means to
make use of them (i.e, a car, a computer with modem, etc.); and 3) the examples they
offer tend to be the result of industrial production, but not specifically intended as a
means of industrial production (though clearly, bridges and computer networks could be
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employed as elements of the means of production). With the above review in mind, I can
now posit a more developed, though still tentative, characterization of what I call the
“industrial commons.”
An industrial commons includes a human-engineered and built resource system,
held as common property and subject to joint use by co-equal owners, designed as a
means of industrial production, either of commodities or services. The industrial
commons also includes the social and material contexts in which this common property
resource system is collectively managed (e.g., legal systems, institutions that shape
relations between resource appropriators, etc.). An industrial commons, like other kinds
of commons, may be more or less “open” in terms of access, depending on the collective
decisions of those exploiting its resources, the skills and knowledge required for that
exploitation, and the actions of others not directly engaged in using the resource system
(such as state regulators and concerned community members). In Argentina, most
business recoveries have led to the creation of new industrial commons, insofar as they
have established co-equal ownership, sometimes legally recognized and sometimes not,
of industrial means of production that comprise a joint-use common resource.
Furthermore, the opening of factory spaces to the public for purposes other than industrial
production, such as community meetings, theatrical performances, free schooling, and so
on, makes the “commons” label even more intuitively appropriate, for, despite the
exclusion necessarily implied by the concept of common property, the imaginary of “the
commons” remains bound up with an idea of greater openness of access than that
associated with individual private property.
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Why an Industrial Commons?
“OPEN FACTORY…Chilavert is a project where culture, art, politics, and
production come together and enter into a discussion, thinking critically
about the reality in which we live, in order to transform it.”
--From a sign posted next to the door of Chilavert, a recovered
print shop
“We can dislocate the unity and hegemony of neoliberal global capitalist
economic discourse through a proliferative queering of the economic
landscape and construction of a new language of economic diversity.”17
--J. K. Gibson-Graham, A Postcapitalist Politics

Clearly, I have gone to some lengths to convince my readers that the use of the
term “industrial commons” is compatible with the existing literature on the commons,
and this raises the question of why. Why push so hard for the adoption of new
terminology? Why, apart from some vain attempt at novelty for the sake of academic
notoriety, would I find this rhetorical and theoretical move so desirable?
Broadly speaking, my answer partakes of the same kinds of motivations revealed
in Gibson-Graham’s quote, given above. Gibson-Graham, who launched an ambitious
project of language politics in The End of Capitalism (as we knew it)18, are well known
for their work on developing the concept of “community economies” as part of their
ongoing action research. By developing and using the term “industrial commons,” I hope
to offer my own discursive intervention in the language of political economy as part of a
modest attempt at an activist research project.
In A Postcapitalist Politics, Gibson-Graham continue their work against
“capitalocentric” discourse, proposing instead a “language of the diverse economy in
which the economic landscape is represented as populated by a myriad of contingent
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forms and interactions.”19 Their goal, building on the project they began in their previous
book, is to generate and/or highlight labels for economic activity that help to deconstruct
a monolithic, hegemonic imaginary of a ubiquitous, unified, and dominant capitalist
economy. Drawing on poststructuralist theory, Gibson-Graham point out that, in fact,
there is no the economy or the marketplace; rather, there exist a multitude of economic
practices and a wide variety of marketplaces, each of which produce/are produced by
dynamic economic subjects who are always in the process of becoming. By recognizing,
developing, and promulgating non- or counter-hegemonic economic signifiers—and by
inspiring others to do the same—they hope to “repoliticiz[e] the economy”:
Decentering the economy and deconstructing the dominance of a singular
“capitalism” simultaneously de-essentializes economic logics. Including the full
range of noncapitalist and alternative capitalist organizations and practices in the
economy widens the scope of motivating drives to encompass more than
calculative rationality and competitive individualism. Expanding the economy to
legitimately include such things as feudal enterprises, informal markets, selfprovisioning labor, and gift giving undermines hierarchical valuations of cultures
and economic practices. The field of economic intervention is radically shifted
and the space and scope of decision enlarged.20
In other words, by talking about the economy differently—in a non-totalizing way that
avoids essentializing the economy as capitalist—we can imagine production and
consumption possibilities other than those connected with the exploitation of surplus
value for profit. This makes it easier to perform identities as economic subjects that do
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not merely reproduce “capitalism (as we knew it).” For Gibson-Graham, the only spectre
haunting the analysis and arguments presented in Chapter Three of this dissertation
would be the (erroneous) representation of a totalized economy entirely dominated by
capitalism. One goal of this chapter is to move beyond such overly structuralist analysis
and consider recovered businesses in an expanded discursive context.
Crucial to Gibson-Graham’s project is the concept of the “community economy,”
which they describe as “an ethical and political space of decision in which negotiations
over interdependence take place.”21 In a “community economy,” a wide range of
economic entities, activities, and subjects interact to produce processes that may or may
not be capitalistic, and certainly are not simply “capitalist” as a “whole.” As a conception
of economic space that pushes back against the (pre)supposed hegemony of capitalism—
a conception that derives from both their action research and their own politics—GibsonGraham propose “four coordinates that can be (and are being) used to orient the
development of community economies—necessity, surplus, consumption, and
commons.”22 In the community economies they have observed, needs are often met
through direct provision, rather than mediated by capitalist exchange relations; surplus
labor and values can be directed and distributed collectively, rather than simply extracted
by individuals for personal enrichment; production for local consumption takes
precedence over development for export or the expansion of distant capital; and people
work together on “creating, enlarging, reclaiming, replenishing, and sharing a commons”
that helps foster a sense of community and interdependence.23 By acknowledging the
diverse practices that go into building a community economy, and by identifying or
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proposing language to describe those practices, Gibson-Graham hope to render visible the
kinds of performances and subjectivities that operate in defiance of capitalocentric
economic logics. They also hope to destabilize accepted meanings of regularly used
terms. For example, in discussing the “commons,” they define the term broadly, as
“‘shared interest or value’ forming the base of a community and being inseparable from
it, as opposed to the more narrow definition of an open-access or common-pool resource
that is separable from a human community.”24
Introducing the “industrial commons” is my modest contribution to this shared
language politics. By adopting this term, I expand the discursive terrain of the commons
to include sites of economic activity typically essentialized as capitalist because of their
industrial nature. In so doing, I propose a language that allows industrial production sites
to be characterized not merely as places where labor churns out surplus value for some
other individuals’ profits, but as potential spaces of community solidarity and ethical
economic practice. And my choice to employ the term, “commons,” does not simply
result from my desire to support Gibson-Graham’s efforts; it derives from direct
observations of transformed/transforming socio-spatial practices in recovered businesses,
as well as my own strategic interest in expanding the discourse of the economía solidaria.
First, the use of the term “industrial commons” emphasizes the multiple ways in
which recovered businesses have “opened access” to the public, and especially their local
communities. While not all recovered businesses have taken steps in this direction, the
majority of the ones I visited had transformed at least part of their production space into
space for public use, or dedicated it to serving community needs, or had at least done so
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for a period of time. At businesses that had not effected such a transformation, my
informants often described plans to dedicate part of their production space for community
use at some point in the future. As discussed previously, ongoing community projects at
recovered businesses include accredited free schools, medical and dental clinics, day care
centers, community theater stages and workshops, free libraries, concert and meeting
venues, artisanal marketplaces, and low-power FM radio stations. The “open factory”
sign posted at the Chilavert recovered print shop (partially quoted above) exemplifies the
philosophy behind many of these innovative changes in the use of productive spaces:
Since March of 2004, the upper floor of the print shop is a space dedicated to
cultural and artistic activities, a library, an art gallery, and an archive dedicated to
recovered businesses. From the moment the Cooperative began to function, it
was the desire of the majority to open the space to the community, given the
strong support that we received during the occupation….25
We will explore these and other socio-spatial transformations in detail in the next chapter,
and their implications for subjectivity in Chapter Six.
For now, I would argue that, in opening these previously privatized spaces to
public use and for the direct provision of community needs and desires, protagonists at
recovered businesses have created a “shared interest or value” that qualifies as an
expansion of the commons, in the sense intended by Gibson-Graham. The concept of an
“industrial commons” highlights these openings, and ways in which changes in sociospatial practice have blurred the lines between private property, common property, and
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public space. Moreover, it emphasizes the possibility of using industrial production
spaces in noncapitalist ways and for purposes other than profit.
My choice of the term “industrial commons” also, like Gibson-Graham’s effort,
aims to become a discursive intervention of the sort described by Laclau & Mouffe in
Hegemony and Socialist Strategy.26 Invoking the linguistic theory of Ferdinand de
Saussure, who famously asserted that the “bond between the signifier and the signified is
arbitrary,”27 Laclau & Mouffe argue that no signifier’s meaning can ever be entirely
fixed, and that an important element in the struggle for (and against) hegemony is the
struggle to attach and maintain meanings to particular signifiers (e.g. “democracy,” or
“the economy”). Furthermore, the struggle involves attempts to establish semiotic
relationships between signifiers that they call “chains of equivalence” (e.g. “democracy freedom” or “capitalism - economy”). By proposing the “industrial commons” as a
discursive object, I attempt to undermine antagonism between “industry” (privatecapitalist-closed) and “commons” (public-collaborative-open), thus opening new
possibilities for a discourse that reflects the material practices of recovered business
protagonists and their allies. That I may privilege the “commons” over the “industrial” in
the discussions ahead no doubt reflects my own biases against the spread of neoliberalism
and my hope that this intervention can be part of a strategy for, as Gibson-Graham put it,
“cultivating subjects for a community economy.”28
A further part of the strategy I adopt is the acknowledgement/assertion that space
is socially produced. Henri Lefebvre, in The Production of Space29, proposes a
theoretical trialectic which he hopes will reconcile what he believes to be a fallacious
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philosophical division between “mental” space and “physical” space. Lefebvre
distinguishes between perceptions of space, conceptions of space, and lived space. These
three theoretical components of social space form the basis for the ongoing social
production of space. Lefebvre sees space as a concrete abstraction—a material product
overcoded with meanings and representations that reveal the power relations of the social
order which produces it.
In Lefebvre’s theory, capitalism has come to dominate space “through and by
means of urbanization, under the pressure of the world market; and . . . by abolishing
spatial and temporal differences, by destroying nature and nature’s time.”30 Leveraging
western philosophy’s division of space into contradictory abstract and concrete realms,
capitalist power brokers have assumed ever greater control of the deployment of spatial
representations, such as those used by city planners and architects. These representations
(i.e. conceptions) of space take on physical form in representational spaces where people
live and conduct their daily practices:
In the capitalist mode of production, these spaces embody relations of power
through the phallic form of the façade, restrictions on mobility (and thus, time),
and the designation of certain places for work, leisure, residence, education, and
so on. As people carry out their activities in this “lived space,” the inscribed
coding of the representational spaces alters their perceptions of the spaces
themselves in ways which reinforce the capitalist social relations which gave rise
to their production. In today’s capitalist society, a range of contradictory spatial
divisions—core/periphery, town/country, work/leisure, natural/artificial, etc.—
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influence social practice towards the reproduction of capitalist social relations. In
this way, capitalists and laborers actually produce the spaces in which is possible
for capitalism to succeed.31
For Lefebvre, then, if Argentina’s recovered businesses represent possibilities for
real social change, they must break this cycle and replace it with an alternative
production of space appropriate to a new set of social relations and its attendant mode of
production. As Lefebvre writes: “Any revolutionary ‘project’ today, whether utopian or
realistic, must, if it is to avoid hopeless banality, make . . . the reappropriation of space,
into a non-negotiable part of its agenda.”32 The “private/commons” binary is yet another
contradictory spatial imaginary that contributes to the production of capitalist spaces, and
my modest proposal, the industrial commons, is intended as one step towards discursively
reappropriating the industrial, the private, for the production of common, non-capitalist
spaces. It is offered as a conception of space that could be useful in the process of
reappropriating and producing spaces in which capitalism does not succeed and in which
more just and equitable modes of production can take hold.
Lefebvre’s notion of reappropriation is particularly strong. In his vision of a nonor post-capitalist society, reappropriation would precede a social production of space that
reunites the contradictory spaces of capitalism, forming a “differential space”
characterized by “a collective ownership and management of space founded on the
permanent participation of the ‘interested parties’, with their multiple, varied, and even
contradictory interests.”33 The differential production of space would have more in
common with art than technical mastery, and would be decidedly unsystematic, thus
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accommodating multifaceted representational spaces, allowing for multiple differential
perceptions and practices. For many theorists, this would seem a tall order, considering
the ongoing appropriation of social relations in a world of spaces increasingly dominated
by capital. The notion that such a thoroughly dominated space as an urban industrial
production site, or a city, for that matter, could be reappropriated and (re)produced
differentially might seem an unlikely idea (though Gibson-Graham might suggest that
these spaces already trend towards the differential, when viewed through a non-totalizing
analytical lens that denies the absolute dominion of capitalism).
Lefebvre, however, who clearly appreciated the ways in which capitalism can
dominate space, does acknowledge the importance of “diversion” as a lesser form of
reappropriation. Where spatial domination makes true reappropriation impossible or very
difficult, diversion may be a viable alternative. Diversion, as he defines it, occurs when
people occupy a space that has outlived the original purpose for which it was built, and
put it to a different use.34 As should be evident by now, the Argentine cases offer
multiple examples of diversion and, as we shall further consider, arguably offer examples
of spatial reappropriation, as well.
The complex theories put forth in The Production of Space provide us with some
useful analytical tools, including the notion that social relations can be “coded” in
produced representational spaces. If a social group is changing its mode of production,
then, we might expect to find changes in the way space is produced. Such changes could
be visible not only in the way people conceive space, but also, especially in the early
stages, in the ways people perceive the spaces in which they live, and the ways they live
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their lives within those spaces. The purpose of my fieldwork was precisely to better
understand perceived and lived spaces of recovered workplaces by visiting those sites and
interviewing protagonists in the recovered business movement. The results of that
fieldwork include transcribed personal reflections on how perceptions of workplaces have
changed since the shift to collective ownership and cooperative management and, also, an
analysis of the social institutions that shape everyday lives and practice in these
reclaimed (if not reappropriated or differential) spaces of production.
My discursive intervention, then—the conception of space as an “industrial
commons”—is intended to complement the observed and reported evolving processes of
spatial perception and practice in Argentine recovered businesses. As a concept coined
specifically for conceiving the expropriated spaces of production I visited in Argentina,
the term might seem oddly obscure to protagonists of that movement. Among those
protagonists, labels and terminology indicating new conceptions of space, not
surprisingly, are in a state of becoming, as they always must be. Examples might include
the Spanish phrase, “fabrica abierta,” as it appears on the sign on Chilavert’s font door
(though that would problematically exclude non-factories). The use of the term
“recovered,” in and of itself, may imply new conceptions of the spaces of production.
However, insofar as I undertook this project partly out of a desire to produce knowledge
counter to the accepted dogma of neoliberalism, I hope for some of the ideas here to
enjoy broader application to that end. To some degree, the goal of this dissertation is to
engage the spatial trialectic through the academic research process, thereby proposing
conceptions of space that derive from my own observations and reflections. If the term
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“industrial commons” helps others to conceive spaces of production differently, in
multiple places and contexts, then that desire will be at least partially fulfilled.

Institutional Analysis and Lived Spaces on the Industrial Commons
“All efforts to organize collective action, whether by an external ruler, an
entrepreneur, or a set of principals who wish to gain collective benefits,
must address a common set of problems. . . . A study that focuses on how
individuals avoid free-riding, achieve high levels of commitment, arrange
for new institutions, and monitor conformity to a set of rules in [commonpool resource] environments should contribute to an understanding of how
individuals address these crucial problems in some other settings as
well.”35
--Elinor Ostrom, Governing the Commons

In attempting to engage the daily practices in lived spaces on the industrial
commons, I came to the conclusion early on that the extant literature on common
property governance provides a useful framework for analyzing and understanding the
institutions that shape those practices. That framework is often called “institutional” or
“neo-institutional” analysis. My decision to adopt this framework for my own research
derives from two main factors.
First, my initial attempts to theorize the phenomenon of recovered businesses in
Argentina grew from a intuitive position that treated them as a kind of “commons.”
Through further study of commons scholarship, I was introduced to the body of research
that focuses on the dynamics of common property regimes, “open-access” debates,
common-pool resources, and so on. The majority of this research utilizes the
institutional-analytical approach, and I began to appreciate its utility as a tool for
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understanding social relationships surrounding the exploitation of common property
resources.
Second, as I grew more familiar with this framework as presented by Ostrom and
others, it became apparent that the techniques of institutional analysis could be applied in
other settings, as well. Ostrom’s quote, above, agrees with this assessment; she clearly
sees the value of the institutional analysis framework in “other settings,” which,
apparently, could include an “entrepreneur”-owned corporation, or even an “externally
ruled” coordinated effort of any sort to “organize collective action.” Ostrom even goes
so far as to specify the “meetings of a producers’ co-op” as one appropriate target for
institutional analysis.36 While my own inclination leads me to consider recovered
businesses as a kind of commons, this should no way imply that institutional analysis
need be restricted to common property settings. On the contrary, this framework has
proven useful in examining and better understanding social relations among any group
that engages in some kind of purposeful activity. Zunino37, for example, has applied
institutional analysis to a study of urban development projects and planning in Chile.
Even so, the vast majority of neo-institutionalists have concerned themselves with
“rural” settings where common-pool resources are the focus of productive activity.

I am

hopeful that my work will contribute to the theoretical literature on “the commons”—by
expanding the imaginary to include industrial settings—and to the literature of
institutional analysis—by broadening the range of contexts to which it has been applied.
It is with this in mind that we now turn to considering recovered businesses through the
lens of neo-institutional analysis.
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First, a definition is in order. For Ostrom, as for her predecessors and
contemporaries, institutions are:
sets of working rules that are used to determine who is eligible to make decisions
in some arena, what actions are allowed or constrained, what aggregation rules
will be used, what procedures must be followed, what information must or must
not be provided, and what payoffs will be assigned to individuals dependent on
their actions.38
The institutional analysis framework, then, posits categories or types of rules that shape
the behavior of agents involved in collective decision making. For example, Ostrom very
broadly defines two categories relevant to common-pool resources: rules for
appropriation of resources, and rules for provision and maintenance of the resource
system.
This expands on the more limited and less developed understanding of institutions
offered by Ciriacy-Wantrup & Bishop, who describe them as “decision systems on the
second level of a three level hierarchy of decision systems.”39 Ostrom’s framework
likewise theorizes three different “levels” of rules, but extends the concept of
“institutions” to include all three levels, not just the second one. Each of these three
levels of institutions affects, and/or is affected by, other levels. In terms of practice, these
levels are nested in a hierarchical manner: “operational” rules govern the day-to-day
practice of exploitation of a resource; “collective choice” rules establish procedures for
modifying operational rules; “constitutional” level rules are top-level rules that define
how and when collective-choice rules may be altered.40 In this way, “self-organizing”
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agents engaged in collective management of a resource establish, through negotiation, a
more-or-less defined system of rules that distribute social power in terms of daily
practice, and that structure decision making about what practices will best meet the needs
of the group’s members.
In developing her version of this three-level framework, Ostrom builds on an
understanding of “rules” offered in 1957 by (the appropriately named) John Commons41,
and she cites a number of other researchers as influencing both her theoretical approaches
and her research methods in the field. These influences range from Gordon’s42 classic
study of fisheries, to Wade’s43 work on common property regimes in India, to other
contemporary researchers, 44 including her own students, 45 46 who also employed
institutional analysis in the late 1980s. Readers interested in exploring common property
and institutional analysis literature beyond Ostrom will find these and other references in
this chapter to be useful points of departure.
Of great interest to Ostrom are the properties or “design principles” that might
characterize “long lasting” or sustainable common property institutions. After her initial
years of research examining collective management practices through the institutional
analysis framework, she suggested seven characteristics that long lasting collective
institutions seem to share. These include: 1) clearly defined boundaries; 2) appropriation
and provision rules that match local conditions; 3) collective choice arrangements (i.e.,
participatory power); 4) monitoring for rules compliance; 5) graduated sanctions for rules
violations; 6) conflict resolution schemes; and 7) recognition by “external” powers (e.g.,
a state) of appropriators' rights to organize.47
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Since the publication of Governing the Commons, others have built upon and
refined the institutional analysis framework. Waterstone, for example, suggests that more
appropriate labels for the three “levels” of rules might be “operational,”
“implementation,” and “policy” levels48. Echoing one of Ostrom’s earlier articles49, he
further advocates the adoption of seven “universal rule categories” that could help
standardize discourse regarding social institutions: position rules, boundary rules, scope
rules, authority rules, aggregation rules, information rules, and payoff rules. Waterstone
also proposes a dynamic “institutional analysis cycle”50 that describes how participants in
a collective management regime might identify problems and solve them by modifying
rules at any or all of the three levels. In this way, he seeks to account for processes of
institutional change.
One obvious critique of this rules-based, nested-levels framework is that it smacks
of structuralism. However, Ostrom and others in the literature acknowledge that the idea
of “rules” can be very flexible, and that analytical boundaries between “levels” cannot be
rigidly defined, though it is useful to presume the “fixity” of certain rules “for the
purposes of analysis.”51 For my own part, I assert that useful analysis of any kind
requires some degree of categorization of that which is observed. The institutional
analysis categories are general enough to allow for a wide range of specific practices to
be considered in terms of their purposes within a collective social “order,” and yet
specific enough to permit meaningful (though possibly erroneous) statements about the
patterned relationships within that order. Any attempt to describe a dynamic situation
will, by necessity, demand a kind of “freezing” of that dynamism for the purposes of
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exposition. Thus, the temporary presumption of fixity, while problematic in some
regards, may be excused if one recognizes the limitations of this (and, indeed, any)
analytical approach. Any conclusions drawn from “snapshot” data relating to social
institutions must be understood as specific to the time, place, contexts, and people
involved, including myself as the interpreting researcher. I will make every effort to
avoid essentializing statements and sweeping generalities.
Still, I will adopt the institutional analysis framework and its attendant categories.
These include a three-level division of rule sets, the seven categories of rule types
proposed as universal by Waterstone, and the broader categorization of rules concerned
mostly with appropriation as contrasted with rules concerned mostly with provision. As
noted above, most institutional analysis has focused on non-industrial environments with
common-pool resource systems. As an entry point, let us begin by considering how the
institutional analysis of an urban industrial production system with joint-use common
resources might differ from that of a rural CPR situation.

Shifts in Emphasis: Institutional Analysis on the Industrial Commons
“Whenever technology changes its character, it has a transformative
impact on the organization of work.”52
--Michael Burawoy, Manufacturing Consent

Technology, understood in the conventional sense as mechanical innovations in
production (machinery, automated processes, computerization, etc.), is clearly one of the
defining aspects of the industrial commons. Compared to the more “natural” commonpool settings considered in most institutional analysis research, one might assume that
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industrial, joint-use resource systems will tend to require different kinds of management
strategies. One might expect the need for some conceptual “translations” in the
institutional analysis framework in order to apply it an industrial-technological setting.
But technology may also be understood in a broader sense, as “the concrete form
taken by an actual labour process in a given instance, the observable way in which
particular use values are produced.”53 Seen in this way, all production processes—
whether simply exploiting “natural” resource systems or using complex human-made
tools—are technological. The “organization of work,” itself, is a kind of technology in
the production process.
In fact, the industrial commons (IC) context not so much requires major
“translations” or conceptual changes in the categories of rules deployed in institutional
analysis, but rather effects shifts in which kinds of rules or activities receive emphasis or
gain importance in an IC setting. These shifts would occur through the exigencies of
industrial production, forged initially in the crucible of capital: the
conceived/perceived/lived social spaces of production (such as a factory), complex
divided labor processes, and the nature of the resources held in common (in terms of both
use-values and exchange-values), among others.
One key difference that occurs in this light relates to the division of labor and the
question of appropriation versus provision. Ostrom54 outlines a broad difference between
appropriation and provision activities, wherein rules concerned with appropriation
typically function to constrain the extraction of resource system outputs, and rules
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concerned with provision assign responsibilities for maintenance, preservation, and even
construction of the resource system, itself.
In a typical rural CPR situation, appropriators of the resource engage in very
similar sorts of labor. In a fishery, each fisher performs much the same tasks and
receives similar material results, at least qualitatively: they obtain fish. Likewise, when
the common-pool resource is water diverted through an irrigation system, each
appropriator does very similar things to extract the water: they may wait for the water to
arrive, open a gate to receive it, and close the gate at the end of an agreed-upon interval.
Under these circumstances, the negotiation of rules related to appropriation are very
important, as each appropriator, without institutional constraint, could choose to intensify
their appropriation for personal benefit, as in the case of Hardin’s tragic “rational”
herdsmen. An individual fisher could choose to harvest more fish than agreed upon. A
farmer could choose to leave the gate open longer, allowing more water to irrigate his/her
fields. In the institutional analysis literature, this is known as the “free rider” problem.
Moreover, in the CPR situation, appropriators do often realize benefits
individually; fishers, for example, each extract fish and take them to market, where they
realize exchange value for themselves, but they may also choose to keep some fish for
delicious use-value realization, as well. In such a situation, appropriation rules become
critical to long term sustainability, since they help ensure that the extraction of outputs
remains within the limits tolerated by the system’s capacity for renewal.
In contrast, in the industrial commons context, particularly in a factory, the
appropriation situation is rather different. In such an IC, the joint-use common resource
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is the factory itself—a wholly built environment conceived and constructed in accordance
with the capitalist division of labor, with all the socio-spatial qualities this may imply.
Each appropriator, therefore, does not necessarily perform the same or similar actions. In
many instances, each factory worker performs one small piece of an overall labor process
that produces outputs only after each person has done his/her individual part. There may,
for example, be specialists devoted to particular machines, each one of which is linked to
a separate necessary step in the production process.
One consequence of this situation is that appropriators of the IC resource (i.e., the
factory) cannot benefit from individual appropriation. Only through completion of a
socially divided labor process can they appropriate any output from the resource system
at all. Moreover, this output is realized only through the exchange value of the items they
collectively produce, and only once that value has been realized in the marketplace.
Unlike our hypothetical fisher in the CPR situation, the appropriator on the industrial
commons, apart from the use-value of the tools in production, cannot derive use-value
directly from his/her part of the labor process. Thus, there is little motivation for
“overappropriation” of the collectively held resource, as it would not lead to any extra
benefit until the rest of the factory workers completed their parts of the production
process. In this situation, the “free rider” problem derives not from overappropriation of
the resource, but rather underappropriation of the resource. In other words, the free rider
isn’t the person who overuses the resource system, as in the case of a herdsman who
engages in overgrazing; rather, the free rider is the person who underuses the system, as
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in the lathe operator who routinely shows up late and works shorter hours, forcing others
to pick up the slack if they want to maintain a certain level of production.
The upshot of this contrast is that, in ICs, direct appropriation rules can be
considered as more-or-less determined by the labor process itself: direct appropriation of
a factory-as-resource amounts to little more than performing one’s role in the divided
labor process. The benefits of appropriating this joint-use common resource are realized
indirectly, after the labor process produces commodities for exchange. Thus, in an IC,
very little emphasis or negotiation is likely to occur over rules governing direct resource
appropriation, aside from who performs what tasks and when. The question of
restrictions on direct appropriation is virtually eliminated by the division of labor and the
factory spaces which have been socially produced to enable, constrain, and signify human
activity in accordance with that division. The value of one’s appropriation in a joint-use
situation can be realized only indirectly, after the entire labor process has been
completed. This gap between direct appropriation of the factory as a collective resource
and the value of that appropriation, of course, parallels Marx’s observations regarding
wage laborers’ alienation from the products of their labor. The institutions designed to
mitigate that alienation on the industrial commons will be considered below.
Thus, appropriation rules will probably focus primarily on what Ostrom55 calls
“payoff” rules, in this case concerning realized exchange values in the form of money
and its subsequent distribution. Instead of restrictions on individual use of the collective
resource, an industrial commons will more likely see restrictions on individual shares of
the value of the products of the joint-use common resource (JCR). In fact, rather than the
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individual appropriations maximum so commonly seen in the CPR situation, the JCR
situation implies the need for an individual appropriations minimum in order for
acceptable collective benefits to be realized. Both CPR and JCR institutions discourage
free riders, but they do so by focusing on different rule categories: authority rules limit
excess appropriation in the CPR case, whereas payoff rules encourage adequate
appropriation in the JCR case. In both situations, boundary rules might dictate the
suspension or even expulsion of an appropriator in extreme circumstances if these rules
are ignored.
But the shift in emphasis away from direct appropriation rules is only one aspect
that differentiates rural CPR systems from ICs. Institutions on the industrial commons
exist for the management of a very specific type of resource system—one that is, as noted
above, a wholly built environment and, as such, without the capacity for self-renewal of
any kind. In a rural CPR system, given adequate restrictions on appropriation, the fish
will reproduce, trees will grow back, and water will flow in accordance with hydrological
cycles. Factories, however, despite fantasies of an impending nanotechnology revolution,
do not grow new machines or repair their own roofs. Degradation of the components of
the factory—the joint-use common resource itself—is absolutely assured over time. This
places a considerable amount of emphasis on the importance of provision activities.
Among non-industrial CPR institutions, provision activities may be more or less
important, depending on the resource in question. Irrigation systems certainly require
maintenance, and provision rules will almost certainly play an important role, though the
activities may not be required very often, and may be needed, say, only during rainy
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seasons. In a collectively managed forest, provision rules may involve road maintenance
or brush clearing, but could theoretically require neither of these. In a fishery, there
might be no collective provision rules whatsoever; the system may be maintained solely
through limits on appropriation.
In IC institutions, however, provision activities become central to the resource’s
sustainability and potential value (in both use and exchange forms). A single broken axle
or crashed computer could render an entire facility useless for a period of time, if it were
part of a machine or network necessary to complete the labor process. An industrial
commons will almost certainly require more inputs to the resource system than nonindustrial CPR systems do. A factory needs raw materials to process, parts for machine
repair and maintenance, energy sources like fuel and electricity, and so on. In most
cases, even for collectively managed cooperatives, these inputs will need to be obtained
from a variety of suppliers, and each one will require money payments in exchange for
the inputs.
Thus, provision activities in an IC may well be more complex and varied than
those in a typical rural CPR system, requiring a broader array of skills and inputs. An
irrigation system, for example, might be maintained primarily by using rocks and dirt to
repair or reinforce berms, along with simple carpentry to make and repair gates. A
factory, however, may require mechanics, machinists, computer operators, design
specialists, and a host of other skilled workers to maintain the system in a state that
allows for collective appropriation. Moreover, provision activities in an IC may also
include complex forms of record keeping, especially in IC situations where a state
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requires transparency in financial exchanges between the factory, its suppliers, and state
revenue agencies. It may also require public relations and marketing activities. For
Argentina’s recovered businesses, maintaining the industrial commons has often involved
devising ways to keep the local community supportive of a worker occupation.
This brings us to yet another distinction that may exist between rural commonpool resource institutions and those of the industrial commons, especially as manifest in
my case studies: the complexity and importance of rules concerning relations with other
organized groups—and the state, in particular. Here, as with the earlier consideration of
provision activities, we find an opportunity to address Agrawal’s (2001) aforementioned
critique that institutional analyses often fail to address potentially important issues of
“external” context. While the extent of the state’s externality is debatable, especially
with regard to the paradigmatic case I propose--recovered businesses in Argentina—it
would be difficult to deny that ICs and rural CPRs may both have important relationships
with state-level actors, though the quality and extent of those relationships could vary
dramatically across space and time.
For rural CPR systems, the extent of state involvement could be little more than
the acknowledgement of the resource boundaries and a guarantee that private
development of the CPR area will not be permitted by law. On the other hand, as in the
case of fisheries that have been pushed to adopt individual transfer quotas as a condition
of collective management, the state may require record keeping and reporting as part of a
process of information exchange between the rural CPR and state entities. Rural CPR
appropriators may also be subject to taxation, though that may not enter into the scope of
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rules for collective management if each appropriator is taxed individually. In some CPR
systems, such as fisheries in international waters, state involvement may defined by little
more than a declaration that the CPR system falls outside government jurisdiction—a socalled “open access” commons.
In the case of ICs, however, it is almost certain that state-level institutions will
have multiple rules defining relationships with, and perhaps within, any given IC
organization. Rules for bookkeeping and tax payments, in particular, will be set out by
the state and internalized as a part of the IC’s institutions (at least in businesses that
operate legally or quasi-legally). In the specific case of Argentina’s recovered
businesses, at least those seeking independent legal recognition, the state currently goes
much further, stipulating a minimal institutional framework for a producer cooperative.
This, of course, requires further adaptations to these ICs’ rule systems, including rules for
keeping minutes of worker assembly meetings, records of management elections, a
treasurer’s report, and so on. While the extent of state involvement could conceivably be
similar between an IC collective and a rural CPR collective, it still seems likely that the
provision rules responding to that involvement would be at least qualitatively different,
especially with regard to skills and activities involved.
In summary, then, the use of institutional analytical frameworks in urban
industrial settings does not so much necessitate “translation” of rule categories as it
suggests a shift in the relative importance of certain rule types for the sustenance of the
joint-use common resources in question. That industrial commons institutions might
emphasize different factors than those in non-industrial cases should come as no surprise,
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as contextual differences have already proven important in the study of CPR-type
commons. Agrawal & Chhatre, for example, who have used statistical analysis to seek
institutional patterns that explain successful long term common governance across a
range of situations, note that “[v]ariations in how the same factors operate and should be
operationalized in different macro-contexts should make us pessimistic about the
possibility of a universal theory of the commons.”56 Indeed, it may make more sense to
seek, not a universal theory of the commons, but multiple theories focusing on different
types of commons. The next chapter represents a modest first attempt to capture patterns
of institutional practice on the industrial commons by considering the data I collected
through archival research and through my field work in Argentina.
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CHAPTER FIVE: RULES AND REORGANIZATION
Institutional Practice on Argentina’s Industrial Commons
“The basic strategy is to identify those aspects of the physical, cultural,
and institutional setting that are likely to affect the determination of who is
to be involved in a situation, the actions they can take and the costs of
those actions, the outcomes that can be achieved, how actions are linked to
outcomes, what information is to be available, how much control
individuals can exercise, and what payoffs are to be assigned to particular
combinations of actions and outcomes.”
—Elinor Ostrom, Governing the Commons: the Evolution of
Institutions for Collective Action

The format of the discussion below seeks to strike a balance between in-depth
case study and comparative analysis, with the goal of revealing emerging institutional
patterns typical of Argentine recovered businesses. I divide the analysis by hierarchical
level, moving from the “top” level, the policy level, to the implementation level and,
finally, to the operational level, which exhibits the most complex variation between
groups, owing to differences in production processes. At each level, I consider relevant
institutional rules, drawn from the seven universal categories listed earlier. I wish to
reiterate that any conclusions to be drawn should be considered tentative, and that the
analysis suffers from the limitations of a relatively short time spent at each workplace, a
relatively small number of informants at each location, and the subjective position of the
author.
Readers should further understand that what patterns I do identify are snapshots of
contingent, evolving processes, the future outcomes of which are extremely uncertain.
As such, this research project partakes of what Gibson-Graham have described as “weak
theory.” Weak theory, in the sense intended by Gibson-Graham, does little more than
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describe the kinds of actions undertaken by political economic protagonists, attempting to
categorize those actions according to concepts appropriate to their non-capitalocentric
economic discourse. This does not, however, mean that analysis is lacking, nor does it
imply that the powerful influences of capital processes are ignored. Rather, the weak
theory approach seeks to characterize economic practices in terms that do not subordinate
them to a totalizing hegemonic capitalism, but which, rather, acknowledge the range of
ways such practices engage with questions of meeting needs, handling surplus, engaging
in consumption, and constructing a social commons. In A Postcapitalist Politics, GibsonGraham write:
A weak theory of economy does not presume that relationships between distinct
sites of the diverse economy are structured in predictable ways, but observes the
ways they are always differently produced according to specific geographies,
histories, and ethical practices. This kind of theory does not shy away from the
exercise of diverse forms of power (including co-optation, seduction, capture,
subordination, cooperation, parasitism, symbiosis, conflict, coexistence,
complementarity) that might influence the relationships between different
economic practices. Instead it encourages us to explore their complex spatialities
and temporalities.1
I hope that the following descriptive analysis of institutions on Argentina’s emerging
industrial commons contributes to an understanding of economic practice in precisely
that spirit.
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Policy Level Institutions
In the nested, multilevel hierarchical framework of institutional analysis, the
policy level establishes rules for making decisions about the rules made at the
implementation level, which will in turn comprise the institutions through which rules
governing day-to-day operations will be adopted. If this sounds confusing, it need not be.
A familiar example should render this nested hierarchical relationship more intelligible.
Consider the Congress of the United States of America. Legislators in Congress
write rules for the conduct of many day-to-day operations. For example, Congress could
pass a law requiring the Federal Reserve to disclose all of its transactions every month, or
it could set rules for how health insurance companies must pay out to sick customers.
These rules function at the operational level.
In order for Congress to create those operational level rules, however, they must
follow certain procedures. Representatives must have time to debate proposed
legislation, suggest amendments, and then vote. Some votes require a simple majority to
effect new rules, while others require more substantial majorities. The Senate and House
each consider legislation separately, and then must resolve differences in a committee.
Moreover, there are rules governing the membership of this and other committees, and
certain members of Congress, like the Majority Leaders, have extra decision making
power in assigning committee members. In short, members of Congress must follow a
set of rules in order to properly establish the laws that function at the operational level.
These rules are implementation level rules, and they govern, at least partially, how
operational rules are determined.
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Rules at the policy level define these implementation level rules. The US
Constitution provides an excellent example of policy level rules, as it establishes how
Congress may create laws. The Constitution specifies that there shall be a House and
Senate, defines the number of members of each body, and specifies, among other rules,
how long they may serve before standing for reelection and what their minimum ages
must be. The Constitution also establishes implementation level rules for changing its
own policy level rules via amendments. This straightforward example should make the
three-level hierarchy easier to understand.
But not all institutional arrangements are quite so straightforward. Consider a
group of people who decide to form a sports team to play in a local adult soccer league.
The league requires that all member teams adhere to standard rules of play for soccer,
that all players be at least eighteen years old, and that teams pay annual dues to support
the league’s operations. The league also specifies that each team must appoint a liaison
to communicate with league organizers. What kinds of rules are these? The answers
may not immediately be clear and, in fact, may depend on the perspective from which the
rules are considered. From the perspective of league organizers, these rules would be
considered operational rules.
From the perspective of the team members, however, these would be policy level
rules. The standard rules of play for soccer, of course, should be considered operational
level rules, since they govern the day-to-day actions of the team when it is playing.
However, the stipulation that the team must adopt these rules is a policy level rule, as it
places limits on what decisions can be undertaken at the implementation level. Team
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members could not, for example, create a new operational rule to ignore the referee or
use their hands during play. Likewise, the age limit, liaison position, and dues
requirements all place limits or requirements on implementation level practice. For
example, while team members could adopt whatever decision making style they wish
(consensus, majority vote, etc.), one decision that would have to be made at the
implementation level would be the operational rules that govern collection of money for
the payment of dues. Apart from these constraints, however, team members would be
free to establish whatever implementation level institutions they wish and, in fact, create
policy level rules for later modifying those implementation rules if they so desired.
Naturally, it is possible for team members to enact implementation or operational
level rules in violation of policy level rules established by the league. For example, the
team might decide to allow a talented seventeen-year-old striker to join up, hoping to
convince the league to relax the age policy. If the league refuses to change the policy
rules, then team members may collectively decide to either comply with league policy or,
on the other hand, maintain their newly flexible age policy in defiance. The latter choice,
of course, has the potential consequence that the team may be kicked out of the league
altogether, since they no longer operate within the league’s own policy level framework.
It may be that the team members will have to choose between following the league’s
policy-level rules and being unable to play competitive soccer in that town.
Recovered businesses in Argentina, of course, face far higher stakes than those
present in the world of amateur soccer. The decisions workers make—at all institutional
levels—could spell the difference between maintaining and losing their livelihoods. In
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the vast majority of cases, as noted before, recovered businesses must find some way to
challenge conventional private property laws in order to have even the chance to attempt
some of kind of self-organized autogestión (self-management). For this reason, every
recovered business I visited was either attempting to obtain a legal expropriation as a
cooperative or had already obtained such recognition, be it temporary or permanent.
In this context, it makes sense that most recovered businesses have adopted policy
level institutions that match those of the national Law of Cooperatives mentioned
previously. Even most of those still without legal recognition have adopted these basic
institutions at the policy level in preparation for eventual legal expropriation. Among
those businesses belonging to Luis Caro’s MNFR, for example, legally expropriated or
not, the adoption of the Coop Law at the policy level is an explicit strategy to leverage
what has become an increasingly normalized legal process. As Caro explained to me in
an interview, “the cooperative isn’t the perfect sort of organization, but it is a good
organization for juridical purposes.”2 It also permits the businesses to take advantage of
tax breaks specifically granted to registered cooperatives, once they obtain legal standing.
Table 1, below, summarizes the policy level institutions adopted by the recovered
businesses I have studied.

POLICY LEVEL
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LEGAL EXPROPRIATION
Temporary
Permanent

SEEKING LEGAL EXPROPRIATION

Adopts basic implementation level rules stipulated
by national Cooperative Law

Adopts basic implementation level rules
stipulated by national Cooperative Law

Changes to policy level either by assembly vote or
by consensus

Changes to policy level either by assembly vote
or by consensus

Site-specific Implementation rules not following
the national Cooperative Law

Table 1: Policy Level Institutions
The table, at first glance, seems deceptively simple, and certainly contrasts with
the complexity of the tables that come below, describing the institutional typologies of
the implementation and operations levels. But that apparent simplicity only indicates
that, at the policy level, recovered businesses exhibit little variation in their choice of
rules. Every business I studied either had obtained a legal expropriation or was seeking a
legal expropriation. Those with legal standing, either permanent or temporary, had been
required to form cooperatives in accordance with the national Cooperative Law. This
law, as noted previously, dictates implementation rules for decision making: every
worker has a single vote, and workers must elect a management council, the consejo,
which, at a minimum, must consist of a president, secretary, and treasurer. The law
further constrains the kinds of operational rules the cooperative members may
implement: officers must stand for election at least every three years, and the members
must adopt an operational rule that reports earnings to the government on a regular basis.
The cooperative must also adopt an implementation level rule that calls a general
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assembly of all workers at least once a year to vote on proposals issued by the consejo,
including the disposition of surplus revenues.
Beyond these stipulations, however, cooperative members may create additional
policy level rules, so long as they do not conflict with the stipulations of the law. In
practice, I encountered few policy rules that differed from those of the Cooperative Law.
One was the decision by a few groups to require unanimous consensus—either within the
consejo or among all workers—to make rule changes or take other operational actions,
rather than a majority vote. Chilavert, for example, with only eight full members, makes
all decisions by unanimous consensus, while the copy editing business, CEFOMAR, and
the print shop, Campichuelo, take no actions unless the consejo achieves a consensus.
All other interviewees acknowledged that, while consensus was desirable (and often
attained), decisions were made by majority vote. Another policy level rule adopted by
many cooperatives stipulates that assemblies be held more often than annually,
sometimes weekly or monthly.
Among businesses seeking legal expropriation, nearly all had adopted policy level
institutions that corresponded to those codified in the Cooperative Law, intending to gain
recognition as a legal producer cooperative. The one clear exception I encountered,
Zanón, had implemented policy level rules that called for an alternative sort of consejo
that reflected not only the departmental division of labor in a large scale production
operation, but also a decision to avoid concentrating authority in a “president” position
that might undermine the workers’ own organizational logic. Between the initial factory
occupation in 2001 and 2005, the workers of Zanón had sought legal expropriation, but
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without recognition as a legally structured cooperative. At times the workers called for
“nationalization under worker control,” but with the idea that Zanón workers would
organize themselves in the manner that best suited them rather than adopt the specific
policy institutions of a cooperative. In 2005, however, a judge sympathetic to the cause
directed Zanón workers to form a cooperative in order to avoid a shutdown and eviction.
The filing of the paperwork, however, in no way changed the institutions that had
already been in place for four years, and my informants at the factory explained to me
that they had no intention of following the Cooperative Law in the long term. Instead,
they viewed this legal maneuver as “transitory,” as a “legal umbrella.” When asked
specifically about permanently establishing the business as a cooperative, my informant
explained:
This is the trap. People think that…. Well, for example, we’re going to function
as a typical cooperative, under cooperative law. But it’s these cooperative laws
that are within the bankruptcy laws. So, this is the difference that we have, that
makes us different from the rest of the people who favor the cooperative laws
within the system.3
The institutional situation surrounding Zanón workers is complex and distinct from that
of any other recovered business, in part because of the workers’ leadership in a regional
ceramics producers’ union. For that reason, the case of Zanón will receive its own
section at the end of this chapter.
As far as most other recovered businesses are concerned, however, the policy
institutions of the national Cooperative Law do influence institutions at the
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implementation level. There are, however, a range of ways in which implementation
level rules may be crafted and still comply with the requirements of the policy level law.
This has led to significant variation from business to business in the style and form of
cooperative decision making. It is the implementation level, where people make
decisions about operational rules, to which we now turn.

Implementation Level Institutions
“Here, we decide everything by assembly. Here, nobody can make
a determination on their own account because they don’t decide.
Here, we are all members. We are all owners. We all decide
together, and we all have a voice and vote. In this way, whatever
problems we have here get decided in assembly, which we hold
once a week. Everything gets decided by assembly; the assembly
is sovereign—primordial.”4
—Daniel, President of Cooperativa Viyetes (ex-Ghelco)

In many ways, the workers’ assembly stands out as the most important
organizational element in the recovered businesses, and implementation level institutions
are key to establishing the assembly’s role, power, and character. What separates most
recovered businesses from “traditional” or, as I will call them, “corporate” cooperatives,
is the degree to which workers directly participate in decision making at the
implementation level, by vote or consensus decision at regular assemblies. Most
recovered businesses have relatively frequent assemblies, engaging in more direct
democracy in the management of daily operations than is present in corporate
cooperatives, which hold assemblies only once a year and limit the kinds of decisions the
assembly can make.
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On the other hand, a few recovered businesses do practice assembly-based
decision making in ways that limit worker participation and, relative to others, restrict
non-management workers’ power to act at the implementation level. Rebón, reflecting
on his own field work, also noticed this distinction:
The actual forms assumed by these assemblies are varied. In some cases, it is real
decision making, participatory and democratic, where people express differing
positions and come to a consensus. In others, it can be an arena where they
simply legitimize decisions made previously in other spaces.5
As such, one might reasonably construct a continuum of democratic practice in decision
making, with “corporate” cooperatives at one end, and “democratic” cooperatives at the
other. “Consensus” cooperatives can be considered a special case of democratic
cooperative in which all decisions must be made with a 100% majority of the assembly.
Table 2, below, summarizes these three types of cooperative organization and the
institutions associated with each type. The table lists the seven rule categories
popularized by Ostrom6 and proposed as universal by Waterstone7, and outlines the
practical forms of action associated with each rule category, as observed in the three
organizational types. Table 2.1 lists the seven rule categories as Ostrom originally
presented them in 1986. Of course, practices vary from business to business, according
to collective decisions, shared ideologies, the constraints of the labor process, internal
disputes and resolutions, and so on. In the discussion that follows, I will present specific
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IMPLEMENTATION LEVEL

LEGALLY RECOGNIZED COOPERATIVE FRAMEWORK
Democratic

Corporate

unanimous approval of all members

- President, Secretary, Treasurer named
as per Coop Law
- no management council; all workers
participate in management
- Other positions defined according to
collectively determined operational
needs and resources available (e.g.
subject matter experts)

Consejo members often affect
more outcomes than others.
Majority votes privilege majority
members over minority members.

according to elected management,
subject to assembly vote

Power fairly concentrated in
management positions;
democratic constraints limited

Consensus

Position

individuals’ effects on outcomes
restricted by the need for consensus;
scope of assembly decisions
practically unlimited

Power in management positions
variably circumscribed by
democratic process

Implementation decisions made
by elected management, only
occasionally put to assembly
vote. Assemblies almost
exclusively called by
management.

RULE
TYPES

Boundary

Power diffused; positions held for
appearance of compliance with state
law

Consejo meets to craft proposals,
but proposals must be ratified by
assembly. Assemblies often
weekly or monthly. Assemblies
called by management or by
workers

Information more or less
restricted by management.
Demands for information by
workers in assembly may be
ignored.

- Consejo of President, Secretary,
- Consejo of President, Secretary,
Treasurer as per Coop Law
Treasurer as per Coop Law
- Management council may include
- síndicos function mostly as
other members, including síndicos as
spokespersons for the consejo
watchdogs over management

Authority

All implementation decisions made
by consensus; assemblies may be
called by non-managers.
“Permanent assembly”

Information shared liberally to
inform democratic voting.
Workers in assembly may ask for
(and usually receive) information
they do not have.

management may enjoy benefits
associated with greater decision
making power

- maybe subject to assembly vote
-“no confidence votes” unlikely
due to aggregation rules
Outcomes influenced greatly by
those in management positions.
Non-managers may not have
voting opportunities and/or may
be outvoted.

- Other positions defined by
management, sometimes subject to
assembly vote

Aggregation

Information available to all
members to aid consensus building.
Dissemination rules more or less
undefined.

costs/benefits may include extra
participation responsibilities
beyond normal work obligations

- Other positions defined by
elected management, subject to
assembly vote

Information

Worker pay, distribution of surplus
determined by consensus.

Scope

Payoff

Table 2: Implementation Level Institutions

OTHER
COOPERATIVE
FRAMEWORK

Most recovered
businesses adopt
something similar to
the legally recognized
framework.

Variable, ranging
from consensus to
democratic to
corporate

Some comply with
cooperative law
“on paper,” but
practice their own
policy level
institutions
(cf. Zanón)
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Position rules
Boundary rules
Scope rules
Authority rules
Aggregation rules
Information rules

Payoff rules

specify a set of positions and how many participants hold each
position.
specify how participants are chosen to hold these positions and
how participants leave these positions.
specify the set of outcomes that may be affected and the external
inducements and/or costs assigned to each of these outcomes.
specify the set of actions assigned to a position at a particular
node.
specify the decision function to be used at a particular node to map
actions into intermediate or final outcomes.
authorize channels of communication among participants in
positions and specify the language and form in which
communication will take place.
prescribe how benefits and costs are to be distributed to
participants in positions.

Table 2.1: Seven Rule Categories for Institutional Analysis, from Ostrom (1986)8

examples from my fieldwork to illustrate the ways these institutions function “on the
ground” and to exemplify the range of variation that exists among the recovered
businesses I learned about through the course of my research.
My decision to divide recovered businesses into the three categories of
“consensus,” “democratic,” and “corporate” cooperatives will no doubt draw criticism
from those who view such a move as eliding the complex, ever-becoming, immanent
nature of social relations. However, for analytical purposes, this temporary construction
of (porous) semantic barriers allows me to describe a range of daily practices with a
clarity that may prove useful for readers hoping to come away with a summary of
collective action strategies emergent among protagonists in the recovered business
movement. To detail each and every individual practice would be impractical, while
utilizing the single label of “cooperative” to describe all recovered businesses would
ignore the variation that does exist. My choice to contrast “democratic” and “corporate”
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cooperatives further partakes of the distinction made by Heller9 and others1011, and noted
earlier, between recovered businesses and the “false” cooperatives that have dominated
Argentina’s cooperative movement for decades. Still, any analytical abstraction and
categorization should be viewed critically, and my choice of these categories should in no
way be construed as an indictment of, or argument against, the analytical strategies
utilized by others.

“CONSENSUS”

(strong)----“DEMOCRATIC”----(weak)


more participation &
individual decision
making power

“CORPORATE”
less participation &
individual decision
making power

Figure 2: Types of Cooperative by Level of
Worker Participation in Decisions

Implementation Level Institutions: Consensus Cooperatives
In my research, the only recovered business that both claimed and appeared to
function by consensus was Chilavert, the recovered print shop, though there may be
others. Furthermore, a number of my informants claimed that the vast majority of
decisions in their businesses were made by consensus, and that only in rare cases did the
assembly end up resorting to a majority vote. Workers at the Brukman suit factory, the
Grissinopoli breadstick factory, the La Argentina bakery, the editing house called
CEFOMAR, Hospital Israelita, and the transport company, El Petróleo, all estimated that
more than 70% of their decisions were made by unanimous consensus of all workers in
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assembly. This suggests an impressive level of common purpose among the members of
these cooperatives. But for an organization like Chilavert, which makes all
implementation level choices by consensus, this decision making model holds some
specific consequences for the various types of institutional rules in play.
In a consensus cooperative, all collective decisions regarding operational rules are
made by unanimous approval; otherwise, no rule is formally established. This in no way
implies, however, that informal operational rules are not in play—simply that formal
decisions about implementing or changing operational institutions do not take effect
without consensus. Consensus may also take the form of a unanimous lack of action,
allowing informal or formal operational level institutions to continue without objection; if
no one objects to an operational practice, this effectively amounts to unanimous approval.
Perhaps the greatest consequence of the consensus model involves Authority
rules. No individual, nor sub-group of individuals, may decide to formally change
operational rules. This has the effect of diffusing power across all participants in the
enterprise, and changes the character of authority vested in management positions. While
Position rules may establish, as per Cooperative Law, the positions of president,
secretary, and treasurer, the consensus model effectively eliminates any special decision
making authority attached to holders of those titles. Moreover, the procedures involved
in assigning people to such positions—i.e., Boundary rules—also derive from this diffuse
authority. For a person to hold one of these positions, everyone, including the position
holder, must agree.
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Not surprisingly, the lack of authority embedded in such “official” positions
renders the position practically meaningless in terms of the function of the business. In
fact, at the implementation level, formal Position rules in a consensus cooperative tend to
be adopted solely for compliance with the bureaucratic requirements of the law, rather
than as an indication of implementation level decision making power. In actual practice,
everyone has roughly the same position: cooperative member with equal decision
making power.
Where power can be concentrated in an individual, even with a consensus
decision making model—and this is true of any kind of organization—are positions that
involve the acquisition or possession of specialized knowledge. For example, the
treasurer may know more about the cooperative’s financial situation than any other
member, and thus may have a greater influence than others on decisions that involve
expenditures. A worker with specialized knowledge of a machine may likewise have
strong influence over decisions to purchase parts for it, if it begins to wear or break down.
This “mutual enwrapping, interaction and interdependence of power and knowledge,” as
captured in Foucault’s concept of “power/knowledge,” may place some actors, even in a
consensus cooperative, in privileged positions during the decision making process.12
Pushing back against this tendency, at least in the case of a consensus cooperative
like Chilavert, are open and egalitarian Information rules. Anyone, for example, may
examine the accounting books at any time, to facilitate informed collective decision
making. During assemblies, a worker making a proposal may find himself answering
detailed questions so that others can better evaluate the merits of the suggestion. During
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the assemblies I attended at Chilavert, which took place at the end of each work day,
discussion was free and open, usually over a cup of yerba mate, with no established
formal structure for requesting and sharing information. Even I, as an outsider, was
welcome to ask any question and receive an answer. I was even allowed to view the
cooperative’s balance sheets.
In practice, among Chilavert’s members, a high level of mutual trust permeates
their interactions. This level of trust may translate into a sort of complacency about
Information rules; rather then check the books, other workers are apt to accept the
treasurer at his word. The attitude of the eight Chilavert workers towards one another
acknowledges their interdependence, and has no doubt been influenced by the shared
experience of occupying and expropriating the print shop. Candido, one of the eight
members, says, “[w]e take care of each other, and make decisions together. We always
try to be as horizontal as possible, with everyone participating equally.”13 This spirit of
inclusion and mutual aid turns out to be present in many recovered businesses, and we
will investigate this further through the rest of this dissertation.
The high amount of inclusion inherent in Chilavert’s decision making process has
implications for all implementation level rules, and Scope rules are no exception. In the
consensus situation, the assembly’s scope is virtually unlimited, not only at the
implementation level but at the operational level, as well. Any and all outcomes can be
affected by assembly decisions, from whether or not to accept a new contract, to how
much money should be spent on new silkscreens, to how much building space should be
set aside for a community school. This means that, at least in Chilavert’s version of a
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consensus cooperative, many day-to-day operational level decisions are actually made by
the assembly, and so the line between implementation level institutions and operational
level institutions tends to blur. The members could, of course, collectively decide to
delegate operational level decision making authority to an individual or sub-group, and
sometimes they do. For example, one worker, Fermín, usually handles the purchasing of
silkscreens. But a large number of operational level decisions are undertaken by, or at
least approved by, the workers in assembly. And because the assembly includes all
members in the process of consensus, this means that the scope of each individual’s
decisions at the implementation level is as broad as that of the assembly itself. By
joining in consensus, each member shares in affecting a great many possible outcomes at
the operational level. Conversely, by withholding agreement, any member may
effectively veto the decisions of all others, which also affects outcomes across a broad
range of possible options.
In general, though, the consensus model used at Chilavert works smoothly, with
non-confrontational discussions among friendly cooperateurs resulting in agreement
about what actions to take to run the business. But the consensus model definitely places
extra demands on all members by means of Aggregation rules. Aggregation rules, at the
implementation level, specify what decision making process—including which members
will participate—will be used in various circumstances to effect rules for action at the
operational level. Where the consensus model’s Scope rules allow the assembly of
workers to impact all aspects of business operations, the consensus model’s Aggregation
rules actually require that the workers convene assemblies and achieve consensus before
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modifying any operational rule. Also, as noted above, Chilavert’s assembly often makes
collective decisions at the operational level. Since even a small business like Chilavert
will face numerous decisions every day, the insistence on consensus-by-assembly
imposes a kind of decision making “overhead” far greater than that of the non-consensus
democratic cooperatives we will consider below. How are Chilavert’s workers able to
make their consensus model work without taking an unreasonable amount of time away
from basic business operations?
One part of the answer has to do with the small number of people involved and
the rapport they have established over years of working together, making decisions by
consensus. But another important part of the answer has to do with the spatial
peculiarities of their workplace. The Chilavert print shop is a single open room, perhaps
twenty meters by thirty meters, with administrative office space contained in a room
delimited by floor-to-ceiling glass windows. At any given moment, all the cooperative
members can see any of the others, catch their attention, or simply walk across the room
to have a chat. Ad hoc meetings may occur at any time, attended by any interested
parties. This may explain why Fermín told me that they tend to make collective decisions
“on the fly,”14 or why Candido describes the cooperative as being “in a permanent
assembly.”15
At the end of each working day, everyone gathers near the printing machines in
the middle of the room to drink mate and talk through decisions that still need to be
made. Ernesto, one of the members who spend a lot of time on accounting and contract
management, explains how it works, after years of daily practice: “We’re still making
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decisions collectively, and now some of the meetings are thematic, based on having to
take care of this or that need. No one gets tired of making decisions. No one!”16
All in all, the consensus-driven decision making process exemplified by Chilavert
workers seems to function well enough to keep the business operating, and to do so
without requiring inordinate amounts of time to resolve issues before the assembly. In
fact, at least during the meetings which I attended, the assembly seemed suspiciously like
a group of friends chatting over a beer (and beer does occasionally make an appearance
in place of yerba mate). And yet, in a conventional capitalist business, workers would be
far more likely to punch the clock and go home at five o’clock, rather than spend another
half hour or hour making workplace management decisions. This brings us to another
rule category to explore at the implementation level: Payoff rules.
Payoff rules, as noted in Table 2.1, above, establish how individuals in different
positions realize costs and benefits as a result of those positions. In the consensus
situation, since each individual is in a roughly equal position as implementation-level
decision maker, they tend to share the costs and benefits of that co-equal responsibility.
One cost that all members of Chilavert incur, for example, is measured in the extra time
they spend meeting and making decisions, which might otherwise be free time if they
simply worked for wages. One benefit that all share, perhaps, is pride of achievement
when they realize their collective actions have succeeded in providing livelihoods for
themselves and their compañeros. Of course, some “costs” and “benefits” may be
entirely subjective; one person may dislike the extra responsibilities required to
participate in collective decision making: time spent debating, time spent gathering
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information to make an informed decision, and so on. And yet it seems that, for the
workers of Chilavert, the new positions they hold as equal partners pay off in benefits
that outweigh these costs. Speaking for his comrades, Candido says, “we have fun,
because we do our own things. It’s a different environment, a different relationship.
None of us would consider working under a boss again.”17 The experience of consensus
decision making has changed their attitudes about work, and it’s a change they seem to
like.
In many ways, though, the “consensus cooperative” is an ideal construct; it is the
extreme form of a participatory democratic organization. Individual involvement in
decision making processes is maximized, while at the same time individual power to
make decisions unilaterally is minimized. Very few recovered businesses even hold up
the consensus model as their goal. Instead, while workers often seek consensus, they
accept from the outset that final decisions will sometimes require a vote, and that some
decision making authority at the implementation level is best delegated to a sub-group of
managers for logistical reasons. These “democratic cooperatives” include nearly all of
the recovered businesses with which I am familiar, and it is to their implementation level
institutions that we now turn.

Implementation Level Institutions: Democratic Cooperatives
Most recovered businesses, at the implementation level, provide for decision
making to be divided between the management council and the assembly, with greater or
lesser amounts of authority delegated to the elected management. In fact, the key
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variable in the distribution of decision making power within democratic cooperatives is
the degree to which the consejo is subordinate to the general assembly of all workers.
Recovered businesses that adopt a strong participation model tend to make more
decisions by assembly, while those with a weak participation model tend to have fewer
assemblies and permit management greater latitude to make decisions that have
operational level impacts. Where the consensus model blurred the line between
implementation and operational level institutions, the non-consensus, democratic forms
of cooperative organization more clearly delineate the two levels by establishing more
formal protocols for each of the rule types we have defined.
Perhaps the most extreme example of strong participation in a non-consensus
democratic form is that of the Brukman suit factory’s cooperative. According to my
informants at Brukman, implementation level institutions call for everyone to be involved
in all decisions. In other words, the management consejo has no decision making
authority at all, and general assemblies handle everything:
Management doesn’t exist here, because the cooperative has a commission—the
president, treasurer, secretary, and síndico—only in order to sign documents for
the outside. Here, on the inside, we are all equals. Here, no one calls the shots
more than anyone else; we are all workers; we are all members and future
members. We are all equals. So, I tell you that here, all decisions are made in the
assembly. We hold an assembly whenever it is necessary, and we do not let the
commission of the cooperative take control as management—we don’t permit
that.18
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Unlike Chilavert’s workers, however, the women (and these days, a few men) of
Brukman “make decisions by vote, by a show of hands. Like it or not, the point is that
you have to vote, and those who win, win; it has to be done, and you have to accept the
votes of your comrades and be respectful.”19 True to form, my own visit to Brukman
took over a week to arrange, since my request to visit the factory and conduct interviews
had to be considered and voted on in a general assembly.
But most recovered business workers tend to be less militant in this regard, and in
all registered (or aspiring) cooperatives in Argentina, even for appearances at Brukman,
Position rules in a democratic cooperative establish a president, secretary, and treasurer.
The Cooperative Law, however, does allow for other positions to be created by the
members of the cooperative, and many recovered businesses have done so, usually
through discussion and votes in a general assembly. Typical added positions include that
of the síndico, who acts as a kind of watchdog on management activities and represents
non-management workers on the council, and vocales, who act as additional advisors and
voting council members. In businesses with a complex division of labor, management
positions may include sector chiefs, who represent the workers involved in one particular
part of the production chain. Some cooperatives go beyond establishing a single
management council, and create positions in separate representative bodies, as when
síndicos and vocales form a separate “social council,” that observes and advises the
management council and issues reports to the general population of members.
Boundary rules, in a democratic cooperative, allow members to occupy the
positions of president, secretary, and treasurer only by approval of a majority of the
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general assembly. In practice, most other management council positions must also be
approved by assembly vote, but there are some exceptions. In the case of sector chiefs or
coordinators, for example, these consejo members may be elected by workers in each
sector, or sometimes nominated by sector workers and then subject to general assembly
approval. Moreover, Boundary rules at this level specify how and when people leave
their positions, and all recovered businesses establish a fixed term of service for elected
positions, after which each manager-member must be re-elected by the assembly in order
to retain the position. For president, secretary, and treasurer, the Cooperative Law
stipulates a maximum term of three years, though several recovered businesses have
adopted rules that call for elections every year or two years. At the recovered financial
newspaper, Comercio y Justicia, they have gone even further:
The managers are chosen annually, with rotation each year. Nobody can hold a
management position for more than two years…. The idea is for everybody to
participate in the newspaper’s management. The assemblies are biweekly, and
the management council was expanded. Instead of three members, there are
seven.20
Implementation level Boundary rules at many recovered businesses also allow for
the recall of elected managers by the assembly, prior to the expiration of their terms. At
the former Penn Controls factory, for example, the cooperative’s president explained that,
while elections are held “every three years, according to the letter of the law…in all
assembly meetings the continuity of the consejo is put before the assembly for
consideration.”21 Likewise, at Hotel BAUEN, a janitorial worker told me that, although
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managers are elected to three year terms, “if the assembly sees that he doesn’t work like
he should be . . . it will suspend him or remove him from the office he holds, the mandate
that the cooperative gave him.”22 At IMPA, as well, a vote of no-confidence in
management can be held by the assembly at any time:
Independently, the assembly can revoke the mandates of all of them, at any
moment. [The consejo] is always subject to the mandate of the assembly. The
assembly can, at any time, change the council membership, all or in part.23
The ability of the assembly to remove a manager before the completion of his or
her term brings us next to the issue of Authority rules. Implementation level Authority
rules in a democratic cooperative tend to restrict the power of management, distributing
at least some of that decision making power among non-management members. This, in
turn, also affects the scope of management’s impact on operational level institutions. In
other words, Authority and Scope rules are closely related, and both deal with the issue of
the concentration of decision making power.
Authority rules, as we have defined them above, establish what actions may be
taken by the holder of a given position. In democratic cooperatives, the occupants of
management positions make decisions about how the business should operate. Scope
rules, however determine what outcomes may actually be affected. Different
cooperatives set different limits on what decisions may be made by managers and nonmanagers, and either restrict or allow managers and non-managers to act on those
decisions. For example, some recovered businesses give the consejo the authority to
select new cooperative members from a pool of applicants, but limits its scope of action
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to presenting their selections to the assembly for approval by majority vote. In
cooperatives with very strong participation of members, the assembly may have the
authority to approve or reject nearly all management decisions, or even assign mandatory
tasks to the council members. At the recovered business, Union y Fuerza, for example,
members found a way to deal with conflicts between the elected management and the rest
of the workers:
They decided to change the Administrative Council, and, instead of the Council
making decisions and then informing the assembly, the process was inverted—
decisions began to be made collectively for the Council to carry out. Conflict
resolved.24
While this arrangement is rather extreme in its circumscription of the consejo’s
authority and scope, all recovered business cooperatives impose limits of some kind.
Even at the “corporate” end of the continuum, the management council is ultimately
limited by the ability of the assembly to vote for a change every few years, and it must
put at least some few recommendations before the assembly for approval. In most cases,
though, the scope and authority of the management council to make and act on
operational decisions depends on the “importance” of the decision in terms of its impact
on the cooperative. Of course, which decisions are “important” enough to warrant the
oversight of the assembly must be defined in some manner. This, too, varies from group
to group
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At most recovered businesses, monetary expenditure plays some role in
determining management’s independent scope of action. At Hotel BAUEN, for example,
the rules restrict that scope depending on the amount of money involved:
If there is some necessary investment, less than 500 pesos, for that the consejo
decides on its own; there’s no need to bring it to assembly because these are small
things. So, in order to not be calling an assembly every few minutes, this goes to
the consejo and they meet and make a decision. But when the amount of money
goes higher than 2,000 pesos, then the assembly as a whole has to make the
decision….25
At the former Adidas shoe factory, the assembly considers “anything that has to do with
money.”26 At Huesitos Wildes, a recently recovered factory that makes dog food and pet
treats, a consejo member explains:
When there’s an important decision to make, the consejo calls an assembly. They
present the plan, and they ask the members if they agree, say, if it looks good to
make an investment or a purchase. We propose the project, and it’s always
decided in assembly.27
For most recovered businesses, a further monetary concern that requires assembly
approval is the amount of worker compensation.
But money, alone, does not determine the level of importance of a decision.
Some questions commonly resolved by assembly votes include the admission of new
members, disciplinary actions (including suspensions and expulsions), and production
targets. Many informants could quickly list the kinds of decisions made in assembly, as
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opposed to those delegated to the consejo on its own. At a recovered factory that
processes raw hides into finished leather, the cooperative president acknowledged that the
management council made “urgent” or “minor” decisions, but outlined the kinds of
decisions undertaken by the full assembly of 43 members:
In assembly we decide the remuneration we will receive. If there is a disciplinary
matter, the assembly decides whether and how to sanction a comrade. We discuss
how the work week went, what quantity of hides came in, how much leather went
out, how much was paid out in earnings. Also, how things go with the
machinery—if it’s good, if it’s bad, if something needs repair, if we have to invest
money in a machine to repair it—if we have to buy some equipment…. All these
things are decided in assembly.28
Other cooperatives also reported that their general assemblies make similar decisions by
majority vote.
However, as many of my informants noted, the obligations of production often
make it impractical to call an assembly of all workers to debate and vote on matters
related to daily operations. And, after all, the very idea of delegating management tasks
to a consejo implies a certain collective trust that elected representatives will make
decisions in the best interests of all members—especially given that the privilege of
management might be revoked in a subsequent election or a vote of no-confidence. So,
while cooperatives with strong worker participation at the implementation level place
more constraints on the scope and authority of elected managers, those with weaker
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participation at the implementation level allow for greater decision making authority and
scope.
The president of the Grissinopoli cooperative, for example, reports that the
consejo makes nearly all decisions involving transactions: “Here, it’s all done in the
administration. They do sales, they do purchasing, they handle payments and collect
from clients. It’s all in the administration. They decide these things.”29 Unlike
Chilavert’s worksite, the physical space of the Grissinopoli factory is sharply divided
between the production floor, at ground level, and a suite of administrative offices on the
upper floor. These offices don’t even have a window that looks out on the manufacturing
area. In contrast to the space dedicated to the work of the consejo, the bottom floor is:
all production. There are two people in administration and thirteen people down
below. Now there are people from outside that we took in to work. There are
fourteen people from outside, who work in production.30
The extent to which spatial arrangements like this one influence cooperative practice is a
compelling question, to which we will return.
But even with these divisions, Grissinpoli’s president insists that the group as a
whole does meet to handle “problems” when they arise:
The cooperative is made up of the management council, which is the president,
secretary, and treasurer, and the síndico. But here, since there are few of us,
everything gets resolved between everyone, and we discuss any and all topics.
And we meet. At first, we were always assembled because there was no work.
Since then, because work has started coming in, we meet less, but we discuss and
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comment on things. If there is any problem to solve, we talk it over and we solve
it.31
Among the problems the assembly takes up are matters of workplace discipline,
including absenteeism (i.e., the “free rider problem”), and how much to pay the hired
non-members that have been brought in.
At the former Penn Controls factory, now owned and operated by the Cooperativa
11 de Noviembre, the management council also has a great deal of decision making
authority and scope. According to the cooperative’s draft internal regulations,
“economic, industrial, and financial management shall depend on the Council of
Administration,” and it can impose disciplinary sanctions on individual workers, hire
short term specialists and consultants, ratify or reject workers’ choices for sector
coordinators, and reassign workers from one position to another. In general, the consejo
“is responsible for the order, discipline, and good state of the cooperative.”32 On the
other hand, the consejo is also required to comply with resolutions passed by the
assembly of workers, which at 11 de Noviembre comprises some eighty members, and
which convenes to hear reports from the managers every two weeks. Also, as noted
previously, each year, at the ordinary general assembly, members hold a vote of
confidence in the consejo, as a way of pressuring the management not to abuse their
power. So, even a cooperative with a relatively powerful management council maintains
some checks and balances on its scope and authority.
Regardless of where a recovered business falls on the continuum between
consensus and corporate models, the tension between the consejo and the workers’
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assembly makes Aggregation rules particularly important. In order for the assembly to
approve, reject, or overturn a management decision, all workers must be able to meet and
vote on binding decisions. The degree to which members may actually participate in
decision making depends a great deal on implementation level institutions that establish
how, when, and where people can congregate to discuss, debate, and finally settle on their
choices.
As with other institutions, Aggregation rules vary across recovered businesses in
terms of formality and informality, and may be affected by the requirements of the
production process and the spatial qualities of the workplace. Groups with high levels of
participation tend to hold assemblies more often, and non-managers can often convene
such meetings, though some businesses have sought to place restrictions on how an
extraordinary general assembly may be called. The draft of internal regulations at the
former Penn Controls factory, for example, allows for non-management workers to
convene an assembly, but only if ten percent of all members sign a declaration and
present it to the consejo. Groups with lower levels of participation tend to have fewer
assemblies, and may only officially convene when summoned by the management
council. All legally constituted cooperatives, of course, must convene at least one
ordinary assembly per year, but rules governing other assemblies may be formally
adopted by the cooperative with the approval of a majority of its members. When formal
Aggregation rules are few or lacking, a fairly common situation, the assembly process
may be quite fluid, as in the case of the recovered auto parts factory, 19 de Diciembre,
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where “sometimes assemblies are called because people request them; if no one asks for
one, then we don’t have an assembly.”33
In practice, however, the majority of informants reported that assemblies were
most often convened by the consejo. While some reported great flexibility in the timing
of assemblies, most acknowledged that the need to operate the business sometimes
imposes time constraints that preclude very frequent general meetings. In some
enterprises, especially those that operate around the clock, these constraints make it
difficult for all members to meet simultaneously, which may mean that decisions are
made by only a fraction of the worker-members. Hospital Israelita, with a membership of
140, provides a good example. When asked about the frequency of assemblies, my chief
informant, a consejo member, explained:
[We hold assemblies] at any time we need to. If there’s something urgent, for
example, if some work proposal comes our way, we evaluate it among everybody.
Generally, this happens about once a week…. But usually in our assemblies,
there aren’t 140 people because at that moment, for example, there are people
working, and these people aren’t present. Generally, there is an average of 70
people. Those who decide are the ones who are present, those who are there in
the assembly. And it isn’t like, “I wasn’t there and you were,” no—you have to
comply with and take into account what was decided.34
At Gráfica Patricios, the recovered print shop, assemblies are convened by the consejo,
but take place much less frequently because, according to my informant, a non-consejo
member, “you can’t hold an assembly every month because the amount of work time
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doesn’t allow it. The volume of work doesn’t permit it every month, but maybe every
month and a half or two months.”35
Still, in many cases, elected managers had adopted a semi-regular assembly
schedule, at which the consejo might present proposals and other members might raise
issues that concern them, and some of these schedules were relatively frequent. Over half
of the businesses I visited held monthly scheduled assemblies, and nearly a quarter of
them met every week or two weeks. The fact that the timing and frequency of assemblies
tends to be determined by the management council didn’t seem to trouble my primary
informants, though that shouldn’t be too surprising, considering that most of them were
either coop presidents or elected managers.
Even so, among non-management informants, some expressed an implicit trust
that the elected members would act in good faith, and that the ability of assembled
workers to review and approve or reject management proposals amounted to genuine
collective decision making. At the landscaping Cooperativa UST, for example, where the
assembly meets once a month and all members earn equal hourly pay, a machinist
explained his understanding of the power relationships between consejo and general
assembly, and how the implementation level Aggregation rules tend to work out:
The management council, or what would be the board of directors in a private
company—here it is the management council—what it does is orient the
assembly, orient the members, the cooperative, in a better direction, the direction
that looks best to them. Then, the compañeros decide if they want to take this
direction or not. But if the course suggested by the council isn’t taken, and that
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turns out to be the wrong choice, it isn’t the management council’s fault; it’s the
fault of the majority that decided to do something other than what the council
proposed.
Always, we bring it out into the open. The choices we make, we make as
a whole and, if it works out badly, that was the whole’s decision. And if it works
out well, it’s the whole’s decision, too.36
Clearly, such an arrangement depends on the consejo fulfilling its obligation to bring its
proposals to the assembly when appropriate, and yet the question of when it is
“appropriate” is often left for the consejo to decide. For the non-managers to maintain
trust in the management council, for them to have confidence that the consejo isn’t taking
on too much authority, there must be institutions that allow the assembly members to
keep track of managers’ actions. They must be able to confirm that the consejo does, in
fact, bring proposals to the assembly when “important” decisions are at stake, and that
lesser decisions are being handled well. This brings us to a critical factor that might
either facilitate or stifle the ability of cooperative members to exercise their decision
making authority: Information rules.
In most recovered businesses, some effort is made to ensure that non-managers
can make well-informed decisions during assembly meetings. The dissemination of
information by the consejo to the whole can also serve as a way for management to build
and maintain trust, as mentioned above. Rebón, in his interviews with recovered business
workers, found that “confidence in the process was expressed in phrases like . . . ‘more
democratic and transparent.”37 Rules for ensuring such transparency may be more or less
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formally declared, but most recovered businesses require the consejo to report at least
some of their activities and findings to the rest of the cooperative. At Hotel BAUEN, for
example, a member of the housecleaning staff, referring to one of the elected managers,
told me:
Sure, the compañero can represent us on the outside, so we don’t all have to go
and so we don’t have to leave our posts; but then, he has to tell in an assembly
what was discussed, what he said, how he represented us, and all that.38
At the least participatory end of the continuum, as in the case of the “corporate
cooperative” we will consider below, the consejo might provide a report only once per
year, at the ordinary general assembly required by the Cooperative Law. In fact, the rules
governing what information must be presented at the annual assembly comprise the one
set of formal Information rules adopted by all recovered business cooperatives. Even in
cooperatives like Cefomar, an editing house where the fifteen members hold monthly
assemblies and often make decisions informally, the annual ordinary assembly follows
the legally required information protocol:
And once per year, we hold the Ordinary Assembly, in which the sindica must
present her report, and the consejo must report on all its activities. This is the
ordinary assembly, which approves the balance sheet or not, which approves all
these things, and it’s one time per year.39
Likewise, at Cooperativa 19 de Diciembre, “it is required to hold an ordinary assembly to
present all the balance sheets. The accountant keeps them and presents the balance so all
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the members are informed.”40 In many cases, however, the management council takes
further steps to provide even more information to the rest of the members.
In many recovered businesses, the regular or semi-regular assemblies held
through the rest of the year function as forums for information exchange. At Hospital
Israelita, “some assemblies are for information, and others are for making decisions.”41
And, as noted earlier, the management council usually decides when and for what reasons
to hold these information sessions. At a company with fairly strong worker participation
at the implementation level, as at Ghelco, the entire cooperative may meet once a week to
receive managers’ reports. Even at cooperatives where the consejo has broad scope and
authority to act, as at the Campichuelo print shop, managers may decide to hold regular
information sessions for the sake of transparency:
We have a monthly meeting where everyone, all 42 members, listen—and share
their opinions, because it’s an assembly format, or make suggestions—to
economic reports, training information, reports on purchases. All this information
is presented so it is all very clear, so there’s no room for doubt, for someone to
think somebody was acting out of the ordinary. All this is then recorded as
minutes of the meeting and signed.
An example is the purchase of a new machine: we investigate prices, get
quotes from three companies and we see which choice is expedient, and once we
[the consejo members] vote for the purchase of the machine, we give a report to
all the members. And we tell them, “We’re going to buy this machine because
the consejo believes that this machine will help with work and everything else,”
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and we give everyone the details.42
Informational assemblies allow for production to continue without interruption, but also
allow the non-managers to be able to make informed voting decisions in other
assemblies. And, as the quote from Campichuelo illustrates, informational assemblies
need not be simply a one-way report from management to the rest of the cooperative;
they also serve as a way for consejo members to receive feedback on their decisions and
assess the level of confidence the other members have in their actions.
Some recovered businesses, however—especially those with certain spatial
characteristics or complex and divided labor processes—distribute information by other
means than frequent informative assemblies. At CUC, the former Adidas shoe factory,
my contact told me that the size of the factory, with its 140 members and distinct and
spatially separated production lines, made frequent assemblies impractical. Instead, the
consejo prints and distributes a weekly written report:
Each week, we track all the details of where the money is, how many hours are
paid, how many unpaid, what happened with this, what happened with that. This
all goes in the weekly summary.43
When the entire cooperative does hold an assembly, these reports allow them to be better
informed from the beginning, though these weekly reports are an entirely one-way
channel of communication.
A slightly more “two-way” channel of communication that exists in many
recovered businesses resides in the position of síndico. The síndico, as described earlier,
acts as a liaison between the consejo and the rest of the cooperative members. The
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síndico is elected by a vote of the general assembly, and may either serve as part of the
management council, as an observer, or as part of a watchdog “social council” that issues
reports on management activities to the rest of the cooperative. Moreover, the existence
of a síndico need not preclude or replace other means of disseminating information;
CUC, which distributes its weekly report, also has a síndico on its management council,
and holds informative assemblies several times a year. Síndicos’ reports come in a
variety of forms, from regularly published documents, to impromptu discussions on the
production floor, to merely being available to answer questions from interested members.
While the liaison function does allow for a síndico to bring worker concerns to the
management council, the position can become, more or less, a spokesperson’s position
for the council rather than for the other members. In some businesses, the síndico does
almost entirely replace the assembly as a channel for distributing consejo information.
During an interview at El Petróleo, for example, the recovered transportation company
whose 71 members operate local and long distance bus service, the cooperative’s
president explained the síndico’s role:
I mean, we should be able to have an assembly each month, an extraordinary one.
What we do now, though, is only meetings of the consejo, where the síndico
participates…. And the position of the síndico is the person who has to monitor
us. Overall, we are lacking in assemblies during the year—we always usually
hold them; it isn’t that never have any—it’s just that they are so much bigger than
the meetings we have as the management council. And by way of the síndico, the
members get information about what’s going on in the business, about some
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commercial operation or costs, income, expenses…. Not in minute detail, but it’s
at least always being reported.44
This informant further suggested that the spatial distribution of the work involved,
including driving buses at multiple locations around Neuquén province, staffing ticket
offices in different cities, and maintaining a garage with mechanics, made it difficult to
bring all the members together. Thus, extraordinary assemblies would only be called if
the consejo had a proposal that involved large expenditures, and the síndico would
remain the primary source of information on management activities.
Still, through a combination of informative assemblies, announcements, and the
office of síndico and/or a social council, most recovered businesses I studied seemed to
have achieved a level of transparency and accountability in management greater than
many, perhaps most, capitalist enterprises. The critical matter of Information and
Aggregation rules, however, does help to determine whether a cooperative functions
democratically, or whether it begins to drift into “corporate” territory, the characteristics
of which we will explore below. It is telling to note that, in two cases where informants
expressed concern over the consejo’s potential abuse of power, the concerns were
expressed in terms of segregated meetings and/or withholding of information. A
Brukman worker, expressing her distrust of management, complained that managers “can
go into the office any time they need to, in order to control everything, no? Because they
are given the power to do that. From there, they start getting arrogant, and we will not
allow that to happen.”45 A contracted worker at Hotel BAUEN in 2008, during a long
and meandering conversation about the “secret history” of the cooperative, complained to
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me that the management council had stopped reporting financial information in assembly
on a regular basis, and described plans for a group of workers to demand accountability
in the next general meeting. As he put it, the consejo members were starting to “act like
they own the place.”46
The final rule type, Payoff rules, requires a consideration of what costs and
benefits might come with different positions. This, like everything else, varies from
place to place, from group to group. In some cooperatives, the management positions do
not relieve one of the obligation to work on the production floor, and that adds up to extra
hours of labor. In others, consejo members hold dedicated positions that “free” them
from other work. Apart from the measurable quantity of time invested, however, there
remain the intangibles, like extra respect (or loss thereof) among other members, personal
satisfaction or stress connected with increased responsibility, and the burdens and
rewards that come with power. For non-management workers in a recovered business
with strong participation, they too might incur the burden of having to spend extra time in
assemblies, and studying reports in order to make informed collective decisions. It
should be noted that payoffs, at the implementation level, do not refer to differences in
monetary compensation between managers and other workers; that is a rule decided at the
implementation level, but functional at the operational level and, as such, we will
consider it in a later section of this chapter.
For now, let us close this review of implementation level institutions in
democratic cooperatives by summarizing them in a diagram. Figure 2, below, shows the
typical elements which may be present at this level, though one should remember that a
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great deal of variation exists across actual recovered businesses. Arrows representing
Boundary rules depict individuals moving into or out of management positions, while
arrows representing Information rules are of two types: solid and dashed. Solid arrows
depict information flows that are more or less guaranteed to be present (e.g., if a social
council or sindico exists, there will be information exchanges with the management
council and information delivered to non-management workers); dashed arrows indicate
information flows that may or may not be present, depending on the level of participation

Boundary Rules

Nonmanagement
Workers

Management
Council (Consejo)
president, secretary,
treasurer, advisors

Social Council
síndico monitors the
consejo, reports to
other members

Information Rules

Aggregation, Scope & Authority Rules

GENERAL ASSEMBLY (ALL MEMBERS)

Position & Payoff Rules

Figure 3: Implementation Level Decision Making Framework
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of all cooperative members (e.g., the dashed arrow between the consejo and nonmanagement workers indicates that Information rules may or may not ensure a two-way
exchange of information between these groups).
The rules that do exist in these cooperatives may be formally established, as a
written charter of by-laws, or “internal regulations,” but only a few had actually adopted
such a formal document. Instead, registered cooperatives may be established with a very
general document, filed with the government, which declares their compliance with the
national Cooperative Law, and names the three legally required officers of the consejo.
Although many informants spoke of plans to adopt more detailed internal regulations,
few had actually completed draft proposals, and those that were drafted often focused on
operational rules for workplace discipline. We will cover these and other matters when
we examine operational rules.
For most recovered businesses, then, the rules that govern decision making at the
implementation level tend to be fairly loosely defined in principle, and applied with
flexibility and variation in practice. Decision making can be either more or less inclusive
of the entire body of workers, and the institutions that call for or restrict aggregation and
information sharing go a long way towards determining the power of management in
setting operational rules. While, at one end of a continuum of participation, the
consensus model represents the ultimate in both inclusion and diffusion of power,
democratic models exhibit a range of participatory options and concentration of power by
means of Authority and Scope rules. But at the other end of the continuum, where power
and participation begin to emulate the arrangements typical among capitalist-owned
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businesses, we encounter the least inclusive, most management-empowered model: the
“corporate cooperative.”

Implementation Level Institutions: Corporate Cooperatives
Just as the consensus cooperative exemplifies the extreme participatory form of
implementation level institutions, a corporate cooperative represents the most limited
participation at this level. Assemblies take place rarely, perhaps only once a year as per
the Cooperative Law’s minimum requirements for an annual “ordinary” assembly. The
decisions the assembly may undertake are extremely limited in scope, and determined by
the management council. A Chilavert worker described this kind of institutional
arrangement as characteristic of a “cooperativa patronal,” or a “cooperative with a
boss.”47
Clearly, the point at which a cooperative’s implementation level institutions bring
it into “corporate cooperative” territory could be debated at length. However, one would
at least suppose that, for the term to be meaningful, a corporate cooperative would be
barely distinguishable from a typical capitalist enterprise in terms of how power is
distributed in the decision making process. One would expect implementation level rules
to severely restrict the participation of non-management workers, making them little
more than wage laborers. In a corporate cooperative, one would expect to see tensions
between management and non-management workers analogous to the tensions between
capitalist and wage earner that exist in a non-cooperative business. Workers might even
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be actively discouraged from taking an active role in the few assemblies that do take
place.
In a corporate cooperative, at the implementation level, Position rules establish a
management council very similar to those of other, more democratic cooperatives. The
standard positions of president, VP, and treasurer must be present, along with other
positions approved by the assembly of workers that establish the cooperative. Boundary
rules, likewise, follow the same pattern as those of democratic cooperatives: the
workers’ assembly votes for people to assume those management positions, and people
can be voted out of office at the end of a term of service.
At the implementation level, the identifying characteristic of a corporate
cooperative is that the management council is imbued by Authority and Scope rules with
a great deal of decision making power. The admission or dismissal of cooperative
members, operational level payoff rules (i.e. setting of worker compensation),
purchasing, negotiation of contracts—all these decisions and more might be undertaken
by the management council without approval by assembly. Aggregation rules further
provide for this consejo to be the primary decision making body by allowing it to limit
the number and timing of general worker assemblies and by making it difficult or
impossible for non-management workers to convene such an assembly. As noted above,
the national Cooperative Law requires a single ordinary assembly to be held each year.
Mechanisms for calling other, “extraordinary,” assemblies depend on each business and
its own Aggregation rules, and the corporate cooperative has few, if any extraordinary
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assemblies. When they do take place, they are almost exclusively convened by the
consejo.
Similarly, Information rules in a corporate cooperative are more restrictive than
those in democratic cooperatives. The Cooperative Law stipulates a minimum amount of
information that must be revealed by the consejo at each annual ordinary assembly, and a
corporate cooperative’s management reveals little more than what is required, except for
what might cast the consejo in a favorable light. Otherwise, the implementation level
decision making process may remain more or less opaque to the non-management
workers, as in any capitalist firm. Finally, limiting the number of assemblies, as
described above, in itself constitutes a strategy for restricting how information might be
shared between workers-as-a-group. Unless some people organize an informal general
assembly outside of normal working hours—and everyone attends—there will be no
other venue for producing and sharing information through collective debate and
discussion. While the corporate cooperative is definitely more transparent with
information than many capitalist companies, restrictions on venues for receiving and
acting on that information make the corporate cooperative more like a privately owned
company than a collectively owned democratic coop, at least from the perspective of
management institutions.
While other recovered businesses may fall into this category, the one I visited in
the field that best represented the “corporate cooperative” model was a recovered
business called Cooperativa de Trabajo de Mantenimiento Integral Porteros, Ltda, or
simply “Porteros” for short. And just as Chilavert’s physical plant embodies certain
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spatial characteristics that facilitate its position at the “consensus” end of the continuum,
so does Porteros have spatial characteristics that may help to explain its much less
inclusive decision making institutions. Where Chilavert has only eight worker-members
and occupies a single room for the production process, Porteros boasts 420 members and
spreads its activities across more than 600 locations in the Greater Buenos Aires area.
This spatial distribution results from the nature of the business as a specific kind of
service provider, rather than a commodity producer.
In Spanish, the word portero means “doorman,” as in a person who staffs the
entrance lobby of a city apartment building. The Porteros cooperative provides this and
other services, such as parking lot supervision, security, janitorial work, and chauffeur
service, to apartment building managers who sign a yearly contract. Porteros members,
then, are very spatially divided, and also temporally divided, since someone must fill the
portero position around the clock at each work site. Lorenzo, the current president of the
cooperative, described to me how this situation differs from that of other cooperatives:
As far as we’re concerned, let me tell you, the factory is one thing, and we are
another. Here, we aren’t all together talking all day about the cooperative—which
is something that happens in factories. If the director does something, the factory
says, “Let’s stop everything and hold an assembly!” Here, it isn’t like that. Here,
you have 600 different locations, and you can rarely find two members meeting,
at best. In some services, say, I go to relieve a compañero, but the hour comes,
and I take off, “bye bye bye,” and there’s no exchange of ideas at all, much less
what’s going on in the cooperative.48
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Of course, not only does this state of affairs make inclusive collective decision making
difficult, it also makes it easier to maintain the power concentrated in management
positions, which retain a great deal of decision making authority at the implementation
level.
This fact was certainly not lost on Lorenzo, who led the recovery of Porteros in
2003, after it had operated for nine years as a “false cooperative” under a boss who had
exploited spatial and temporal divisions to prevent workers from organizing and realizing
their legal rights as cooperative members. Worse, Lorenzo asserted that “there were
some people here on the inside that were quasi-mafiosos, pushing people around,
mistreating them. So, people were afraid of losing their jobs….”49 As in the case of
IMPA, which also functioned for years as a cooperative in name, but not in practice, a
group of workers managed to seize control of the business and establish their own
cooperative management framework. However, with Porteros, both the condition of the
business at the time of takeover and the resulting collective action institutions turned out
to be very different from those of IMPA.
The business that would become Porteros began in 1991 as a privately owned
company and, in 1994, the owner registered it as a cooperative. Over the next nine years,
the original private owner maintained control over the operations of the company with
the help of his wife, arranging for the two of them to remain in powerful leadership
positions and paying themselves large salaries. Lorenzo, who had been with the
company from nearly the beginning, convinced the patrón (Lorenzo’s term for the
original owner) to let him stand for the position of cooperative president in 2003.
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Unlike IMPA, Porteros in 2003 remained a viable, functioning business, although
the company had no surplus revenue or savings, owing to the patrón’s practice of
skimming profits for his own benefit. There had been no attempt to shut the business
down or strip assets, and the company had no immediate threat of bankruptcy. When
Lorenzo did become president of the cooperative, he immediately organized an assembly
of about half the company’s 150 workers and this assembly voted to kick the original
owner and his wife out of the cooperative. No occupation was necessary, no court battles
ensued, and no expropriation proceedings took place. In fact, compared to businesses
like IMPA, Brukman, or any of the others I researched, it seemed as if “recovery” might
be strong term to use to describe what happened.
Still, Lorenzo insisted that “practically, it was a recovery” because the original
owner had “taken over” the cooperative.50 The subsequent restructuring of the consejo
put a halt to the pocketing of surplus by the leadership, and the new management initiated
new policies of greater transparency and a more open democratic process. But, unlike
IMPA’s experiments with direct democracy and frequent assemblies, Porteros has
operated as a “corporate cooperative” of the sort described above. Democratic
participation remains limited and occurs within the framework of two assemblies called
each year—one ordinary general assembly, and one extraordinary assembly, called to
distribute information about company performance and the decisions made by
management. Elections are held every three years, the maximum period allowed by law,
and, otherwise, votes tend to be restricted to the legally mandated vote on disposition of
surplus revenue (i.e., how much to reinvest in the company and how much to divide
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among workers as a bonus). The consejo holds a great deal of power in that its members
decide whether anything else will be put to an assembly vote or not. Its decisions also
largely determine how “surplus” is defined and, therefore, how much is available at the
end of each year. Individual workers may not call a general assembly.
The “corporate” aspect of Porteros that separates it from other democratic
cooperatives becomes apparent when one examines some of the specific decision making
practices in place at the implementation level, as well as some of the philosophies
expressed by current consejo members to justify operational level rules they have
approved. One particularly illustrative example is the question of equal pay. In other
recovered businesses, workers have taken concrete steps to “flatten” hierarchies,
including instituting rules for equal or nearly equal pay. Even when a coop president
receives some token extra amount of money, there tends to remain among cooperative
members, including elected management, a philosophical commitment to a more
“horizontal” relationship among all workers. This attitude seemed, if not absent, then
certainly muted among the consejo members I interviewed at Porteros.
When asked about differences in pay, for example, one management council
member explained the basic situation as follows:
Between the president and the lowest members in the hierarchy—that is to say the
common employee, an employee like there would be in a common factory, who is
there to follow orders, to do one thing or another—between these the difference,
which is the biggest difference, runs around 150%.51
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Lorenzo further pointed out that, among consejo members, the difference in pay was
minimal, varying no more than about five percent. The difference in pay between
managers and non-managers, he said, resulted from the need for “some recognition for
extra responsibility,” and he emphasized the distinction between “those who manage, and
those who don’t manage.” Lorenzo also accounted for the differential pay by once again
drawing a distinction between service providers like Porteros and factory producers:
What happens is that there are cooperatives, and then there are cooperatives. You
have cooperatives in a factory, for example, and they all do the same work. So,
the president can get his travel expenses paid, but he’s going to earn the same
amount as the others. Sure, the apprentice will earn less than the manager, but in
general there’s no difference because they are in industry—it’s a factory. We
offer a service, and we’re not all together. We are 400 members that have almost
600 worksites. There’s a member in each location, maybe two who change shifts,
at most three who cover the twenty-four hours of the day. Understand? Because
we work every day, twenty-four hours a day, here there are no days off. Maybe a
member gets to rest one day, but the business cannot stop operating. This isn’t a
factory, it’s a service.
Presumably, the argument here is that the management must continue to run the business,
even on days that non-managers might have off, and so this justifies more compensation
for manager-members. I would suppose, however, that even managers have the
occasional day off.
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Aside from this philosophical commitment to maintaining a hierarchy among
coop members at the operational level, the issue of unequal pay at Porteros further
exemplifies the “corporate cooperative” model at the implementation level. In
democratic and consensus cooperatives, differential pay may exist, but it must be
approved by an assembly vote. At Porteros, however, when I asked whether the pay
scale was “chosen by the management council and presented to the assembly for
approval,” the answer was clearly and directly in the negative:
No. This had already been approved. This cooperative is 14 years old; we aren’t
starting now. From 1994, we are going to have 14 years already. So, this has
already been long established. Like pay raises that will be given—are you going
to make that call? For example, that the value of an hour should increase? This is
something analyzed by the management council with the accountant, to see how
we are doing with the hourly rate that we charge and what we have to pay out.52
So, at Porteros, the implementation rules allow the consejo to establish operational level
payoff rules without consulting the general assembly, and the current president justifies
this based on rules that were in place during the original owner’s “takeover” of the
cooperative. For many in the recovered business movement, such a position might be
considered disingenuous; at the very least, they might perceive the situation at Porteros in
the same way as Luis Caro, who said of the company: “clearly, it isn’t democratic.”53
The concentration of power in the consejo at Porteros was especially evident
during their annual “ordinary general assembly,” which I attended on April 30, 2008.
While certainly more inclusive of worker input than many or most capitalist businesses,
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the assembly seemed designed to minimize worker participation in decision making, save
for those decisions the assembly must make by law. Furthermore, the manipulation of
information by the managers created an appearance of transparency while, in fact,
making it difficult for individual workers to inform themselves prior to a vote.
The assembly itself took place at a conference center established by and for
Argentine cooperatives of the “traditional” variety, the Centro Cultural del Cooperación
in downtown Buenos Aires. As Porteros members entered the room, which was arranged
with stadium seating for about 150, each person received a magazine-sized booklet
containing a report on the cooperative’s operations for the year 2007, including a range of
demographic and financial statistics. I, too, obtained a copy of this document. Members
of the management counsel sat at a table at the front of the room, with laptops and an
LCD projector displaying graphics on a big screen.
Once the meeting was convened by the management council members, the
presentation of information in the booklet began in a carefully scripted, organized
fashion. One manager read the report’s first pages as a kind of opening statement, an
executive summary of the company’s growth during 2007, benefits offered to members,
and plans for the future, couched largely in terms of praise for the consejo and the
decisions of its members. “The Management Council,” reads the text, “has accurately
chosen the shortest way towards the development of cooperative as a social enterprise.”54
The bulk of the assembly, which lasted a little over one hour, involved different
managers presenting selected information from the fifty-page report and highlighting the
company’s growth in income and assets. Very little time for questions from the
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“audience” seemed to have been scheduled, and the series of presentations culminated in
an assembly vote about how to dispose of surplus revenue, which was considerable. The
consejo proposed a combination of reinvestment of surplus and distribution of surplus as
bonuses, to be divided equally among all members, and the measure passed by a solid
majority.
And yet, compared to the more participatory democratic cooperatives, several
indicators made it clear to me that Porteros workers had relatively little ability to take
part in most decision making processes. While several members of the assembly were
permitted to ask questions of the consejo, no actual debates took place, and the exchanges
tended to be short, ending after one of the managers gave an answer. Most of the
statistical charts in the report were not presented and, in fact, one manager simply advised
the assembled workers to “read the details later.” At one point, one coop member, a
young man who had apparently been reading some of the charts that were not presented,
stood to ask why administrative costs had grown at a rate of almost 70%, while other
costs had seen much smaller growth rates, including costs associated with payouts to
members. When the first answer didn’t satisfy the member and he attempted a follow-up
question asking for more details, Lorenzo, the cooperative’s president, told him, rather
vehemently, to “sit down and shut up,” and he did.
Finally, the Porteros report, itself, includes writing and statistics that demonstrate
a less participatory democratic model than those found in most other recovered
businesses. In the section of the report entitled “Democratic Management on the Part of
the Members,” a distinction is drawn between “primary” cooperatives and those of “other
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levels.” It is worth citing this section at some length, to better understand the ideas that
inform Porteros’ implementation level institutions:
Cooperatives are organizations democratically administrated by their
members, who actively participate in the establishment of policies and the making
of decisions. The men and women elected as representatives are responsible to
the members. In primary cooperatives, the members have equal rights, one
worker has one vote, and cooperatives of other levels likewise organize
themselves in democratic form. This principle puts in members’ hands the
possibility of exercising very good accounts management, and an eventual
participation in the Management Council.
The management council is an organ derived from the assembly, which
does not mean that it is of a lower level of hierarchy, since within its specific
sphere of competency it has equal hierarchical standing as the assembly. But its
existence depends on the assembly, since the assembly designates and removes its
members.55 [emphasis added]
Thus, where other, more democratic models hold that the management council is largely
subordinate to the workers’ assembly, the principles articulated by Porteros managers
assert that the consejo and the workers’ assembly have equal standing in the hierarchy,
once the consejo is staffed with members. This arrangement does not reflect an
embracing of principles of horizontalidad seen in other recovered businesses, but seems
rather more like the relationship between a privately held corporation and its
shareholders.
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But the statistic perhaps most indicative of the weakness of Porteros’ democratic
process is the number of participants attending the annual ordinary general assembly.
While the report does acknowledge the difficulty of holding assemblies when, at any
given time, many are on the job, it indicates that, “thanks to a growing awareness
achieved over the years,” the cooperative “maintains a good average attendance” at
assemblies. According to the report, the number of members attending the assembly in
2007 stood at 29.4%, down from 35.4% and 37.5% in the previous years.56 These
numbers hardly constitute a quorum, and would no doubt be considered embarrassing by
members of other recovered business cooperatives. Moreover, there is no indication that
the management council has ever considered holding multiple sessions of the general
assembly to allow everyone the chance to participate.
Still, one thing that has likely made this weak participation model acceptable to
Porteros members has been, quite frankly, the phenomenal success of the company by
any conventional (i.e., capitalist) standards. Porteros members tend to earn as much or
more than others doing the same job for private companies. They receive two weeks of
paid vacation each year, and the consejo has approved paid sick leave and maternity
leave, and even paid leave for newlyweds to take a honeymoon. Member pay has
steadily increased since 2003, while the membership has almost tripled. Porteros, unlike
many recovered businesses, pays into the national pension fund on workers’ behalf,
guaranteeing them a share in the Argentine social security system. The managers
currently have plans to expand the business into new service areas, including plumbing
and electrical work, and the future looks good for further growth.
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Another point in the company’s favor is its lack of age discrimination in a country
where people over 40 have a great deal of difficulty finding jobs. Roughly half of the
members are over 40, and about a third are over 50. Grateful new members in this age
bracket would probably work under almost any conditions, rather than complain about
the lack of democracy in the business. Overall, it isn’t hard to imagine that, so long as
individual members see growing benefits, especially in the context of a still uncertain
national economy, few will object to a concentration of power that, after all, seems less
arbitrary than that of a private capitalist firm. As a corporate cooperative, Porteros has
been a success.

Implementation Level Institutions: Summary
As we have seen, rules at the implementation level focus on how group members
decide on operational level rules. Among recovered businesses in Argentina, institutions
for collective decision making at the implementation level range from very inclusive—
the “consensus” end of the cooperative continuum—to relatively exclusive—the
“corporate” end of the spectrum. Most fall somewhere in between, but maintain
democratic processes that significantly diffuse decision making power among all
cooperative members. Where implementation level Position rules delegate decision
making functions to groups or individuals, Aggregation and Authority rules typically
balance this power through the requirement that many decisions be ratified by a workers’
assembly. With the exception of the “corporate cooperative” model, democratic
cooperatives in recovered businesses have a tendency to subordinate management to
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workers’ distributed decision making power, even if Information rules sometimes make it
difficult for non-management workers to generate effective debate in favor of alternative
decisions. Generally speaking, decision making institutions at the implementation level
display more openness and inclusion that those of capitalist enterprises and, in all cases,
recovered business cooperatives allow an assembly of all workers to decide how to
distribute surplus value (though, at the “corporate” end of the spectrum, the consejo may
have a lot of say in determining what counts as “surplus” and what counts as necessary
expenses).
But while implementation level institutions vary across a continuum of inclusion
or exclusion in collective decision making processes, much greater institutional variation
exists at the operational level. This should come as no surprise, since each industrial
commons includes different means of production, devoted to producing different
products and services. Furthermore, at each production site, a history of production in
service to capital has resulted in pre-existing operational level institutions specific to each
place, in accordance with the production processes developed at each firm. To some
degree, operational level institutions remain entangled with the exigencies of mechanized
production and divided labor. As such, some operational level institutions from the prerecovery firm have survived the transitions from owner-controlled to worker-controlled
business. Other operational rules have changed, as a result of the formal and informal
implementation level decision making processes we have just explored.
However, as noted in this and previous chapters, the shift to cooperative
production in no way erases the need to operate within a broader marketplace, which
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remains dominated by the processes of capital. This places certain limits on the range of
variation that exists within these new cooperatives, even at the highly differentiated level
of operational institutions. We now turn to institutions at the operational level, with some
consideration of how stronger or weaker democratic participation at the implementation
level impacts the daily practices of production.

Operational Level Institutions
“So, the treasurer is charged with going and seeing what the workers need
and drawing up a list of necessities. Those of us on the line, each one has
his task. I’m the pipe worker, and I can also be a washer because of my
experience. There are four of us on each shift. Mine, from six in the
morning to two in the afternoon, and another team of four from two until
ten at night. There’s another team from ten until six in the morning, so
there’s always a team working an eight hour shift.”57
—Juan, worker at Lavalan, a factory that washes and spins wool
“Be aware and do what you have to do, which is come to work, create a
good working environment, and maintain it. And labor, as we always say,
this cooperative labor always has to be valued more. So, we can’t come at
nine in the morning and leave at three in the afternoon. On the contrary,
you have to come at eight in the morning, at seven if possible, and leave
when you see the job is done, so you can go home satisfied.”
—worker at Cooperativa Unión Solidaria de Trabajadores (UST)

While institutions at the implementation level govern the question of how
decisions are made collectively, institutions at the operational level govern the day-to-day
production processes at a given business. The decisions actually made using
implementation level institutions determine, in large part, the rules of operation: how
payments are actually distributed, who performs what tasks in the production process,
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limits on work time, how new members may join the cooperative, and so on. In general,
the outputs generated by implementation level processes are operational level rules.
There is, however, some overlap here. Let’s say, for example, that a workers’
assembly establishes some rules for workplace discipline, including penalties for
excessive absence. Further, let’s suppose that one of the possible penalties is temporary
suspension for up to a week. Finally, imagine the rules state that suspensions may only
be imposed by a majority vote of the entire assembly. If the consejo, then, determines
that a worker has been excessively absent and wishes to impose a suspension, it must call
an extraordinary general assembly. Is this an operational level Authority rule, or is it an
implementation level Aggregation rule? Is it a Scope rule at either level? After all, the
rule does restrict the ability of the consejo to produce an outcome. On the one hand, the
rule defines how a collective decision will be made (i.e., by assembly), which makes it
functional at the implementation level. On the other hand, it dictates a particular action
by people in specific positions in a specific operational situation: managers must call a
general assembly when they want to impose a suspension. This makes the rule functional
at the operational level. Sometimes, an operational level rule has consequences at the
implementation level, and vice versa. Sometimes what seems like a single rule may
actually encompass multiple rule categories.
In other words, this is neither a simple, nor entirely one-way process. Moreover,
institutions at any level may be subject to change. Waterstone58 has described the general
dynamics of institutional change in response to problems arising at the operational level.
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In the model he proposes, actors at the operational level identify a problem—a “gap”
between a perceived desire and a real situation:
The gap, once identified, may stimulate action to remove the dissatisfaction
(through strategies to close the gap), action which may take the form of changing
the rules at the operational level, the implementation level and possibly, at the
policy (or even higher) level.59
A simplified version of Waterstone’s diagram illustrating this iterative process is shown
below in Figure 4.60

Problem
Situation

Policy
Demand

Strategy

Gap
Diagnosis

New
Outcomes

Rules
Change

Figure 4: Process of Institutional Change (adapted from Waterstone 1996)

The discussion of operational level rules in this dissertation, then, is not intended
to cover every single operational level rule at every recovered business, as that would be
impractical in a work of this length. Nor is the discussion intended to parse every
possible interpretation of where and how a given operational rule fits into the institutional
analysis framework, with its multiple levels and categories. Rather, this discussion uses
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categories of rules as a point of departure, outlines the range of the most common
operational rules established by workers in recovered businesses, and considers the
contexts that may contribute to and be impacted by those rules. And while some
reference may be made to the iterative processes of change depicted in Figure 4, readers
should understand that descriptions of operational institutions at any one place are based
on a kind of “snapshot” of the data gathered during my research. That these descriptions
are fixed for the purpose of the present analysis in no way suggests that the institutions
themselves are static; in fact, the potential for change always exists. The words of one
consejo member at one cooperative might as well apply to all of them:
If, for some reason, we take notice that one of our rules doesn’t work well for the
cooperative, we have the option to call an extraordinary assembly and modify
things that don’t serve our needs, or that interfere with our day-to-day functions.61

Appropriation and Provision
As theorized previously, a joint-use common resource like a factory requires the
provision of inputs, so it can produce values that may be appropriated by the users.
Operational institutions at recovered businesses demonstrate this in practice, with the
adoption of rules for provision and appropriation. In the initial stages of a recovery,
provision rules tend to be more open to debate and variation, while appropriation rules
tend to derive from the constraints of the labor processes specific to the business and the
scarcity of values produced during a period of reduced productive capacity. Nearly any
recovered business can provide examples that reinforce this conclusion.
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Consider the case of Unión y Fuerza, the metallurgical factory that makes alloy
tubing. Like many recovered businesses, they suffered from asset stripping and a lack of
operating capital to buy raw materials for production. They also faced the problems of
how to pay for utilities like electricity, gas, and water. Rules for appropriation would
have been pointless without some way to provision the factory for productive operations.
To accomplish this, the workers of Unión y Fuerza did what so many others have
done since; after negotiating credit with utility companies, they began working in a
manner known, in Argentina, as a façón: “the client would provide the raw materials and
the cooperative would make the products and charge only for labor costs.”62
Furthermore, the assembled workers agreed to use revenues to pay utility bills first,
before beginning to appropriate value for themselves, and this meant forced austerity in
the beginning. Workers used to wages of 600 pesos a month before the previous owner
defrauded the company were reduced to bringing home 200 pesos or less, during the
initial operations. It’s a common story; in 2003, almost half of recovered businesses
produced a façón, and austerity measures often kept earnings dismally low.63
But other recovered businesses managed to find different ways to start production.
Some, like the paper products factory, Cooperpel, where the transition to worker
cooperative took place without conflict or asset stripping, had stockpiles of raw materials
on hand and pending orders to fill. Renacer, an appliance manufacturer in the far
southern province of Tierra del Fuego, managed to cobble together 120 washing
machines “with the materials they had at the plant and plenty of ingenuity,” and used
revenues from their sale to produce 300 more, starting a slow upward spiral of surplus
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accumulation.64 Others, like the landscaping cooperative, UST, managed to negotiate
government contracts that included advance payments to help them restart production.
Still others received modest assistance from labor unions sympathetic to their cause.
Credit, which some few businesses have been able to secure at the start, remains hard to
come by for recovered enterprises, and has the added dilemma of incurring debt, usually
at unfavorable interest rates due to perceived risk on the part of the lender. In some
cases, workers have been known to pool their own pension or unemployment subsidies to
make a small initial investment of their own.
The question of provision, especially in the early stages of recovery, when the
debts of the original private company remain unresolved and production assets may have
been stripped or in disrepair, is a topic confronted by every recovered business, and the
organized movements have adopted different stances toward this issue. MNFR
organizer, Luis Caro, for example, strongly favors making whatever sacrifices in
appropriation necessary to provision the factory without resorting to loans or government
subsidies:
The workers shouldn’t depend on starting capital, or rather, they shouldn’t think
to start up the factory and say, “We have to have a subsidy. Or a loan.” I tell
them, “No. Don’t think about this. If you think about this, you are losing time
because maybe you’ll get some loan or subsidy in the long term, but you won’t
get it now. Think about now—you have the factory, the machines are there, and
so are you and your comrades. So, get it together, start it up, and see what
happens.” Don’t think about starting capital—this is fundamental because the
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dependency on capital is fundamental. That is, if the man [sic] starts out
dependent on capital from the beginning, he will forget this. The whole system
functions that way.65
Caro advocates swift action to start production, if possible, while utilities are still
connected and the occupation has just begun. He also enthusiastically recommends that
workers forego any appropriation of revenue in the early stages of a recovery, noting that
a newly recovered business organized as a cooperative has a competitive edge in the
marketplace because of its low overhead:
We don’t have management costs, like managers’ salaries or those of the owner’s
kids, or owner, for that matter. And we have surplus value, but it’s in service to
this new process, and the labor cost at the beginning, we put at zero, too, because
the workers say, “Fine. What are we going to do? What have we got to lose?
Nothing, so fine. We’ll try this and if it works out well, then we’ll get something
out of it.” So, there’s no management cost, no labor cost, no taxes and, at the
beginning, no service costs, either.66
Pablo Heller, quotes an interview with Caro from 2004:
[labor costs] are not costs: it’s an investment. Because they assume the
responsibility to not collect one peso in the first months—one, two, or three. So
the price they get without labor costs or management overhead is very good. And
if later, the client brings the raw materials and inputs, and many times advances
money, then the process can begin.67
As for the problem of raw materials, Caro has a clear opinion on that, as well:
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One issue would be that of raw materials and inputs, which would be lacking. At
the beginning in some processes, when there are raw materials and inputs, you
start with this—with 5%, with 10% of what’s necessary, you start producing,
already. Beto and the workers at Ghelco, they started with only three bags of
sugar, and today they buy 700 bags, 600 bags of sugar per week in order to
produce, and they absolutely did not receive a single subsidy.68
For Caro, then, the idea is to use any amount of resources at the workers’ disposal—even
a tiny amount—to produce something, anything, to demonstrate that they are capable of
managing the factory. If necessary, “when there is no capital, then you make use of work
a façón, but automatically you have to go back to buy raw materials and from there start
the process, to be able to sell.”69
Luis Caro’s opinions have influenced hundreds of workers at dozens of recovered
businesses in his MNFR organization, and most of these businesses have adopted
institutions at the outset that follow this line of thinking. One factor in these workers’
favor has undoubtedly been Caro’s track record as a legal defender of expropriation, as
an advocate who can wrangle with judges and creditors to stave off eviction attempts
while workers set about the business of self-sacrifice in the service of provisioning their
newly claimed commons. But there are plenty of others who criticize Caro’s approach,
rejecting it for both ideological and practical reasons.
Clearly, as described earlier, this strategy is vulnerable to the critique that workers
engage in auto-exploitation in support of capitalist processes. Workers in recovered
businesses must already contend with capitalist processes in the realm of exchange, i.e.
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competition in the market. Workers engaged in an expropriation who forego the
appropriation of surplus value in order to provision a factory further subject themselves
to the capitalist logic of production itself, placing themselves collectively in the role of
the capitalist and, individually, in the roles of exploited laborers. While Luis Caro views
this as a temporary necessity to achieve eventual autonomy within the workplace, others
see this as capitulation in a broader struggle for a more extensive array of non-capitalist
social relations.
Heller, for example, castigates Caro for asking people to live on “bread and
water,” while all the while, they suffer the “uncertainty and precariousness of the
workers, who depend on the momentary use of the business and who are subject to
arbitration and the whim of the judge….” Heller further notes that Caro has, in the past,
suggested that workers should try negotiating rental contracts with former owners and
bankruptcy judges in order to prevent evictions. This, he argues, places a “sword of
Damocles” over the workers during the term of the contract, which “obligates the
workers to buy their productive assets (revalorized thanks to their own labor power) or, if
they fail, to renegotiate the contract with even more disadvantageous terms.” With such a
plan, Heller writes, “Caro makes real the dream of any creditor. Is there any doubt that
this new deal would be a bailout for capital in bankruptcy and for its creditors?” 70
According to Rebón, Caro’s support for auto-exploitation and negotiating with former
owners and creditors, coupled with his strong “apolitical” stance, has “converted him into
a personage little tolerated by progressive intellectuals.”71
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Eduardo Murúa, for his part, has a long history of advocating for state subsidies
and against temporary rental arrangements, though he does see a role for credit, which is
difficult to acquire, as mentioned before. As the leading figure in MNER, he called for
“a 10,000 peso subsidy for each recovered job, bank loans to the worker cooperatives,
and a specific [state sponsored] retirement plan” designed especially for recovered
businesses. He also argues that “reclaiming companies should be a government policy,
and the government should play a more active role,” but that the state should stay out of
management once the recovery is accomplished.72 Subsidies and government-led
recoveries have been included in several recovered businesses’ campaigns for
recognition, including those of Zanón and Brukman, which called for “nationalization
under worker control.”
For Murúa and those who share a similar perspective, the wave of business
takeovers represents a chance to reduce the power of capital by challenging the idea of
private property. While Murúa and Caro both agree that a national expropriation law
should be a part of reform, critics say Caro’s strategies and tactics reproduce, to an
unacceptable degree, capital’s domination of labor. A worker at a graphic design
cooperative, Manos, with offices in the IMPA factory building, related his view of Caro’s
approach with organizing MNFR:
Caro, he took over those businesses and he has…he knows something of union
politics, but his isn’t a movement of political demand. It’s not a movement that
tries to change things. He tries to accumulate more power, to have more
businesses, nothing more. But it isn’t just about a political recognition of
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workers’ rights, not just those of workers in recovered businesses. Because the
theme of the recovered business cuts through everything. It puts private property
in doubt at a basic level.73
The position adopted by Caro and those businesses that join the MNFR prevents the
kinds of articulation across social movements so characteristic of the more politically
active cooperative members. These more politicized workers see their struggle as part of
a general rejection of the capitalist model itself, and thus find allies in other disaffected
and threatened groups, from the homeless to victims of sexual exploitation, to children
working in sweatshops. From this perspective, the power of the state, so often complicit
in facilitating the depredations of capital, must go beyond simply sanctioning the
expropriation of a bankrupt business, and recovered businesses must actively advocate
for a kind of “recovery of the state.” Murúa, in a MNER publication from 2005, writes:
This reality [of capitalist injustice] obliges the state today to orchestrate new
forms and new institutions to assure the rights of its citizens consecrated in the
National Constitution, not that these programmatic rights remain written in dead
letters, but that they are established as an operative reality. To guarantee a society
. . . that assures every person in the country has food, health care, education, and
housing, it is necessary to create a Ministry of Popular Planning, which exists
outside the logic of the market. Only a Society of Consensus and the State can
create a social system of justice and solidarity. [emphasis in original]74
For recovered businesses that adopt a more political orientation, especially those
not struggling with the immediate threat of eviction, initial provision of the productive
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apparatus can involve actively courting state subsidies and contracts. In 2004,
responding to demands for subsidies by recovered business workers, Argentina’s Labor
Ministry created the Program for Self-managed Work, which provides subsidies to
individuals engaged in a workplace occupation and subsidies to recovered businesses that
have restarted production. The amounts of the subsidies, however—150 pesos per month
for individuals, up to six months, and 500 pesos per worker for the company, up to a
maximum of 50,000 pesos—fall far below the demands that have been made. Moreover,
the Labor Ministry subsidies cannot make up for the inaction of other state-level actors,
who refuse to intervene in negotiations between recovered businesses and creditors. As
Murúa says, “Expropriation is expensive. If there was a clear governmental policy and
they accompanied the workers in the bankruptcy negotiations with the judge and trustee,
we would surely get the companies at better prices.”75
But regardless of how a group of workers handles the problems of provision, once
they succeed in restarting production at a level that brings in revenue beyond non-labor
production costs, they confront the question of how to collectively appropriate value from
this joint-use common resource. Interestingly enough, on this issue, Caro and Murúa
agree. Both of them favor each member of the cooperative taking an equal share of the
revenue.
For Murúa, equal distribution of revenue to all members represents a way to resist
continuing to “copy the culture we were taught”:
That’s why, for us, it’s important to have egalitarian income. At IMPA, we’ve all
been earning the same for six years. We strive to place the moral incentives
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above the material ones. It’s true that sometimes it seems unfair, because the
best, most productive teams—the ones who collaborate the most, who struggle the
most, who practice the most serious solidarity and take to the streets—earn the
same as others who do their job well, but take off at 3 p.m…. But the egalitarian
distribution of income is what locks in the element of unity.76
Caro also sees equal income as a matter of solidarity, but frames it more as a way to
benefit the operation of the business than as a moral imperative:
The distribution is egalitarian; there is no difference for responsibility, not for
seniority, not for any other reason. We see this as a solidarity-based system,
because you can have a 60-year-old and a 20-year-old in the same factory, in the
same place, so there are many differences. The 60-year-old may not be in the best
physical shape, but he has his acquired experience in this factory, that can be
useful there; and the youth of 20 years sees that the other is in weaker shape, but
the youth has more strength, is more active, and he says, “Look, I’m doing more
things.” So, for us, the solution to this is to level everything out, to be egalitarian.
It seems to me that this helps the organization.77
But there may also be other factors that may drive the egalitarian distribution of
revenue. For one, in the early stages of production, many recovered businesses bring in
so little value through exchange that it could not even come close to covering the costs of
the workers’ own reproduction as a labor force. In this situation, equal pay becomes not
so much a fair share of the wealth, but a fair share of the burden associated with their
devalued labor power. Egalitarian distribution means each one shares the same loss of
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valuation. Once revenues start coming in that can cover the cost of reproducing the labor
power of the cooperative as a whole, however, conflicts can arise. This has led many
cooperatives to drift from the egalitarian standard, an institutional reality that will be
explored in more detail below.
Overall, the debates and varied decisions about provision and appropriation
highlight the ways in which recovered business protagonists, like it or not, must confront
their embeddedness in networks of capitalist social relations. The networks of exchange
upon which workers’ own reproduction depends are omnipresent and, to some degree, the
production processes at each business embody capitalist social relations in the forms of
divided labor in both spatial and practical terms. Even Luis Caro, with his pragmatic
acceptance of auto-exploitation, recognizes this and warns those he advises about
potential pitfalls. If a business does resort to a façón labor, for example, he sees the risk
that auto-exploitation, which is an acceptable temporary necessity on the path to
autonomy, can give way to a situation of de facto wage labor and the effective ownership
of the business by capitalists:
It’s very important that the worker does not transform into an “a façón worker,”
because this is a bad option. This is more than just material things. Even some
who aren’t inside the movement also don’t accept this option, because it’s very
easy to end up with a group of workers—fifty, a hundred workers—doing labor a
façón, and it’s as if the factory were divided up between the other big
distributors.78
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The recovered publishing house that prints Comercio y Justicia stands as an
interesting case study in provision and appropriation in the context of these ongoing
debates, in part because Luis Caro was intimately involved in the battle for legal
recovery, in part because the cooperative members both followed and did not follow
Caro’s advice, and in part because of the thoughts of the cooperative president following
the apparently successful relaunch of the magazine. The workers of Comercio y Justicia
began by deciding not to seek subsidies or loans, but scrounged up enough scrap from the
print shop floor to sell and buy a few rolls of paper for printing, deciding to work without
collecting any money for months. With the printing of the magazine’s second edition
under cooperative management, they were able to regain some of the advertisers that had
helped finance the magazine before the takeover. Initially, when revenue was small, the
workers decided to divide it equally, with each person taking 200 pesos. Now that their
revenue stream has substantially increased, however, they have decided to allow as much
as a 30% difference between the highest and lowest share. Reflecting on the issues of
capitalism and how it affects decisions in the business that may end up privileging
provision over appropriation, the cooperative’s president says the following:
I think that there’s a huge difference between work and exploitation that has to do
with there not being a difference between the useful value of your work and the
exchange value of the results of your work. The cooperative system is totally fair
because the results go to the people that produce them. Unless you think that
working a lot is self-exploitation. I don’t think that’s true. Inside, we have a
setup that goes against the logic of capitalism. A humanized work regime, a
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production arrangement decided by the workers themselves. In relationships
outside the institution, we can’t detach ourselves from the economy’s logic, but
we give ourselves the luxury of doing work for free and doing what we decide as
workers. On the inside, the revolution has already happened. [emphasis added]79
Of course, the trick of viewing doing industrial labor without realizing any of its
exchange value as a “luxury” helps to obscure the porosity of the “inside/outside”
boundary. The logic of capitalism is already present “inside” the factory, simply by
virtue of the fact that commodity production presupposes production for exchange. The
“revolution,” here, if there is one, is that collective appropriation rules allow the return of
all the surplus exchange value produced to the producers themselves. What is decidedly
un-revolutionary is the need to provision a productive apparatus that embodies “dead
labor,” upon which the producers must depend.

The Operational Level: Universal Rule Categories
Table 3 outlines the seven universal categories of rules at the operational level,
summarizing some of the practical qualities of actions associated with those rules, the
range of practices adopted by recovered businesses (practices which must often be
determined by implementation level processes), and other relevant observations,
including socio-material contexts. The table does not provide full and comprehensive
information, but is intended as a useful summary of key points in this, more detailed,
discussion.
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Building on the terminology I deployed in the previous section on implementation
level rules, I propose a continuum describing recovered business cooperatives as having
relative levels of group participation in collective decision making, ranging from strong
to weak, with “consensus” as the exemplar of the highest level of participation and
“corporate” as the lowest. “Democratic” cooperatives may lean towards either the
stronger or weaker end of the continuum. I have highlighted these distinctions because
my observations suggest some correlations between levels of group participation in
decision making and the kinds of institutions established at the operational level. I
acknowledge that positing these categories—stronger/weaker,
consensus/democratic/corporate—risks a number of valid criticisms. The terms are
subjective and loosely defined. The semantic baggage that comes with signifiers like
“democratic” and “corporate” weighs a great deal. Still, I hope that, through my analysis,
the utility of these terms as tools for comparison and contrast will become evident, and
that my intended meanings will become clearer to readers.
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OPERATIONAL LEVEL

RULE TYPES

Corporate

WEAKER PARTICIPATORY
Democratic

Determined by majority vote; subject to re-election at an interval not more than three years, or as a
result of a recall vote

Democratic

STRONGER PARTICIPATORY
Consensus
Determined by consensus
decision making; subject to
change at any time

Stable vs. Growing vs. Shrinking number of positions
Old firms positions maintained vs. new division of labor/combined positions

Position
(Management)
Position
(Other)

Small increase in scope for
“line workers,” restricted to
annual assembly

Full Member vs. Provisional Member vs. Contractor
“Polyvalent” vs. Stable division of labor

Semi-regular assemblies
usually convened by
management to ratify or reject
management decisions and hold
elections

Dependent on implementation rules relative to the management
positions and the exigencies of the labor process.

Some expansion of scope
through limited assembly
meetings

Boundary

Influenced by individuals’
persuasion and organizing abilities
+ social contexts.
Otherwise dependent on
implementation rules for
management and labor process

Expanded scope due to more direct participation in decision
making

Authority

Heavily dependent on
individuals’ persuasion and
organizing abilities + social
contexts. Also dependent
on the labor process.

Frequent assemblies to reject or
ratify management decisions, or
to push non-managers’ agendas;
convened by management or
workers.

Scope

Aggregation

Frequent assemblies to
make all kinds of decisions;
convened by any worker or
group of workers

Information

Shared at will among members in and out of assemblies.
Informal information sharing common; business statistics
regularly announced. Transparency highly prized.

Rarely held assemblies
convened by management
to ratify or reject
management decisions and
hold elections
Business statistics revealed
at management discretion
in infrequent formal
assemblies.

Equal per unit time worked vs. Equal according to pay period vs. Different based on duties vs. Different based on seniority vs.
Different based on membership class

Distribution of surplus to members vs. Reinvestment into company infrastructure
Use of surplus space for community outreach (e.g. centro cultural) vs. no such use of surplus space

Business statistics available, but
often ignored by most workers

Payoff
(Earnings)
Payoff
(Surplus)
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Operational Level Position Rules
At the operational level, Position rules specify the roles people will fill for
conducting the day-to-day activities of the business. Here, we find some reflection of the
positions established at the implementation level, in that one can broadly break
operational roles into categories of managers and non-managers. Among non-managers,
however, at the operational level, there exists a huge range and variety of positions and
position types from business to business.
Management positions at the operational level tend to overlap with those at
implementation level because making implementation level decisions is, in fact, one of
the chief operational functions of managers. In answering the question of how collective
decisions will be made, implementation level rules may delegate decision making to a
consejo; in answering the question of how to actually make use of the common property
at hand, operational level rules must then define the consejo’s positions and fill them with
delegated decision makers.
At any recovered business, the question of the consejo’s composition initially
confronts the founding members of the cooperative as an operational issue. In other
words, the adoption of implementation level rules, and even policy level rules, for the
management council begins as an operational level task. Once these rules for managers
have been “bootstrapped” from the operational level, they assume their hierarchical
character. At first, however, the positions must be established as an operational decision.
The key variable for management positions is whether or not to designate more
than the minimum number required by the Cooperative Law: president, secretary, and
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treasurer. Initially, this decision is made by general assembly of the cooperative’s
founding members. Afterwards, changes to the consejo may be made using the
implementation and/or policy level rules that may apply. In practice, 82% of the
businesses I researched had management councils with positions beyond those of the
required three.
The most common position created, aside from those three, is that of síndico, the
watchdog role described earlier. The president of Cooperativa 11 de Noviembre
describes the position as “the one who looks after the interests of the members, their
interests as businesspeople. That is to say, the one who requests accounting from the
management council and passes it along to the members.”80 The next most common
position is that of vocal or vocales (if there are more than one), who further represent
non-management members’ interests. Finally, some cooperatives, particularly ones with
complex production processes, create the sector chief positions mentioned previously.
The greatest diversity of positions at the operational level occurs in nonmanagement roles, and this should come as no surprise, considering the diverse array of
recovered business types. Among recovered businesses, you will find operational
positions as wide-ranging as kiln operator, pharmacist, pastry chef, stock checker, lathe
operator, teacher, backhoe driver, and concierge. One feature that all such positions
share, however, is their dependence on production processes.
Especially in factories with highly mechanized production systems, operational
positions must meet the needs of that system in terms of the division of labor
presupposed by its construction. For many recovered business workers, this means
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performing the same functions that they had before the takeover. In some cases, this
means no change whatsoever in job categories before and after the establishment of the
worker cooperative. At Cooperpel, for example, where a long warehouse-sized building
houses machines that transform rolls of blank paper into printed, perhaps wax or plasticlined paper sacks, one consejo member told me:
The form of our labor was always the same, always the same. We are used to
working this way. Maybe there could be some small differences, but so far we are
doing things just like we’ve always done and we haven’t had any problems.81
At Zanón, the complex automated production lines must be populated with workers at
various stations along the way to monitor machines’ performance, do troubleshooting,
control the speeds of conveyor belts, do quality assurance checks, and so on. With the
worker-led takeover of the factory, these positions remain as they were before, as the
needs of the machines determine the human actions required to keep the production
system moving.
At most recovered businesses, however, the founding members of the new
cooperative usually represent only a fraction of the number of workers employed by the
old firm, even in cases where the previous owner abandoned the company or declared
bankruptcy. Often, when an owner shuts a company down, some of the workers, possibly
the majority, abandon the business as well. Those that actually stage an occupation can
sometimes be a small minority of the original workforce. The recovered bakery, La
Argentina, for example, was taken over by only ten percent of its workforce. At
Brukman, only about half of the 115 employees committed themselves to the occupation
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and expropriation. Auto parts maker Isaco used to employ 300 people, but only 20 of
those workers participated in the takeover and founding of the Cooperative, 19 de
Diciembre.
In a situation where the number of people cannot fill the minimum number of
positions required by the production process, new hybrid positions might be created,
where a single person takes on an expanded range of duties. In other situations, such as
at the editing company, Cefomar, the positions remain the same, but the business overall
handles a smaller number of contracts than the original firm. The matter of hybrid
positions may also be considered from the perspective of Boundary rules, as will be
discussed below.
In any case, the often small number of founding members at recovered businesses
highlights yet another kind of Position rule: when and how to create new positions or
eliminate existing ones. Nearly all of the companies I visited reported an increase in the
number of members from the time of the takeover, and this requires operational action to
decide when it is appropriate to create a new position. The typical scenario involves
setting an income goal for cooperative members. When incoming revenues generate
enough surplus to support another person at that income level, a new position may be
created. The new position(s) may be suggested by management, but they may also be
proposed by workers on the floor, who know where a new position might best benefit
themselves or the production process. This might involve splitting a hybrid position, so
as to reduce the number of duties required by one or more workers, or it may involve
creating a new hybrid position so that more production capacity can be brought back
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online. Alternatively, it may replicate existing positions in order to expand capacity, as
in a cooperative school that brings a new teacher aboard. With the exception of corporate
cooperatives like Porteros, the question of creating new positions will inevitably be
brought before the whole assembly for debate and a vote.
Associated with the creation of new positions is another type of rule which
recovered business members consider: whether new positions will be created as
members of the cooperative, which means anyone who fills them will have voting rights
and a share in ownership; or whether new positions will be contractor positions, filled by
persons hired as employees of the cooperative, paid in wages and denied a vote on the
assembly. The decision by cooperative members to hire contracted wage-labor naturally
raises questions of worker solidarity and worker consciousness, issues that will be
considered in detail in the next chapter. Roughly a quarter of the businesses I
investigated acknowledged the creation of contract labor positions, including all three of
the recovered hospitals I visited.
While the hospital interviewees all cited the difficulty of bringing highly paid
specialists into the cooperative as a reason for contract hiring, others offered different
reasons, as in the case of the recently recovered leather tanning factory, Curtidores
Unidos:
So, insofar as we’re not yet so strong or well consolidated, we can’t bring in new
members because we still don’t know who we can incorporate. We might bring in
enemies of the cooperative. So, we can have them under contract, sure, but we
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can suspend them if they comport themselves badly—and also if production
drops. To bring in new members at this point wouldn’t favor us.82
The decision to bring in contracted labor, then, may be inspired by a variety of concerns.
It may be a way to obtain skilled workers who already tend to hire themselves out as
consultants, as in the case of doctors, and it may be a way to protect the cooperative from
potential harm. It also allows the cooperative the ability to offer temporary employment
during production increases that are unlikely to be maintained, without committing the
group to incorporate new full member positions that might be difficult to eliminate. Most
recovered businesses either require or allow for the assembly to debate and vote on the
expulsion of workers from the organization.
Indeed, one new position created at all recovered businesses that have made a
transition from private company to cooperative—even if the new organization functions
as a corporate cooperative—is the position of assembly member. In addition to any other
positions that may be established, there must be as many assembly member positions as
there are cooperative members. The creation of assembly positions, as noted previously,
is tied to Scope and Authority rules that usually change the distribution of power among
workers, relative to the arrangements in the private company.
Other positions that may be created, either at the founding of the cooperative or
subsequently, include those associated with the new social relationships present at many
recovered businesses. The building of community solidarity, for example, might
necessitate the creation of a kind of “community coordinator” position—someone who
might handle requests for the use of a community center or release information to local
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supporters of an occupation. At Zanón, for example, an entire public relations team was
created to maintain communications with news media and to publicize the company’s
charitable donations. Another quite common position created is that of “movement
representative,” which entails representing the business at meetings of the MNFR or
other organizations. Committee positions may be formed for the arrangement of
festivals, parties, and participation in street demonstrations. Such positions may be
formed in a very ad-hoc manner, or may be formally attached to other existing roles. In
Luis Caro’s MNFR, for example, the cooperative president is always the movement
representative.
In summary, operational level Position rules in recovered businesses primarily
confront four key questions. First, how many managers will comprise the consejo and
who they will be. Second, what positions must be filled in order to start and maintain
production. Third, whether newly created positions should lead to membership in the
cooperative or whether they should be contracted. Fourth, what positions are required to
handle the social relations involved with the community and movement affiliations
associated with being a recovered business. All cooperatives, moreover, establish the
positions corresponding to assembly membership.
Of course, positions, once established or proposed, must be filled. If new
positions are created, existing members must decide how to recruit people to occupy
them. The Boundary rules that define how people enter or leave these positions is our
next topic of investigation.
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Operational Level Boundary Rules
As previously described, all workers immediately take on positions as assembly
members, and management positions are filled by an electoral process, in which the
assembly of all workers proposes candidates and then votes for them. Votes may be
relatively informal show of hands or, in some businesses, a secret ballot. Once elected,
managers remain in their positions for a period of time, between one and three years in
the cooperatives I investigated. In most recovered businesses, consejo members may be
recalled by a majority vote of the workers’ assembly, though the actual criteria for recall
may vary. At the strong participation end of the continuum, where Aggregation rules
provide for frequent and/or easily convened assemblies (i.e., convened easily by nonmanagers), elected management may be under more-or-less constant risk of recall. At the
weaker participation end of the spectrum, an annual no-confidence vote or similar
mechanism may play this role. Corporate cooperatives may have no provision
whatsoever for recall of elected managers prior to the expiration of their terms.
The ability of workers in a business to democratically choose and recall their
managers is one of the key distinctions between cooperatives and private capitalist
enterprises. As such, it figures prominently in the thoughts of people involved in
organizing recovered business cooperatives. Even at Porteros, a “corporate cooperative,”
the current president assumed his role because the assembly rejected the former owner
from his leadership position. For Luis Caro, who has influenced the organization of so
many recovered businesses, the ability to recall managers is one of the most important
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ways to ensure that a newly established cooperative doesn’t become a de facto or “false”
cooperative:
So, another point is that they have to be able to revoke the mandate of those who
are in . . . well, the president, secretary, and treasurer. You are going to see in
some cases, where they remain for several years, that they will start to have a
certain power. The treasurer, who pays the workers, has a certain power over
others, you see? There’s no one else that helps him, that the others selected. So,
Friday comes, or the end of the month, and he says, “Okay, there’s such-and-such
amount to distribute.” The workers end up becoming disconnected from the fate
of the business. So, this is very important. They have to have revocation of
mandate if the assembly decides to remove them. In this way, power is diluted
between everyone. This is fundamental to their progress.83
At Ghelco, one of the cooperatives in MNFR, the current president described their
flexible approach to consejo Boundary rules:
There are some that use scheduled elections … I’m not so sure. It seems to me
that the statute says every two or three years, but really you can make changes
whenever you want. If everyone agrees to change, then things change when they
want to. There’s no need for [a manager] to complete his cycle. That is, if there’s
a big screw-up and they have to remove him, then they remove him right then.84
That first sentence, emphasizing that only some groups that he knows of used regularly
scheduled elections, suggests that other cooperatives may share this flexible approach,
and various conversations I had with my informants indicates this, as well.
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Apart from determining the voting practices for choosing managers, operational
level Boundary rules tend to be concerned mainly with three things: 1) which members
take on what position(s) in the production process; 2) who may be permitted to join the
cooperative as a new member; and 3) what, if any, probationary period applies to new
prospective members. Boundary rules may also, though much more rarely in practice,
concern how members of the cooperative may be suspended or expelled for disciplinary
reasons. Most recovered businesses have managed to hold the number of positions
steady or increase them, however, and all informants report that it is highly unusual for
someone to involuntarily leave a position, once assigned to it.
Initially, recovered business members commonly take on the same or similar
positions in the production process that they had prior to the takeover. Due to the often
reduced workforce and the additional requirements of autogestión (self-management),
members may also fill additional roles for which they have little or no direct experience.
Certainly, the immediate extra position of assembly member, assumed by every
cooperative member, marks a shift from each person holding one position to each person
holding multiple positions. In some cases, particularly where the initial cooperative’s
members are few in number relative to the positions that must be filled, workers end up
having to “wear many hats.” Rebón refers to this multiplicity of positions as
“polyvalence”:
The carrying out of new tasks basically has two modalities, which can appear
combined on some occasions: change of principal occupation and the adoption of
new secondary tasks. In some more rare cases, the occupational nucleus dissolves
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to the point where the occupation itself disappears, producing a polyvalent worker
with various functions with none being clearly central. In these processes, a requalification occurs among workers who learn new activities with similar levels
of qualification, or move on to occupy positions with higher levels of complexity
in occupational tasks.
This assertion was certainly borne out by my own research, where time and again, people
would talk about the process of learning how to operate a business, or split their time
between multiple activities, or even just learning more about all the various production
sectors and how they fit together, so they could make informed decisions in assembly.
At the recovered hospital, ADOS, one of the cooperative members related some of the
challenges:
Another thing we workers have to learn is, at the very least, the basics of each
sector. Because, like I said, I’m in Pharmacy, but I had to deal with patient
admissions with PAMI [a government health insurance program], with the
insurance subsidy, and I didn’t know anything—and it wasn’t interesting to me
because I’d always just been in my place. Well, now I have to learn what the
subsidy is, how admissions work, what social programs are we working with, the
problem with the nurses—if they’re new, if they need to have a certification, if
they don’t need to have a certification—the housekeeping staff who have to
learn—they have to take courses in hospital cleaning because it’s not the same as
cleaning a house…. All of these things, I—who am in Pharmacy—didn’t know,
and now I need training. And those in other sectors need to be trained in how we
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do things in Pharmacy. In other words, everyone has to know a bit about
everything. This is what the worker has to commit to in order to be able to
participate in an assembly, for example. In an assembly, you cover every topic
that needs to be dealt with, from every sector, and everyone knows a little about
the others, so then we have a majority vote.85
Of course, a hospital presents a particularly complex case of the division of highly
specialized labor in producing and delivering services. Still, my informants often
expressed similar sentiments even when they worked with much smaller groups effecting
simpler production processes.
Even with this “polyvalence” of both knowledge and multiple positions, however,
the production processes themselves often remain little different from those of the private
company before the recovery. This means that, as the cooperative incorporates new
members, they may assume positions that allow for a reduction in the number of roles
one person must fill, reinstituting the division of labor that existed prior to the takeover.
After all, aside from, perhaps, the added position of assembly member, the filling of
multiple positions by one person is initially done for pragmatic reasons, and the entrance
of a new member represents an opportunity to reduce the complexity of one’s duties.
While many workers do express a greater sense of fulfillment and pride at the expansion
of their skills, knowledge, and responsibilities, there are also those who simply want to
“come, put in their 8 hours, collect their pay, and go home.”86 We will consider the
possible impacts of multitasking and polyvalence on worker subjectivity and identity in
the next chapter.
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Now, however, we turn to the Boundary rules that govern who may join the
cooperative as a new member when conditions so permit. This decision carries a certain
amount of weight, as the new member will have a vote on the assembly and, very
importantly, will likely stay with the cooperative indefinitely. Because expulsion from
cooperatives requires a majority vote in assembly, the notion of “firing” no longer exists,
and bringing in a new member represents a long term commitment. This means that the
existing members of the cooperative must be confident that, first of all, economic
conditions are stable enough to support a more or less permanent expansion and, second,
that the new member can be reliable as a new, co-equal owner of their joint-use common
resource—the group’s collectively owned means of production. This is a choice that
recovered business workers do not take lightly.
In 2003, after the first major wave of business recoveries had taken place, the
University of Buenos Aires’ Program of Investigations on Social Change (PICASO)
conducted a survey of a number of recovered business workers in the greater Buenos
Aires region. One of the questions asked on the PICASO survey was, “If the business
needs to incorporate new workers, who should be considered first?” Respondents were
asked to select one option from a list of five. Rebón cites the results of the survey as
follows:
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Family members of workers in the business 32%
Ex-workers of the business

22%

The unemployed in general, without
regard for their being family members

10%

The ones with the most developed skills for
the job’s position

27%

Members of movements that supported the
occupation and recovery of the business

8%

Table 4: Favored Sources of New Workers at Recovered
Businesses. PICASO (2003) in Rebón (2007)87

This correlates well with the results of my own interviews, in which the top three
categories listed above—family members, former workers, and skilled applicants—
ranked highly. About half of all interviewees said that at least some, if not all, new
members were recruited from workers’ families, and about a quarter reported at least
some new members who had worked at the company before the recovery. In businesses
where job positions may require special training, such as medical clinics, schools, the
recovered editing house, etc., informants usually focused on the skill level of new
members, though sometimes family members and former workers were among the most
skilled applicants. At both Brukman and Zanón, in particular, the workers decided to
make a special effort to include members of supportive social movements. When asked
about the source of new members at Brukman, for example, my principle informant
explained that “the majority that have joined are family members, and there are some
piqueteros who have come in, and some from the MTD [the Unemployed Workers
Movement], as well.” The MTD, with chapters in cities and towns around the country,
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has a history of collaborating with the piquetero movement, and a number of MTD
members have joined the workers of Zanón.
Similar considerations may impact the decision of who to hire as contracted labor,
should the company decide to do this. While both Eduardo Murúa and Luis Caro
staunchly oppose contract hiring by recovered businesses, due to its glaring reproduction
of capitalist social relations between labor and capital, some cooperatives look upon
contract hiring as a way to help unemployed people in the short term, even if they cannot
offer stability. At Curtidores Unidos, for example, where the president previously
explained that the business’s position was too precarious to bring in new members,
contracted positions are almost exclusively given to family members:
For the most part, we try to find a family member. Someone who has a relative
that needs work. We look for that first—a member who has a child or his next
closest relative. If it isn’t a child, then an uncle; if not his uncle, then his brother,
and so on. And then, given the circumstance where there aren’t any more
members who want to bring in a family member, we ask, “Hey—is there anyone
you know?” So, we’ll take in an acquaintance, but we always try to make the
offer to family members.88
When workers at a recovered business do make the decision to bring in a new full
member, however, there is nearly always a trial period, after which a final decision is
made by the assembly. Payoff rules may or may not differ for prospective members (see
Payoff Rules, below). Though the typical period is three to six months, there are some
variations, depending both on the institutions established by cooperative members and the
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backgrounds of the prospective members. At Huesitos Wilde, for example, at the time of
my interview with the cooperative president, five prospective members were working “as
contractors, paid under a typical labor agreement, which often triples what we ourselves
take home. But since we’re working a façon, we’re committed to a delivery date.” The
plan was to bring these prospective members into the cooperative soon after completion
of the production cycle, but in this case there would be “no provisional period because
they are all former co-workers.”89 At Hospital Israelita, there is no fixed probationary
period at all; my informant only said that “they get a general evaluation, depending on
where they are, and then it’s decided by assembly.”90 Porteros only has a trial period of
thirty days.
But at most recovered businesses, the three to six month provisional membership
is the norm. And the trial period exists as much for the prospective member as it does for
the members of the cooperative; if a person has no experience working in a democratic
cooperative environment, they may be surprised at the levels of participation in decision
making, especially at strongly participatory businesses with frequent assemblies. The
president of Cooperativa 11 de Noviembre conceives of the trial period as follows:
All the prospective members work as members. There are no employees here.
Yes, there is a probationary period as “aspirant” for six months. Up to this time,
well, it’s a mutual probation—if the cooperative suits the person and the person
suits the cooperative, it’s a mutual agreement.91
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At Chilavert, the one provisional member likewise saw the trial period as a mutual
evaluation, and described it in terms of personal relationship building, as much as in
terms of labor and skills.
Once a worker joins a recovered business cooperative, he or she may discover a
fair amount of flexibility in Boundary rules in the production process itself. Most of the
workers I interviewed reported that changing roles from one position to another was easy
to do, and in some cases encouraged. Zanón workers have gone so far as to approve
planned rotations of workers from position to position—including administrative
positions—in order to make sure everyone has some familiarity with every part of the
factory’s operations.
Most businesses, however, have not gone that far, leaving the choice of switching
positions up the individual worker. Some of my informants reported that a person might
even change positions without assembly approval. At the auto parts factory run by
Cooperativa 19 de Diciembre, the cooperative president explained that “some people
switch, and others don’t. There are machines where people can do training to switch
jobs. It’s up to them to learn.” When asked if such a move would require formal
approval by the assembly, he described the process as simply: “You say, ‘I want to work
on this machine.’ Then you work on it.”92 At Lavalan, the wool processing plant, one
worker explained that changes of position do happen, though it requires approval of the
sector chiefs on the consejo:
There are compañeros who have worked on the washing line and then gone to
work in the combing room. People change places. There’s no need for an
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assembly; they just talk to the ones charged with organizing personnel. Whoever
wants to can go talk to the three or four on the internal commission and tell them
they want to move.93
At other recovered businesses, like landscaping Cooperative UST, changes in position do
happen, but must be approved by assembly:
Sure, you can change jobs. Not frequently, but it does happen. There’s a training
process…. We discuss it in assembly. There have been guys cutting grass with
the big lawnmowers, and today they’ve moved up to the machine shop, or to
hauling…drivers, mechanics. I started out cutting grass, and now I’m in the
purchasing department.94
One thing that may account for this flexibility is that most recovered businesses operate
below their productive capacity. If a change of position does not interrupt critical
production processes, the new knowledge and skills acquired by a person may make it
easier to expand production in the future, should the cooperative’s membership grow.

Operational Level Scope and Authority Rules
Scope and Authority rules are closely related at the operational level. The “the set
of actions assigned to a position” (Authority rules) often determine “the set of outcomes
that may be affected” by any given actor (Scope rules). Generally speaking, the
circumscription of management decision making power through the mechanism of the
assembly distributes greater authority and scope of influence to non-management workers
in the cooperative, relative to workers in capitalist businesses. Moreover, flexible and/or
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expanded Boundary rules (e.g., the “polyvalence” described earlier) may grant founding
members more scope and authority than they had before the takeover; their actions in
multiple positions will affect more outcomes. All members, founding or not, are in fact
required to exercise their authority and scope of impact whenever an assembly is called.
In this respect, Aggregation rules that determine the frequency of worker assemblies have
an influence on amount and extent of power that non-management workers may exercise
in the day-to-day operations of the company. Recovered businesses with strong
participation thus, in effect, enact Scope and Authority rules that expand both the
outcomes that each worker may affect, as well as the range of actions they must perform.
In my interviews, informants often linked this expansion of scope and authority to
the concepts of obligation and responsibility. With the circumscription of consejo power
by the assembly, along with the frequent lack of positions dedicated solely to oversight of
the production process, the expansion of scope and authority is complemented by a
feeling of obligation to responsibly use that power for the cooperative’s mutual benefit—
an expanded sense of responsibility. In cooperatives at the weaker end of the
participation continuum, these responsibilities may be relatively minor and, in a corporate
cooperative, reduced to an annual vote on the distribution of surplus. In many democratic
cooperatives, however, the responsible exercise of expanded operational scope and
authority is seen as crucial to the group’s potential success or failure as a collectively
managed organization.
In the presence of a “boss,” Authority and Scope rules may limit workers’
initiative and dampen a sense of responsibility to co-workers. Workers are motivated to
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act by orders given from someone in a higher hierarchical position to whom Scope rules
grant the power to affect workers’ actions and, thus, outcomes. When Authority and
Scope rules diffuse that power, granting more authority and scope of impact to workers in
the absence of a “boss,” they must, in part, exercise more authority over themselves to
motivate their own actions. For many, this transition is difficult, and we will consider
that more subjective process in the next chapter.
Numerous informants reflected on expanded scope and authority, and the sense of
responsibility to fellow workers that helps motivate them to act. The president of the
auto parts cooperative, 19 de Diciembre, who also works on the factory floor, ensuring
that machines are in working order, offered me his thoughts:
If they’re going to work in a group, together, all the compañeros have to support
each other mutually, and not with “tomorrow I’m not coming because I’m sore
here or have a pain there.” It’s a sacrifice that you are making to get something
later. So, what I’m saying is that, in order to run a factory that functions, you
have to be organized and, principally, there is a very important word, which is respon-si-bil-i-ty [emphasizing each syllable]. You have to be very responsible
because, if you’re not responsible, there’s no one to come to the rescue.
For my part, if today I have to stay here until ten at night, I’ll stay.
Tomorrow, I’ll come in a little later, but I don’t have a fixed schedule here in the
factory. The other compañeros stick more to the schedule. They work the
machines. I prepare the machines and they work. But it’s my responsibility that
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the machines be ready so you can work. If the machines aren’t ready, you can’t
work.95
One worker at the recovered supermarket, now a multipurpose cooperative space called
La Toma, connected the expanded authority and scope offered by the assembly to the
issue of responsibility:
In the assembly, then, one says why they go for “yes” or “no.” One doesn’t say
“no, no,” but explains it to their compañeros. No discrimination against anyone—
explain why the “yes” and why the “no.” Everyone has a voice and a vote,
because here there is no boss, nor someone in charge. We are all responsible: me
for the produce, she for the cash register, he for the coffee bar, and so on.96
At Cooperativa UST, one of the mechanics described his own perspective:
Here, we are all dependent on all of our work. We want to move it along, get the
best results, and stay on the good side of the client. So, some of us don’t set a
schedule with a fixed number of hours. There are others who do, who continue
the mentality of working beneath a boss. This is the hardest thing. It’s extremely
hard because it’s the most inner fight that we have. And then, besides working,
there are other things, like you have to participate in meetings….97
On the other hand, the assembly system sometimes also protects workers, who may feel a
greater sense of personal responsibility than before the takeover, from being held
personally responsible for actions motivated by a collective decision:
[T]he decisions that we make, we make together, and if they work out badly,
that’s the decision of the entire group. And if it goes well, that’s the decision of
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the group, too. Because otherwise, many times someone, by having a task, or by
being responsible to the cooperative itself—to organize the jobs, to go out and
talk to clients, or other things to get more work, to go out and represent us—for
that, if something comes out badly, people will blame him. And this is a
compañero that earns the same as we do and has more responsibility because he
has to work more hours, taking care of other work apart from the projects here at
the cooperative. So the responsibility cannot fall on this compañero, when the
only thing he did was get placed at the front of a group of his comrades.98
Scope and Authority rules may, especially at cooperatives with stronger participation
practices, distribute more power to individuals than they had previously, leading to
greater sense of individual responsibility. But that power, in part, is often exercised
through an assembly voting process that assures its distribution, and ensures that each
member shares responsibility for the outcome of collective decisions.
One final observation on the topic of Authority and Scope rules is that the
organization of solidarity movements permits, and may obligate, workers to influence
outcomes beyond those connected to the business’s immediate operations in the
marketplace. People who fill positions that represent the cooperative to others in a
movement meeting, or visit a group of workers staging an occupation, may have an
impact on those other workers’ institutional decisions and outcomes. Members who
choose to participate in a street demonstration that defends another occupation or
recovery may help that expropriation attempt succeed and even influence the new
cooperative’s composition and organization. As with other changes in scope and
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authority, this may translate into feelings of obligation to exercise that authority, leading
to de facto rules requiring certain actions. A UST worker, describing the responsibilities
assumed by both himself and his compañeros, told me:
Aside from working, there are other things you have to do. You have to
participate in gatherings, to go and see other cooperatives. You have to stay
active because, if we don’t join with other cooperatives, the struggle is very . . .
You just have to fight in this manner.99
Likewise, the Ghelco president sees the expanded scope of his actions beyond the
cooperative as a kind of obligation:
If another cooperative has problems, I will be the first one there. At the very
least, I’ll help with whatever I can. If I have to put my body on the line, I’ll put it
there. We keep contact with other cooperatives and everyone helps each other.100
Not all recovered businesses participate regularly at rallies or movement
meetings, and some never do. In the next chapter, we will consider some of the factors
that contribute to such participation or the lack thereof. For members of a cooperative
that does encourage it, however, the pressure to join in may be strong, effectively
assigning a new action to the position of “member,” and thus expanding the scope of
outcomes that such a position might affect in other social spaces.

Operational Level Aggregation Rules
Aggregation rules at the implementation level provide for the existence of a
consejo, a workers’ assembly, and, perhaps, the establishment of other bodies, such as a
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social council. These groups make decisions that establish operational level institutions.
At the operational level, Aggregation rules determine the day-to-day practices of actually
convening these groups and making decisions. As noted before, it is sometimes difficult
to draw a sharp boundary between the operational and implementation levels, since the
creation of operational rules at the implementation level is, in fact, an operational level
function of these implementation level groups. Moreover, the decision to convene an
extraordinary assembly may be an operational decision, though the rules that define how
the assembly is conducted and what outcomes are possible function at the implementation
level. Thus, some of the earlier discussion of implementation level Aggregation rules
applies here. But where implementation level rules tell us, for example, that an ordinary
assembly must be convened annually and that extraordinary assemblies may be convened,
operational level rules tell us about how, where and when extraordinary assemblies are
convened. These practices, perhaps more than any others, contribute to the participatory
character of the cooperative as a whole, and help us decide whether the group falls
towards the “stronger” or “weaker” end of the participation continuum.
Some cooperatives hold assemblies on a regular schedule, usually weekly or
monthly, whether or not there are any outstanding issues to be resolved by a vote. Others
hold assemblies only when an “important” issue comes up. Some of the less
participatory cooperatives only hold assemblies when the consejo decides an issue is
“important,” while others permit non-consejo workers to call a general assembly.
Usually, some rules exist that require certain questions to be resolved in assembly, such
as decisions involving large expenditures or the incorporation of new members, but
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corporate cooperatives may eschew those rules in favor of more concentrated consejo
power.
At El Petróleo, a recovered business that has a positive balance sheet and an
impressive growth history since the takeover, extraordinary assemblies must be called
any time the elected management wants to invest a large sum of the cooperative’s funds
into a single project:
As management council members, we have the ability to transfer—to leverage or
sell—up to 50% of our share capital. If we want to exceed 50% of the capital, we
have to convene an assembly in order to ask for permission. Why? Because it
might involve putting the company into debt.101
At the former Penn Controls factory, the draft internal regulations for the cooperative
allows the consejo to decide whether or not to bring in a new full member, but allows for
workers to convene an assembly, within limits, to decide the issue via cooperative-wide
vote:
Article 14: The consejo will proceed with the incorporation or rejection of
aspirants to become members, after the probationary period of up to six months
duration. Said incorporation or rejection will take place automatically, once the
name of the aspirant has been displayed for five (5) days on the cooperative’s
bulletin board, and no member objects to or fundamentally impugns the
incorporation or rejection. Said objection must include the support of ten (10)
percent of the members in written form.102
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Furthermore, the draft regulations define the rules by which non-managers may call an
assembly for any reason:
Article 23b: With ten percent (10%) of the members’ signatures, they will be able
to call for extraordinary assemblies. This convocation must explain concretely
the points of the agenda and must be sent to the Management Council. The
meeting must then take place within thirty (30) days of the solicitation.103
These kinds of formal rules and restrictions on both assembly and consejo are typical of
recovered businesses with weaker levels of direct worker participation. On the one hand,
the ways the rules restrict the calling of assemblies actually maintain a lower level of
participation. On the other hand, restraints on the consejo apply a kind of indirect
pressure on elected management that seeks to make up for a lack of direct participation.
At many recovered businesses, however, the assembly process is much less formally
defined, and my discussions with informants gave me the impression that, in the absence
of a formal schedule, workers with concerns could generally “round up” their fellow
members and have a meeting.
Businesses that maintain high levels of participation tend to do so through regular
assembly meetings. This allows even cooperatives with a large memberships and divided
workspaces to have relatively frequent direct input from non-managers. Even at Zanón,
with over 400 workers on three separate shifts, regular assemblies bring them all together
for debate and decision making:
Once a month, we hold what we call a jornada, which lasts for eight hours. All
the shifts participate, and that’s where everyone gets economic, production, and
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political information. This is where the majority of the compañeros attend, and
this is where they clarify all their concerns and where the majority of decisions
are made, is in the jornada, because the entire factory is there.104
Luis Caro of MNFR recommends that all businesses in the movement hold assemblies
every week, and many of them do.
The flipside to the question of assembly congregation concerns the rules for
convening the consejo. As with rules for assembly meetings, rules for consejo meetings
vary from business to business. One variable is whether or not the council members
work in their capacity as managers full time, or whether they also put in time on the
production line. Particularly at recovered businesses with a small number of members,
time devoted to management must give way to the needs of the production process (or,
alternatively, a consejo member simply works more hours to complete the management
tasks). In businesses without dedicated, full time managers, the consejo may not meet
every day, or may meet irregularly.
For the majority of consejo members I interviewed, however, their work
constitutes a full time job of its own, especially early in the process of getting a recovered
business started. People without experience in management confront a learning curve,
which requires time and effort:
We have to learn a ton of things as workers. Before, we had the comfortable
situation where each person took responsibility for their own place and nothing
more. But to run a monster like this, a hospital, you have to learn things. Now,
I’m on the management council. So that means I’ll have to learn the part that
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each other consejo member plays, too, so I can be better informed. These are
some of the commitments that a worker has to make in order to be able to manage
this place.105
At the ADOS hospital in Neuquén, the “monster” this worker describes, elected managers
work in the same offices used by the previous owners’ administrative staff, with ready
access to one another at any time, every day. The same is true for a great many recovered
businesses, though it is also common for a cooperative’s president to be away from the
workplace on a regular basis, representing the company in negotiations for legal
recognition, or production contracts, or for other reasons, such as movement meetings.
The point, though, is that consejo members often work in close proximity to one another
on a daily basis, and this facilitates communication, thus helping them fulfill their roles as
implementation level decision makers.
Apart from any formal rules limiting the consejo’s decision making authority and
scope by requiring an assembly, the Aggregation rules “that specify the decision function
to be used at a particular node” leave a great deal of discretion to the elected managers as
to when a “node” (i.e., situation calling for a decision) is “important” enough to move
beyond the consejo to take action. In recovered businesses with relatively weak
participation institutions, elected managers may end up making the majority of
operational decisions that impact production and its outputs. This discretionary power,
some observe, raises the risk that a democratic cooperative may shift towards the
“corporate” end of the spectrum, or abandon cooperative principles altogether. Eduardo
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Murúa, who has seen the trials and tribulations of dozens of new cooperatives first hand,
offers this warning:
It’s the assemblies that really lead the factories—that define the general
administration. The Administrative Council takes care of day-to-day activity. We
have problems in some factories because some workers imitate the owners’
mechanisms, their hierarchies. We had to remind some of them that this is a
reclaimed enterprise. There has to be an assembly, nobody is the owner who can
decide by himself.106
On this point, Luis Caro agrees with Murúa, citing his own observations and experience:
In places where the workers don’t participate, where they have no information,
these can fail rather quickly. Because those that manage the information, those
that make the decisions, they start taking a bigger share, or take more benefits, or
start taking profits, and then they pay out nothing more than a wage. Eventually,
one of them recommends to the workers to not continue with the process—
recommends to them that they look for a boss to run things because they are
losing time and money.107
Caro’s observation drives home a point that was made earlier, in the discussion of
implementation level institutions: Aggregation rules and Information rules are closely
connected. In order for workers to effectively exert their rights to convene assemblies,
for example, they must first be aware that circumstances call for a decision to be made.
For the consejo to make decisions that benefit the cooperative, the managers must be
aware of the current state of affairs in the production process. Ignorance on the part of
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any member, for whatever reason, may hamper the collective decision making process,
lead to poor decisions, and potentially jeopardize the cooperative’s viability. We now
consider the crucial question of operational level Information rules.

Operational Level Information Rules
Like any democratic system, full and effective participation requires an informed
electorate. Without the equitable distribution of information, not only might people make
poor decisions without understanding the current state of affairs, they may fail to exercise
their own authority and scope of power through Aggregation rules that may allow them to
approve or reject decisions made by elected representatives or delegates. In most
recovered businesses that organize as a cooperative, where stated goals include fairness
and autogestión, Information rules are a key factor in how or whether those goals are
reached.
At the implementation level, Information rules may require the sharing of certain
kinds of information between cooperative members in order to facilitate implementation
level decision making processes. At the operational level, Information rules determine
the precise form and contents of the information channels, rendering the implementation
level rules more or less effective as facilitators. Several examples of how information is
distributed—among consejo members, between the consejo and other members, among
non-managers—were included in the previous discussion of implementation level rules.
As an operational matter, the main questions that confront decision makers,
usually consejo members who have been entrusted to put these rules into practice, include
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what information to distribute, how often, and in what form. The rules actually adopted
may be more or less formally declared by either the consejo or in assembly, and may be
subject to change at the implementation level via the process depicted in Figure 4. One
information rule shared by all recovered businesses with democratic cooperatives, which
separates them from many capitalist firms, is that all workers are free to discuss any topic
related to the function of the business and, in fact, are often encouraged to do so.
Individual earnings, the company balance sheet, the structure of the management
council—none of these issues are considered “taboo,” as they might be in a private
company. However, the ability to discuss such matters knowledgeably depends on the
availability of accurate information.
As far as what information to distribute to all workers, most recovered businesses
include, at a minimum, basic accounting figures and information about pending or
potential production contracts. The regularity and timing of this information varies from
place to place; cooperatives with strong participation tend to report more often and may
provide more details about decisions undertaken by the consejo without the approval of
the assembly. On the weak participation end of the continuum, as described earlier,
information may be presented only once a year, and its contents may be tailored to meet
the interests of consejo members, rather than for the complete education of the rest of the
workers.
Moreover, there is a range of practices that may provide for a non-management
worker to request information about the conduct and condition of the business. In
smaller and less formal environments, one might simply ask a consejo member directly;
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in other cases, the communication route typically goes through the síndico, whose job is
to have answers—or go get them if possible. The síndico and/or vocales may also be the
means by which individual workers or groups of workers can voice grievances, request
assemblies, and so on. Even in a relatively large, multi-sector factory like that of the
former Penn Controls, there might be multiple avenues for the flow of information.
According to one informant there, “communication is very fluid; it’s always going on.”108
In a great many recovered businesses, and certainly those with stronger
participation, regular assembly meetings provide a forum for a multilateral exchange of
information. While less participatory cooperatives may limit the length of time of an
assembly, or limit the time individuals may speak, many others keep assemblies fairly
open-ended, to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to voice opinions, ask questions,
and generally exchange as much information as they wish. As such, they can last for
long periods of time, especially if a cooperative has many members (recall Zanón’s eighthour marathon jornadas). A member of Curtidores Unidos, for example, briefly
described the situation there:
When you’re first starting out, like we are, things are a bit disorganized, yes? So,
we have assemblies that last three, four, five hours. Maybe if we made more
rules, they wouldn’t be so long!109
One consequence of using assembly meetings as the primary venue for
communicating information can be the adoption of a de facto constraint on information
sharing; in essence, Information rules may stipulate that, if someone wants to raise an
issue, they must raise it in the assembly, and not through other channels, even if they may
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not be comfortable speaking in public. This was the case at Gráfica Patricios, where my
informant described a prototypical situation relating to information exchange in the
assembly:
And there are people who don’t want to speak. I say, “But why don’t you speak
up in the assembly? No one’s going to say anything, no one’s going to beat you
up; you can do it.” They say, “No, it will end up being a mess.” I say, “But the
assembly is held just for this, to clarify things. So, you speak up, and we’re clear
on the matter, and finished. It’s clear.” And they say, “No way.” And these are
grown-ups, because if you told me they were kids, okay, but…. So, I say, “No,
you have to speak up. Don’t bother coming and talking to me about it because
I’m done listening.” And then they go. Sometimes the matter goes away. But,
what happens? At lot of times they’ll come back and they’ll talk to someone else,
so that the other person will bring up the issue.110
Regardless of how information is exchanged, whether through posted accounting
and production figures on a bulletin board, the distribution of statistics in handout, or the
oral reports and debates in an assembly, the point remains that, in order for nonmanagement workers to participate meaningfully, they need information about the
business that, before the recovery, might not have seemed relevant to their position.
In less participatory cooperatives, where non-managers have little input, this matters
less—at least from a strict functional perspective of business operations. For
cooperatives with stronger participation, however, the need for information is more
imperative, if the recovered business is to maintain its democratic character. Luis Caro,
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despite what his harsher critics may say about him micromanaging, strongly emphasizes
the need for open sharing of information and sees it as a workers’ duty to obtain and
digest it:
We propose that every week they draw up the balance sheet . . . and make a
complete report of everything that was done during the week and announce it. I
tell them, “Look, the business can’t exist without information; every Friday it has
to be there. If later, we say okay, every 15 days is okay, because we’ve gained
confidence in the compañero who does the reporting, that’s fine. And beyond
that, you—like every worker that receives the report—you have to know how
much was paid, for example, for electricity, how much for gas, how much for raw
materials, at what price this or that thing was purchased, how much you sold.”
And they say, “But that’s a lot!” And I always say to them, “Do you like
soccer? Me, too.” Sometimes I ask them, “Do you remember the ArgentinaEngland match, when Maradona pulled off the Hand of God play and what the
score was?” And they say, “Sure, after that came the goal, and then he brought it
in again, brought it all the way. Everyone knows that.” So then, I say to them,
“How much time do we spend in our lives reading things that might not be
directly relevant to our lives, to our affairs?” I tell them, “Okay, from now on,
Sunday mornings when you drink mate with the wife, get yourself together and
start to study how much goes out for purchases, how much you sell, who it’s sold
to, how it gets sold—all of this you have to study yourself.”111
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Caro’s point is that, if workers want to exercise their power as cooperative members with
a role in decision making, they need to be knowledgeable enough to contribute to the
discourse involved in the decision making process. Rules that regularly and frequently
provide information make it possible for people to acquire that knowledge and exercise
their power through discourse.
And that exercise of power matters a great deal, as it impacts what might be the
most important issue of all for many participants in the process: How will the co-equal
owners of this joint-use common resource use the value it allows them to produce? How
much money will each appropriator bring home, and how often? What should be done
with surplus, if it accumulates? In other words, what are the Payoff rules?

Operational Level Payoff Rules
Operational level Payoff rules in recovered businesses mainly concern three
important questions: 1) how to distribute the costs of maintaining and operating the
expropriated industrial means of production (i.e., provision); 2) how to distribute the
exchange value realized through the sale of goods or services (i.e., appropriation); and 3)
whether to accumulate surplus value and, if so, how to use it (a decision that may lead to
both appropriation and provision). As with other types of rules, recovered businesses
display a range of practices in response to these questions.
The issue of cost breaks broadly into two questions: what must be exchanged for
inputs; and how much time each individual must dedicate to the production process. The
first issue, initially, may be easy to resolve, simply due to a lack of resources. As noted
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earlier in the section on appropriation and provision, many workers involved in a
takeover begin with very little to restart production. In these situations, the answer to the
question may end up being “as much money as we can raise as a group.” Some new
cooperatives seek loans and subsidies; others get by without them, perhaps producing a
façón. Once production has restarted, however, and a business has reinserted itself into
cycles of production and exchange, the answer depends on how much the group can
produce and exchange (which depends on an array of variables, including number of
workers, number and condition of machines, costs of raw materials and inputs relative to
available funds, marketplace demand, etc.) and how much the group wants to produce
and exchange (which depends on another array of variables, including how much money
they need to live comfortably, goals for expanding the cooperative’s membership,
maximum amount of time people are willing to work, and so on).
Most informants indicated that they were producing at the maximum capacity
possible, given existing demand in the marketplace and the number of workers in the
business. On the other hand, since the potential capacity of most recovered businesses
remains underutilized, usually due to a reduced workforce, many informants expressed
hopes that production would increase through the addition of new members. Frequently,
at newly recovered businesses, the gap between what they can and want to produce
represents the gap between what they can earn now and what they want to earn in the
future.
Monetary costs of provision in all these situations depend on the price of inputs
for the given volume of production. Moreover, without paying those costs, the
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production process cannot take place. For that reason, Payoff institutions at recovered
businesses require those expenses to be paid first, before any appropriation takes place in
the form of earnings. In some cases, which are relatively rare due to reasons previously
mentioned, a business can defer those costs with credit.
A more contentious matter is the question of labor time, which, for workers in a
recovered business, may include time spent deliberating and making decisions in
assembly and participating in solidarity actions with other groups. This means that
cooperative members frequently spend more time engaged with company business than
their employee counterparts at capitalist enterprises. One UST worker put it this way:
Sometimes we spend more time here than we do at home. We come in at eight in
the morning and sometimes it’s six in the evening and we’re still here working.
And sometimes we have to go to a rally or a march or something, and it’s nine at
night by the time we return. And the next day we come back and do it all over
again.112
Generally speaking, a divide exists between workers willing to devote nearly any
amount of time necessary to complete a production cycle and those who have less
tolerance for long working hours. The first group tends to adopt an attitude of flexibility
about labor time, viewing productive activity as something that ought not be fixed
according to a scheduled number of hours, and the second group might characterized as
those who simply want to “put in their eight hours and go home.” The tension between
these two groups has led to changes in Payoff rules regarding earnings in many recovered
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businesses, and people who adopt the more flexible attitude often criticize those who
don’t. The same UST worker quoted above had this to say:
There are many compañeros who haven’t got it into their heads that this is a
cooperative. That means unity. In the cooperative, as members, as owners, we
don’t have to punch a time card. You don’t have to do that. But there are many
who don’t have the mentality that here, you don’t have a schedule. Sure, you
have your starting time, but you don’t have an ending time.113
The reality that not all members of a cooperative have adopted the same attitudes
about labor time has led most recovered businesses to adopt rules specifying work
schedules that look much like any other business work schedule: starting times, ending
times, minimum number of hours, and so on. Some smaller businesses, like Chilavert
and Cefomar, rely on individual motivation to participate rather than formal rules laid
down by the cooperative, but most adopt some “official” regulations about attendance.
Even at Zanón, considered by many to be among the most radical projects for worker
liberation, people punch in and out using the time clock. These decisions are aimed at
ensuring, at the very least, a minimally fair distribution of the costs of provisioning the
productive apparatus with labor power. In addition to these rules mandating inputs of
labor time, exceptions for sickness are universal, and the more stable businesses often
allow for vacation days and time off for maternity leave.
The second main focus of operational level Payoff rules is far more contentious
than the issue of whether and how to establish minimum labor time per person: how to
translate individual labor time committed into individual appropriation of value. The
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issue of how to distribute earnings among cooperative members engenders far more
debate and variety than the issue of whether or not there should be set, scheduled working
hours. Most recovered business workers have grown accustomed to scheduled work
times as employees in the past, and the decision to continue with a similar regime is
rarely very controversial. The ability to participate in decisions about compensation for
labor time, however, is new kind of authority and scope of action for most, and each
person has a vested interest in the final decision. As a result, the debates are often
spirited, and recovered businesses have adopted a range of solutions, depending on the
attitudes, ideologies, and needs of their members.
The terminology used to refer to pay follows the legal language used in the
Cooperative Law; instead of wages, people usually speak in terms of “returns” or
“withdrawals” from the cooperative’s funds. The question of how to distribute returns
tends to involve two key decisions: first, recovered businesses either adopt an “equal
pay” rule or, conversely, allow for differences in pay; the other primary choice is whether
compensation will be hourly, or in the form of a salary. Table 5 provides an overview of
how these two decisions interact with one another. Beyond these two main choices,
cooperatives must deal with the question of how often members will be allowed to
appropriate their returns. The situation can also become more complex when a
cooperative adopts hourly returns for some and salaried returns for others, or offers some
individuals recurring fixed-rate bonuses in addition to hourly pay.
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Equal Pay

Hourly

returns vary by time but not task;
most egalitarian
everyone earns exactly the same working more hours than another
amount, regardless of task or time
means a greater share

Unequal Pay

Salary

recurring returns, fixed amounts;
returns vary both by time and
returns vary mostly by task,
task; a worker could possibly earn
though perceived time burdens
more than another, even while
may be part of the calculation
working fewer hours

Table 5: Payoff Rules Matrix (earnings)

The most egalitarian of the options in Table 5 is the intersection of equal pay and
salaried returns. As noted earlier, many recovered businesses adopt this rule at the outset,
owing in part to the limited amount of income due to limited production capacity and
inputs. In such a case, “salaries” vary according to the amount of incoming revenue;
workers may find themselves dividing up a very small pie, so to speak. Once the
business starts reliably bringing in more revenue, such that each person’s share is enough
to reproduce themselves, debate can shift to capping the amount of returns and setting
aside surplus.
Others, like Cooperpel, where production was more or less uninterrupted by the
takeover, might adopt a differential payment system from the outset (Cooperpel
distributes monthly salaries that vary, depending on labor category). Eduardo Murúa
links the choice of unequal pay to the ease with which a recovery takes place:
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[T]here are workers who want to implement income scales like they had before.
There are companies that recover as soon as a month after the bankruptcy, and
others go through a tougher process and struggle…. In the ones where they go
back to work sooner, the concept of solidarity isn’t internalized as much. There
wasn’t a change, a struggle that deepened that idea of solidarity. Each worker
does his part and thinks he should earn as much as before, according to his
position.114
Rebón’s research upholds this view; among those he studied, a majority of recovered
businesses that endured “high levels of conflict” during the takeover adopted egalitarian
pay rules, and the majority of those that encountered “low levels of conflict” chose
scaled, unequal pay. Even in businesses that start with unequal pay systems, however, the
absence of profit-taking and, in some cases, of previously ongoing embezzlement or
fraud, means workers often end up with a better share of the revenue that they would
have otherwise—a change especially meaningful for lower income workers, who may
end up earning more than they did before the takeover, and often more than their
counterparts at private capitalist firms.115
At cooperatives that begin by dividing up revenues equally, however, as
production increases and revenues improve, eventually a decision must be made about
whether and when to cap the amount of pay for the members and begin to set aside
surplus. In my interviews, several of my informants intimated that they brought in
somewhat less than a “living wage” amount, but still accumulated “surplus” revenue for
future investments in the business, or as an emergency fund. Others, though, reported
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earnings sufficient to pay for their needs, and many reported that they were earning more
in the cooperative than they were prior to the takeover. Rebón’s research indicates that,
among businesses that are “well consolidated,” most workers reported income above the
average for their job type.116 In any case, the decision to cap salaries and begin
accumulating surplus marks an important point in a recovered business’s development.
But the solidarity mentioned by Murúa has its limits, even among workers who
have endured hardships to recover their businesses, and notions of equality can be
flexible. Especially once revenues stabilize at a level that generates surplus, members
may begin to question a flatly egalitarian pay structure. Many things can account for this,
including a growing awareness (or recollection) that some people have different levels of
education or training, or a feeling that some members have taken on more responsibility
than others. Often, however, what challenges the commitment to solidarity through equal
pay is a perceived difference in solidarity as expressed through equal labor time. If one
or more workers start to come in late or leave early, or others, like the UST member
quoted above, commit to staying longer to finish a project, the difference in labor time
committed can undermine feelings of solidarity.
This has led a number of cooperatives to adopt an hourly pay structure with equal
hourly rates. This strategy accomplishes two things. First, it creates a greater sense of
fairness in the sharing of cooperative funds; people who commit more labor time receive
more returns. Second, it allows members of the cooperative to maintain their claims of
worker equality.
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There are at least a few different ways to structure a system based on equal hourly
returns. At IMPA, for example, the cooperative established a nine-hour work day, five
days a week. Everyone receives an equal salary on the assumption that they will
complete that schedule. If, however, someone works more hours, on a weekend day, for
example, they receive a bonus based on the hourly rate. This is the inverse of what Luis
Caro recommends, which is equal salary based on the commitment to an hourly schedule,
but with reductions for those who work fewer hours. This is similar to the system
adopted by the UST cooperative:
It’s per month; we have a salary. We have an established salary with a bonus of
80 pesos for attendance and 80 pesos for punctuality. And the full salary is 1900
pesos, almost 2000 pesos. If a compañero comes late, after two or three late
arrivals, he loses the punctuality and attendance bonuses…. Everyone is equal if
everyone puts in their hours. If not, and someone misses a day, the day gets
discounted.117
Most groups that opt for an egalitarian hourly system, though, simply track hours and
compensate one another based on hours recorded. Some, like Zanón, go so far as to pay a
higher hourly rate for overtime.
While the majority of recovered businesses report adopting some kind of
egalitarian Payoff rules for appropriation, either salaried or hourly returns, Rebón reports
that around a third of those he researched maintain graded pay scales, with either
differentiated salaries or differentiated hourly rates, according to job category.118 This
data conflicts with the results of my own research, where the split was closer to half and
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half. A number of reasons could account for this difference, including the simple fact
that his sample was different from my own. The difference may also reflect changes that
have occurred since he conducted his research, which took place between 2003 and 2004.
“Many of those,” Rebón writes, “who were paying returns ‘equal for everyone’ signaled
that this would be discussed, in the future, if revenues improved.”119
Another factor that may account for the difference is the apparent tendency for
people to claim that everyone receives equal pay when, in fact, they do not. The quote
below, from one of the Hotel BAUEN workers, is representative of what I heard on more
than one occasion:
It’s equal pay. There’s a small difference that we have. It’s a recognition that is
given to founding members, which is a bonus of 200 pesos. A compañero who
isn’t a founder gets 800 pesos. Founding members get 1000.120
Despite the fact that some members receive a full 25% higher returns per month, this
worker still regarded the pay as “equal.” This suggests that the notion of “equality,” with
regard to Payoff rules, may be less a quantitative measure of value appropriated by
individuals than it is an assessment of “fairness.”
Fair or not, the fact that “small differences” in returns makes them unequal does
not escape the notice of some workers who maintain a genuinely equal pay system.
Ghelco workers, members of MNFR, have kept their equal salary rules in place, despite
increasing production to the level of accumulating surplus, and the president of the
cooperative sees this as an important distinction:
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Here, everyone is equal because this is what differentiates us from other
movements. In the other movement, there are small differences, like I mentioned
before, that they go by different levels. They pay from the top down; we all
collect the same amount, from first to last, we all get the same.121
But even among MNFR businesses, as my interviews indicated, members sometimes do
adopt some non-egalitarian practices. Differential Payoff rules turn out to be quite
common. Perhaps because of the oft-stated ideals of equality and worker solidarity, a
large number of informants used the words “small difference” to describe the variations
in pay among their cooperative members. I heard the phrase over and over again, nearly
every time someone described the differential Payoff rules they had adopted.
As noted above, non-egalitarian Payoff rules may either take the form of
differentiated salaries, differentiated hourly returns, or some combination of both. At
Gráfica Patricios, for example, founding members of the cooperative draw a fixed
amount per month, while new members receive hourly returns and tend to earn slightly
less than the founders. At the pasta manufacturer, Mil Hojas, the fifteen-member
cooperative moved from equally dividing the revenue to salaries that differ based on the
kind of work they do, level of training, and typical number of hours worked. My
informant reported the difference between maximum and minimum pay to stand at about
40%. At La Argentina, a bakery with almost thirty members in the cooperative, workers
collect hourly pay that differs according to their tasks; the lowest earners receive about
900 pesos per month, while the highest earn about 1500, a difference of over 60%.
Porteros, as noted earlier, allows for a difference of about 150% between the lowest and
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most highly paid, and pays a salary for managers and hourly returns for others. Several
informants reported differences in pay more in the range of 10-20%, yet nearly all of
these were characterized as “small differences” in my interviews.
The debate over Payoff rules for appropriation has resulted in a great deal of
variety in practice from business to business, owing to different production processes,
ideals, ideologies, and levels of commitment to cooperativism. One aspect of the process
shared by the vast majority of recovered businesses, however, is that these rules emerge
from collective discussion and a transparent democratic process. From the outset, with
few exceptions, fairness, rather than minimization of labor costs, drives the decision
making process. And yet fairness, like equality, can mean different things to different
people at different times. Some of my informants’ reflections can give us insights into
how unequal pay can be considered fair and/or justified.
At Cefomar, for example, where revenues are still very low, the lack of company
income adequate to support the members actually provides a reason to not be concerned
with equal pay. One of the consejo members with whom I met acknowledged that “there
is some small difference” in pay, “depending on what’s decided in the assembly or the
consejo.” When asked if this difference was significant, this was her reply:
No, it’s not important. No, because the pay is symbolic. Because you have to pay
for all of the overhead first, and after that, whatever is left gets divided up. So
long as the production unit hasn’t advanced enough to grow and there isn’t a
decent amount of sales, pay just can’t really be that important.122
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So, at least for the majority of Cefomar members, small revenues do not necessarily
imply equal pay as a measure of solidarity. It is, perhaps, noteworthy that Cefomar
workers provide the skilled service of book editing. Rebón’s research revealed that both
education level and skill level correspond to support for equal pay. In the 2003 PICASO
survey of roughly 140 workers in recovered businesses, the numbers were dramatic.
Among workers with less than a high school level of education, 60.8% supported equal
pay for all, compared to only 21.7% of those who had at least a high school diploma.
Workers with no vocational certification supported equal pay at a rate of 71.4%, while
only 18.2% of workers with scientific or other technical certifications supported it.123
But skill certification and education level alone do not explain the decision to
adopt Payoff rules with differential levels of individual appropriation. At La Cacerola, a
recovered bakery and café that enjoys relative stability and reliable accumulation of
surplus, one of the elected managers described the challenges of both maintaining
egalitarian pay and attempting to collectively develop fair rules for unequal pay. The
following passage is long, but instructive as to the kinds of institutional struggles faced
by some recovered businesses:
All of us have an ongoing debate. For almost four years, there’s been almost no
difference [in pay] except for the amount of hours worked. We all earn nearly the
same. Almost, with a few small differences.
In percentage terms, the difference is almost nothing. There’s a little bit
more for the president, but only a little, and the rest is in proportion to the number
of hours worked. But we [the managers] think that this is unjust—very unjust.
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We’ve gone through a difficult period of years, during which we haven’t found a
way to solve this problem, but now we are working on this issue a lot. We believe
that it’s also necessary, for example, to compensate for years of training. What
someone studies and prepares for, that has to be part of their income. Or the effort
someone puts in, which should be rewarded in some manner. Of course, not all
workers are equal, and we’ve come to a culture … working culture has been
largely lost. There almost isn’t a working culture now.
So, there are workers that, if they can, work little and leave what has to be
done to others who do it—or just don’t show up at all, and there are others that
have to do their work. You see? So, for almost four years, we’ve been talking
about this, trying to make it understood: that we have to have solidarity, that
these behaviors aren’t what it is to be cooperative. But over time, we came to
understand that simply talking would be a process of years, that therefore we also
have to have a material compensation as an incentive. Because, if not, the
problem is that the best people—those who work the most, the ones who put in
the most effort—get demoralized.
And we’re going to lose the best people, the ones who are most punctual.
And so, we’re still debating and working on a system of categories like workers
have in trade guilds or something similar; it won’t be exactly the same in the
sense that, for one thing, whoever knows more and works more has to earn more.
And we also believe that there has to be a higher income for whoever is
responsible, say, for one whole sector. Because the sector chief, at the end of the
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eight hour shift, if things are not in order, or if something is broken, many times
he has to come at night because a machine is broken. The chief doesn’t have a set
schedule. He has to work outside his hours. But for this, he also has to be
compensated economically because otherwise . . . well, we can see it happening
today in the social economy: as there is more work in the country, there are more
jobs—poorly paid, but more jobs—so, if the cooperatives, which are better, which
have a better work situation, if they don’t compensate people, sooner or later they
go to work somewhere else.
But there is also the matter of cooperative principles: equal pay for an
equal amount number of hours, something that is very good, that’s fundamental.
So, now what? This is not socialism, where your other needs are provided by the
whole society—housing, education, health care, recreation. In a socialist country,
these are not problems. My own work hours, or those of an engineer, can be the
same because my children, who I raise, and I’m not an engineer, are assured the
ability to study and a whole series of other things, like housing. But we are not in
a socialist country. What we are doing here is an attempt to work without bosses,
but we are within a capitalist system.124
Also under debate at La Cacerola are special Payoff rules that acknowledge seniority and
rules that pay extra for overtime.
Of course, there is nothing innately un-socialist or even un-communist about
some differences in the way value may be appropriated by individuals engaged in a joint
production process. In the various cooperatives I visited, I encountered numerous
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adjustments and modifications to member pay that more-or-less adhered to the maxim,
“from each according to their means, to each according to their needs.” At a few
cooperatives, workers with young children received extra pay to help with the added
costs of parenthood. At Chilavert, one older worker had voluntarily offered to take less
pay, since he received monthly social security payments from the government and only
needed a small amount to have a livable income.
But perhaps the most direct manifestation of capitalist tendencies in Payoff rules
occurs when recovered businesses make the decision to hire contract labor and pay these
hired workers wages. In some rare cases, as in Huesitos Wilde hiring labor to quickly
turn around contracts working a façón, contract laborers might receive more than the
members. Most contracted workers, however, receive hourly wages that either match the
returns of members or fall short. Rebón reports that 62% of respondents in the PICASO
survey felt that contractors should receive the same pay as members, while just over 28%
thought they should receive less.125 My own interviews revealed that, among the
cooperatives that used contracted labor, roughly half paid rates equal to those of
members, and the rest, with the one exception noted above, paid less.
Regardless of the choices made about the distribution of earnings, every
cooperative that develops the capacity to accumulate surplus must collectively determine
how to use it. The collective control over surplus value, in fact, is one of the most
significant qualities that differentiates a worker cooperative from a capitalist enterprise.
Rules for dealing with surplus revenue tend to be straightforward, with the cooperative
accumulating the surplus over the course of a year, and then voting on how to dispose of
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it at the annual ordinary assembly. A MNER representative working at the bakery, La
Argentina, gave me an overview of the process, also explaining the relationship between
surplus and returns:
We call what is produced in worker cooperatives the excedente [surplus]. So,
conceptually, you could say that the cooperative’s goal is to create jobs and this,
in turn, generates a monetary surplus that has to be shared at the end of the year,
in December or June, when the fiscal year closes.
Insofar as, obviously, no one can work for a year without receiving
anything, without taking something home, what one receives every month is
called the “anticipated return” on these surpluses. It’s a reasonable fixed amount.
At the end of the year, looking at the balance, we say, “Great, we have enough
money left over after deducting necessary expenses and whatnot.” Then, the
assembly will discuss what to do with this surplus. It could be that it is shared
between everyone, or one part is shared and the rest is used for new parts or to
buy a machine, or to invest.... The assembly will decide.126
In practice, Payoff rules for surplus are just that simple. At the end of the fiscal year,
every cooperative holds an assembly and votes on the disposition of any surplus. Of
course, as discussed previously, among groups with low levels of participation, where
more power is concentrated in the consejo, this assembly may be little more than a
performance aimed at rubber-stamping the managers’ decisions. In cooperatives with
stronger participation, however, there will be greater discussion and debate. In either
case, the Payoff rules for surplus funds will either dictate a sharing of funds among
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members or investment in the company’s infrastructure, materials for further production,
or creation of new positions. The actual decisions made depend on the amount of
surplus, the conditions at the individual business, the needs of the production process, and
whether or not the members want to expand the cooperative with new members or
contractors.

Payoff Rules: Surplus Space
One especially interesting aspect of Payoff rules for appropriation of surplus has
to do with the appropriation of surplus space. When a recovery takes place, parts of the
physical plant—rooms, warehouse space, sometimes entire buildings—may be left
unused for the production of commodities or services. Asset stripping by the former
owners may have cleared an area formerly occupied by machinery, or raw materials and
labor power may not be sufficient to put all the business’s spaces to use. At many
recovered business sites, the elimination or reduction of dedicated management staff has
left administrative offices empty. These spaces, too, are surpluses that can be
appropriated for the benefit of the cooperative.
The value of surplus space is both concrete and abstract. The spaces of a factory
or other building are, themselves, the products of wage labor and, as such, embody what
Marx called dead labor. The spaces themselves are a physical manifestation of the
extraction of surplus value from workers at some point in the past, the spaces further
having been constructed specifically for the purpose of extracting even more surplus
value in the future. The factories, the offices, the warehouses—these all result from what
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Lefebvre describes as a process of “productive consumption: the consumption of a space,
and one that is doubly productive in that it produces both surplus value and another
space.”127 Capitalists produce a factory by consuming raw materials, labor power, and,
indeed space itself in order to intensify their extraction of surplus value. And in the
process, it isn’t simply that both surplus value and a new space are produced; the new
space is actually the form that the surplus value takes.
This, however, locks the surplus value in place as fixed capital. These rooms and
buildings are, as David Harvey might describe them, “physical infrastructures that are
immobile in space and highly vulnerable to place-specific devaluation.”128 The placespecific devaluation in Argentina hit its peak in 2002, taking the form of bankruptcies
and business closures across the country. The recovery of those physical infrastructures
by the workers who had used them to produce surplus value for a boss means, in many
cases, that those workers have recovered more fixed capital than they can put into
productive service. As fixed capital, moreover, these spaces are “‘value imprisoned
within a specific use value,’ associated with specific forms of commodity production
under specific technological conditions” that therefore “confines the trajectory of future
capitalist development.”129
At many recovered businesses, however, workers have sought to avoid those
constraints by adopting Payoff rules that establish new uses for surplus spaces. Rather
than accept the “imprisonment” of dead labor in one specific use value for capitalist
production, these Payoff rules subvert the logic of capitalist accumulation by
appropriating those spaces as sites of non-capitalist development. These rules call for the
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use value of surplus spaces to be realized through a range of spatial reconfigurations,
turning warehouses into theaters, managers’ offices into classrooms, and conference
rooms into day care centers. A more detailed review of these appropriations of surplus
space for community engagement and their potential consequences for subjectivity must
wait for the next chapter; for the moment we will focus on the kinds of rules that exist for
surplus space appropriation and the operational processes that enable it.
First of all, it should be noted that many recovered businesses do not reconfigure
surplus spaces for community outreach projects. Luis Caro, for example, speaks quite
skeptically about the establishment of “cultural centers” in surplus spaces:
Then there is another issue in question—for example the centers. Sometimes
people propose cultural centers inside the factories. We don’t really, in principle,
see this as bad, because it’s fine, but the factory is there to produce—to do, as we
say, what has to be done. If it’s a cultural type of factory, that produces culture,
then great. But if it’s a factory that makes iron or steel or paint… to bring in other
things seems to me like wanting to insert someone’s idea—some ideal—into the
minds of the workers.130
Perhaps, in light of this attitude on Caro’s part, it should not be surprising that Ghelco, an
influential member of MNFR, has avoided such conversions of surplus space on the
grounds that it might lead to politicization. When I mentioned the schools, cultural
centers and other projects at different recovered businesses, this was the Ghelco
president’s response:
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Not here, no not here. That was never done here, I don’t know. Mostly these
things—schools and all that—mostly they come about for political reasons. Many
times. I’m not saying always, but many times, yes. So there are things like that
out there, but behind them, it’s all a political movement.131
Other businesses, like Cooperpel, have no transformed surplus spaces simply because
they didn’t recover any surplus space to transform: “We don’t have a place for that. It’s
all occupied by the machines; there’s no space available.”132 These businesses do,
however, sometimes opt to invest some of their surplus supporting community programs
off-site, as in the case of Mil Hojas, the pasta factory, which donates to food banks and
free kitchens.
But many recovered businesses have used surplus space for purposes other than
that for which it was constructed; just under one third of the businesses I researched had
set up a school, cultural center, clinic, or other kind of space for community use, and
some had more than one such project in operation. The decision to use surplus space in
this manner is made by assembly vote, though the idea to do so may well be introduced
by people outside the business, such as movement organizers. Decisions that must
further be made, either by assembly or in the consejo include how to regulate public
access to the space, how much involvement cooperative members will have in managing
the activities there, whether or not to collaborate with other organizations, whether the
cooperative will invest its own funds to alter the space, and whether the transformation of
the surplus space will be permanent or temporary.
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In practice, cooperatives have made a wide variety of decisions in answer to these
questions. At Chilavert, for example, you need only ring the doorbell and announce
yourself, and the office staff on duty will “buzz you in,” where you may then freely enter
the factory floor, visit the university-established Center for Documentation of Recovered
Businesses, go upstairs to the art gallery and cultural center, or go down the hall to the
classrooms. For the most part, Chilavert members stay out of decisions on how the
surplus space is organized; they just make it available to university students and the
teachers’ cooperative that runs the school.
At CUC and Gráfica Patricios, the situation is different. The dental clinic at
Patricios and the day care center/kindergarten at CUC both have completely separate
entrances into the factory building, and these spaces are locked off from the rest of the
building. As such, the cooperative members can allow these operations to run
independently and regulate access however they choose. A volunteer group operates the
dental clinic and provides everything apart from the donated space. The day care center,
however, is funded in part by CUC surplus funds, since many of the cooperative
members use its services for their own children.
Certainly, the easiest and most common adaptation of surplus space is the
establishment of a “cultural center,” where the public may congregate, hold workshops,
stage performances, and, in many cases, discuss how to support the recovered business
that created the center. Cultural centers require very little in the way of expense, and may
be little more than an empty room with a sign reading “cultural center” posted on the
wall. Otherwise, the space becomes what its users make it; if people set up a stage and
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PA system, it becomes a concert hall. If people bring used clothes, it can become a thrift
store, or a place for any number of activities. This may, and certainly does, include
political organizing at some cultural centers, and some cooperatives have had rigorous
debates over how the cultural centers should be used, or even if they should be closed
altogether.133
Of course, it should be recalled that the decision to open surplus spaces to public
use or community benefit arises chiefly as a kind of compact for community support in
times of trouble. While the threat of eviction remains, the cultural center can represent a
bond with people in the neighborhood and beyond, and even a way to ensure that enough
people are present at any given time to prevent a lockout. For the most part, the decision
to adopt Payoff rules for the appropriation of surplus space is a strategic decision (in the
sense adopted by de Certeau134) made by recovered business workers to help sustain their
efforts at making the recovery. In some cases, once a legal expropriation has been
achieved, the cooperative members reconsider such uses of surplus space and may even
close them to the public once again. In others, however, the spatial transformation
persists, and the Payoff rules for surplus space do not change.
In the next chapter, we will focus in more depth on the transformation of these
surplus spaces, the degree to which these transformations may be linked to changes in
worker subjectivity, and how the appropriation of such spaces for community benefit
may represent a shift towards new kinds of non-capitalist production. For now, however,
I have summarized the kinds of decisions made by most recovered businesses in the
adoption of Payoff rules for the use of surplus space.
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Because of the wide variety of Payoff rules (for either appropriation or provision)
adopted by various recovered businesses, it remains beyond the scope of the present work
to provide an exhaustive, detailed listing of every decision that has been made at every
business. Rather, the goal of this discussion has been to outline the options that workers
find available and the types of decisions that have been made within that range of
options, with some specific examples drawn from my field work. Greater detail must be
left to future, more in-depth case studies of individual businesses, rather than the survey
and typological approach presented here.
But there is still one more institutional theme that has yet been left unexplored,
and that is the question of how to prevent individuals from appropriating unfairly from
the joint-use common resource that is a recovered business. In industrial commons
settings like the ones described here, this amounts to ensuring that, for each member, no
appropriation occurs without adequate provision of, in these cases, labor power. In
literature on the commons, this is often described as the “free rider” problem.

The “Free Rider” Problem
While the free rider problem may not be exclusively confined to commons
situations, it does receive a lot of attention in literature on the commons, and institutions
aimed at preventing free-riding constitute an important area of study for the
understanding of collective action. Ostrom describes the free rider problem as follows:
Whenever one person cannot be excluded from the benefits that others provide,
each person is motivated not to contribute to the joint effort, but to free-ride on
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the efforts of others. If all participants choose to free-ride, the collective benefit
will not be produced. The temptation to free-ride, however, may dominate the
decision process, and thus all will end up where no one wanted to be.
Alternatively, some may provide while others free-ride, leading to less than the
optimal level of provision of the collective benefit.135
In the case of a business, the free rider is the person who withholds their labor, but still
shares in the revenue generated by the labor of others.
Under “normal” circumstances, the free rider would thus be the capitalist owner
of the business. In fact, one could argue that capitalism, as a social process, adopts
institutions that establish an entire class of people as free riders. But the circumstances at
recovered businesses are anything but normal and, in fact, one particular aspect of social
relations in recovered businesses makes Ostrom’s description applicable: the matter of
exclusion.
Although Ostrom’s characterization of the free rider problem presupposes that
someone “cannot be excluded from the benefits others provide,” this is an idealization.
Recall that, for Ostrom, a defining characteristic of common pool resources is the
difficulty or costliness of excluding appropriators; it isn’t that people cannot be excluded,
but rather that excluding them is difficult. In a capitalist business, free riders (apart from
the owner) may be excluded relatively easily simply by firing them. The cost of doing so
tends to rise with the level of skill of the worker in question, but for relatively unskilled
workers, the cost of firing a free rider or “slacker” may be minimal. In a cooperative,
however, and especially in recovered business cooperatives, that authority tends to be
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diffused among all members, and outright revocation of membership requires a group
action. On top of that, feelings of mutual social commitment can make excluding a free
rider even more costly.
Some of the ways recovered businesses seek to minimize the free rider problem
include the Payoff rules described above. Returns based on hours worked help to ensure
that appropriation from the common resource (i.e., the business) only occurs when a
member provides labor power to collectively utilize the resource. However, in many
industrial processes, a certain minimum commitment must be made by every person
involved in order to complete a production cycle within the time span desired. If
someone works less than necessary to fulfill their role as part of the production process,
but still receives even partial pay for fewer hours, they are effectively appropriating value
without engaging in provision; they are free-riding. Most recovered businesses have
formal or informal rules intended to discourage members from falling short of that
minimum commitment.
In cases of extreme lack of commitment, members may be ejected from the
cooperative. Such cases are rare, but they do happen, as they have at El Petróleo, for lack
of attendance:
Yes, yes, it has happened. It’s sad, but it has happened. You always hear that
people won’t do anything unless they are pushed, that people are lazy by nature.
But, yes, sadly we’ve had to expel one or two, at least, or sanction some others
who didn’t understand. That’s what our internal rules are for, more than anything
else—to make them comply. If the scheduled starting time is eight in the
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morning, then it’s eight in the morning. If the scheduled ending time is twelve
o’clock, then it’s twelve o’clock.136
But expulsions happen fairly rarely, according to my informants, and most recovered
businesses opt for some kind of more or less formally applied sanctions for lateness and
absenteeism. Rebón’s survey research revealed that only three percent of respondents
favored expulsion as a punishment for unjustified absenteeism, while half favored
suspensions and/or reductions in pay.137 Based on my own fieldwork, sanctions fall
generally into two categories: reduction of base pay and loss of reward.
Reductions in base pay can take multiple forms. At cooperatives that pay returns
based on hours worked, lateness or absence translates directly into reduced pay, in
accordance with the number of hours missed. Those that pay salaried returns usually set
an amount to be deducted in the case of unjustified lateness or absence. In cases of
habitual lateness or absence, base pay may be reduced by suspending a worker and
docking an amount corresponding to the length of the suspension. The rules at Lavalan
are fairly representative:
If you come late, your pay is reduced. If you come late three times, then you have
to spend a day at home: suspension. After that, if you come in for three days and
then two days late, you’ll be docked ten pesos, twenty pesos—something that
hurts. There have also been cases, and continue to be sometimes, of compañeros
who ask to leave an hour early; they get docked, too. Here, everyone has to put in
eight hours of work.138
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Another fairly common strategy to reduce free-riding is to encourage punctuality
and attendance through the payment of bonuses or rewards. UST’s rules for attendance,
cited above, are one good example. Ghelco also uses this approach:
Here, for example, to deal with the problem of excessive sick days, or failure to
show up or to work, we’ve set up a bonus. If someone falls short two or three
times, then they lose the bonus.139
Ghelco’s rules further allow for suspensions in the case of serial absenteeism and
drunkenness. In at least one recovered business, Grissinopoli, the workers’ assembly has
adopted a combination of penalties and rewards, by linking the two together:
The only sanction we have is that whoever misses work, they aren’t paid for that
day. And this money, and the end of the month, from all those who had absences,
gets divided up between those who had no absences, as a reward, as an
incentive.140
For lesser offenses, like lateness, Grissinopoli workers use the mechanism of the
assembly to issue reprimands and air grievances.
In fact, censure by the assembly may always be used as a tool to encourage
adequate provision on the part of members. During one of my visits to La Cacerola, for
example, I was allowed to attend a full assembly, called specifically for the purpose of
sanctioning two members for absenteeism. The meeting seemed to double as a forum for
public shaming, as much as it was a deliberative body for imposing a penalty. Several
people voiced criticism of these members’ lack of solidarity and the workers in question
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appeared remorseful. In the end, the consejo members recommended a suspension,
which was approved by assembly vote.
That the free rider problem exists at all in recovered businesses raises the question
of how, or whether, the experience of working in one changes individual subjects’
relationship to work and to their fellow workers. The interviews and other observations I
made during my fieldwork suggest to me that the free rider problem may be mitigated to
some degree by recovered business workers’ shared sense of mutual commitment and
interdependence, particularly among groups that have endured or are undergoing difficult
struggles to achieve legal expropriation. On the other hand, the widespread adoption of
rules for penalties indicates that such a shared sense of commitment has its limits. We
will explore those limits in more detail in the next chapter, though simple definitive
answers may remain elusive.

The Case of Zanón Ceramics: “We are not a Recovered Factory”
“Organically, we with all our problems, our defects, and our
virtues, we make it work. With a cooperative or without a
cooperative. With legal recognition or without legal recognition.
So . . . on this path that the workers take—all along this path—
through a breach, through one tiny opening, justice will come.”141
—Cristián Moya, Zanón public relations manager, 2008

Finally, I want to briefly outline the case of Zanón, and how it differs
institutionally from other recovered businesses. Zanón Ceramics is certainly one of the
most well known recoveries, and many regard the workers of Zanón as emblematic of the
entire phenomenon of recovered businesses. How ironic, then, that at the time of my visit
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in 2008, the factory was going on almost seven years without a legal expropriation, and
that my primary informant insisted the operation was neither a cooperative nor a
recovered business. I will explain.
Zanón differs from most other recovered businesses in a host of ways, including
its size, location, position in its production sector, and ownership history. It is the largest
ceramic tile manufacturing plant in Argentina and, as such, has a certain amount of clout
as an entity in the ceramics sector. The factory itself is massive, and the facilities cover
nine hectares of land. Currently, 470 people work at the plant, in three round-the-clock
shifts, though the production lines would require three times that number to run at full
capacity. The former owner, Luis Zanón, is good friends with Carlos Menem, the
president who shepherded the country towards economic crisis in the 1990s, and Zanón
received IMF/World Bank-backed loans to fund his business during Menem’s
administration. Zanón also received major subsidies from the provincial government in
the form of reduced rates for electricity, gas, and water—all of which the factory
consumes in copious amounts, as it grinds, molds, bakes, glazes, and ships millions of
ceramic and porcelain tiles every quarter.142
Any of the factory workers can tell you how, despite the massive subsidies and
loans, those pesos never materialized in the form of increased production or even wages
paid on time. It is conventional wisdom that Zanón pocketed the money and stashed it
overseas, even as he slowed production, cut wages, and laid people off. The result was a
bankruptcy that the workers argue is fraudulent, with the IMF and World Bank among
the interested creditors.
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Aside from these singular factors, Zanón Ceramics is located far from most other
recovered businesses, in the western province of Neuquén, just outside the capital city of
the same name. Compared to Buenos Aires, the city of Neuquén is tiny, with less than
300,000 people. The Zanón factory, as one of the region’s largest businesses, has
attracted a lot of attention in recent years; most of the people in the area know the story of
the ongoing struggle, and substantial numbers of people either know someone who is, or
are themselves, directly impacted by the situation at the factory. In Buenos Aires, with
its metro population of 15 million, the struggle over the factory might make back page
news once in a while, but would be (and is) swallowed up in the mass of so many people,
issues of local and national governance, and urban problems. In the remote, sparsely
populated west, however, confrontations and struggles over the factory’s fate are big
news. Zanón workers’ press releases routinely get into the local papers and receive
notice on local television news programs.
But place matters for Zanón workers in more ways than population and distance
from Buenos Aires. Neuquén also turns out to be a kind of focal point or nexus for the
ceramics business. The province includes soils good for raw material inputs, and nearby
quarries can supply that material in large quantities. As a result, there are several
ceramics factories located nearly adjacent to one another in a zone called “Industrial
Park,” only a few kilometers north of the city of Neuquén. Thousands of people work in
these factories. And they have a union. The existence of this union makes a difference
for Zanón workers in institutional terms.
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One of the things that unions do, if they are at all effective, is change the rules of
an organization—usually at the operational level, but sometimes at the implementation
level—for the benefit of the workers in the union. The workers who initially occupied
Zanón had been attempting to do this for years. The first step, which they accomplished
in 1998, was accomplished when a group of workers, angered by Luis Zanón’s use of
Taylorism and failure to maintain safety standards, managed to win elections for the
union’s Internal Commission. This commission then set about negotiating rules changes
with Zanón to improve conditions at the factory. In 2000, one of the union leaders from
the factory was elected as president of entire regional union organization, known as
SOECN, the Neuquén Ceramics Workers and Employees Union. With that, the stage
was set for more than a just a struggle over the fate of one factory; many workers at
Zanón today see their struggle as a fight for the future of an entire regional industry. This
is why Cristián, my main informant at the factory, denied that Zanón was a recovered
factory:
Here’s the situation we have: what this is all about, in all of our plans here at
Zanón, is that we are a recovered union; we are not a recovered factory. What we
do is to recover that tool for workers. Then, through a process of diffusion [‘por
decantación’], it’s given that we end up running the factory, controlling the
factory. It was this very situation that brought us to make our stand at the factory,
because it’s union of workers, because it’s a union with its position as a union—
because it’s a political union.
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Look, if Zanón would have accepted an increase in salary, if Zanón would
have accepted the security and hygiene measures we demanded, he would still be
working here, but with rights for the workers. So, it isn’t a recovered factory, but
a recovered union. Because the owner’s group continues to fight, and because the
union has a responsibility to see that the workers keep getting their salaries, the
union guides the workers in the factory’s production; that is, it guides in a
political way. It says, “All right, guys, the ownership isn’t keeping things going,
so we’re going to put the factory back into operation.” But a cooperative is not to
be taken as an alternative, or as if we are a recovered factory.143
To accept Zanón as “simply” a recovered business would, in the estimation of many
Zanón workers (and certainly the union leadership that came from the factory),
undermine the larger goal: the eventual nationalization, under worker control, of all
ceramics companies in Neuquén. Symbols of this commitment to the union are very
visible among Zanón’s workers; the tan work shirts everyone wears display the SOECN
logo across the back, and the banners they carry in rallies put that logo front and center,
with the Zanón logo usually less prominent.
The conception of Zanón’s workers’ actions as something more than the recovery
of one business makes at least some of them actors at different institutional levels than
those typically engaged by workers at other recovered businesses. The Zanón workers
who direct the SOECN often work at the policy level, advocating for a different kind of
expropriation, which doesn’t require the formation of a cooperative, and allows for
different implementation level rules than those prescribed by the Cooperative Law.
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Moreover, the union itself represents an organization with its own multilevel sets of rules,
within which individual businesses are nested; to paraphrase Ostrom, the policy level
rules for a micro-setting are affected by implementation and policy level rules for larger
jurisdictions.144 If the union adopts resolutions calling for certain kinds of worker
actions, organization, or the adoption of specific institutions in unionized workplaces,
then this will affect multiple “micro-settings,” i.e., ceramics factories in Neuquén.
The call for nationalization under worker control, according to the position of my
informants and numerous published interviews and press releases, does not involve the
establishment of worker cooperatives, as this would bind them within a legal framework
that wouldn’t acknowledge the socialization of the means of production. While it is clear
that Zanón workers and organizers favor democratic management processes, the
processes do not quite fit the structures demanded by the Cooperative Law. Still, as a
pragmatic measure, Zanón workers formed a cooperative, FaSinPat (short for “factory
without a boss”), in 2005, after a judge told them it was their only option to stave off
further eviction attempts:
In 2005, the judge that was handling the negotiations with creditors, who tried to
evict us four times, had run out of time and had to decree the bankruptcy. So, in
order to avoid another eviction, this same judge says, when he gives us the
cooperative papers, he tells us, “Guys, it’s all good. We’re friends, nothing’s
going to happen, but you need to have a legal form. I know how to do it, but you
have to have a legal form.” So then, what did we do? We incorporated as a
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cooperative. And the judge ceded to the cooperative, in this case FaSinPat, the
tenancy and use of the factory for one year.145
A year later, the judge granted a further three years for the cooperative to run the factory,
but then reduced that to two years shortly afterwards. As of my visit in April 2008,
FaSinPat’s protection from eviction was due to expire the following October, and the
situation seemed, as Raúl Godoy, president of SOECN, told me, “very precarious”:
This is the situation we are in now: in October of 2008, the cooperative expires.
And there’s another problem, that the judge also is in a difficult situation because,
if conditions don’t change, he cannot grant another extension to the cooperative.
He has to resolve the matter. And if conditions don’t change, if he doesn’t want
to evict us here, he’s going to have to give us something in our favor, or declare
“public utility” [similar to eminent domain]. You see? He can’t go back to the
cooperative. So, if the conditions don’t exist to evict us, if we don’t fall into
bankruptcy, if we don’t fight amongst ourselves, when October comes around, the
judge has to choose either eviction or public utility—or some other legal form.
But he has to come up with some other legal form that supersedes the
cooperative.146
Given these circumstances, it should be no surprise that my informants cared little
for the cooperative, even though the creation of FaSinPat had allowed them a few years’
grace period to continue working and earning. People openly refer to the cooperative as a
legal fiction:
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We set it up as a legal umbrella. But there’s a matter of ideology here because, in
our operations, we continue operating in the same way as before, as a recovered
union, as a factory, as a workers’ assembly. I mean, the consejo doesn’t exist.
There are names, first and last names—the compañeros who have to sign things
when there’s something to sign….147
Zanón workers have devised their own institutions for collective management over the
years, and, as I freely roamed the factory over the course of three days, chatting with
people during all three shifts, I detected no inclination to do things differently and a
general level of satisfaction with the inclusive nature of decision making.
What, then, are the institutions that characterize Zanón’s version of workplace
democracy? What rules make them different from many or most recovered businesses?
Covering all of them would make for an entire book of its own, but I will attempt to
cover some of the more distinctive rules adopted by the factory workers, as a noteworthy
addition to the references to Zanón and FaSinPat made in previous discussions.
First of all, there is a workers’ assembly. In fact, there are several workers’
assemblies. Because the factory is so large, and has physically separate processes in
different parts of the massive building complex, the workers are divided into sectors. For
example, one part of the factory is dedicated to grinding and mixing the raw inputs with
water, in effect making clay. In another area, machines shape the clay into square slabs
and feed them by conveyor belt into a series of ovens. Yet another processing line
applies glaze to the tiles and sends them to the kilns. The kilns receive the tiles and hardfire them, after which a mechanical system passes them on to another area for inspection
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and packaging. The factory contains three complete production lines, each set up for
different kinds of tiles, with a great deal of automation; the most advanced line handles
porcelain. Then, there are sectors for shipping, receiving, direct sales, maintenance, a
cafeteria, administrative tasks, bookkeeping, the press office, and an on-site medical
clinic.
Because of the highly divided labor process, with workers relatively isolated and
specialized, each sector group elects a Sector Coordinator. At the end of each shift, the
workers in a given sector usually gather for an assembly and go over problems,
complaints, suggestions, or, as is often the case, just socialize and chat. Sector
Coordinators meet regularly to share information about the goings on in each production
area, and they elect a Coordinator General to facilitate their meetings. Then, periodic
general assemblies—the day-long jornadas mentioned before—allow the coordinators to
propose ideas to the assembly so that all the members can debate and vote. As my
informant said above, the consejo doesn’t exist, at least not in the sense defined under the
Cooperative Law, with a president, secretary, and treasurer. The real management of the
factory happens through this network of sector assemblies, coordinators, and general
assemblies.
Rules for entering and leaving coordinator positions are somewhat loosely
defined, and I was told that some sectors, like quality control/inspection, have high
turnover rates, while others, like plant security, have never had a change. As for a system
of terms and re-elections, things are fluid at Zanón. The necessary process for changing
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coordinators is simply that “the compañeros get together and talk about it.”148 This can
happen any time sector workers gather in assembly.
But despite this flexibility, a general consensus has emerged that some positions
should not be continuously occupied by the same person for too long, and that it is better
for the factory if workers from the floor spend some time in administrative positions, so
they can better understand all aspects of the production process. This accomplishes two
things, at least: it prevents the concentration of power among a single group of people;
and it gives workers experience that makes them better-informed decision makers in
assemblies. The outcome is an emerging system of “rotations” for certain positions,
including some Sector Coordinator positions. This system is something Zanón workers
openly discuss, and interviewees at the one other recovered business in Neuquén, the
ADOS Hospital, brought it up as a contrast to their own institutions and social working
conditions:
Yes, over there they have another advantage, which is that they rotate. At Zanón,
there is a process of rotation. First, they rotate in the production lines to avoid the
problem of alienation. So, they work for a while in one line, and then work on a
different line at some other time. Some of them move on to the porcelain line,
while others from porcelain move to a different line. From the lines, they move to
the oven, from the oven they move to the atomizer, from the atomizer they rotate
out; people from maintenance move over to the stock section.
And then there are all those in administration, where many from
production move on to administration. The problem is that, at Zanón, it was
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different because at Zanón nobody from administration stayed. All the
administrators got paid, collected very large severance pay, and they left. So line
workers had to transform into administrators. Here [at ADOS], people
remained—not many, but there remained some from administration, some from
finance, and so on.
So, there was a different type of situation in terms of the relation between
management and the workers. This hospital was a more bureaucratic, state-run
organization, where everyone except those that gave the orders were all
employees. While at Zanón, no. There were blue collar workers and white collar
workers. And the ones with white collars collected and took off and left the blue
collars behind. Here, no. Here the situation was more ‘poly-classist,’ from the
point of view of those who stayed, compared to what they did at Zanón.149
It is interesting to note that this speaker regards Zanón’s practice as an “advantage.” In
the context of the interview, the advantage to which he referred was the how knowledge
gained through rotation made for more informed collective decision making. In this
sense, regular rotations amount to a kind of Information rule, as well as a Boundary rule.
From within the organization at Zanón, people see the rotation system as
advantageous because it prevents the kind of managerial despotism that existed in the old
firm. No single person can assume too much administrative power for too long, and
periodic changes remind people that no one at Zanón is “the boss.” This is how Cristián,
the press liaison, explained it:
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How can I explain this? There are positions that are critical, like positions
involving money; payroll, sales, administration, these are critical. They are
positions where, if someone stays for a long time, there are temptations. Even for
the most honest, these are tempting positions. So, those positions have a rotation,
and it’s a fixed date; every two years, two and a half years, they have to rotate.
And then there is the position of Coordinator. It has already happened—
there is already experience here in Zanón—that some Coordinators have felt like
they were more than a coordinator, that they felt like they were in charge. And so
that person’s comrades told him, “Look. This isn’t working out because you
aren’t managing things well. You think you’re our boss, when in reality you’re
our comrade.” The fellow gets rotated out, everyone takes note, and things go
back to normal.150
But as mentioned by my interviewee at ADOS, the rotation system extends beyond
management and administration positions. People also routinely switch from position to
position along and between the various production lines. Unlike the fixed terms for
“tempting” positions, however, rotations on the production floor are less defined and
happen more irregularly, depending on individual abilities and the needs of the
production chain:
Sure, changing sectors is normal; it has become natural. But there’s a cost, and
that is training, no? You get put in another place and you lose some time for
training that, in some cases, slows things down. When it’s apparent that this
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destabilizes or unbalances the situation, a person is told, “Okay, stop. You don’t
rotate because you’re going mess things up.”151
Moreover, the decision to switch positions, either within or between sectors, can be made
in different ways, and by different combinations of actors:
In some cases it’s a result of planning, in others due to obligation, and in other
cases by the choice of the compañeros. Sometimes they are told, “Hey, we’re
planning such-and-such. Can you guys switch? Work this shift? Do this other
thing, that other thing? Great, perfect. Done.” And there are cases where it’s like,
“Look, you’re handling this poorly. The shift says they don’t want you in this
sector any more, and this other shift will accept you in this other sector.” And
other cases where, well, we coordinate ourselves. Like in the Selection sector, for
example, they made a decision about the shift—there are three shifts: morning,
afternoon, and night—and they decided, “Hey, we’re going to pull the
compañeros off the night shift and we’re going to put them on the day shifts,
because with morning and evening, we can keep up with the ovens.” They run
the ovens and pull out the cooked tiles, and they always have to keep emptying
them out so the process doesn’t get backed up. Anyway, they ran the numbers,
calculated everything, and came up with a result. They switched around. Now,
there’s no night shift in Selection; it’s only morning and afternoon. They
switched out the night shift to daytime, but they resolved all this by themselves.
And the general assembly knew this—they notified the assembly—and the
assembly said, “Fine, go ahead. Nobody thinks you guys would propose a change
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so that the factory runs poorly. We figure that you’re making the change so
things go well.”152
The worker autonomy and flexibility permitted by this arrangement certainly sets Zanón
apart from a typical capitalist factory and its labor institutions. One of my interviewees at
the factory asserted that “the economic advantage we have with worker control is that it
gives us the maneuvering room to modify our strategies and evolve.”153
One last point about Zanón’s workplace institutions concerns the free rider
problem, or how the factory workers handle absenteeism and lateness. Like other
recovered businesses, a worker can be suspended without pay, or even ejected from the
factory. Before either can happen, however, a series of attempts to resolve the problem
by other means usually takes place. First, the sector assembly “puts pressure” on the
worker in question. If that fails, the worker might be called to a meeting of all
coordinators for further reprimand. After that, the matter may be referred to the general
assembly and a sanction imposed.
In practice, neither suspension nor expulsion happens often. Cristián mentioned a
recent 30-day suspension, but said it was the first suspension in over two years. As of the
time of my interviews, with some seven years under worker control, a total of only six
workers had been expelled from the factory, three for theft, two for drug problems, and
one for alcohol abuses. In one case of drug addiction, however, the assembly had
approved a suspension, paid for rehabilitation treatment, and reaccepted the worker after
successful treatment.
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These kinds of workplace institutions, along with the expansive social politics
undertaken by the workers, has earned Zanón continued special recognition in the
recovered business milieu. In the regional union, through charitable donations of
products, and through solidarity actions with workers staging occupations around the
country, Zanón workers have remained a highly visible example of the alternatives
available to traditional capitalist “business as usual.” A handful of documentaries have
either focused on or featured the factory and its compañeras and compañeros, and
numerous authors have chronicled the history of the struggle. The singular situation at
Zanón has led Rebón to assert that the factory is an “enclave, a different achievement
compared to the rest of the recoveries in the country, as much for the characteristics of
the factory as for the form assumed by the workers’ progress in production.”154 Writers
at the University of the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo, in a claim characteristic of their
activist tendencies, argue that:
the workers of Zanón reinvent, on a daily basis, social relations based in a work
that seeks to realize itself through solidarity, in a manner that is collective,
conscious, and creative. A labor that defies the notion of alienated labor inherent
in capitalist exploitation.155
Strong words, indeed.
Assertions of this sort raise a number of questions, not only for Zanón but for
other workplaces where institutional practices have moved in a democratic direction,
where former wage-laborers now engage in cooperative autogestión, where the primacy
of private property has been undermined and where, in many instances, surplus spaces of
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production for capital have been overtly reconfigured for other purposes. Do people feel
less “alienated” from their labor and the products it creates? What about changes in
“consciousness”? Has the experience of recovering businesses and producing sin patrón
(without a boss), as Gibson-Graham might put it, “cultivated subjects” for a new kind of
economy?
In the next chapter, we turn to the issue of subjectivity in recovered workplaces,
considering these and other questions in light of social theories and the words of people
still living through processes of occupation, resistance, and production in appropriated
spaces. We will consider the inherently social character of space and the multiple
entanglements between space, power, daily practice, and identity that, always in a state of
becoming, intersect with the evolving institutions described in this chapter. With those
descriptions now in play, we can once again ask whether a “spectre” is haunting
Argentina. My conclusion is in the affirmative, and that the “spectre” exists in and
through the perceived, conceived, and lived spaces of production on Argentina’s new and
growing industrial commons.
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CHAPTER SIX: DESTROYING THE WORKER TO SAVE THE
WORK(PLACE)
Space, Power, and Subjectivity in Recovered Businesses

“Taken as a whole, this process expresses a dynamic scenario of struggle,
of self-managed workers constructing new meanings in such spaces as the
factory that gives them collective identity, of resignifying new territories
of non-subordinated social production: workers without bosses, socially
dedicated cultural centers, and popular schools that, together, recreate a
new conception of what is public and of self-management.”
--From a pamphlet distributed by CEIP, a teachers’ coop, during
IMPA’s 2008 eviction

One critique that can be leveled at the kind of analysis I have offered thus far is
that it is overly “structuralist.” In other words, the kind of discourse involved tends to
reify general social categories, such as “worker” or even “capital” itself, and then depict
them as caught up in structured processes that deny the potential for agency on the part of
individual actors. Such a discourse can be seen as deterministic and essentializing, and
some theorists (e.g., Gibson-Graham 1996, 2006) have argued that the use of this kind of
approach can, in fact, help to reinforce and reproduce the very social relations of power
that the analyst wishes to critique (in this case, the capitalist relations that led to the
Argentine crisis).
Accordingly, theorists who describe themselves as “poststructuralist” seek to
problematize their analyses. Of central importance in poststructuralist accounts are
understandings of power, subjectivity, the discursive construction of knowledge, and the
contested nature of social categories. Particularly in recent decades, writers in many
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disciplines, not only in geography, have realized the importance of space and place in
relation to these issues.
Moreover, poststructuralist conceptions of subjectivity, power, and negotiated
meanings have led to a move, in geography and other social disciplines, away from
pretensions of “objectivity,” and an acceptance that analytic discourse always engages
with and through existing webs of social power. Thus, academic researchers and
theorists have begun, more frequently, to acknowledge their own tactical and strategic
situations within networks of power/knowledge (to use Foucault’s term), and to openly
consider how their work can inform resistance to various kinds of domination that exist
under capitalism. (An excellent review of how a growing awareness of the political
nature of knowledge production has influenced the discipline of Geography—including
how scholars in the field have engaged with and supported progressive social
movements—may be found in Henderson and Waterstone’s Geographic Thought: a
Praxis Perspective.1)
For a variety of reasons, I believe that including these approaches, along with the
more structuralist ones, will be useful for understanding and interpreting the social
processes associated with Argentina’s recovered businesses. First of all, using such an
approach frees me from the bonds of a false “objectivity” and allows me to participate in
the strategic contestation of capitalist social relations through analytical discourse.
Second, the 2001 crisis led to the emergence of active social movements, including the
piqueteros, Unemployed Workers’ Movement, as well as workplace recovery movements
like MNER and MNFR, in resistance to the neoliberal power regimes that established the
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failed economic policies. Poststructuralist approaches to power have proven useful in
case studies that examine practices employed by social movement participants as they
experiment with different ways of resisting domination.2 3 4
Furthermore, in theorizing power and the relationships between domination and
resistance, poststructuralists have found strategic utility in viewing dominance and
resistance as inseparable, perhaps even mutually constitutive—in recognizing that power
is not a thing that a privileged person or class holds, but rather that power exists in and
through various social processes, practices and relations that are coincident with multiple
spaces, and which may be deployed by anyone, though not without constraint. These
themes are especially relevant to the work of Foucault, of course, and also in the writing
of geographers such as Sharp and Routledge.5 When combined with theoretical
understandings of subjectivity and identity as sites of contested meaning and
representation, this kind of approach may allow us deeper insight into processes of sociospatial change among recovered business protagonists.
Thirdly, theoretical approaches that explicitly consider the inherent spatiality of
social processes, including power/knowledge and subject formation, prove useful because
they encourage attention to the particularities of place. Recovered businesses present a
range of built environments and other socially produced spaces in which actions
constitutive of these social movements unfold. The way these social spaces (re)produce
and signify relations of power can lead to relative openings or closures in terms of
potential subject (re)construction, which social actors may leverage with greater or lesser
degrees of success. Lefebvre6, as well as Soja7, offers useful analytic frameworks for
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incorporating spatiality into our understandings of social movement dynamics, and
examples of place-based research that attempts to do this are numerous.
With these considerations in mind, we embark on an exploration of socio-spatial
transformation in recovered businesses, beginning with a review of some relevant theory
regarding subjects, identities, power, and space. Then, I offer an application of this
theory to the testimonies and reflections of my informants, in an attempt to better
understand some of the socio-spatial changes immanent in the processes of workplace
takeovers. My principal argument is that, for many protagonists at least, the process of
saving their workplace has necessitated the destruction or destabilization of their own
identities as workers.

Subjectivity and Spaces of Power
“[W]e should try to discover how it is that subjects are gradually,
progressively, really and materially constituted through a multiplicity of
organisms, forces, energies, materials, desires, thoughts etc. We should
try to grasp subjection in its material instance as a constitution of
subjects.”8
—Michel Foucault, Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews
& Other Writings 1972-1977

Louis Althusser first published his notions of subjects and interpellation in 1971,
in an essay entitled Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses (Notes towards an
Investigation). In this essay, he presents a way of understanding entities he calls
Ideological State Apparatuses (ISAs) and how they construct identities that participate in
the reproduction of the capitalist relations of production, while simultaneously obscuring
both that participation and those relations.
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First of all, I should emphasize that when Althusser uses the term “State
Apparatus,” he does so in the broadest possible way, including not only government
institutions but also organizations that “are part, on the contrary, of the private domain.
Churches, Parties, Trade Unions, families, some schools, most newspapers, cultural
ventures, etc., etc.”9 In his view, what fundamentally characterizes ISAs is “how they
function. Private institutions can perfectly well ‘function’ as Ideological State
Apparatuses.”10 We may be reasonably assured that the participants involved with
Argentina’s recovered business movement have, throughout their lives, interacted with a
number of ISAs. What consequences might this hold for such people and their subjective
identities?
Althusser’s theory revolves around three main components: 1) an indeterminate
number of subjects (lower-case ‘s’, meaning individuals who act in accordance with the
ideology of the apparatus); 2) a Subject (capital ‘S’, meaning a kind of prototypical
category which defines the properties of the individual subjects); and 3) the notion of
interpellation (the process by which individuals are hailed, their response to which
thereby constitutes them as subjects). For Althusser, ISAs function by means of Subjects
interpellating individuals as subjects. In other words, a given Subject (or its
representative) calls out to, or interpellates, an individual in a way which presumes her or
his identity as a subject. By responding to the interpellation in a way which recognizes
the Subject-subject relationship, the individual thereby acknowledges and constitutes
herself or himself as a subject within the ISA. This dynamic underscores Althusser’s
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insistence on the importance of “the mutual recognition of the subjects and the
Subject.”11
This mutual recognition is important because a key element of the role of subjects
is that they appear (both to others and themselves) to act voluntarily. By means of this
voluntary action, individuals-as-subjects can be “inserted into practices governed by the
rituals of the ISAs.”12 This process of self-identification and self-subjection through
material practice enables the reproduction of specific social relations—in Althusser’s
critique, the social relations of capitalism. Naturally, any one individual may engage
multiple subjectivities simultaneously; as such, identity should be understood as complex
and multifaceted.
While Althusser’s classic example of a policeman hailing a citizen on the street
highlights the “State” in ISAs, his more developed example involves the mechanisms of
the Church. God, the ultimate Subject, interpellates individuals-as-subjects en masse via
the scriptures. People, responding to God’s scriptural hail, recognize and constitute
themselves as subjects, recognizing God as the Subject whose image they reflect, and
thus willingly join in the material practices of the Church (baptism, prayer, etc.).
Through this example, Althusser arrives finally at the last key component of the Subjectsubject relationship: an implicit guarantee that the entire system is valid. Or, as
Althusser puts it, “the absolute guarantee that everything really is so, and that on
condition that the subjects recognize what they are and behave accordingly, everything
will be all right.”13 By way of this guarantee, the ISA secures the willing participation of
the subjected individuals.
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So, what does all this have to do with workers in recovered businesses?
First of all, I propose that most, perhaps all, of the people involved in a workplace
takeover have repeatedly been interpellated as worker-subjects. As wage laborers in the
business prior to the recovery, this interpellation took place on a daily basis; the initial
“hail” may have taken the form of a job announcement, and subsequent hailing may have
come from a huge array of sources, including supervisors, co-workers, bulletin board
announcements, and so on. The articulation of workplace policies by a manager or boss,
for example, establishes a Subject position—i.e., the prototypical “worker”—to be filled
by individual subjects, all of whom are expected to comply with those policies. At Zanón
before the occupation, those policies included such rules as a certain color of uniform
depending on production sector, a set time to report for work, and strict limits on
interaction with other people on the factory floor. Any person responding to the hails, in
turn, “voluntarily” shaped their behaviors and practices to emulate the ideal Subject of
the Zanón worker, thus becoming willing (though not necessarily happy) subjects-asZanón-workers. Lastly, by adopting the identity of “Zanón worker,” these workersubjects anticipated that they would receive compensation as part of the bargain: that if
they “recognize what they are and behave accordingly, everything will be all right.” In
other words, they would be paid for their time and labor, and be able to buy necessities
for themselves and their families. One might safely assume that similar Subject-subject
dynamics existed at any of the businesses prior to the initiation of a recovery attempt.
In the Althusserian formulation, workers at particular businesses, through the
process of interpellation and response, self-identified as workers in those businesses and
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subjected themselves to the demands of management. In other words, they adopted the
identities of a Brukman worker, or a maid at Hotel BAUEN, or any of the other identities
that conformed to subject positions available in those businesses, established primarily by
representatives of capitalist power. But other theorists go further than Althusser in their
theoretical propositions regarding identity and subjectivity.
Judith Butler, for example, introduces the concept of “performativity” as
constitutive of identity. While Butler’s work has focused mainly on the construction of
gender identities, her extensions of Althusser’s ideas about subjectivity have more
general applications, and will be useful in our current explorations of workers,
workplaces, and the nature of socio-spatial transformations in recovered businesses.
Other geographers and social researchers, including Gibson-Graham, have made use of
Butler’s theory in analyses of identity and subjectivity construction that move beyond the
issue of gender.
Butler’s theory of performativity derives from the proposition that the social
construction of a subject “is neither a subject nor its act, but a process of reiteration by
which both ‘subjects’ and ‘acts’ come to appear at all.”14 Where Althusser’s version of
subject construction requires only a hail and response, Butler argues that a subject
“appears” only by repeatedly performing similar actions over time:
Crucially, then, construction is neither a single act nor a causal process initiated
by a subject and culminating in a set of fixed effects. Construction not only takes
place in time, but is itself a temporal process which operates through the
reiteration of norms….15
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The norms themselves describe the Subject, in an Althusserian sense, but the practical
repetition of those norms of action construct an individual-as-subject. Butler refers to
these practical repetitions as “performances,” and asserts that each iteration of an action
conforming to a norm is a kind of “citation” of that norm.
Butler’s use of the term “citation” is not accidental. The constitution of any given
subject as an identifiable version of a Subject depends on recognition—by both the
individual-as-subject and others—that a given action corresponds to a given norm. As
such, performances function as a form of communication or as a type of discourse. The
use of the term “citation” emphasizes the discursive aspects of performance and, indeed,
Butler describes performativity as “that power of discourse to produce effects through
reiteration.”16 In this case, the effects include the construction of a subject that identifies
with those norms.
However, recognition of an identity need not imply full consciousness of the
sources or histories of the norms relevant to the construction of a given subjective
identity. Indeed, Butler asserts that because performativity is “not a singular ‘act,’ for it
is always a reiteration of a norm or set of norms, and to the extent that it acquires an actlike status in the present, it conceals or dissimulates the conventions of which it is a
repetition.”17 Thus, Althusser’s religious subjects may constitute themselves as
Christians through repeated performances of their church’s norms, but may not be aware
of the history of the development of those norms. People may identify themselves as
female and perform according to norms of “womanhood” without being conscious of the
conventions that produce gender and sex. Likewise, a subject may self-identify as a
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“factory worker,” without understanding the social processes of capital—for example, the
extraction of surplus value. The discursive qualities of repetitive performance or
“citation” may serve to construct a subject who identifies herself and recognizes others
through linguistic practices such as labeling, as well as other repeated “acts,” but to
whom that identification seems natural, inevitable, and/or voluntary. It is through just
such a situation that power relations may be (re)produced.
Power, as I use the term, describes social processes that compel, constrain, permit,
encourage, and otherwise shape or influence individuals’ actions. Power may take the
form of relations that allow a person or group to coerce the behaviors of others; it could
be embodied in the performances of submissive subjects or the actions of subjects
unconsciously citing a hegemonic discourse. Women may (re)produce masculine
domination by acquiring identities that include deferential behavior towards men or by
adopting masculine ideals as their own. Wage laborers may (re)produce the power of
capitalists simply by showing up to work each day. In both of these examples, the always
already existing social networks—between women and men, between worker and owner
of the means of production—establish relationships of dominance and dependence that
allow for coercion, but the “natural” appearance of these relationships also produces
subjects that may be willing to perform their subordinate roles, accepting of their
performances as inevitable, or even unaware that alternatives exist.
A key implication here is that power is a performative process in which multiple
individuals’ actions—dominating and dominated, submissive and resistant—comprise
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and constitute power. Michel Foucault, who has written a great deal on this topic, offers
this characterization:
[P]ower is not to be taken to be a phenomenon of one individual’s consolidated
and homogeneous domination over others, or that of one group or class over
others. What, by contrast, should always be kept in mind is that power, if we do
not take too distant a view of it, is not that which makes the difference between
those who exclusively possess and retain it, and those who do not have it and
submit to it. Power must be analyzed as something which circulates, or rather as
something which only functions in the form of a chain. It is never localized here
or there, never in anybody’s hands, never appropriated as a commodity or piece of
wealth. Power is employed and exercised through a net-like organization. And
not only do individuals circulate between its threads; they are always in the
position of simultaneously undergoing and exercising this power. They are not
only its inert or consenting target; they are always also the elements of its
articulation. In other words, individuals are the vehicles of power, not its points
of application.18
Subjected individuals who perform identities through actions that reproduce existing
norms of power are thus subject to and constitutive of those norms.
However, it must be remembered that individuals never enter the world with a
free choice of identity or performativity. Those choices are always already regulated by
the material and discursive milieu of any given social group, with discourse understood
broadly as including performative acts: hence, Butler’s linking of performativity to the
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“power of discourse.” While, on the one hand, repeated performances allow the exercise
of power through the construction of discursive identities, limits to discourse constrain
that power by limiting what performances make sense or, as Butler might put it, what
performances are “intelligible.” If the only discursive categories available for economic
subjectivity are “worker” and “owner,” it may be very difficult for an individual to
realize that there could be other possible subject positions to adopt. Foucault has written
at length on the mutually constitutive relationships between discourse, knowledge, and
power, including how juridical power and its associated discourses produce the subjects
that define and sustain them. That this understanding of discourse as a means for
regulating subject formation can be applied to other domains is what Butler refers to
when she writes that, in her own archaeologies of gender and sex, she “accepts as a point
of departure Foucault’s notion that regulatory power produces the subjects it controls,
that power is not only imposed externally, but works as the regulatory and normative
means by which subjects are formed.”19
While Butler engages Foucault in her theories of subjectivity and power, another
French theorist with whom her ideas overlap is Pierre Bourdieu. In Gender Trouble, a
text in which she outlines her theory of performativity, Butler notes that the temporal
repetition of performance can take on the characteristics of ritual, and that this “ritual
dimension of performativity is allied with the notion of the habitus in Pierre Bourdieu’s
work, something which [Butler] only came to realize after the fact of writing this text.”20
In fact, the concept of habitus is very similar in some ways to performativity, and
includes, moreover, a fundamentally spatial aspect to subject formation. Both Butler and
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Bourdieu theorize the space of the body as a key site of subjectivity, and bodily
performances as integral to the constitution of identity. But the spaces through which
bodies live and move matter, as well, and it is to this issue that we now turn.
Bourdieu, in Outline of a Theory of Practice, makes numerous propositions about
the ways “social formations” are reproduced, drawing on his anthropological fieldwork in
Algeria for examples. Central to the theory he “outlines,” is the idea of the habitus. The
habitus, for Bourdieu, is a complex dialectical concept which poses a kind of feedback
loop, in which historical “objective” structural contexts comprise conditions which
induce internal “durable dispositions” in individuals to shape or restrict their own
individual practices, and which thus reproduce those very conditions by virtue of the way
in which actions are restricted and shaped. These “objective structures” include
language, economic orders, and the built environment (in his field research environment,
characterized largely by houses, farms, roads, and villages). But beyond the material
existence of these objects, the habitus includes a symbolic aspect that allows those
objects to convey information or meaning to individuals that live in that environment.
Among the “durable dispositions” of individuals is not only the shared knowledge
required to interpret such objects symbolically, but also the propensity to shape objects in
their environment in ways that express those symbolic meanings. Bourdieu, in a rather
densely worded assertion, describes the habitus concept as:
a system of lasting, transposable dispositions which, integrating past experiences,
functions at every moment as a matrix of perceptions, appreciations, and actions
and makes possible the achievement of infinitely diversified tasks, thanks to
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analogical transfers of schemes permitting the solution of similarly shaped
problems, and thanks to the unceasing corrections of the results obtained,
dialectically produced by those results. [emphasis in original]21
Moreover:
The habitus is the product of the work of inculcation and appropriation
necessary in order for those products of collective history, the objective structures
(e.g., of language, economy, etc.) to succeed in reproducing themselves more or
less completely, in the form of durable dispositions, in the organisms (which one
can, if one wishes, call individuals) lastingly subjected to the same conditionings,
and hence placed in the same material conditions of existence.22
Bourdieu is suggesting, in his idea of the habitus, that individuals understand the world
through being “subjected” to the conditions of their existence, which include “objective
structures” with discursive properties that these individuals will “perceive” and
“appreciate.” Moreover, their performances, shaped by this awareness and appreciation
of their world of discourse and materiality lead to individuals taking on “durable
dispositions,” which may be read as the tendency, perhaps desire, to reiterate
performances, thus recreating the conditions of existence in which they perform. Those
conditions, of course, include subjects’ dispositions. It is certainly understandable that
Butler might find this notion “allied” with her concept of performativity.
But apart from “objective structures” conventionally associated with discourse
(e.g., speech acts, ritual, other bodily performances, writing), Bourdieu identifies another
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important aspect of subject formation: produced spaces. Among members of the Kabyle
tribe, which was the focus of his fieldwork, he makes the following assertion:
[I]nhabited space—and above all the house—is the principal locus for the
objectification of the generative schemes; and, through the intermediary of the
divisions and hierarchies it sets up between things, persons, and practices, this
tangible classifying system continuously inculcates and reinforces the taxonomic
principles underlying all the arbitrary provisions of this culture.23
In other words, the built environment of the house “objectifies” the processes that
generate Bourdieu’s “durable dispositions.” The spatial characteristics of the house serve
as kind of catalog of social subject positions, and living in that space involves learning to
understand how to live in that space, learning how the material divisions of space also
divide certain kinds of bodies and their activities and, in learning to do so, understanding
the meanings the spatial arrangement expresses. As a product of human labor, produced
spaces embed certain social relations, cite norms of performance, and provide a use
value, part of which is to direct human action. Bourdieu argues that “spatial organization
. . . governs practices and representations” and that it “thereby contributes to the durable
imposition of the schemes of perception, thought, and action.”24 In other words,
spaces—and built spaces in particular—perform an important role in subject formation.
In addition to their objective materiality, they serve a discursive function that can
communicate norms of behavior. Space, as it were, can have a kind of “regulatory
power” in the production of subjects.
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Bourdieu is certainly not the only theorist to propose such an idea. Foucault most
certainly understood spatial arrangement as a disciplinary expression of power for the
subjects it, at least partially, produces. Foucault’s well known reflections on subjectivity
and spatial organization range from prisons, to hospitals, to the home and the body itself.
The following passage from Power/Knowledge serves as a good example of how one
might “read” a space for the ways it represents, and thus aids in the reproduction of,
subject positions and the power relations between them. Here, Foucault describes his
reading of the space of a Maoist “people’s court”:
[L]ook a bit more closely at the meaning of the spatial arrangement of the court,
the arrangement of the people who are part of or before a court. The very least
that can be said is that this implies an ideology.
What is this arrangement? A table, and behind this table, which distances
them from the two litigants, the ‘third party,’ that is, the judges. Their position
indicates firstly that they are neutral with respect to each litigant, and secondly
this implies that their decision is not already arrived at in advance, that it will
made after an aural investigation of the two parties, on the basis of a certain
conception of truth and a certain number of ideas concerning what is just and
unjust, and thirdly, that they have the authority to enforce their decision. This is
ultimately the meaning of this simple arrangement.25
A spatial arrangement of bodies and other material objects, Foucault argues, can
communicate messages about power, knowledge, and practice.
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Another way to think this is that arranged spaces can function as a kind of
Althusserian “hail,” subjecting individuals who understand those arrangements,
consciously or unconsciously, to certain performative norms. A space can represent, as it
were, a particular Subject, while providing places for the corresponding subjects to
perform and, in so doing, reproduce the power relations embodied by those subject
positions. Citing Soja’s26 useful term, “the socio-spatial dialectic,” Sharp & Routledge,
et al, offer a characterization of this capacity for spaces to function discursively as part of
what they call “entanglements of power”:
[P]lace can imply control and surveillance as much as community and free
expression and, through the effects of collective memory, imaginaries and
institutions, it can be understood as solidifying configurations of ‘social relations’,
‘material practices’, elements in ‘discourse’ and forms of ‘power’. Places are
thereby constructed and experienced as both material ecological artifacts and
intricate networks of social relations, being the focus of the imaginary, of beliefs,
desires, and discursive activity, filled with symbolic and representational
meanings. They are also the products of institutionalized social and politicaleconomic power.27
These imaginaries, discursive elements, power relations and meanings play a part in
mediating the Subject-subject relation, i.e., they partially constitute the subject.
But we must not forget that subjectivity—and the spaces with which subjects are
dialectically entangled—is never static or fixed. The temporal component, evident in
some of the previous discussion, is of critical importance to my questions about socio-
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spatial transformation. Change happens through space and time. Performances are
repeated, though each one differs from the others, if only because they are distributed
temporally. The importance of time as well as space in understanding subjectivity and
identity is recognized by most of the theorists mentioned above. Bourdieu repeatedly
mentions the temporal aspects of repeated ritual as key to understanding the habitus, just
as Butler emphasizes the iterative nature of performativity through time as key to the
formation of identity. Much of Foucault’s work is concerned with histories and
“archaeologies,” exploring how the construction of power/knowledge/space has changed
over time.
Even as performances repeatedly cite certain social norms through time, each
iteration always deviates from the norm itself, which is an ideal construct; subjects’
performances do not make them the Subject, since the Subject itself only exists materially
through its subjects. If performance that attempts to conform to a norm is part of the
process of identifying oneself as a subject, then performances that fail to conform are
elements of resistance to maintaining such an identity. It is through this “room” for
deviation in performance that resistance to normative power can be effected and changes
in subjectivity realized.
One thing that contributes to deviation from norms is the discontinuity of
individual performances over time. One does not perform one’s identity as a working
stiff, or a boss, or even as a male, at every moment, without interlude. Furthermore, if a
particular space is partially constitutive of a given subject position, then movement out of
that space relaxes its regulatory power, which allows for further change in performativity,
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if only until the space is re-entered. Gibson-Graham, who, like myself, are interested in
the potential transformation of “economic subjects” and the development of new
identities, cite Butler when they write that “continual pauses in the performativity of
discourse and subjection . . . can offer openings for new becomings.”28 And yet, the
question of how “new identities (and subjections) might arise to occupy these discursive
aporia” further occupies their attention.29
To help answer that question, Gibson-Graham draw on the work of William
Connolly.30 Citing Connolly by page number in their own work, Gibson-Graham write
that he:
proposes a role for the “visceral register”—a pre-representational site where
“thought-imbued intensities below the reach of feeling” (148) give rise to
affective responses, gut reactions, and embodied actions that cannot help but
influence other registers of being. For Connolly it seems [that] the visceral
register might contribute “fugitive currents of energy that possibly exceed the
fund of identities and differences through which [the individual subject] is
organized” (143).31 [bracketed additions in original]
In other words, these “fugitive currents” can help destabilize the assumed identities (and
differences) that give a subject position its seeming fixity. This provides the opening for
contestation and a potential for alternative performances and identities. Such “energies”
would presumably be released in conjunction with an affective response to some stimulus
or stimuli. Thus, if we accept this theory for the moment, we might expect changes in
subjectivity and identity to coincide with periods of time when normal(izing)
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performances have been interrupted and when an event or events have produced a strong
emotional response.
This is precisely the sort of situation that many of my informants encountered
during the Argentine economic crisis. As worker-subjects, their routine performances
were disrupted by the closure (or attempted closure) of their businesses, or by the
looming threat of bankruptcy, failure of the boss to pay wages, etc. Furthermore, the
threat of unemployment represented a situation of insecurity for both themselves and
their families, which would provoke a strong affective response, whether it be anger,
sadness, anxiety, self-loathing, or any other emotion or combination of emotions. More
than one of my informants fought back tears while telling the story of the workplace
occupation, and the stress of staging an occupation is well depicted in the documentary,
The Take.32 If ever there were conditions conducive to the generation of fugitive visceral
energies, these would be such conditions.
My argument here is that the experience of crisis and the process of business
recovery has allowed for the construction of new worker-subjects with new identities.
Individuals, having experienced an interruption in their everyday workplace activities,
coupled with the opening of possibilities for what Gibson-Graham called “new
becomings,” have, in some instances, repositioned themselves in the networks of political
economic power that previously informed their understandings of self and, to quote the
lavaca collective, become “workers of another class.”33 Most of the remainder of this
chapter, from the next section onward, will devoted to exploring the common traits
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inherent in these new worker-subjects and, crucially, how this changed subjectivity is
revealed through their relationship to the spaces of production they have recovered.
If the discursive properties of space and spatial arrangements are partially
constitutive of subjectivity, then spaces, as noted before, can hail a subject, who may then
perform appropriately to maintain the norm. But this dynamic, at some level, depends on
the subject recognizing the hail and responding accordingly. In fact, the production of
that space itself, as a contributor to subject formation, depends on the performance of
recognition by those very subjects. This is a mutually constitutive dialectic. In other
words, the properties of a socially produced space depend partly on how subjects
perceive that space, and partly on how they live out performances as part of that space.
At the same time, the properties of a subject also partly depend on how they perceive and
perform the space. If we want to discover changes in subjectivity and associated changes
in identity, one way to do this is to look for changes in the way people perform and
perceive space—including both themselves and other subjects as part of that space. With
regard to worker-subjects at recovered businesses in Argentina, this means new kinds of
performances in the workplace and new ways of understanding workplaces and what they
mean.
Henri Lefebvre, as noted in Chapter Four, poses a three-part theoretical
“trialectic” describing the social production of space, which will be useful as we move
forward with the analysis. Two of these parts, perceptions of space and lived spaces
align with the processes of subject construction outlined in the previous paragraph. The
third part, conceptions of space, completes the trialectic, and also has a role to play in
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subject formation. Conceived spaces, insofar as they often involve planning for the
production of space over time, may prefigure the (re)production of the spaces of
subjection discussed above. We will consider all three elements of the trialectic as we
search for evidence of the social production of new spaces in recovered businesses and
how, simultaneously, new subjectivities and identities have emerged as part of this
ongoing process.

Work(places)
“We are thinking of setting up a kindergarten first, since we have to
restructure the entire factory. We would like to make a plaza. We have
space next to the factory to make a plaza, which would be maintained by
the cooperative, as a benefit to our neighbors. It’s thanks to them that we
are here, because the whole neighborhood supported us. It’s good that we
can give something back to the people of the barrio.”34
—Oscar, worker at Huesitos Wilde

The quote above captures aspects of all three elements of the Lefebvrian
trialectic—perceived, conceived, and lived spaces—and offers us clues to subject
positions that have been constructed since the recovery of the business. For one, it is
clear that the lived space of the factory has changed; workers who, before the takeover,
had little or nothing to say about the structure of the factory are now discussing and
deciding how to change it. Moreover, effecting those changes will require different daily
activities and practices from what went on prior to the workers’ takeover. Life in the
workplace now involves something more than simply punching the clock and running a
machine. It now involves collective decision making and the acts involved with
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“restructuring.” This means that workers-as-subjects occupy a different position in
power/space than before, when such practices would have been proscribed.
The quote also reveals changes in conceptions of the factory space. Conceiving
parts of the space as a children’s school or a public park suggests a way of imagining the
spaces of the workplace as something other than what they have been. This, too, implies
a change in subjectivity—a change that involves a greater potential for agency in the
production of space. Such agency would only be possible if worker-subjects had gained
a more powerful position within the workplace.
Moreover, this quote suggests changes in perceptions of the spaces of the factory.
The very act of conceiving the space differently implies that it is also perceived in a new
way—as a place that can be manipulated and altered for the benefit of the workers and
others. Instead of perceiving the factory as simply a place of wage labor for capital, a
place to come to work and then go home, this worker now perceives the factory as a
space of possibility, a place of new becomings. Furthermore, he reports that he and his
fellow worker-subjects are beginning to perceive at least part of the factory space as a
commons, to be shared with the neighborhood in the form of a public plaza. This
suggests new ways of “reading” the spaces of the workplace; they now perceive the
workplace a space for new kinds of social (re)production, including that of solidarity with
people who live nearby and the cultivation of new subjects (children in the kindergarten,
for example) who may come to understand factory space as being for more than just
capitalist production.
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These themes were present in many of my conversations and interviews, partly
because the questions I asked were designed to draw out such reflections, but also
because such shifts in space-subject relationships were there to draw out. As I listened to
and read transcriptions of these interviews, coding and interpreting, puzzling and
searching, I became convinced that many of my informants did, in fact, have a changed
relationship to the workplace. In Lefebvre’s theory, such a relationship is part and parcel
of the very production of that space and, as such, I propose that, with changes in
perception, conception, and practice in the workplace, these workers have produced
different spaces than were there before. While Lefebvre might argue that these produced
spaces are not wholly “new” or “differential,” I would certainly assert that pre-existing
social spaces of production have been appropriated and changed by way of changes in the
social process of spatial reproduction.

Work(places): Lived Spaces
The previous chapter, with its focus on rules and practices for making and
implementing collective decisions, was closely related to the idea of lived spaces.
Lefebvre, in The Production of Space, links the idea of lived spaces to what he calls
“representational spaces”:
space as directly lived through its associated images and symbols, and hence the
space of ‘inhabitants’ and ‘users’…. This is the dominated—and hence passively
experienced—space which the imagination seeks to change and appropriate.35
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Representational spaces, lived spaces, are where conceived and perceived spaces come
together in real time, through performance and action. Moreover, representational
spaces, as “spaces of representation,” are also representative spaces—concrete examples
of abstract social processes, which include real-life iterations of possible performances.
The lived spaces of daily practice at any recovered business are also representative of
what it means to work at a recovered business. They are spaces that represent.
For this reason, the previous chapter, with its institutional analyses, should be
considered a treatise on the lived spaces of recovered businesses. The institutions and
institutional variation described is nothing less than a draft typology of appropriated and
changing representational spaces that now occupy what once were spaces of capitalist
private property and production. One thing that I hope that chapter made clear is that
lived space in most recovered businesses has different qualities than it did prior to the
occupations and expropriations.
For some, the differences in lived space go beyond new institutions for production
and the associated changes in performativity. Those who experienced difficult struggles
during the “occupation” stage of a recovery also lived the spaces of their workplace in a
dramatically different way than they ever had before. Sometimes, workers would stay in
a factory where the electricity had been cut off, living that space without production,
cold, dark, and silent. Sometimes, they confronted police or barricaded themselves
inside. Imagine how the lived space of the workplace changed at Chilavert, for example.
Imagine how it would be to go from working a normal eight or ten hour day, running a
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printing press, to sleeping in the print shop without lights or heat, under imminent threat
of eviction:
Then the days went by, days and days . . . I was here, and nobody left here;
everyone stayed to sleep. The ones who lived nearby stayed to sleep, and those
who lived far away went home. It was crazy. I could hardly sleep, and I was
more dead than alive.
Anyway, we stayed like that, and on Friday, in the morning, one of the
guys, when he woke up, saw that there were a ton of police outside. And he said,
“Hey! There’s a ton of police! We have to call IMPA!”
Now, at that time, when De La Rúa was president, people were forming
neighborhood assemblies in the street, on every corner, and here, we had an
assembly—an assembly of women . . . women and a few men. And this is the
same assembly that included some of the people from the retirement home across
the street, and when they would receive food packages, they’d give a package to
us, the ones who stayed here at night. We’d get some fried cakes or something.
So, my brother told me he’d called IMPA and they showed up in two
trucks. One truck stayed here and the other left with some of their guys who had
to keep their factory going. But there were always more than 200 people here,
inside the building. They started coming and coming, right around noon. And
people kept coming. Later, they started coming from the neighborhood, from all
over.36
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It is easy to imagine that such an experience might activate the “visceral register”
theorized by Connolly, thereby creating an opening for changes in one’s subjective
identity.
At the recovered hospital, Clínica Fénix, where the occupation was also very
contentious, my informant revealed to me that the experience of taking over the business
and working with others in the movement had led her to a new life’s goal, the building of
an economic network of mutual support among recovered businesses:
Last year, on March 8th, there was a meeting at the BAUEN, and one of the ideas
that came up that day, the International Day of the Woman, was that everyone had
a . . . everyone was saying, “What is your calling? What is your calling?” It calls
you, like your inner desire.
Well, this is my calling: given that we can’t compete with the
multinationals, we start some kind of interchange between the same companies,
which would have a sort of portfolio—on the internet, too—or a kind of
campaign, a kind of propaganda. If I need someone to install something, I call a
recovered business. If I need to find a room for a patient’s family, I’ll call the
BAUEN. You see?37
Living the spaces of the recovered business, with all of the changes involved, had
produced, for this person, a new “calling.” This is one of the clearer examples of how
changing subjectivities in these changing lived spaces has led to new identities.
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Work(places): Conceptions of Space
As with lived spaces, I have already presented numerous examples of changes in
conceptions of space, mostly by describing the various alternate uses to which workers
dedicate surplus spaces. Every time recovered business members decide to set up a
school, community center, or other project in spaces formerly devoted to commodity
production, they have re-conceived the space of their workplace. Lefebvre writes the
following, using the term “representations of space” to describe conceived spaces:
Representations of space: conceptualized spaces, the space of scientists, planners,
urbanists, technocratic subdividers and social engineers …all of whom identify
what is lived and what is perceived with what is conceived…. This is the
dominant space in any society (or mode of production). Conceptions of space
tend, with certain exceptions . . . towards a system of verbal (and therefore
intellectually worked out) signs.38
Lefebvre, of course, developed his theory as a way to better understand how space is
socially produced through the capitalist mode of production, but planning and social
engineering can be done by people other than technocrats, urbanists, and scientists. In
recovered businesses that launched community projects within the workplace, those that
devised the plans identified their altered lived spaces and perceptions of space with these
newly conceived ways of using the workplace. Moreover, the very common adoption of
the term centro cultural, or “cultural center,” to describe many of these community
spaces, reflects Lefebvre’s assertion about verbal signs among Argentina’s recovered
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businesses; the term centro cultural operates as a kind of shorthand to describe the idea
that part of the workplace can be opened to the public for community activities.
One consequence of these kinds of representations of the workplace—as a space
that should be opened, shared, and used for the benefit of a broader community—is the
shift towards these factories and businesses becoming industrial commons accessible to
more than just the co-equal owners of the joint-use common resource. Several of my
informants’ comments indicated that they now conceived their workplaces as not only
multi-use spaces, but partially as a form of social property—property that should be
shared with others. This was especially true among protagonists in business recoveries
where community support had enabled successful occupations during times of conflict
and, thus, incurred a debt of gratitude on the part of the workers. At the recovered
bakery, La Argentina, when asked about plans to open a centro cultural with a local art
gallery and rooms for educational workshops, my informant had this to say:
First of all, we would say that, overall, these companies could not have been
recovered if not for the support offered by society as a whole. In the media and
from all quarters, sympathy was shown for the cause—that we workers recover
the businesses and put them back to work. If this hadn’t been the case, we
wouldn’t have been able to succeed. So, it seems to me that one part of what
we’re doing [with the centro cultural] is to give this back in the form of some sort
of service to the community.39
In the city of Rosario, at the supermarket formerly known as Tigre, a large space on the
upper floor has been turned into a cafeteria, mostly serving nearby university students.
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The huge room is also used for other kinds of meetings, and represents, for the
cooperative members I spoke with, a community space:
Here, people meet in the space upstairs—groups of teachers, retirees…. It’s a
space belonging not only to the former employees but to the community. The
doors are open—not just a door, but the main gate—is open for the people who
want to come in here. And remember, you’re going to see gatherings of retirees…
everyone gets together. It’s like my compañero will tell you: this belongs to
everyone. To everyone. And for this, we will never get tired of saying that this is
a social struggle, and everybody’s struggle.40
The supermarket, which, as mentioned earlier, has been renamed Centro Cultural La
Toma, has enjoyed the strong support of people in the city, thousands of whom
participated in rallies and marches to head off multiple eviction attempts.
This new conception of the workplace recognizes its spaces as potential use
values to be exchanged for the payment of a social debt—not payment in exchange value,
but payment in use value that both benefits the local community and reinforces the
stability of the workers’ situation. This process of re-conceiving both results in and
results from changes in the relationships between worker-subjects in a recovered business
and subjects elsewhere in the social networks to which they are connected. My
discussions with workers at Gráfica Patricios yielded a particularly illustrative
commentary. This recovered print shop, a huge building with the capacity for printing
thousands of newspapers and magazines per day, now includes a school, dental clinic,
and radio station:
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In fact, regarding the school, it was a matter of… well, the school shows up right
at the beginning of the relationship between the business and the neighborhood.
So, what’s going on? The neighborhood understands, it sees the business, the
people, activists, and it starts to embrace the business. It starts to see the business
as possibility for renewal, for change, to do something new, different—something
that has never been done before with regards to production. And the workers also
see this. Some see it from the outside, and others from within. When you
combine these two perspectives, what do you get? The idea of the
neighborhood’s cooperation with the business, and the business’s with the
neighborhood.
So, what do they do? The business with the neighborhood; at a
determined moment, when we were here in the midst of struggle, in the midst of
the takeover, in the middle of all that, some people show up from the
neighborhood. They had all gotten together, the people of the neighborhood, in a
local union hall, and “Okay,” they said, “this all goes over there, for the recovered
business,” and they were bringing in donations from the neighborhood, and from
other workshops. Then the union delegates showed up, and a lot of things were
purchased. They collected five pesos here and there, got together 100 pesos and
bought noodles, salt, oil, and so on, and brought it here.
When this happened, the workers could see that this was really something.
So they said, “What do we do? How can we return the favor? Okay, we can’t do
it now, but when we can, we will.” And this appears as one of the first projects:
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Let’s set up a school, so the kids in the neighborhood can come and study here.
And this is one of the ways of giving back to the neighborhood.
And another: we are setting up a community dental center. And
moreover, we know that it won’t be only for the neighborhood. It will be in the
neighborhood, but there is a lack of medical coverage in the entire province.
You’ll see. This is something the province can’t avoid. And then there is the
centro cultural, as well; it’s one way to give back. In this very room, there’s a
kind of education program called “Adults 2000.” It’s for adults, and people 50,
45, 55, 60 years old come here to study.
And the other thing is, we have to see how we can make things more
dynamic. Everything helps, everything adds up, and all of it’s valuable, but one
of the most dynamic things we’re doing is the radio station…. Programs from the
neighborhood where they discuss neighborhood issues, various thematic
programs, music, young peoples’ music, tango, politics, culture….41
As subjects, the workers involved in re-imagining and transforming the spaces of the
factory have undergone changes in their performances: they are now, in a sense, urban
planners and community organizers, as well as factory workers and collective owners.
The flipside to this conception of space as a boon to the local community is, of
course, that community engagement benefits the recovered business. As a form of social
engineering, the centro cultural phenonmenon is inspired, producing pragmatically useful
effects, as noted in some earlier parts of this dissertation. The informant from La
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Argentina, quoted earlier on the topic of “giving back” to the community, went on to
make this point directly:
The other thing is that, since we have this case that the law still isn’t fully
regulated, it seems that if we demonstrate that, beyond just producing, we can
create meeting spaces or for training, spaces of culture, of education for the
people, and we involve ourselves more with the neighborhood, it’s going to be
more difficult, at some point, if the political situation changes, for them to be able
to kick us out.42
From either perspective, it seems reasonable to suppose that changing relationships to the
workplace—and to the neighborhood and other community spaces beyond—combined
with interruptions and changes in routine performances, would produce new subjects with
different identities and new motivations. In many cases, these newly constituted
subjects’ performances constrain and diffuse the power of capital, at least in their own
workplaces, and return surplus value, whether it be in the form of the use value of surplus
spaces or otherwise, to the broader community.

Work(places): Perceptions of Space
The third aspect of the production of space, in Lefebvre’s theory, is the perception
of space, which he associates with “spatial practice.” Lefebvre writes:
Spatial practice . . . embraces production and reproduction, and the particular
locations and spatial sets characteristic of each social formation. Spatial practice
ensures continuity and some degree of cohesion. In terms of social space, and of
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each member of a given society’s relationship to that space, this cohesion implies
a guaranteed level of competence and a specific level of performance.43 [emphasis
in original]
He goes on, in a footnote, to point out that he has “borrowed” the terms “competence”
and “performance” from Chomsky’s discourse on language, but insists that his theory of
space should not be understood as subordinate to linguistics. Still, the analogy is a
useful, and it gives us a better understanding of the connection between Lefebvre’s
notions of perceived space and spatial practice.
Linguistic competence describes the ability of a language user to both decipher a
language’s grammar and also to perform utterances that use that grammar appropriately.
The analogy here is that there is a kind of “grammar” to space, and that competent users
of a space will be able to decipher that grammar and perform the space accordingly. This
way of thinking about space allies with Bourdieu’s ideas about the discursive properties
of space—what spatial arrangements can symbolize and communicate—and Butler’s
theory of performativity. Butler, in fact, cites speech act theory as part of her
development of the concept of performativity. If we carry this analogy further, an
utterance is analogous to a bodily performance, and the discursive context of the
performance is, in part, the space of the performance, with its “grammar” to be
deciphered. As with language, competent performance does not require a conscious
understanding or awareness of the rules of the “grammar”; deciphering and performance
can happen more or less unconsciously.
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Spaces of production in the capitalist mode—especially industrial production in
factories—are conceived and constructed to facilitate bodily performances specific to the
divisions of labor in a particular production process. Competent users of such a space, as
so conceived, will adopt a spatial practice that responds to the “hail” of that space,
thereby constituting themselves as subjects through the processes discussed earlier. In a
factory, space may be divided into various “posts,” where a laborer monitors or operates
a machine, or performs a simple manual task. Key to the production process in many
cases is the simplification of each worker’s actions, what Braverman calls “the
dissociation of the labor process from the skills of the workers.”44 Thus, for many
workers, their designated work space is designed as a place for repetitive, simple
performances, and the physical layout of the space will facilitate those performances.
Individual workers, over time, become skilled at deciphering the performance their work
space implies, and at adopting the “correct” spatial practice. In the extreme case of
Taylorist production under “scientific management,” bodily performance is further
divided into separate movements, each assigned a minimum time for completion based
on studies in physiology, and the worker expected to perform an established number
repetitions during each shift. One of my informants at Zanón indicated that, during the
1990s, the owner and management had introduced a Taylorist type of labor system.
One might expect that the process of learning to decipher these spaces as part of
correct spatial practices would have consequences for subject formation. Workers “learn
their place” in the business, and may come to identify themselves in terms of how they
perform that space: “I am a latheworker”; “I’m a tile checker”; “I am a sheet metal
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puncher.” Over time, they become competent users of the space, understanding what its
material arrangement means, in terms of the spatial practices expected of them: arriving
at a given time (perhaps punching a time clock), moving to a specific place, performing
particular operations in a space designed for those performances, and leaving at a
specified hour (perhaps indicated by a bell or whistle).
An element of spatial organization that was quite common in the factories and
other businesses I visited was the segregation of the workplace into separate areas for
“administration” and “production.” This, of course, represents, spatially, what
Braverman describes as “the separation of conception from execution,” a point to which
we will return later.45 In factories, especially, this spatial separation often takes the form
of administrative offices on an upper floor, with windows and/or catwalks arranged so
that managers can surveil the production floor below. This, too, is an arrangement that
enters’ into workers’ perceptions of space.
This perception, if the users of the space are competent in deciphering the spaces
of capitalist industrial production, is of none other than that of the panopticon, described
by Bentham and discussed at length by Foucault. The awareness of surveillance by
administrators—and the knowledge that punishments may accompany a lack of correct
performance—“induce[s] … a state of conscious and permanent visibility that assures the
automatic functioning of power.”46 Thus, argues Foucault, this panoptic arrangement
amounts to “a subtle, calculated technology of subjection”47 that produces selfdisciplining subjects, complicit in the reproduction of social power relations through their
very distribution in space.
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Worker-subjects under the surveillance of the boss, who is, of course, a proxy for
the power of capital, are thus more likely to live the workplace as it was originally
conceived by its designers—a site for capital to exploit labor as efficiently as possible.
Those workers who become competent in spatial practice will “know their places” and
stay in them, performing the spaces in accordance with their established roles. Aware
that they may be under surveillance in any number of ways, from the time clock to the
administrative gaze, these subjects acquire a self-discipline that becomes part of their
identities as workers, expressed through their self-disciplined performances: come to
work; perform your tasks; follow the rules about where to be and when; go home at the
end of the shift. To put it another way, people respond to the multiple “hails” of the
spaces of production and, by responding on a daily basis, through lived space, constitute
themselves as particular kinds of worker-subjects.
One way to discover changes in subjectivity among recovered business workers,
then, would be to look for changes in perceptions of space and/or changes in spatial
practice. Differently constituted subjects, presumably, would perceive their workplaces
differently, and change their performances accordingly. Even as these self-managed
individuals contend with factories and other production spaces conceived and arranged
for the production and accumulation of capital, is there something different about how
they understand the workplace, after having taken it over?
To get at this question, I frequently asked my informants, quite directly, if they
saw the workplace differently after the recovery of the business. The responses included
a wide variety of reflections on the spaces where they had once worked as wage laborers
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and now worked as collective owners. Among those who reported “seeing” a difference,
and many of them did, the responses broke down broadly along three lines: observations
of changed spatial practice implied through changed performances, impressions of
“openness,” and perceptions of personal proprietorship.
At Gráfico Patrícios, for example, when I asked if my interviewee saw the
building, as a workplace, differently, he immediately described changes in spatial
practice:
You move in a different way inside of it [the building]. You move in a different
way. For example, before, you had to be here. You couldn’t go anywhere else.
Nowadays, you can go where you want, whenever you need to or want to. Let’s
say you want to go over there because you’re doing your job and you need to
consult with a compañero over there. Before, you would have to ask permission
from the person in charge, or the person in charge would go instead; you couldn’t
move. These days, all of that has changed. You handle things according to your
own needs. That’s how it is.48
At Cooperativa UST, a worker perceived the differences in the workplace less in terms of
movement than in terms of new flexibilities for interacting with co-workers:
You share mate, you share a coffee…. You have fights, discussions, everything.
We all pull together, but sometimes we also fight between us, talk things over—
but that doesn’t mean we aren’t compañeros. These days, we can have
discussions. We might have different points of view and fight over things, but
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we’re all comrades. I know where the other guys are coming from. And these
discussions happen on the spot, according to the circumstances.49
Flexibility in practice was also something noted by one of the workers at Chilavert, who
simply said, “we have fun, because we do our own things. It’s a different environment, a
different relationship.”50
Likewise, changes in spatial practice are evident at Zanón:
“When we had an owner, I couldn’t talk the way we are right now. I couldn’t
even stop for a couple of minutes. Now I work calmly, with my conscience as my
guide, and without a boss yelling that we have to reach the oh-so-important
objective. Back then we ran very short oven cycles. It got down to twenty-eight
minutes, when the recommended time is thirty-five or more, as we do it today.”51
Of course, one of the biggest changes in spatial practice is evidenced by Zanón workers’
rotation system and propensity for trading positions on the production line.
While some might argue that these examples apply to lived space, rather than the
spatial practice enabled by competent perceptions of space, I would assert that they apply
to both, as part of the trialectic process of social space production. Changes in lived
space imply changes in subjective interpretation of a space’s meaning, a change in the
understanding of what performances are “correct” or appropriate. And such a change in
interpretation makes sense, given the changes in power distribution in most recovered
businesses. Something present in the reflections I presented above is a reminder that a
principal difference in all these workplaces is the absence of certain people: owners,
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bosses, managers, people “in charge.” People and their performances, including the way
they exercise power, constitute part of any space’s material properties.
Rather than imply incompetence in spatial practice on the part of the workersubjects involved, new or changed performances in recovered workplaces reflect new
kinds of competence that acknowledge the altered distributions of power that the space
represents. As subjects experience changes in power/space, their conceptions and daily
practices will change as their perceptions of the “hail” of the workplace changes, as well.
Something as simple as acting on freedom of movement from place to place, or striking
up conversations with co-workers, indicates a new understanding of not only of what is
expected, but what is possible and even desirable in that space; the space now offers
different “cues” about appropriate behavior.
To recall the linguistic metaphor, there is a new spatial “grammar” used and
perceived in these workplaces, a grammar without the material signifiers of “boss” and
“owner.” The watcher in the panopticon has left the central tower, and the prisoners
know this; the old spatial practice no longer applies. And, through changes in lived
space, conscious or not, recovered business workers are helping to create that new spatial
grammar, for which different performances will be required.
This may explain, in part, why several informants responded by describing a new
feeling of personal proprietorship with regard to the workplace. To be sure, this can be
explained in some cases by the actual legal collective ownership of the business by
cooperative members. But more than one person described their relationship to their
workplace in a way similar to that of Daniel, the Chilavert worker quoted at the very
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beginning of this dissertation, who explained how he saw the factory as a “second home”
after all the struggles during the occupation. At the recovered hospital, Clínica Fénix, for
example, my informant, Elsa, told me: “Here, I feel like I’m in my house, and it hurts me
when something bad happens here.”52 At UST, there was general agreement amongst the
group of mechanics about this comment:
Yeah, this place is your house. It’s your house, shared with everyone, because
one spends a lot of time here. Even if we argue, after a while, when we have to do
something together, it’s like okay, this job is for the two of us. We put in the
same effort and forget the problems we have between us, and each one does good
work, because this is his house and it’s my house. It’s his house, and it’s
everybody’s house.53
Of course, not everyone used the metaphor of the house to describe their feeling of
proprietorship; others described this perception simply in terms of possession. At
Ghelco, one worker told me, “What’s happening is that you have to understand that this
place is yours, and you have to defend it.”54 At the recovered shoe factory, CUC, one of
my interviewees described how his perception of owning the space of production
connected with his feelings of responsibility:
Well, for me, I say, “this belongs to me, and on top of that I have to take charge of
the things that have to get done.”…. It’s a lot of responsibility. But it’s good that
way; it’s totally changed me in the head. It was a tremendous turnaround to go
from being just a guy behind a machine to taking charge of the conduct of all this
going forward. It’s very strange for me.55
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These perceptions of ownership and personal connection to the workplace imply an
emerging new sense of spatial practice of the sort described earlier. Viewing these
spaces as their own opens up new ways to perform those spaces and requires an altered
form of competence in spatial practice.
Yet another recurrent theme in worker-subject perceptions of space helps to make
this point. Perceptions of openness were reported often, sometimes literally and
sometimes metaphorically. Beyond the kind of “openness” implied by greater freedom
of movement, the actual word appeared in several of my informants’ responses,
sometimes connected with the metaphor of the “open door.” Recall the comments by the
former Tigre supermarket worker, noted earlier. Aside from that example, Chilavert
workers have placed a sign on their building declaring it the “Open Factory.” At the
former Penn Controls factory, now operated by Cooperativa 11 de Noviembre, the
elected president, now on his second two year term, described the change in dynamic
between workers in production and workers in administration, compared to when an
owner called the shots:
The atmosphere is completely different; the mode of communication between
people is totally different. I think that [as president] I’ve succeeded insofar that
there is a cohesion among the group, that we all treat everyone with a level of
respect . . . respect so that we can say things straightforwardly, that the doors are
always open.
By comparison, he described “private factories” as “closed, hermetic, rigid.” 56
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At Zanón, the concept of openness is somewhat less metaphorical and more
literal:
Here, the door is left open to any compañero who comes from outside, or any
student, or any person who wants to come from somewhere else. You have
access. And if you come inside, you’ll be told more or less how the process
works, and you have the liberty, if you want, to talk to any of the compañeros.57
Indeed, when I visited the factory, I was allowed free access to the factory, 24-hours a
day, and they even gave me a dormitory room with my own key, so I could sleep on-site,
and gave me access to the free cafeteria.
But beyond the personal reflections on the part of my informants, I would also
assert that the establishment of community spaces like cultural centers and schools, as
much as it involves a re-conception of space, implies a change in perception of space, as
well, in that the activities that take place represent a radical change in spatial practice.
Even if the workers involved in the recovery do not participate directly in those
activities—and this is the case, more often than not—the decision to allow the
transformation of these spaces is, in itself, a change in spatial practice—a change in what
performances are understood as appropriate in the spaces of the workplace.
Furthermore, this reorganization of the spaces of the workplace amounts to a
“recoding” of those spaces, at least in some cases, and this recoding is authored by the
workers themselves through the process of re-conception, which leads to new
performativities. From the day a school is established in the administrative offices
upstairs, those spaces represent something other than what they did before, and
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competent “readers” of those spaces will act accordingly. In fact, what has changed is
the way those spaces are performed by those who live them. Performances in lived
spaces are both embedded in and constitutive of those spaces, and changes in those
performances—for example, from managers surveying the factory floor to students and
teachers contemplating cooperative labor—alter a space’s meanings in ways that demand
a new spatial competence to replace the old. Among other things, performativity
involves the citation of spatial codes, and altered performances can suggest new codings.
But the question we began with in this chapter was that of whether workers in
recovered businesses had undergone changes in subjectivity and identity, and if so, what
those changes might be. Certainly, the processes of producing the spaces of the
workplace can give us glimpses of answers to this question. The changes in
performativity implied by new spatial practice, for Butler, for example, would amount to
a change in identity, since identity, in her theory, is constructed through the repetition of
performances. Moreover, considering how people talk and think about their workplaces
has given us some impression of the changes in perceived, conceived, and lived contexts
that contribute to the cultivation of new subjects.
In general, these changes include: new social practices in the lived spaces of the
workplace, including the adoption of democratic processes for decision making—with
worker assemblies often taking place on the factory floor; changed conceptions of
space—particularly the use values of spaces formerly devoted to capitalist production;
and changes in spatial practice—an evolution in the understandings of how work spaces
can and ought to be performed that implies a different perception of what performances
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are appropriate to a given space of production. All of these changes suggest openings for
the formation of new subjects, with attendant transformations of identity.
But, so far, we have yet to consider much of the workers’ own direct reflections
on changes they have experienced in themselves. What do they have to say about how
they think they have changed by participating in a recovery? When asked to think
consciously about changes in perception, conception, and practice, what are their
impressions? We now move to these reflections and what they might mean.

Workers
“Changes in the way of conceptualizing, documenting and acting upon the
internal world of the business organization actively transform the meaning
and reality of work … In other words, the identity of the ‘worker’ has
been differentially constituted in the changing practices of governing
economic life. ‘Workers’ and ‘managers’ have been ‘made up’ in
different ways—discursively re-imagined and conceptualized—at
different times through their positioning in a variety of discourses of work
reform.”
—Paul du Gay, Consumption and Identity at Work58

“I don’t just go home after work anymore, to do laundry, iron, and cook. I
study Marxism, I go to the lectures at cultural centers, feminist
meetings…. Now I’m interested in everything.”59
—Celia Marínez, Brukman worker

During my semi-structured interviews, I often asked, near the end of the
interview, if people thought the experience of working in a recovered business had
changed them. This question was designed to open up the discussion to more personal
reflection and philosophy. Most people had plenty to say in reply, and it seemed clear to
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me that a certain amount of self-reflection had already accompanied their experiences in
the recovery process.
As I listened to more and more descriptions of how lives, perspectives,
philosophies, and dispositions had changed, it began to occur to me that I was being
presented with a great irony: through the process of struggle to keep their jobs, many of
my informants had undergone such personal changes as to reconstitute their identities as
workers. People who had labored for years in the wage system as employees now saw
themselves and their circumstances differently, and many I spoke with felt this change
was profound, indicating very different understandings of their roles, responsibilities, and
relationships to work, their fellow workers, and even society at large. Yes, they had kept
their jobs, but along the way, they had ceased to be “workers” in the typical industrial
capitalist sense, where wage laborers have been reduced to interchangeable units of labor
time, deployed by a separate management class for the benefit of the owners. The irony I
saw was that they had destroyed (and reconstructed) their identities as workers in an
attempt to maintain the subjective conditions of their earlier worker identities: a
workplace with a job. This explains my choice of title for this chapter.
For some, this personal transformation means that a return to wage labor would be
unacceptable. At Chilavert, a compañero named Cándido says, “None of us would
consider working under a boss again.”60 At Gráfico Patrícios, my chief informant,
Gabriel, told me:
It’s different. It’s different. You change insofar as, when you’re working with a
boss, you’re a gear, a screw, a nut. Now, working here, you’re a person. This is
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what has changed. And you can speak freely about what you’re doing. When
you’re in a business under a boss, you’re nothing.61
Others described a personal transformation in greater detail. At Ghelco, for
example, Daniel felt he had experienced a kind of expansion of awareness. Note that the
phrase “relationship of dependency” is commonly used to describe the condition of wage
labor:
It isn’t just a change in my ideas about work, but rather . . . I’ll tell you about my
particular case, like when I had this problem. It’s as if, when one is working
under the relationship of dependency, that one is roboticized, automated. You
come to work, go home, and you don’t see the world around you, the need that
exists. When we had the problem here in the factory [i.e., the occupation and
subsequent struggles], it was like something in my head went “click,” and I
started to see things in a different way, to think in a different way. Other people
started to matter more to me—things that I hadn’t seen before—others’ problems,
their needs… something that, before … How can I put it? Living under the yoke
of the boss, you’re aware of what happens to yourself and no one else. You don’t
care about the person right next to you. The only thing you care about is that your
own family is okay, that you work and have your money, that you don’t get fired,
and can maintain your family and nothing more.62
The idea of a personal process of expansion and learning was also expressed by
Guillermo, the president of the wood workshop, Maderera Córdoba:
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This is an experience that, personally, I’m succeeding in now—from now on.
And every single day I learn something new, and end up regretting what I didn’t
know the day before. But okay, that’s how it is. I’m not going to second guess
things.63
Guillermo, like most recovered business members, is “learning to adjust” (his words) to
the new conditions of labor after years of working for a wage, under a boss.
But if the idea of returning to wage labor might seem intolerable to some of those
who have experienced it, and the process of changing to self-management has opened up
new perspectives and learning opportunities, at least one of my informants had something
to say about people joining the labor force for the first time, starting their working life in
a democratic workplace. At Zanón, Mario thought that experiencing autogestión as
normal, from the start of one’s career, would produce a different kind of worker
incompatible with the traditional wage labor system:
I believe that this compañero, who started working here two years ago at the age
of eighteen, who is now twenty years old, if we were evicted tomorrow, if he had
to go work “on the other side,” I don’t know how he’s going to work with a boss
and management. The compañero has no experience whatsoever being under a
boss; here [at Zanón], nobody gives orders—nobody. Everyone comes to work,
they know where to go, what button to push, which ceramics line they have, what
they need to do…. They know it, and they do it.
You’re sitting and reading the newspaper while the machine runs, and the
coordinator comes by for a visit; the compañero from personnel drops by, or a
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compañero from security, and it’s natural. Compared with before, when you
worked with the boss and managers, you had to stay on top of the machine all the
time, and if you saw someone in charge, then you’d start doing something—
anything, sweeping, cleaning, I don’t know…grab a washcloth—and you’d be
desperate to do something.
And now, no. That is, what interests us is that compañeros…that we can
read the newspaper, that we can be informed, that as workers we are politicized—
while the machines fulfill their function and while the workers, we control that
function. But not to be a slave to the machines or to production.
So, I believe that there is a change. What’s happened is that we are so
involved in this that we don’t realize it. And the compañero who came in two
years ago and is now twenty years old, he doesn’t know what it is to work under a
boss, where they control your schedule.64
These and other similar statements I collected indicate that some recovered business
workers, at least, have experienced a conscious reevaluation of themselves as workers,
and this, together with the changes in performativity, implies the formation of new
identities as worker-subjects.
But beyond these fairly general reflections about no longer working under the
concentrated power of a boss and feelings of personal growth or expansion of awareness
of others’ needs, I found a number of more specific themes as I worked through my
notes, transcripts, and recordings. These themes suggest more specific kinds of changes
in workers’ identity and, in some cases, offer some clues about how changed
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performances and social relations in the workplace have led to those changes. In the
pages below, we will explore the themes of conception and execution in the division of
labor, solidarity in the workplace, solidarity beyond the workplace, representing
recovery, power/knowledge, and the recovery of society. We will then consider some of
the limits to subjective transformation.

Workers: Reuniting Conception and Execution
Braverman, in Labor and Monopoly Capital, writes that the “separation of hand
and brain is the most decisive single step in the division of labor taken by the capitalist
mode of production.”65 The rise of a management class to conceive the labor process
while others simply execute ever more simple actions, Braverman argues, amounts to
“dehumanization of the labor process, in which workers are reduced almost to the level of
labor in animal form.” By suppressing workers’ knowledge of the process and
eliminating workers’ own creative contributions to that process, owners and managers are
able to “enforce upon them either the methodological efficiency or the working pace
desired by capital.” Such a state of affairs, Braverman asserts, would be “purposeless
and unthinkable in the case of the self-organized and self-motivated social labor of a
community of producers.” 66
This is precisely the sort of dynamic described earlier by the compañero from
Zanón who described the change in “oven times” for baking ceramic tiles; under worker
control, labor’s pace and intensity has been adjusted to better accord with human
capabilities and desires. While the mechanized labor process constrains the kinds of
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changes that can be made, self-managed workers in recovered businesses often enjoy
more creative license in the re-conception of their labor processes, and in the various uses
of the workplace. The collective decision making process itself represents, for those who
actively participate, at least a partial reconciliation of the division between conception
and execution in the labor process, and some of the results are apparent in the uses of
surplus space, flexibility in positions, and increased scope of action and authority. The
research of Julián Rebón shows that nearly 40% of line workers had participated in
administrative capacities67 and, of course, the workers’ assembly offers the potential for
every member of a cooperative to be more involved in conception, though, as noted
before, the level of participation varies from business to business.
Such a reconciliation places demands on those who suddenly find themselves in
the position of both worker-and-manager (and worker-and-owner-and-manager, for that
matter). One must learn more about the overall production process in order to make good
decisions about how to modify it, and this requires not only the raw effort involved in
learning, but also a reconception of one’s own role as part of the motivation to do so.
Some of my informants, when asked about changes in their own relationships to work
and the workplace, reflected on just these issues.
At IMPA, for example, a MNER organizer and spokesperson named Pablo
described these challenges as common in recovered businesses:
Remember, too, that this phenomenon [i.e., workplace takeovers] is recent. In the
majority of cases, the administrative cadres are precisely the ones who didn’t
participate in the recovery. In most cases, those who were close to or part of the
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management of the company are gone. So, the worker who was handling a
machine then has to do tasks other than what he’s been trained to do, or get a start
on learning, but what a disruption!68
At the former Adidas shoe factory, Lalo described the situation they had faced:
It is a lot more difficult because the compañeros have to readapt to everything.
Here, they didn’t know about writing checks… nobody knew what it was to cut a
check. Nobody knew what “purchasing” was. Nobody knew what it was to keep
an accounting ledger; nobody knew anything! Because the ones who did know
had left; they weren’t here. In the factories, the ones that stay behind are the ones
who have nowhere else to go, because if could, they would have left. The ones
who are left have to build things up from the ashes—from the ashes!69
Responding to this challenge, according to Guillermo at Maderera Córdoba, requires
learning and a change of perspective:
In general, in traditional enterprises, there is the bottom tier, which are the regular
guys; the middle, which are those in administration; and the owners, who are
above everyone. In general, in standard companies, there is this separation. Here,
this does not exist.
It’s a new way of life for all of us. Really, it’s a very profound matter.
We have to educate ourselves in something that is . . . well, suddenly you say,
“How can I, too, be the owner?” It’s happened to us! “Why am I doing this?
Why am I not doing that?” So, you have to incorporate into your field of view a
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whole new set of elements that you have to consider, that you have to
consolidate….70
And through that process of learning and re-vision, the reconciliation of conception and
execution, a new sphere of action opens up for people who, previously, would never have
even considered what they now have the power to do. The following are the words of
Juan Luis, one of my primary contacts at the Hospital ADOS:
And so, we’ve started to become more conscious. “To become more conscious.”
What is this? You adopt a different mentality, start to plan ahead, which is what
typical workers don’t do. You can plan ahead in your own home, but at work you
can’t make plans because, supposedly, this is the work of the boss. For us, here,
no. This has changed a great deal. For example, we have a very large project
behind the main building that started twenty years ago and got shut down. We
plan to finish that project and make gymnasium for rehabilitation. We plan to set
up a driveway so this can become an emergency hospital, and make a landing pad
for helicopters. Planning like this is something that, as a typical worker, you
don’t do in your workplace.71
The impact on identity of this reconnection between the work of conception and
the work of execution is, of course, difficult to measure. However, one way to explore
that impact is to observe how people label themselves, with regard to the work they do.
The majority of recovered business workers, most of whom previously performed, and
still do perform, some kind of manual labor, identify themselves either as obreros or
trabajdores. The word obrero connotes a blue collar manual laborer, usually paid hourly
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wages, while trabajdor can be more generally applied, although it carries some
connotation of people who work salaried jobs. The fact that obrero is so commonly used
as a term of self-identification—including demands for nationalization “under worker
control” (bajo control obrero)—suggests that many still identify more with the
“execution” element to their work; none of the people I spoke with and observed had
decided to start referring to themselves as “managers” or “bosses” (the term “selfmanaged workers” comes closest). Among people interviewed by Rebón in 2003, given
a list of labels and asked to describe their “closeness” to them on a Likert scale, obrero
rated the “closest” identification, while empresario, the Spanish word for businessman,
rated the “furthest” in terms of identification.72
This continued self-identification as workers or laborers could be explained by a
number of factors, including an implicit understanding that a separate class of conception
workers might be superfluous and that those who actually execute the tasks are not.
There also exists, especially among those who were poorly treated by former owners and
managers, a kind of class prejudice about bosses and their representatives;
“bloodsuckers” is one of the kinder terms I heard used to describe such people, and one
could understand why a recovered business worker might not want to identify with them.
Finally, maintaining this self-identification, especially for politically active subjects,
helps to create “chains of equivalence” between themselves and other working class
people engaged in struggles of their own. Argentina has a long history of labor struggle
and, having emerged from recent struggles themselves, workers at recovered businesses
could easily adopt such discursive labels as a badge of honor within that history.
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Workers: Solidarity at Work
But though recovered business workers continue to identify themselves as
obreros, many of them feel that their relationships with their fellow workers have
undergone a change. Just as Daniel from Ghelco reflected earlier that he had become
more responsive to the needs of others, other informants reported a high level of cohesion
in the workplace, a feeling of unity among members, and common purpose. Moreover,
some of them saw this as something that explicitly distinguished their more-or-less
democratic, cooperative workplaces from those of privately owned, capitalist firms.
At Curtidores Unidos, Fabian, when asked if workers related to each other
differently following the recovery, said simply, “Yes. There’s a different solidarity, a
different solidarity. The group is more unified. Yes, absolutely.”73 Others waxed more
verbose. One of the mechanics at UST, for example, described the unity brought about
by having a common goal:
Sometimes you discuss things with your kids, fight with your wife; how could we
not fight with our co-workers, or discuss things, since we have different
perspectives. But we do so knowing that the objective is one and the same. The
objective is the same. We can have different visions or different ways to get to
the prize, but we all know that the prize is our objective. And so, we have
discussions and debates until it’s decided that we’re going to take one particular
path. But always knowing that we’re working towards the same goal.74
That goal, above all else for most people I talked to, is the maintenance of the “job
source.” Solidarity thus can be expressed by sacrificing one’s personal interests for the
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overall benefit of the group. An individual may not have their vision adopted by the
group, but can accept this if everyone keeps their eyes on the common goal of
maintaining their jobs.
In one case, this kind of solidarity took the form of the willingness to make
economic sacrifices, if necessary. Salvador, my main informant at the Campichuelo print
shop, drew a contrast between the mutual commitment present in his cooperative and the
situation in most privately owned companies:
Not all private firms are the same—you can’t say all private companies do thus
and such—but in general, the private owner says, “Well, look, this is going to
cause a loss.” So, he tells you, “Okay, we have to fire two employees; they have
to be laid off. So we’ll give them a severance pay and reduce our personnel.”
And later, in a different time when there are more profits, he goes back and hires
people.
But it isn’t like that here. We’ve never done that. We say, “Okay, what
should we do? This is as much as we brought in and, well, we’ll all take the same
percentage reduction. And when good times roll around again, we return to the
same levels we had before.75
Such a solidarity in practice, particularly as it constrasts with practices in capitalist firms,
would suggest the development of subjects with stronger mutual commitments in the
workplace than would have existed prior to the takeover; after all, before the recovery,
these workers would not have had the authority to make such decisions to perform
practical solidarity in this way.
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But beyond these somewhat indirect indicators of subjective change and/or
changes in identities, some interviewees mused more clearly about processes of personal
changes in perspective that accompanied these practices of solidarity in the workplace.
Daniel, from Ghelco, offered this impression:
This is what everyone has to understand: you don’t exploit your comrades.
Otherwise, you are being a capitalist, exploiting your fellow workers. So, this is
what has to be kept in mind—that each one does their work, without making a
fuss for the others, and does the best work possible, as responsibly as possible.
Because if we lose a client, all of us lose. It isn’t like before, where it was the
owner’s loss; it’s not the same.
It’s hard to explain, but it’s a very good sensation, like I’ve opened up my
mind and can see other things in a different way. We can all be well, me and my
compañeros, too. All the more so because we know each other. Some might be
your friends, and others not your friends, but you know when you see them, that
we are all equal. If there’s enough pie for everyone here, enough to go around,
then that’s the way to go. The benefits shouldn’t go to just one. Why not? So we
can all be well.76
One aspect of Daniel’s thoughts on workplace solidarity is that it springs, in part, from a
perception of shared risk; if the company loses, everyone loses. Another aspect of mutual
commitment involves “knowing each other.” From that personal knowledge of one’s coworkers and the acknowledgement of shared risk comes an understanding that fairness
demands shared rewards, as well.
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Lalo, a well known MNER organizer now working with the former Adidas shoe
factory, CUC, believes that the experience of conflict, struggle and hardship can foster
those perceptions of shared risks and closer personal relationships among co-workers,
thus opening the possibility for the growth of feelings of solidarity:
What we discovered when we started to recover businesses is that, in reality, the
workers here started to understand that there were other things, that there were
things beyond the job, which had to do with that same person, with the man
[hombre] himself, with the worker. That he encountered unknown capacities,
abilities that he hadn’t known.
For example, to struggle alongside his other compañeros for such a
legitimate and worthy cause as to declare, “We can work without a boss.” And in
that they were finding other virtues: solidarity, necessity—to share needs also
makes possible an almost absolute unity. Hunger. For one compañero to share
hunger with another allows these comrades to find themselves in a different
space, a different situation.77
Having spoken with Lalo at length, over the course of some hours, I can say with
confidence that his invocation of “space” and “situation” was probably quite deliberate.
Considering his recurrent theoretical language, including the overt use of the term
“subjects,” I interpret Lalo’s comments as indicating a rearrangement of social
relationships in the workplace, which opens up new spaces of subjectivity that nurture
values of solidarity and mutual aid.
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In fact, there is further evidence that demonstrates a correlation between the
shared experience of conflict and a sense of personal commitment to others. Rebón, in
interviews with 150 informants in recovered businesses in Buenos Aires, found a
connection between the level of conflict endured by workers and their likelihood to have
come to the aid of other recovered businesses or attempted recoveries. Among workers
who experienced low levels of conflict, and thus lower shared risk, half of them had not
participated in any kind of solidarity action with workers outside their own workplace.
By contrast, 80% of workers that had experienced high levels of conflict and, thus, higher
levels of shared risk, had taken action to assist other workers involved in a recovery.
High-conflict workers were more than three times as likely to have participated in a
demonstration and almost five times as likely to have helped with the physical occupation
of a business.78 This brings us to the next theme: solidarity beyond the workplace.

Workers: Solidarity Beyond the Workplace
If solidarity within the workplace can suggest changes in identity within a
specific, relatively bounded space of practice, solidarity with others outside the
workplace suggests changes in subjective conditions that open up the possibility for the
establishment of chains of equivalence that reach further. It is one thing to become aware
of shared concerns within a closely associated group of workers in one place, but quite
another to conceptualize one’s position as connected to the struggles of others, in other
places, recognizing the existence of shared goals best achieved through alliances. Such a
change in conception could, arguably, indicate the development of, if not “class
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consciousness” in the sense so often promoted by political Marxists, then some similar
sort of identification with a larger group beyond these subjects’ immediate cohort.
Class consciousness, in the Marxist tradition, refers to one’s identification with a
much larger group of “economic subjects,” categorized according to Marx’s division of
society on the historical-material bases of social relations in the capitalist mode of
production. In Capital: Volume 3, Marx asserts that “wage-labourers, capitalists, and
landowners … form the three great classes of modern society based on the capitalist
mode of production.”79 In the revolutionary theory of Marx and Engels, the successful
overthrow of capitalism depends on the self-aware identification of the wage-labor class,
or proletariat. In The Communist Manifesto, they depict the revolutionary “proletarian
movement” as “the self-conscious, independent movement of the immense majority….”80
Georg Lukacs, however, writing in 1920, laments that “Marx’s chief work [i.e.,
Capital] breaks off just as he is about to embark on the definition of class,”81 and indeed
this is the case. The theoretical question of class and class consciousness, thus, was left
to others, like Lukacs himself, to develop more thoroughly. Lukacs, as have been many
others, was concerned with class consciousness as a driving factor in the historical
evolution of modes of production. As such, his writings posited this consciousness as an
abstract quality attributed to masses of people capable of changing “the whole of society”
through their actions. Reifying the “great classes” proposed by Marx, Lukacs theorized a
structural notion of abstract consciousness that leads to collective action:
[C]lass consciousness consists in fact of the appropriate and rational reactions
‘imputed’ [zugerechnet] to a particular typical position in the process of
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production. This consciousness is, therefore, neither the sum nor the average of
what is thought or felt by the single individuals who make up the class. And yet
the historically significant actions of the class as a whole are determined in the
last resort by this consciousness and not by the thought of the individual.82
This idea is problematic, at the very least because it dodges the question of who
determines what reactions are “appropriate and rational” and how these are “imputed.”
Antonio Gramsci, writing a decade or so later, likewise proposes a division
between an individual’s actual consciousness of their identity and some other, more
correct or appropriate awareness based on working class identification. Referring to the
“active man-in-the-mass,” Gramsci writes:
One might almost say that he has two theoretical consciousnesses (or one
contradictory consciousness): one which is implicit in his activity and which in
reality unites him with all his fellow-workers in the practical transformation of the
real world; and one, superficially explicit or verbal, which he has inherited from
the past and uncritically absorbed. But this ‘verbal’ conception is not without
consequences. It attaches one to a specific social group, it influences moral
conduct and the direction of the will….83
Thus, where Lukacs theorizes a form of consciousness that is “appropriate and rational”
and “imputed,” but might not be adopted by individuals, Gramsci suggests an “implicit”
deep consciousness that derives from “reality” in practice, but which may be
overshadowed or suppressed by a “superficial” self-awareness based the “verbal.” While
still reifying the notion of a class with a group “consciousness,” Gramsci does recognize
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the importance of the discursive—the “verbal,” as he puts it—in the process of identity
formation, presaging the poststructuralist theories to come decades afterward from Butler
and others.
Indeed, Richard Day, writing in Gramsci is Dead, some seventy years later, offers
us a concise, instructive review of how far poststructuralism has taken us from the reified
conceptions of class depicted above. Day, whose main concern is to displace the concept
of hegemony from “radical political theory,” here summarizes some of Laclau and
Mouffe’s84 thoughts on class and identity:
[I]dentities (including but not limited to class identities) are formed through the
growing realization of a common situation, and through struggle to improve this
situation; their tasks are set not according to the playing out of a destiny, but by
complex relations of social, political, and economic power…. In their antiessentialist reworking of the theory of hegemony, Laclau and Mouffe displace not
only the working class, but class as such, from the centre of radical struggles.85
Here, we can read echoes of Gramsci’s formulation, but the “superficial” and “verbal”
awareness that “influences” desire and action has been supplanted by a more
sophisticated understanding that identity emerges through “complex relations” of power.
Gibson-Graham, also engaged in an anti-essentialist reworking of their own,
argue that conceptions of a monolithic working class opposing “capitalism” actually, in
part, constitute a monolithic, essentialized, and hegemonic concept of capitalism. In their
continuing counterhegemonic project to “queer” and “dis-order” the capitalist imaginary,
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they offer these reflections on economic identity, avoiding the use of the term “class,”
altogether:
In the economic realm today we are confronted with no one set of possible
alternative identities. Certainly, the historic identity of the communist worker no
longer presents itself as an imagined counter-identity. Instead, as we have shown,
the terrain is littered with half-hearted and defensive “economic” identities that
are largely acknowledged as social identities—houseworker, giver of gifts,
volunteer, cooperator, petty trader, home producer, artisan, member of a kin
network, peasant, social entrepreneur. This ragtag group has no shared sense of
economic right from which it might launch an articulated attack on a neoliberal
global capitalist order. Rather, the discourses that occupy roles as capitalism’s
outside or “other” seem to independently but effectively shore up its hegemony.86
Gibson-Graham conclude that, given the lack of a unified class identity among those
traditionally included in the working class, a “counterhegemonic politics” must “identify
an alternative fixing of economic identity around a new nodal point.”87 Operating in a
poststructuralist mode, this “nodal point” is, for Gibson-Graham, a discursive project that
proposes a set of shared signifiers around the central signifier of the “community
economy.”
The question at hand for this investigation of subjectivity among recovered
business workers, then, is not so much concerned with “class consciousness” in the sense
of a reified, revolutionary working class á la Gramsci or Lukacs. Neither is the issue
whether or not these subjects “fit” the discursive construction of community economy
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offered by Gibson-Graham. Rather, the question is how and whether the reflections of
my interviewees reveal “growing realization of a common situation” with others that may
provide openings for new becomings. New awarenesses of one’s relationships to others
implies new awarenesses of one’s subjective positions in social networks of power and
affinity, and one’s own discursive characterization of those positions constitutes, in part,
one’s conscious subjective identity.
Daniel, at Ghelco, continuing his personal reflections, related to me how his
change of perspective included a motivation to give direct material support to others
outside his own circle of co-workers:
Compared to before, well, I started to see—it was like a mental change—I started
to see beyond myself. I see further now, because back then, you didn’t see the
person right next to you, or their needs, or what was really happening. But now
you’ll see that sometimes there are other cooperatives that have problems, and if
another cooperative has problems, I will be the first one there. At the very least,
I’ll help with whatever I can. If I have to put my body on the line, I’ll put it there.
We keep contact with other cooperatives and everyone helps each other. And, for
the most part, if another cooperative has problems, there are other compañeros
who come with me, but you’ll see: I’m the first one out there helping the
compañeros.88
Daniel’s understanding of self changed through the process of the recovery and
establishement of the cooperative, which included conflict and support from Luis Caro
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and the workers of Lavalán, among others. Now, you may note, his compañeros include
both his immediate co-workers, as well as those in other recovered business cooperatives.
Such an expansion of identification with other workers—across space and over
time—was something Elsa at Clínica Fénix described from the perspective of someone
receiving the kind of support Daniel talked about offering. Elsa’s reflections on the
solidarity shown during the struggle to recover the hospital are bound up with affect and
emotion, and recall the “visceral register” theorized by Connolly and cited by GibsonGraham:
Look, I’ll tell you. On March 12, 2004, when the police came and they wanted to
kick us out and everything—at this time there were compañeros being taken by
the police—we were at the Department of Commerce and Industry filing some
legal papers. We came back here, and this was about two in the afternoon. At
four or five o’clock the number of cooperatives, organizations, and movements
that were here on this street corner supporting us … Hopefully there are
recordings, hopefully there is a video of this day, because I believe that this was
the day when there was nothing less than one single purpose: solidarity and
brotherhood. It didn’t matter who you were. There were workers telling other
workers that were being kicked out of their workplace: “We are coming to
support you. We are here.” It was like, sometimes you don’t have to have an
affiliation written down on paper when someone, from their very soul, wants to
bring you support.
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It’s a kind of human growth. That is, why does one feel such happiness
and such joy when one can help someone else? Why does one feel so good? This
is something beautiful and you can’t just keep it confined. You can’t. You can
feel it, but you can’t touch this thing that makes human beings struggle and
always push themselves towards a higher place. Not for power—I’m referring to
something else: to the embrace, to affections.
When we were here and the clinic still wasn’t open, and the girls from
BAUEN came or those, for example, from La Cacerola … to bring us warm
bread, and at night the people stayed to sleep, and when we were already here
inside the clinic, what one felt was something inexplicable. You don’t know this
person, but this person was embracing you, was bringing you bread. This person
would tell you, “I’m going to cook while you do the other things you have to do.”
It was the most basic thing there is, and that must always exist, between human
beings—and that is love. Or rather, the expression of love made through actions,
through simple actions: I’ll stir the noodles while you clean the bathroom; or, I’m
going to do such and such while you’re washing up; I’ll help you paint. All of
these things that capitalism doesn’t have.89
For Elsa, the outpouring of solidarity represented a profound identification with others on
the most basic human terms, an emotional opening of possibilities for re-imagining, repositioning, and re-enacting social relationships in a way that she consciously understood
as non-capitalist.
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Such a perspective was also expressed by Paulino at Hospital Israelita, who sees
relationships between other recovered businesses as a way to foster a deeper feeling of
connection with other people, to become aware of commonalities previously obscured or
unnoticed:
I am 46 years old, and I was able to change. I was able to adapt. And besides,
one thing that helped me was going with other compañeros to see other factories
set up as cooperatives, and afterwards one starts to ponder. It’s very important to
see. Why is it very important to see? Because you get to know the experiences
of… well, in reality, everyone lives the same experience as we do, in different
physical locations: in a hardware factory; in a beef refrigeration plant; in a dairy
farm…. Who knows? In a place where they manufacture aluminum…. But in
reality, everyone lives the same. It’s the same—with the only difference that we
have a responsibililty for health care. But it’s the same, fundamentally.
And so we also have a solidarity health plan for recovered factories, and
we absorb all of the costs ourselves. For example, from Brukman, there are, I
believe five or six that are covered by a plan and, between all of them they pay
nor more than 500 pesos. And the other day one of these compañeras came who
had a fairly serious problem, and she stayed more than two months here. And her
hospital stay, her operation, her medical care—it cost us practically 5000 pesos.
In other words, it cost us almost ten times more than what they paid us.90
While, clearly, the hospital earns money in the private market and receives the same
government subsidies as any medical center in Argentina, the cooperative, in a very non-
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capitalist act of solidarity with fellow cooperative workers, has dedicated some of its
surplus in a way that supports and maintains that worker community.
Of all the interviews I conducted, it is perhaps not surprising, given the
company’s radical political reputation, that one of my informants at Zanón indicated not
only an expansive identification with others outside the factory, but an overt attempt to
cultivate “class consciousness” among the factory’s workers. This passage refers to one
of the many rock concerts that have been staged at Zanón in support of the expropriation:
I believe that change in ideology is something we’ve planned all along, because
they [opponents of the expropriation] try to make us lose these things, to lose the
meaning of the worker or make it so we don’t know the meaning of class, the
significance of being equals, that we don’t know these definitions so we don’t put
them into practice. We are trying to fight to understand this and to know what
class is and, for this, we work with so many sectors and in so many ways…and
we know which side we’re on.
Imagine—among the compañeros, we now have a compañero who came
in two years ago at the age of eighteen. Eighteen years old, and he was hanging
out with a band like La Renga or like Las Manos de Filippi or like Ataque 77. A
famous musician! And the musician came over and offered his hand, just like any
other compañero. And the young compañero realized that this guy was also a
worker, but in music—a worker in the music business—fighting for the rights of
musicians, their autonomy. A compañero like Manos de Filippi, who is a music
worker, who sits down with you and has a beer; he doesn’t think he’s superior to
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you. What a battle against BMG, against the big recording corporations! So then
you realize that music, too, has a class struggle, for independent musicians
especially. And there are compañeros who get together with a compañero
teacher, with a compañero from a textile mill or some other place, and they are all
in the same struggle. And this is going to provide the experience.91
And to ensure that this experience is provided, one of Zanón’s compañeros handles
expenses for what he called “travel to different parts of the country for conflicts.”
Indeed, the workers of Zanón send groups of representatives to many solidarity
demonstrations throughout the country, and can often be found on the front lines of sitins to prevent evictions at other occupied factories. Recently, Zanón workers have been
active in defending the attempted recovery of Terrabusi, a factory that, until its recent
attempted closure, processed food for the US-based Kraft Corporation.
Working class identification is also an explicit part of Hotel BAUEN’s public
campaign for expropriation. In a pamphlet produced by the cooperative in conjunction
with a leftist economist named Jorge Sanmartino, the workers’ assembly gives their
imprimatur to the following:
At the same time, we need more than ever to be part of the struggle of the
working class as a whole, and to not fall back and isolate ourselves. We need to
participate actively in the labor movement, supporting the ongoing battles for
wage reform, as well as all attempts at class-conscious reunion in order to recover
the union organizations for the workers. Our greatest capital is in the active and
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militant participation in the struggle of the classes, together with the whole of the
workers.92
What these comments and reflections suggest, at the very least, is that some
workers in recovered businesses have adopted perspectives that link their own struggles
and challenges with a broader community of people in similar situations. The numerous
rallies in support of besieged occupied businesses, which have routinely drawn hundreds
of recovered business workers into the streets in support of their perceived comrades,
stand as testimonials to this fact. This is a sign that, for those people at least, their
positions as worker-subjects have changed; they recognize themselves as part of social
networks of which they may not have been aware, or to which they did not feel a sense of
belonging. For many with whom I spoke, this new position was expressed through the
word compañero, which is used ubiquitously in recovered businesses, sometimes in an
almost militant manner; I was corrected more than once during my interviews: “It’s
compañero, not trabajador.”
While some might view this new position as a pragmatic way to defend their own
jobs, and while some might have had such dispositions prior to the takeover, others, like
those quoted above, have found new affinities and new ways of identifying themselves
with “the other.” During one rally I attended, I heard the repeated chant, “El otro soy
yo!”—“The other is me!” Another one that I, myself, had the pleasure to chant on a
number of occasions was: “Unidad de los trabajdores! Y al que no le gusta, se jode! Se
jode!” The translation: “Workers united! And to those who don’t like it, go fuck
yourselves!” This was often adapted to individual businesses, replacing the word unidad
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with the phrase Brukman es, or IMPA es, or Zanón es (in other words, “Brukman belongs
to the workers!).
The establishment of new affinities is particularly visible among businesses that
have formed alliances with other social movements, such as the piqueteros or the
Unemployed Workers’ Movement (MTD) or even, as I saw demonstrated more than
once, the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo. Either way, whether solidarity is a tool for
personal job security or whether it is an ideological commitment, either pre-existing or
formed in the crucible of the fight for expropriation, these perspectives and performances
indicate a worker subjectivity that involves greater collaboration with others engaged in a
struggle which, at its core, challenges the capitalist notion of absolute private property.

Workers: Representation and Power/Knowledge
One of the consequences of building solidarity outside the workplace is that many
protagonists in the recovery process have been subjected to conditions in which they
represent “the recovered business worker,” “the self-managed worker,” or even “the
recovered business,” itself. For those who have undergone changes in identity as part of
their experience, some have become subject to a social network in which they are
expected to serve as examples of what “recovered business” workers are, and what their
capabilities are. Understandably, such a situation puts pressure on not only individuals,
but the group as a whole, to demonstrate their viability as a business, in order to win
public support.
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At Hotel BAUEN, an informant told me, “We have to do the best possible work
and give the best service—better than when we were under a boss—in order to
demonstrate that we can do the job.”93 Likewise, my informant from Huesitos Wilde
said:
What we also want to emphasize to our compañeros is responsibility. Because we
have taken on a very big commitment and, behind that commitment… if we don’t
live up to it, then we simply aren’t credible.94
Credibility, of course, matters at more than just the level of an individual business; every
individual demonstration of workers’ abilities to self-manage lends legitimacy to every
other case for expropriation. The more positive representations of recovered businesses
that can be presented, the more the idea of business expropriation by workers will appear
viable to observers—including the state and its affiliates, but also, critically, to other
workers who may be considering a takeover attempt. Being a “good” representative
means setting a “good example.”
But being a representative also means, for some, reflecting on just what, precisely,
they wish to represent. As the recovered business movements organized, for example, a
loose consensus emerged about what a recovered business ought to be, and some have
made deliberate efforts to ensure that the practice aligns with the ideal. In Caro’s group
(MNFR), for example, the “recovered business worker” is ostensibly apolitical, and the
representative business model involves egalitarian Payoff rules. These steps towards
implicitly defining, through representative demonstrations of practice, even rough ideals
for recovered businesses workers, puts “recovered businesses” in a similar situation as
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Althusser’s ISAs. In other words, once a common sense understanding of the “recovered
business worker” emerges in the popular consciousness, then people might be
interpellated as such. Thus, the debate over practice matters to the future of recovered
businesses overall, as it may partially determine what kinds of representative practices
become most common: just as the importance of “demonstrating that we can do the job”
motivates subjects to assume greater responsibilities, demonstrating how that job is done
also matters. A former MNER organizer, Luis, reflecting on the use of surplus space for
community projects, explained:
It seems to us that this is something that comes from cooperativism in its origins.
We have the obligation to demonstrate that a cooperative business—and more so,
a recovered business—has to be different from the business model that has bosses
and managers, or from the capitalist system, where production and profit are the
only things that matter. We say: “No. It has to serve for other things, as well.”
So that’s why we aim to do all these things, no?95
The combination of these two aspects involved in representing recovered businesses as
worker-subjects—demonstrating both capability in production and commitment to a
different social type of production—is particularly important because these
representations contribute to openings for the establishment of new power/knowledges.
The intersection of power and knowledge, as articulated in the work of Foucault,
largely concerns the discursive construction of “truth,” and the social mechanisms of
control that such constructions can facilitate. Foucault writes:
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Each society has its régime of truth, its ‘general politics’ of truth: that is, the
types of discourse which it accepts and makes function as true; the mechanisms
and instances which enable one to distinguish true and false statements, the means
by which each is sanctioned; the techniques and procedures accorded value in the
acquisition of truth; the status of those who are charged with saying what counts
as true.96
In such conditions, in any given social formation, certain knowledges of truth may be
subjugated knowledges—supressed or, in extreme cases, erased entirely or prevented
from forming altogether. Other knowledges of what is true and false may be ascendant,
reinforced through the control of discourse by various means, including institutions for
knowledge production and media of disseminating information. As Foucault further
asserts:
There is a battle ‘for truth’, or at least ‘around truth’—it being understood once
again that by truth I do not mean ‘the ensemble of truths which are to be
discovered and accepted’, but rather ‘the ensemble of rules according to which the
true and false are separated and specific effects of power attached to the true’, it
being understood also that it’s not a matter of a battle ‘on behalf’ of the truth, but
of a battle about the status of truth and the economic and political role it plays.97
In other words, the key struggle of power/knowledge is not a struggle over revealing or
discovering truth, but over who has the power to define both what truth is and the
conditions under which truths may be articulated discursively. Subjugated knowledges,
with their own attendant truths, may be declared “false” by those with the power to
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control how knowledge is produced and circulated and, for those associated with such deprivileged knowledges, the struggle for their truths to become accepted as such may be
difficult, indeed. Meanwhile, dominant regimes for the production and circulation of
truth inculcate in their subjects a “common sense” understanding of what is true or false,
what is possible or impossible, what is correct or incorrect.
For those attempting to defy the dominant regimes of truth—i.e., to bring into
circulation a knowledge that affirms a contradictory truth—the difficulties can be
numerous and daunting. Foucault reminds us:
It’s not a matter of emancipating truth from every system of power (which would
be a chimera, for truth is already power) but of detaching the power of truth from
the forms of hegemony, social, economic and cultural, within which it operates at
the present time.98
This is one of the challenges confronted by the workers of recovered businesses, one that
they have dealt with successfully in many cases, sometimes to their own surprise.
The truth in question is that workers, in reality, can produce and compete in the
marketplace without an owner or professional management team to govern them. For
decades, as the technologies and processes of capital evolved, the conventional
wisdom—the “common sense” understanding of production—was that a boss was
necessary in order to organize and deploy labor power and that workers would not be
able to do this themselves. In fact, this is still an article of “common sense” among much
the population of the capitalist world. Braverman links this assumption that workers are
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unqualified to understand and coordinate the labor process to Taylor’s infamous
“scientific management” regimes:
This notion, apparently so “natural” and undebatable today, was in fact
vigourously discussed in Taylor’s day, a fact which shows how far we have
traveled along the road of transforming all ideas about the labor process in less
than a century, and how completely Taylor’s hotly contested assumptions have
entered into the conventional outlook within a short space of time.99
Indeed, even workers at recovered businesses often admit that the idea of working on
their own would never have occurred to them without the intervention of movement
organizers, and that their ability to succeed in doing so has been a (rather pleasant)
surprise.
The common sense notion that workers need a boss in order to get anything done
is a “truth” established and maintained through social, economic and cultural hegemonies
of the sort mentioned by Foucault, above, though it should also be understood that the
acceptance of that “truth” as common sense is partially constitutive of the hegemonies
that maintain it. The hegemonies to which I refer are those social, cultural, and economic
powers that mutually constitute capitalist social relations, and which constrain discourse
in ways that help reproduce those relations. Eliminating or undermining that “truth,”
therefore, would weaken those relations and establish a counter-knowledge to the power
of that “truth,” challenging the conventional wisdom and opening up the possibility for a
different “common sense.” In at least this one instance, the power of one specific truth
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could be “detached” from the hegemonies that sustain it, and a subjugated
power/knowledge could become visible.
Ironically, the hegemonic relations of capitalism, themselves, have created
conditions that actually facilitate working without a boss—yet another of the many
“contradictions” of capital that become so apparent from a Marxist perspective. The
progressive “de-skilling” of workers through the simplification of individual tasks, so
well analyzed by Braverman, renders some highly divided and technology-driven labor
processes to be nearly automatic. As noted by informants in some earlier quotations, in a
mechanized production facility, it is easy for each individual line worker to “know what
to do,” and perform their tasks without the presence of a manager. Workers can thus take
ownership of the means of production and put them into use without needing the
capitalist class that initially conceived them. Groups of workers who then learn the
additional tasks often undertaken by managers—handling finances, negotiating contracts,
etc.—can manage the production process themselves.
The knowledge that this is possible amounts to a form of social power. For
workers recovering a business, this knowledge empowers them to act. As representatives
of this previously subjugated truth, they provide a discursive and material rebuttal to the
discursive and material hegemonies that maintain that subjugation. By demonstrating
this truth through public material practice, promulgated through market relations, rallies,
media exposure, community engagement and the transformation of surplus spaces,
conventional wisdoms can be challenged and a new “common sense” inculcated in larger,
more spatially distributed populations.
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This power/knowledge is so key to the process of recovering businesses under
worker control that Cándido at Chilavert was moved to say: “You know what was the
most important thing for us? Feeling that we can do it.”100 Moreover, as an influence on
subjectivity and identity, the knowledge that “we can do it” implies the constitution of a
different, more empowered subject than existed before. The following passage, taken
from a book with the (translated) title, Hegemony and Emancipation: Recovered
Factories, Social Movements, and Bolivarian Power, makes precisely this point:
To take charge of production implies much more than not having a boss; one
rethinks one’s own life experience and can see it as a totality. The process of the
takeover made it so the workers were able to see and think themselves as subjects
in history, able to transform its reality.101
Many of my informants reflected on the process of developing this power/knowledge, the
reactions of others, and its personal consequences for themselves and their comrades.
Elsa, at Clínica Fénix Salud, for example, relates her experience in turning what
seemed a crazy dream into a tangible truth:
For sure, to be a cooperativista is also to have a dream. For example, one
Saturday I was at an assembly in Cid Campeador [a neighborhood in Buenos
Aires], and there was one part—something someone said in reference to what
Utopia is—and what he said was, “to dream the impossible is to make the possible
real,” to be able to start making it so. If you always dream within limits, you’ll
never end up doing it.
For example, when I said, “We’re going to reopen the clinic,” everyone
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said that I was completely crazy. A clinic of such high complexity—how could I
possibly do it? They told me I was crazy, that it was no good. And I said, “But
for so many years, everyone has known how to do what we’ve had to do. What’s
the difference?” It’s different that there isn’t an owner who has us as laborers—
that’s different. When the bosses would go on vacation, I would say to my
compañeros: “What do we do? Do we have to wait for the owners to come back
in order to know that we have to answer the phone, fill an order for a patient, run
tests, send clothes to the laundry, order sterile garments….? It’s exactly the
same. Each one knows how to do the things we’ve always done. It’s just that
now, we are a cooperative and that depends on the work and effort of each
individual. It’s that simple.
And sure, we had good ideas. We always talked about how there was the
owner who didn’t let us do this one thing to make an improvement or make some
other change for the better. Now is the time when, actually, instead of being
hypocrites, we can really move ahead with what we said was going to be better for
the patients. So, what limits us now? Nothing. So, okay. But they kept saying I
was crazy….102
At CUC, the shoe factory, one worker who had been elected to the consejo reflected on
changes in his own sense of identity-as-a-worker that accompanied the collective “taking
charge” of means of production:
After the recovery, it was practically like being born again, in the sense that it’s an
experience totally different from that which I had when I was a worker. Because,
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when you’re a worker, you are practically a person that … I continue considering
myself a worker, but in this case as an active worker, an active member—always
as an active member. After all this happened to me, I became conscious of how
fragile we workers are, who are left in the hands of something crazy, that we are
practically a part of the business and nothing else. So, it’s having the
consciousness to say, “Hey, listen to me. We have to start thinking. We have to
start thinking that we have to empower ourselves.”
We have to be active, too, like I am an active member of the cooperative.
In time, you, too, have to be an active worker, to think about what it is you can
accomplish, how the business is working, what you can affect in the future of the
factory. Because we, practically everyone had the idea to produce, to get
themselves some money, and go home, and nothing more. Nobody thought about
… we never thought we would come to find ourselves in this situation—us taking
charge, ourselves, of our own future. Because we are our future; today we are
taking charge of our own income, of our own source of labor.
This was something never considered, so the worker mentality has
changed a lot—that I didn’t think, that I just went home, that I was occupied with
other things, that I was detached from the whole part of the business that this boss
was doing, and I was practically was just a …. Well, it has totally changed. I
have a different vision of things.103
Indeed, the experience of taking charge of the means of production can be a life altering
process; the power of the knowledge that this is possible is, in large part, the knowledge
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that one has the power to do it. Such a sentiment was expressed by Paulino at Hospital
Israelita:
What we value most is that we really recovered our dignity as workers, and the
fact that we feel as if we are the architects of what we are doing and,
fundamentally, to demonstrate to ourselves that we are capable of managing an
institution like this one. Just like the compañeros of the movement, who are also
bringing back into operation some large enterprises and managing large amounts
of money.
In this way, in this aspect, yes—I see it as an inclusive contribution and
process of growth. That suddenly, maids that were doing the cleaning, suddenly,
perhaps, they are managing the books. Someone who was a technician is able to
manage the finances. For example, Eleonora, who is a medical technician, is the
President. A radiologist serves as Secretary.104
Not surprisingly, this newfound power/knowledge can impact subjects’ personal
feelings of self-respect. While some, like Paulino, spoke of “dignity,” others described
personal changes that indicate having new perceived positions in social networks of
power, an enhanced level of confidence in their own power, and a tendency to be less
afraid of exercising it. A member of the Hotel BAUEN cooperative, who works
primarily as a maid, told me this story about her changed view of politicians, known as
“deputies” in the Argentine Congress:
Oh sure, the BBC showed up, and they said, when we had only recently taken
over the hotel, “You all are creating a revolution.” And I, at that moment, took it
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very badly because, as I told them, if you believe that working is a “revolution,”
then go ahead and take it as a revolution…. It hit me very badly and maybe,
analyzing it now, it was because one changes in the manner of thinking. One
changes—I changed a lot. I’m aware that I am not the same as I was before, that I
have other goals, that like my compañeras, we now see things differently.
Before, it was like we were afraid to speak. And if a deputy came
along…? And now we say, “But look, we are making payments and you have to
do such-and-such for us….” And we discuss it. We feel like it’s equal-to-equal,
where before we had this fear. Before if there was a deputy, it was “How are you,
Sir,” and we fell in behind like we were good little soldiers.105
Her story suggests a new relationship to power, brought about through the ongoing
struggle for self-determination. At Brukman, likewise, Delícia expressed the sense of
empowerment that has come with the recovery of the business as a lack of fear:
So, what’s happening? It’s something I never imagined, that never went through
my head, that I would be going to fight for a job source in order to stay in the
factory—this never crossed my mind. But yes, I saw that, many times, when
some people came by with the strike fund to collect pocket change, it was for
something. Because there was a real need, I went and collaborated with them, I
went and pitched in. And so, I believe that, over the whole of time, of the years
that have gone by, one gathers experience little by little, in one form, and another,
and another, and afterwards puts it all together. I believe that all the experience of
the last 14 years that I lived—I’m now 57 years old—you put together all this
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experience and come out of it without fear of anything: what came before,
whether an obstacle may come… We knocked down the barricades down below
[in the streets following an eviction]; nothing mattered to us. So, I believe that,
with all of this, like I said, out of all the little things that you’re putting together,
in this way you form a big bundle of experience, and with this big bundle you can
move forward, and have no fear of anything, and this is what happened to me.106
The fourteen year span to which Delícia referred—working at Brukman—breaks into the
seven years leading up to the initial occupation of the factory and the seven years
afterwards, which saw hard struggles and the eventual expropriation of the business. She,
like others, learned to know their own power, and to be less afraid of the power of others
as a result.
The processes experienced by Delícia, Elsa, Paulino, and others in the recovered
business movement, however, have done more than simply produce new worker-subjects
confident in their abilities to engage in the collective operation of a business. For some,
the knowledge of their own power in the space of the business suggests the potential for
power in other spaces of production: political production, the production of justice, of a
different kind of society—in short the production of social power itself, in a way that
pushes back against a range of hegemonies that constrain social change. Having
overturned one tenet of “common sense,” some perceive even broader openings for
challenging the conventional wisdom and effecting social transformations beyond their
workplaces. From the realization that “yes, we can change the workplace,” some of my
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interviewees expressed a growing conviction that “yes, we can change society” in more
spatially extensive ways.

Workers: Recovering Society
The power/knowledge recovered (or created) by my informants rarely inspired
specific declarations of how they might use it for broader social change, but general
observations of potential were sometimes overtly expressed. At the very least, for these
subjects, the experience of recovering a business suggested openings for further
contestations of (capitalist) power and its attendant truths. At times, people seemed to
link their optimism with specific features of their transformations of surplus spaces in
their own workplaces, while, at other times, people indicated a more general optimism,
less place-dependent, that the power/knowledges they had discovered could become a
basis for more-or-less defined programs of broader social change. Some even directly
identified their perspectives as ideological, relative to their understandings of social
power. Gabriel at Gráfica Patricios falls this characterization:
[O]ne of the most dynamic things we’re doing is the radio station…. For me, it
impacted me because I see it as an ideological action, a psychological
manipulation of the communications media over the population. So, if we know
that the communications media are a source of power, a powerful group that at
any given time leans towards the most privileged class, well…. Okay. If you can
create a counter-current to this, it seems important to me. For me, this is what the
radio is all about.107
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At El Petróleo, the bus company that operates out of the remote town of Cutral-Có in
Neuquén province, Hugo felt the experience had empowered him to possibly effect
political changes at the provincial and national levels, and that more tasks could be
undertaken:
I always say—and it’s been demonstrated by us—that the masses are like the
baby elephant that, from a very young age, gets tied to a stake; he doesn’t know
he can uproot it. Individual people are the same: we don’t know our own
strength until we get ourselves moving. I believe that we have to take this
example: the elephant can wipe out the entire circus. A person, if he tries, he can
do anything he wants, so long as it is for the good. It’s simple: get moving and
do it.
Me, personally, I can say that I always worked from the time I was very
little. I studied what I could manage because I wasn’t exactly living on easy
street. So later, when I was more grown up, I went to high school and even
checked out the universities, too. In other words, I never gave up. But anyway,
then came the family and I let up a little. One stalls a bit because you have to
look for work. And then I went on automatic like all the rest of my fellows, and
stayed there.
But anyway, we can say that at some point, certainly, I was thinking these
things unconsciously, perhaps. I don’t know; I can’t say for sure, but only that I
discovered it later. Why do I think it was, at the very least, in my unconscious?
Because I always fought against these things, against my boss. So much so that
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when the conflict over the recovery came, it didn’t phase me at all. But I took the
lead on it because I owed it to my compañeros. I believe that, unconsciously, it
was within me to be able to participate in such a thing. And up until today, I
haven’t exhausted this, in the sense that I can still be able to do even more. I’ve
felt like I had the capacity to open doors, politically, in my province, in my
country. And it is very good to know that.
As time passes, this attitude gets consolidated in you, and I think for the
better. Today, I am, maybe, a lot more empowered than when I started. When I
had just started out, I didn’t know what a cooperative was. Now, without question
I say that that a lot more things can be done and that you always have to plan for
the long term….108
At Zanón, Mario re-emphasized the importantance of their community
connections. While staying at the factory, I had the opportunity to accompany a group of
compañeros and help distribute hundreds of square meters of tile to a dozen or so houses
in a very poor part of the city. The factory has donated to homes, hospitals, and schools
for years, now:
Like I told you before, we are proud, for example, to do any kind of work for the
community, because this gives you strength because you know you are doing
something good. And each one of us shares this value because we know what we
are contributing to the people who need it. And then, too, it is wider than that; the
subject is broad. Because we also have compañeros who have been involved in
some bad things before but, here, they’re being occupied; they have something
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else to do, so you separate them from the bad influences and they’ve been
“recovered.” There are many things.109
As a force for social “recovery” beyond the workplace, Mario describes how he thinks
the lessons of egalitarianism at work might be useful in the home:
We try to bring this experience home with us, to try and be more horizontal in our
houses, to work more with our children, to raise our children as activists. In this,
everyone weighs their own progress.110
Such a generational perspective is long term planning, indeed, and suggests the desire to
bring the ongoing processes of subjectivity transformation from the factory into and an
expanded range of social spaces. It is as if, at least in some workers’ experiences, they
have become conscious “engineers” of identity, or are making the attempt to be so.
Pablo, at IMPA, saw the recovered business phenomenon as a means of raising
consciousness and producing more confident, empowered worker-subjects not only in his
business or around Argentina, but in other countries in the region:
In fact, I see this movement as a step that has to come from businesses that can,
and must, do so—and not only here in Argentina but also with businesses in other
countries. There have been some attempts with Uruguay; there were some
approximations with Brazil, but they are still ongoing. They haven’t been entirely
shut down.
And then, I believe, development of political consciousness. Not only the
workers, but the whole society is apprehensive about politics. Why? Because the
political monopoly seems to pass through political parties or political leaders.
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“Everyone must go! [Que se vayan todos]” they shouted and the answer was
“We’re all staying! [nos quedamos todos]”
I believe that these three things, and there must be others, need to be
worked on: political consciousness, the integration between rulers and the ruled,
and the recovery of the self-esteem of the laborer. I refer to the laborer, but I
think that the ultimate is a recovery of the humanization of everyone. I believe
that there is a very grave dehumanization…. I believe that this is the ultimate
goal.111
But while Pablo could speak of a “recovery of humanity,” the raising of political
consciousness, and the spread of business recoveries to other countries, most people who
spoke of the broader impacts of the movement were more circumspect. While they felt
empowered by the experience and knew firsthand how a business recovery could bring
changes to people and places, both in the workplace and beyond, they were often
uncertain about where this social experiment would lead, but they also instinctively felt
they were part of something important, perhaps historic. Elsa, at Clínica Fénix represents
this position well:
I remember one thing that happened. Even though it was so beautiful, it was
something that I believe nobody noticed. But I said to the younger people, during
the time when we were just starting out—the kids who were standing with
Eduardo [Murúa]—I told them there was a history here. I said, “You don’t realize
it, because this looks like a passing wave, but in reality it is an enormous wave.”
It’s like now, we are protagonists who are struggling, acting, taking our jobs back
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with the conviction that we won’t be left without work…we are creating things
and we don’t even realize it. But I believe that, over time, this will become
something that, even to myself, after a long time, I’m going to say, “Wow!” We
were able to recover our own labor, to work, to improve; things were happening
to us every day, and I was 48 years old, and I did such-and-such.... What I mean
is, I believe that we still don’t realize what we have done or what we can
achieve.112
That process of realization includes the continuing “new becomings” made possible
through the myriad changes in perceptions, conceptions, and practice in spaces of work,
spaces of community, spaces of solidarity, and spaces of struggle—all, perhaps,
represented in one workplace, with that place’s multiple threads of connection to others
rendered more visible as a result.
The point I have been trying to elaborate at such length and with so many
examples from personal interviews, theoretical works, and archival sources on recovered
businesses, is that the recovered business movement has produced more than just
commodities and services; it has produced new subjectivities and identities. As must be
expected, these changed subjects adopt a wide range of characteristics and attitudes, but
many exhibit some changes in common, such as an increased sense of empowerment,
connection to others, and a greater understanding of how capitalism works to exploit the
labor of the worker. As time passes, and especially if these recovered businesses can
remain functional and genuinely democratic, those transformed subjects, with their ever
evolving identities, will influence others across spaces they traverse through their
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practices and representations. They are producing, and produced-as, a different kind of
“worker.” Rebón variously refers to them as “autonomous” and “disobedient to
unemployment.” The lavaca collective calls them “workers of another class.” Many
within the movement refer to themselves as “self-managed” or as no longer in a “relation
of dependency.”
In fact, the process of being protagonists in the wave of business recoveries seems
to have acted as a “cultivator” for the very kinds of economic subjects Gibson-Graham
hope to cultivate in their community economies action research projects. Recall that
Gibson-Graham suggest four “key coordinates” around which a community economy
could be negotiated, with an emphasis on an “ethical praxis of being-in-common”:
•

what is necessary to personal and social survival;

•

how social surplus is appropriated and distributed;

•

whether and how social surplus is to be produced and consumed; and

•

how a commons is produced and sustained.113

Workers in recovered businesses, at the very least, have opportunities to engage these
questions in ways more substantive than their counterparts in non-cooperative businesses
with no democratic processes. Many recovered business workers involve themselves
actively with all four of these “coordinates.”
Necessity, for one, functioned as the main driver for attempted recoveries, in most
cases. In Argentina, as in most societies, people require money to purchase their basic
needs—food, water, shelter, and the same for their immediate families—and that means,
for the non-capitalist class at any rate, having a continuing source of income, usually a
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job that pays wages. Through the process of occupying and producing, recovered
business workers faced the task of deciding how much income for each person would be
considered necessary, with the remainder set aside as “excess” revenue. In other words,
they debated and decided on how and where to draw the line between necessity and
surplus.
Once a threshold for their socially produced surplus had been established through
collective decision making processes, if they were so fortunate as to reach that landmark,
they gained experience in debating how to distribute it. For many, the results of that
debate included investment in communities “outside” the workplace or investments in
bringing members of those communities into the workplace’s surplus spaces. The
consumption of surplus in these and other ways opened up the potential for further
changes in socio-spatial practices with attendant shifts in subjectivity and identity.
Finally, without necessarily adopting the term “commons” in Spanish, all
recovered business workers have taken possession of a joint-use common resource and
developed institutions for collective action to manage it. These industrial commons, in
some cases, have been expanded by their workers to include nearby and even distant
communities through the sharing of surplus. For some, recovering their businesses
suggests participation in a larger socio-economic commons that they call the “solidarity
economy.”
Recovered business workers, through their challenges to private property and the
primacy of capital over labor (with capital understood as a social process rather than
simply money and instruments of production), have already taken strides towards
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building “community economies” of the sort proposed by Gibson-Graham. As a result,
people have changed. As self-cultivated and cultivating subjects still in the process of
discovering what this means, recovered business workers give us some idea of the
potential transformations in identity and practice made possible through the appropriation
of the means of modern production. As transformed, empowered subjects, representing
those potential changes, they in turn have the power to push us to question our own
positions as subjects and to re-evaluate the range of the possible.
This is the spectre that haunts Argentina today: people with ideas—and, more
importantly, observable material practices—that challenge conventional “common sense”
about what “ordinary workers” can accomplish; that question the assumption that labor
needs capital; that prove unarguably that production can proceed without profit and that
private property isn’t sacrosanct. It is the spectre that shows, increasingly as these stories
are told:
[b]y deed, instead of by argument … that production on a large scale, and in
accord with the behests of modern science, may be carried on without the
existence of a class of masters employing a class of hands; that to bear fruit, the
means of labour need not be monopolized as a means of dominion over, and of
extortion against, the labouring man himself….114
And if you are an Argentine business owner on the verge of bankruptcy or closure today,
that spectre probably seems awfully corporeal, indeed.
But, alas, there is another side to this story, and the final part of this chapter takes
up an issue that somewhat dampens the enthusiasm and excitement expressed by many of
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my informants, and which I feel myself. The emergent new identities, the liberation of
subjugated power/knowledges, the more egalitarian practices of producing and
distributing surplus—all these things are real, and they are now part of many people’s
ongoing experiences as worker-subjects. But these experiences aren’t necessarily so
liberating for everyone, even for workers on these industrial commons. There are limits
to transformation.

Limits to Transformation
One of the things that distinguish many, even most, of the informants I have
quoted above is their status as elected managers. For these people, clearly, the
transformations in their personal practices have been more obvious and dramatic than
those of people who have continued to perform tasks very similar to those they did before
the takeover. The move from “line worker” to consejo member involves, to a much
greater degree, the reunification of conception and execution, the assumption of new
responsibilities, and wrestling with questions of how, in practice, to realize new
distributions of power implied by changing Scope and Authority rules, among others.
In most cases, my in-depth interviews were restricted to consejo members, in part
because public relations is now one of the tasks these particular people have undertaken,
and in part because “production” workers are too occupied with their work to talk to
someone like me for an hour or more. My requests for interviews and on-site tours were
nearly always received positively, but I was often limited in my ability to converse for
more than a few minutes at a time with workers other than the representatives that
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welcomed me (Zanón being the one notable exception to this rule). The fact that these
representatives, as consejo members, had experienced more profound changes in their
working performances than others is reflected in their responses to my questions.
But these very people also recognized this difference and often elaborated on it by
commenting on what they saw as limits to personal change, even after having undergone
the trials of a workplace recovery. While the establishment of an industrial commons
through expropriation does open up possibilities for new subjective becomings, it doesn’t
require that those becomings stray very far from the worker-subject positions occupied by
people prior to the takeover. Recall that, in some businesses, the organizational
structures and divisions of labor remain virtually unchanged—especially in workplaces
where the recovery did not involve great conflict or struggle on the part of the workers.
Moreover, there is the issue of habituation; if one has spent many years adapting to and
constituting a workplace habitus, and if the building is the same building, the machines
the same machines, and the tasks roughly the same tasks, might there not be some forms
of performative “inertia” that make subjective changes more difficult to realize? Such a
state of habituation was described by many of my informants as a challenge to workplace
transformation and, therefore, from a theoretical perspective, an obstacle to the
cultivation of “new” subjects. Often, this challenge led to further reflection on what it
means to “be cooperative” and the risks of reproducing capitalist models of authority.
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Old Workers; New Tricks?
For example, Lalo, at CUC (Cooperativa Unidos por el Calzado—literally, the
“cooperative united by footwear”), as a MNER organizer and self-described “political
relations” worker for the cooperative, offered his analysis:
Recovering a factory is very easy, compared to recovering people’s
consciousness—much easier. But the factory helps you in that you have some
other way to go about raising consciousness. It helps. But it’s all a process of
social transformation—the process of social transformation that goes along with
it. Because Argentina and Latin America are in a full-on process of
transformation. It’s happening; many compañeros don’t notice it, and it’s
indispensable that the directors of the cooperative point it out, but there’s a lot to
be done—here, there, and everywhere.
And also, another matter is that people start to find themselves in a
different world. It’s very difficult for a worker who has spent 20 or 30 years here,
on the inside, to understand what he has become now, because he is a new social
subject. Now the guy, without paying much attention, says, “Ah, this cooperative
stuff is a mess, but hey—it looks like I can take home about the same amount of
money or more, so I’ll commit to it.” But after all that, he can’t come to
understand because there have been so many changes in such a short time, so
abrupt and, ultimately, of a kind that this guy never wanted, had never thought
about. The guy never imagined that this could happen. And he had to prepare
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day and night in order to do autogestión, to be in solidarity, to be communitarian,
and the guy says, “This is a lot!”
So, that’s what I mean when I tell you that in recovering a factory, the
production part is simple; but recovering the compañero is very complicated.
Because in many cases, it’s like there’s an unconscious search for the boss. It’s
been a long time that the person has worked under a boss, and this matters. This
matters a lot. “We are all equals.” How are we all equals? It’s complicated.115
As far as the development of community spaces in the factory, like the centro cultural,
radio station and child care center that the cooperative operates, Lalo acknowledges that
“the majority of the workers don’t understand this as an ideological issue; they
understand it as a matter of convenience” that can help assure public support during times
of conflict.116
Eleanor, one of my main contacts at Hospital Israelita, voiced similar
observations, though without the use of theoretical language like “social subjects.” Still,
her comments make the point that a self-conscious recognition of one’s new potential for
exercising power—i.e., a change in subjective social position—remains elusive for many:
I believe that many of the compañeros who don’t realize the magnitude of all this
… well, there are many who have trouble breaking from the structure and who
say, “Now we are employees of the president, of the secretary.”
No! We aren’t any more. We are all equals. In an assembly, I am the
president, and I have one vote. What I can do is to try and convince someone of
an idea that favors or brings something good to the functioning of the hospital.
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One has to have the ability to say, “This has to be done in such-and-such a way
because of this or that.” And there are people who speak up, who throw things
out there but don’t back them up. So, when you say something, sometimes you
convince someone. But there are plenty of people who say, “She’s imposing it.”
Because they think it’s like that, because they haven’t broken away from the
structure. And after many years, it’s very difficult to change one’s mentality. A
forty or fifty year old woman, for example—it isn’t easy to change.117
Eleanor’s reflections bring to mind the “paradox of subjectivation” described by Butler:
“that the subject who would resist … [regulatory] norms is itself enabled, if not produced,
by such norms.”118 The previous norms of employment and its subjugations, the
“structure,” in Eleanor’s discourse, have enabled the constitution of subjects with
particular relationships to power—subordination to those “in charge,” for example. Even
though these subjects might resist such norms through the mechanisms of democratic
participation (i.e., the assembly), their long held identities-as-subjects provide a
discursive framing of power relationships from which it is difficult to escape:
“imposition”; “employee”; in short, relationships of oppression and dependency.
Even Luis Caro, whose insistent disapproval of “politicization” among recovered
workers arguably constrains worker-subjects in the process of becoming, recognizes such
challenges, and urges a rupture with past understandings of one’s position with regard to
power in the workplace:
The laborer must break with the previous system, where he expects someone to
tell him what to do. He mustn’t do this any more; now, he has to say, “Well…
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between me and my compañeros, what shall we do?” It’s very important, and to
respect that, perhaps, a compañero might have more leadership in the group, or
might put forth more effort … but that it isn’t “just because,” but rather that one
has to work together.
And so, there were some failures when the workers didn’t concern
themselves with administration, with organization—when workers worried about
no more than working, and others did the administration; in cooperatives this
sooner or later leads to failure, because you are either an employee or you are the
owner of your work. For me, splitting things up like that doesn’t work. You have
to have one single orientation. You have to be, we might say, workers of this
form of labor: they must never let others administer their resources. They have
already lived through a period like that—the time when they were employees in a
dependent relationship. Now, they are liberated workers, individually and
collectively together with their compañeros. It seems to me that this is a
fundamental theme when it comes to failures.
And you can see this at first; the worker has a normal tendency that
someone tells him what to do … and it’s a learning experience. As we say, if one
never learns to walk, one always continues crawling like a baby. When you are
learning to walk, sometimes you’re going to fall, to bang yourself up, and then
you’re going to get back up again. First, walking; then, running a bit further; and
later you can run a marathon. So, it’s a process of internal crisis for workers, as
with any learning process, no? And this is what must be overcome.119
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While Caro’s metaphor may seem condescending to some, his point is relatively clear;
some people find it difficult to break free of an identity that places them in the role of
providing motive power, while others call the shots.
Even among some of my interviewees who had been elected to serve on the
consejo, I encountered a certain amount of ambivalence about personal transformation.
Maria, the president of the Grissinopoli cooperative, Cooperativa Nueva Esperanza,
seemed hesitant when I asked her if she had any new ideas about work or the workplace,
now that it had been expropriated. She did, however, refer to a theme mentioned above
regarding worker subjectivity—the challenge of seeing oneself as free of the domination
of the boss:
New ideas? I don’t know. I’ve been in this place for many years, so I really love
it. I love the factory a lot and so…. For me the most important thing is the
selling—that it flourishes, that it keeps moving forward, so the business will come
out ahead, no? I believe this very much, and I say this with humility, there is a lot
of merit here because we bring in clients. Talking to clients, making sales—all
that is done here in the administration. So, it’s like something personal, a
personal accomplishment, to accomplish this; that this grows. Of course, it’s a
team, because if they don’t work down below and don’t make the product, I can’t
sell it. But if they make the product and I don’t sell it…. So, I have to make
sales—to sell so that I get more orders and they can work more.
So, this is a personal idea and, okay, the idea is to keep moving forward
and working. I don’t know. But just the same, when I was working with the
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company before, I had no conflicts. I didn’t have problems. I was working well,
but the change came along, and one adapts to changes, no?
There are people who don’t take notice of this change—of the
responsibility implied by being the member of the cooperative, to be working like
everyone else as individual members of the cooperative. There are people that
still think that they have a boss and that the only thing that matters is to show up,
put in their eight hours, get their pay, and “Ciao.” It’s like that. But there are all
sorts. Little by little, one’s mentality changes, no? Little by little.120
Even at Zanón, where the struggle for expropriation is often framed in explicitly
class-based terms, Cristián acknowledged the difficulty some workers had in adjusting to
changing power relations in the workplace:
But it is very difficult. It’s very difficult because you also have the other—the
other compañero who isn’t accustomed to work the way we work here. There are
compañeros who are used to working with a boss; they want you to come and tell
them what to do, or they’re waiting around for you to give them an order.
They’ve grown accustomed to it for so many years.121
At IMPA, one of the first recovered factories and birthplace of MNER, Pablo told
me that part of the challenge of personal transformation lay in workers’ own selfdevaluation as a result of the wage labor experience. He also pondered the problems of
fragmentation experienced in the organized recovered business movement as they related
to the difficulty of breaking down the binary opposition between “director” and
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“directed,” an issue that lies at the heart of the subjective “inertia” I mentioned at the
beginning of this section:
I think that, to some degree, it’s like there are watertight compartments between
the directors and the ones who are directed, where there are a ton of things that
seem apparent to me. Situations of power, for example. But apart from that, what
are the tools of power? The tools are self-esteem, because the Argentine worker
has a very low self-esteem with respect to the value of his works, of his
knowledges. Picture a person who had worked for so long with mastery of a
craft, but the craft disappeard. As part of an automated machine he is controlling,
he has a low self-esteem as a worker because he no longer participates in the
process of production with same force as before, where he used his own hands.
Ideologically, he accepts, in part, an inferior role on a social scale that I think
exists.
If you have a worker who earns a hundred dollars and is covered in grease,
and you have another worker who shows up in a suit because he’s an
administrator, even if he earns fifty dollars, something like a nexus of superiority
is established from one towards the other. Just to be dressed differently, there’s
already another difference. People’s knowledge is much influenced by
communication through images. So, we know much less than before, when the
image didn’t have so much force, as it does in modern communication. It seems
to me that there are a huge number of elements in play.
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So, okay, how can the worker recover his self-esteem? How can the
“directors” and the “directed” be part of the same thing? Because otherwise, it
will inevitably come to pass as it did in the movement [when MNFR split from
MNER]. For example: “I have so many businesses, and you have so many
businesses.” So then, the divide opens up and we are separated according to the
separation of the leaders. It wasn’t a split between one line of workers and a
different line of workers.122
Pablo’s musings suggest to me that he perceives the difficulty in taking what Deleuze and
Guattari123 might call a “line of flight,” ostensibly “away” from a tangled web of always
already pre-existing social relations—mediated through discursive practices and their
representations—in a way that avoids “reterritorialization.” For those workers who
develop new subjectivities that include being in a position of leadership, there is a risk of
falling “back” into patterns of performance that reproduce relations of domination and
submission. For others, the lack of self-esteem that comes with a history of alienated
labor makes it difficult to practice the new powers they may potentially undertake.
That Pablo referred to mechanized production as a part of the problem brings us
to another limit to subjective transformation that I wish to consider: the disciplinary
function of the industrial production process. This, coupled with the internalization of
industrial panopticism, may tell us more about barriers to “new becomings” and also how
some new becomings may constitute their own barriers to resisting the powers of
capitalist social relations. While I do not think these barriers are insurmountable, they are
profound, and must be explored.
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Autoexploitation and the Rule of Dead Labor
The coming together of “director” and “directed” in the body of one person,
where before it was divided—for those who accomplish such a step—presents us with a
dilemma if we consider this phenomenon using the discourse of capitalism: being your
own boss means you have to boss yourself around, while being a worker often means
getting away with as little work as possible. One could try to avoid this dilemma by
avoiding such discourse, but this proves difficult for at least two reasons. First, for
people coming from a subjective history of wage labor, their performances and practices,
both material and mental, take such framings of social relationships as given, and change
can take time. Second, especially in mechanized production, the space of the workplace
was produced specifically for the reproduction of those social relationships as part of the
capitalist production process. The logic of the director/directed binary is an aspect of the
very space itself. It is easy to see how this kind of conception leads to concerns about
autoexploitation. While we considered autoexploitation earlier, through the words of
Luxemburg and others, it is instructive to return to this topic after having examined the
institutions and subjects of recovered businesses in much greater detail, and after
considering theories of the production of space and identity in more depth.
The main argument surrounding autoexploitation is that, as Marx says, “the
workers become their own capitalist.”124 As such, workers subject themselves to the
same deprivations, alienations, and humiliations that they have already experienced under
a boss or owner. Pressured by the need to compete in a market saturated with capitalist
competitors, workers adopt the exact same tactics—intensification of labor, reduction of
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wages, increased work hours, greater mechanization, etc.—in order to remain
competitive. At recovered businesses, the argument proceeds, the sense of collective
proprietorship, in effect, internalizes the capitalist boss within each member of the
cooperative. This places the worker in contradiction with both her/himself and with
fellow worker-subjects; “worker consciousness” may increase, but “owner
consciousness” may also increase and be incorporated as part of subjects’ identities and
even their understanding of solidarity. Hence, worker-owners will not only discipline
themselves to work harder, longer, and for less pay, but will also pressure others to do the
same. In the capitalist factory, the panopticon takes the form of the gaze of the manager,
foreman, or supervisor, looking down on or across the factory floor. In an autoexploiting
cooperative, the panopticon, too, has been internalized, and the gaze distributed among
the co-workers. They thus enforce their own subjugation to capitalist production, and
become ruled by the very means of production they are now supposed to control.
Among recovered businesses, as noted before, one can find examples of people
working harder, longer, and (especially early in a recovery process) for less pay—in
short, evidence that the cooperatives collectively adopt the same tactics that capitalist
firms do to increase absolute and relative surplus value as much as possible. The mildest
form of such evidence is when a recovered business shows little or no change in practice
from the private firm that was taken over. Cooperpel exemplifies such a case, in terms of
Position and Boundary rules for most of its workers. Huesitos Wilde, quite different
from Cooperpel in the sense that the physical plant had suffered greatly from asset
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stripping, also displays a kind of practical inertia in the workers’ decision to keep the
private firm’s operating rules in place:
As far as the internal regulations, almost all of them, we take the example of what
used to be those of the business. They aren’t terribly strict, but they are quite
favorable. So, we all follow those rules. We start work on time; we leave work
on time. And if you have to stay later to finish a job, you stay. It’s a matter of
responsibility, so that we might all be conscious that we have to take care of our
jobs—and with awareness, more than anything.125
The decision to adopt the rules previously imposed by the owner and managers represents
precisely the “owner consciousness” mentioned above.
A more dramatic example comes from El Petróleo, the transportation company in
Neuquén. When I asked Emilio, one of my two main informants there, whether things
had changed since the takeover, this was his response:
At first things changed, because we were working at a different location at a
different industrial park. But if you’re talking about the will to want to keep
participating in the work, there is a whole lot more motivation than when we were
with the old owner. If back then you put in eight hours, now you put in twelve or
twenty-four hours; there’s an enormous difference. With time, surely this will be
normal, automatic, but we don’t all think the same way. So then, as time passes,
these twenty-four hours will become twelve or fourteen. But anyway, there is a
lot more will to work than when one was an employee, at least among those who
talk about it, and among the people who work on my shift. That’s how it is.126
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For workers to voluntarily move from working 8 hour shifts to working 12 or 24 hour
shifts would be a capitalist boss’s dream come true.
Even among the more “radicalized” working population at recovered businesses,
the tendency to push oneself to work harder and longer hours than before is present.
Cooperative UST, for example, is extremely active in political agitation for a range of
activist issues, including rights for the unemployed, environmental issues, and workers’
rights. The president of the cooperative, Mario Barrios, was elected leader of a new
union while I was there: the Association of Self-Managed Workers (ANTA), which, in
some senses, is attempting to fill in gaps left open by the fragmentation of MNER. UST
members routinely risk police repression by acting as protagonists at demonstrations in
support of workers staging occupations or resisting eviction. An interesting distinction
for UST is that the cooperative does large and small scale landscaping projects; thus,
while their main tools are machines such as tractors, grass mowers, and earth moving
equipment, the labor process is less regimented than at a factory with an assembly line,
and landscaping leaves some room for creativity, at least for those directly involved in
shaping the new landscapes they produce.
One of the mechanics I spoke with at UST, however, described the very
tendencies associated with the notion of autoexploitation, as practiced by UST workers:
In reality, we continue with a routine. What one can improve in that routine is in
implementation and in making labor more fast and efficient. Nowadays, as we
depend on ourselves … How can I explain this to you?
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The way to defend your job is to be efficient and do it faster. If you have
to stay an extra hour, you stay. But this isn’t clear to everybody. There are some
who, when the hour comes around, just shut down the machine and leave. It’s
five o’clock, punch my card, and I’m outta here.
This is about the added value of what gets put into the work. Labor can be
improved if you put in a little more motivation and more willpower. With more
willpower, this added value that we always talk about, one pays more attention to
the work. If you’re cutting grass, you can cut the grass like you did before, or you
can cut the grass and pick up the pace, keep it moving if you run across a stick or
something, and always put in an added value. And it looks different. When you
have a look around, you see that the work looks different.
Things will always come out better when you think that this business is
yours. This is mine, it’s his, your compañero’s. So, things end up improving. If
it belongs to the boss, he pays us for some hours, and that’s that. We’re going to
accomplish things up to a certain point. If the boss pays you more, you’re going
to achieve a little more. Up to that point and no more. But if it is yours—your
own labor—you’re always going to put in a bit more. You’re going to want
things to come out better; you’re going to apply more willpower for things to
improve.127
This sounds a great deal like a description of an “owner consciousness” that drives people
to imitate the practices that would otherwise be imposed on them by a boss to increase
relative or absolute surplus value. Indeed, one of the reasons a UST worker was quoted
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earlier as saying he viewed his workplace as a “second home” was due to the inordinate
amount of time he spends there:
Sometimes, we spend more time here than at home. We come in at eight in the
morning, and sometimes it’s six in the evening and we’re still here inside, and
sometimes we have to go to a march or someplace, and it’s nine at night by the
time we get back. And the other day, we came in at the same time, and we have
to go out again, and so on. Today is Friday, for example. Today, we worked all
day and we’re going to go play soccer later at the soccer field. With the whole
group of compañeros, we’re going to the UST sports center. And then it’s nine at
night, and we stay here to eat together in the cafeteria, and tomorrow we have to
come to work again. So, it’s like we spend more time living with each other than
we do at home, or that we share more time working than at home.128
While playing soccer on Friday’s isn’t necessarily “working,” one can safely assume that
the other days of week, with extended hours and the work of solidarity actions, add up to
a fair amount of “added value” labor. In this case, the additional work isn’t driven by a
separately embodied boss responding to the demands of the market to intensify and
extend labor; now, the “boss” is internal, and the individual workers are pushing
themselves—and their co-workers through peer pressure. Market pressures, however,
remain largely unchanged and undoubtedly function, in part, as a disciplinary factor in
workers’ decisions to intensify or lengthen their own work times. Against the spectre of
worker liberation, we find the phantom of the market’s relations of exchange.
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Moreover, workers at recovered factories, which invariably house mechanized
production systems designed and produced to channel labor power under capitalist social
relations, must confront the “dead labor” embodied by those very machines. The means
of production, themselves, are products of extracted surplus value and alienated labor that
presuppose the continuation of those social conditions. The very materiality of those
conditions in the form of the assembly line presents a barrier to escaping them. Even the
willing reinvestment of their own “dead labor” in the form of maintenance and upgrades
only serves to reproduce the same basic material conditions. Lefebvre remarks:
According to Marx (and his thesis is not unpersuasive), tools, machinery,
premises, raw materials—in short, constant capital or, in current (and hence
capitalist) parlance, investments—represent dead labor. In this way past activity
crystallizes, as it were, and becomes a precondition for new activity. Current
work, including brain work, takes up the results of the past and revivifies them.
Under capitalism, however, what is dead takes hold of what is alive. In other
words, the means of production belong to the individual capitalist and to the
bourgeoisie as a class, and are used by them to retain their hold over the working
class, to make that class work. In this context as in any other, a new society can
only be defined as a turning of the world upon its head. But how could what is
alive lay hold of what is dead?129
Here, the spectre of worker liberation encounters not only the phantom of marketmediated relations, but also the “ghost in the machine.” As a cooperative member with a
new “owner consciousness,” the only apparent way to maintain one’s “source of labor”
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involves submitting oneself to the dead labor embodied in the machinery of production
for longer periods or with greater intensity. The “new becomings” available to workers
in such situations seem limited to becoming worker-subjects empowered to impose ever
harsher self-discipline to remain competitive with the means of production they have
seized.
Does this mean that recovered businesses are doomed to autoexploitation? Is
personal transformation limited to identities shaped through performances that merely
internalize the social disciplines exerted by capital? My answer is, “not entirely.”
The use of the term “autoexploitation” implies that workers are “just” reproducing
capitalism in a different form, but it isn’t clear that this must be the case. For one thing,
worker control over the disposition of surplus value is a distinctly non-capitalist feature
in these relations of production. For another, an increase in motivation due to pride of
ownership may be less a damnation than a liberation, at least from the perspective of the
person who feels it, and a reduction in alienation from one’s own labor represents a
significant difference from capitalism as often practiced today. If we judge the decision
to work harder or longer from the perspective of capitalist social relations, where workers
are supposed to rail against the discipline of the boss, then it appears as a form of selfexploitation. But what if we were able to judge that decision by some other standard,
from the perspective of a different mode of production? Might working harder or longer
than eight hours a day be a form of self-expression rather than exploitation? While it is
true that not all recovered business workers feel this way, recall that the vast majority of
these workplaces had been recovered for only five or six years at the time of my field
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work, and then often under precarious and stressful conditions. Given time to enact new
performances and further transform the spaces of the workplace, with greater experience
in collective decision making, there is potential (though not inevitability) for more people
to find new ways of being that are non-capitalist.
The fact is, neither the recovered business workers, nor market relations, nor the
means of production are spectres, phantoms, or ghosts. They are subjects, practices, and
objects with material properties. While signifiers like “cooperativism” or “capitalism”
may lack a definitive corporeality, peoples’ actions create tangible differences in their
environments that change the way they view themselves and others. Through the
struggles to recover their positions as working subjects of capital, many people—
certainly not all, and perhaps not even the majority, but many—have acquired new, noncapitalist identities that have disrupted their spatial practices and motivated them to take
further action to reconceive and live the spaces of work and community differently.
Cultural centers, schools, medical clinics, radio stations, and homes with donated tile
floors are not phantasms; they are real places that create new environments and, in turn,
form contexts for the cultivation of subjects for ways of economic becoming that turn
surplus into a social property. Recovered factories, operated with rules for democratic
decision making, are not the same places they were before. In short, protagonists in the
recovered business movement have begun, albeit with limited extensivity, to produce
space, even in places linked to capitalist marketplaces and occupied by dead labor.
Again, Lefebvre:
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But how could what is alive lay hold of what is dead? The answer is: through the
production of space, whereby living labour can produce something that is no
longer a thing, nor simply a set of tools, nor simply a commodity. In space needs
and desires can reappear as such, informing both the act of producing and its
products. There still exist—and there may exist in the future—spaces for play,
spaces for enjoyment, architectures of wisdom or pleasure. In and by means of
space, the work may shine through the product, use value may gain the upper
hand over exchange value: appropriation, turning the world upon its head, may
(virtually) achieve dominion over domination, as the imaginary and the utopian
incorporate (or are incorporated into) the real.130
While I would not venture to argue that recovered businesses have turned “the world” on
its head, I would assert that people in these businesses—perhaps without really wanting
to, at first—have turned some of the spaces of production on their heads, creating “spaces
for play”, enjoyment, nurturing and learning that “shine through” from the factory floor.
Of course, my own appropriation of Lefebvre’s theory could be challenged on its
own terms, since Lefebvre, himself, in another part of his text, denigrates the notion of
“appropriation” of space. More than that, as noted earlier in this dissertation, what
recovered businesses exemplify, in his theory, is more a “diversion” of space than an
“appropriation.” However, despite the fact that I appreciate Lefebvre’s ideas about the
production of space enough to include them as a framing device in my own work, his
writing does generate some contradictions and uncertainties within his own theory. On
the one hand, we have the following:
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From a purely theoretical standpoint, diversion and appropriation cannot be
meaningfully separated. The goal and meaning of theoretical thinking is
production rather than diversion. Diversion is in itself merely appropriation, not
creation—a reappropriation which can call but a temporary halt to domination.131
On the other hand, there is passage cited above, where “appropriation, turning the world
upon its head, may (virtually) achieve dominion over domination.”132
Lefebvre’s initial insistence that the takeover and reconfiguration of spaces
produced under capitalism is “merely appropriation” denigrates appropriation as an
element in the process of spatial production. The production of space always involves
appropriation. To privilege capitalism as a producer of space—even though its
production required the appropriation of spaces produced under, say, feudalism—and to
deny the possibility of new spaces produced through the appropriation of capitalist spaces
is to fall prey to the discursive trap about which Gibson-Graham have tried so hard to
warn us. We risk constructing the very capitalist monster we hope to defeat as an
insurmountable opponent.
The limits to subjective transformation discussed here do not imply that new
identities and spaces produced in recovered businesses must be essentially capitalist, and
that resistance to capitalism through workplace takeovers is ultimately futile. Consider:
if the development of capitalism as a mode of production incorporated some aspects of
feudalism (e.g., the dependent relationship between capitalist/lord and wage-laborer/serf),
might it not be reasonable to expect a subsequent mode of production to include some
aspects of capitalism—e.g., collective commodity production, market competition, and
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some automated production processes? Industrial capitalist production emerged in
Europe and spread to other parts of the world as a dominant mode, unevenly, in fits and
starts, over space and time. As capital pushes up against its own material limits and the
search for alternatives becomes more imperative, might historians some day record that
the next dominant mode of production started in places like Mondragón and Argentina?
Of course, any assertion that this is likely or inevitable would be resorting to triumphalist
rhetoric, but denying any potential for broader impacts would be equally misguided.
Though the wave of business recoveries in Argentina is still in its infancy and
remains under threat by state and corporate powers, there are signals that the movement
has become more entrenched and continues to grow. At the very least, the spaces of
production are more open to contestation than they were before; they have not been
foreclosed entirely by the social forces of capital, and the potential for expansion and
evolution remains. The spectre still haunts—and it takes corporeal form in the bodies of
tens of thousands of transformed and potentially transformed subjects: leaders in the
movement, recovered business workers, allies in other social movements, students and
academics, envious workers in other factories, politicians and judges, and anyone else
who is inspired and changed by the examples of socio-spatial transformation that remain
works in progress. In the next chapter, “Expansions and Contractions,” I will offer
concluding remarks and observations about the most recent relevant events in Argentina
and elsewhere in the world. To close this chapter, I offer the following quote from an
informant that sums up the precarious but promising situation for worker-subjects in
recovered businesses:
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The finished product gets turned out, and the client leaves satisfied and returns,
just like any other business. In this part, the external market continues being
exactly the same as or worse than it was before. But then, from the doorway on
inside, well, that’s another matter.133
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CHAPTER SEVEN: EXPANSIONS AND CONTRACTIONS
“After 9 years of struggle, we have successfully forced the
definitive expropriation of our factory.”
—Zanón email press release, 13 August 2009
“Our motto has always been: If we can run a factory, we can also
run a country.”1
—Raul Godoy, Zanón worker and union organizer

Much has transpired since my fieldwork in Buenos Aires. Some struggles, like
those of IMPA, are ongoing, while others, like those of Zanón, have reached new stages
of resolution. Expansions and contractions continue through multiple spaces and
subjectivities.
In August 2009, Zanón workers finally obtained a legally recognized definitive
expropriation with the approval of a majority of the Neuquén provincial legislature.
Under the terms of the law, the entire factory, with all its assets, was officially ceded to
the cooperative, FaSinPat, through the eminent domain process known in Argentina as
“public utility.” The provincial government, having invoked public utility, agreed to
settle with “privileged creditors” by paying ten percent of the factory’s 2005 bankruptcy
debt, which had amounted to some 230 million pesos. Among the creditors sharing the
23 million peso debt settlement is the International Finance Corporation, part of the
World Bank.2 FaSinPat will not assume any debt whatsoever.
Meanwhile, IMPA workers have weathered another eviction attempt after, in the
same month of August 2009, only ten days following Zanón’s expropriation, a Buenos
Aires judge ruled their expropriation law unconstitutional. Hundreds of protesters and
supporters blocked the streets in front of the factory and occupied it around the clock for
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several days. In the end, the eviction did not take place and the factory still operates,
along with its cultural center, school, and other community outreach programs. IMPA’s
future as a democratically managed recovered business, however, remains very much
under threat.
The expansion of Zanón’s legal stability and the contraction of IMPA’s takes
place in the context of other notable expansions and contractions, not the least of which is
the ongoing economic crisis that started in 2008 with the near collapse of the US
financial system. The accompanying contraction of Argentina’s capitalist economy has
led to further openings for expansions in the economía solidaria, including a wave of
new business recoveries. According to a June 2009 article in the newspaper, La Nación:
The global crisis was a death blow for many small and medium sized businesses.
Their owners lowered the shutters, but workers formed cooperatives in order to
maintain the job source. In the last six months, ten new cooperatives of recovered
factories have enrolled in the National Institute for Associativism and Social
Economy (INAES) …. Since April [2009], another thirty-three factories in
conflict have taken their first steps in self-management….3
Partly as a result of this recent surge in recoveries, Luis Caro’s National Movement of
Recovered Factories (MNFR) now claims 120 member businesses.4

Growth and Change in the Movements
“The movement of occupation and worker management continues
to garner broad sympathy among the public. Despite the
differences that may exist in the movement, there are common
bases for unifying all the recovered businesses….”5
—from a pamphlet distributed by Hotel BAUEN
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Early on, when Caro and Eduardo Murúa worked together as part of MNER, the
Argentine state had been in crisis. The simultaneous contraction of power in both the
state and industrial capital networks created conditions in which openly radical social
projects could stand a better chance of success. The weakened government players,
seeking a way to recover legitimacy, found themselves negotiating with workers who had
strong public support for their actions, and made compromises. MNER members, as a
movement, sought to expand their own power to fill some of the openings left behind by
the contraction of state and industrial forces, allying themselves with other social
movements attempting to do the same.
But as state actors began to recover their own social territories, and as capital
accumulation resumed in the industrial and service sectors during the mid 2000s, the
recovered business movements faced closures and contractions of their own. In the same
pamphlet cited above, written in 2005, the authors note:
The flow and rhythm of business recoveries has abated, insofar as economic
growth reduces bankruptcies and opens possibilities for workers of failed
businesses to look for employment in other sectors. The current conditions for
recovered businesses are characterized by their high levels of instability and
precariousness, legally and economically.6
During this period, the new president, Kirchner, praised the recovered businesses—even
visiting some of them for photo opportunities—while, simultaneously, the legislature and
judiciary began to push back against the social processes that had led to the recoveries.
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During the period of weakened state power, compromises had been made, but in some
cases (e.g. temporary expropriations; transfer of indeterminate debts to the cooperatives)
the terms of the compromise were such that government actors could shift the struggle
over property back to its own terrain: courtrooms and legal statutes.
This dynamic may explain, to a large degree, the contraction of MNER and the
expansion of MNFR as the decade has progressed. MNER’s tactics helped thousands of
people to establish recovered businesses and, thus, establish workplace takeovers as a
genuine practical and legal possibility. With that material and social territory seized,
MNFR represented a shift toward strategic thinking, aimed at maintaining territorial gains
by engaging opponents in state and capitalist sectors on their own ground, using
legislative and juridical tools to not only make these gains permanent, but to keep open
the possibility of further expropriations. As mentioned earlier, in Chapter Two, these two
organizations haved served different purposes at different times; MNER was effective at
rapidly expanding the movement during a period of state and capitalist contraction, while
MNFR has proven effective at holding the line during a period of state and capitalist
expansion. Now, during the latest cycle of capital contraction and the accompanying
crisis of legitimacy for the state, MNFR has been able to use its position to expand its
membership and effect new recoveries through its “apolitical” legalistic strategies. These
strategies, however, run the risk of “reterritorialization” of the movement by the state, a
point which we will consider in more detail below.
But while MNFR members are numerous, and Luis Caro is a leading figure in
representing recovered businesses, the MNFR is not the only way in which recovered
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businesses continue to organize. While MNER may have largely disintegrated, other
organizations have been created to fill the void left behind. The members of these
organizations, some of them former MNER members, tend to want a more political
orientation as a movement than what Caro represents, yet they share some of the same
goals espoused by MNFR, including the establishment of a national Expropriation Law
that would define the conditions under which an expropriation may take place, thus
supplanting the case-by-case legislative approach that continues today. These other
groups differ from MNFR, however, in that they tend to broaden the range of associations
between recovered businesses and other organized groups, and may openly frame their
goals and struggles in terms of class conflict.
One way in which these newer groups attempt to expand the movement is through
an emphasis on autogestión (self-management), rather than business recoveries per se.
Membership in these organizations depend not on a business’s status as “recovered,” but
rather on the level of democratic participation present in their cooperatives. In a sense,
the mission of the organizations has moved from recovering specific workplaces to
recovering the ideals of cooperativism, more generally. Recovered businesses thus serve
as examples of how workplaces can be democratically transformed, and they find allies in
others who have developed democratic cooperatives by other means than workplace
takeovers. These groups have taken a variety of forms, from union organizations like
ANTA (Asociación Nacional de Trabajadores Autogestionados), which is part of the
CTA, to more independent groups like FACTA (Federación Argentina de Cooperativas
de Trabajadores Autogestionados), which is based out of Hotel BAUEN.
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ANTA, whose leaders include Mario Barrios, the president of Cooperativa UST,
exemplifies the kind of expanded membership described above. An ANTA pamphlet
describes those who make up the group as:
workers that participate in a self-managed economic organization, whatever its
adopted juridical form or activity. Independent economic organizations are those
that reject employment and wage labor as a dependent relationship of one person
on another or on an organized ownership, and in which their purpose, mode of
operation, and decision making are structured from the agreement of the workers
themselves, without the interference of a boss or the state. This includes worker
cooperatives, recovered businesses, community or family projects, civil and
mutual associations, agricultural producer associations, and all those societal
forms of aggregation for labor activities that are realized with the qualities of a
self-managed economic organization.7
ANTA has established a “Technical Assistance Network” (RAT) for the purposes of
assisting self-managed workers, and ANTA contingents have been highly visible
participants in demonstrations supporting recovered businesses, including those rallies
against IMPA’s most recent eviction.
As part of an official, state-recognized labor union, ANTA members further
engage the state with demands for changes in law and governance. The six principle
demands are: 1) passage of a “National Law of Expropriation of Productive Units”; 2)
government support for a “Technological Reconversion Fund” that would aid recovered
businesses; 3) official recognition of “self-managed worker” as a distinct category of
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labor, with its own rules for buying into the national social security, retirement, health,
and workmen’s compensation systems; 4) government support for “self-managed public
schools,” such as those currently operating in recovered business spaces; 5) cancellation
of all debts owed by self-managed businesses to government entities, including state-run
banks; and 6) passage of a law obligating the government to spend 25% of its budget on
commerce with “social, recovered, and self-managed businesses.”8
In December 2009, twenty-six out of the hundred-plus businesses affiliated with
ANTA, including CUC, the ADOS hospital, and UST, met in Neuquén to discuss, among
other objectives, “the construction of agreements, unity of concept and of action in order
to strengthen our identity ‘as self-managed worker’ (new subject).” The press release
that describes this meeting further declares a goal that:
working men and women become conscious that we are constructing a new
identity out of this social and cultural reality. This “popular” subject bursts into
the legal framework. The new subject and new forms of organization imply
another kind of state policy for this sector…. Out of a participative methodology
and a broad and pluralistic debate, we seek to collectively construct the definition
of the self-managed worker.9
In a press release dated January 12, 2010, entitled “For the Recognition of the New
Subject: Self-managed Work—Legal Framework,” ANTA members further emphasize
that “the new subject requires the construction of a ‘new institutionality’….”10
Meanwhile, as ANTA members continue their efforts to organize through the
medium of the union, some sixty cooperatives from around the country have joined
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FACTA, an independent organization of self-managed workers with related goals of its
own. FACTA’s website articulates nine “social objectives” that guide the group: 1)
representing its members to the government and “in the spheres of integration with the
Social Economy, with their different levels and hierarchies, as much in the regional and
national, as in the international”; 2) organizing “actions in defense of the movement of
self-managed workers” in moments of threat or hindrance to any of the member
cooperatives; 3) providing education and training in technical matters and cooperativism
to its members and any other similar groups that request it. This effort would include
providing “logistical and institutional support and the training necessary to forge a strong
common associative identity,” along with efficient business practices under democratic
worker control; 4) creating a network among members for assistance with management
and production issues, including marketing; 5) negotiating “subsidies, credit, and general
financing” with national and international entities for member’s own development
projects”; 6) assisting “all those who aspire to establish a worker cooperative” with
education and advocacy, including help with legal registration of the business; 7)
representing member cooperatives through the signing of “conventions with the state,
national and foreign universities, and other entities in the Social Economy” that will
benefit the interests of members; 8) organizing or obtaining social services for the
families of member cooperatives; and 9) creating an “organ or medium of communication
constituted as the speaker for the self-managed movement” of groups belonging to
FACTA.11
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FACTA, like ANTA, is much less insular than MNFR in terms of its membership;
rather than exclusively comprised of recovered businesses, the main criterion is that
members be self-managed organizations with democratic decision making processes.
FACTA does, however, acknowledge the importance of its founding members’ histories
as recovered businesses:
With the passage of time—not without failures and disappointments—the
cooperatives of recovered businesses were consolidating and defining a particular
form; and thousands of workers demonstrated that there was a possible and viable
alternative to the defection of management and the fraudlent asset-stripping of
companies.
There has already been more time, then, to think and solidify and give
organization to the connections established in the heat of the struggle and through
shared needs, and FACTA is nothing more—or less—than an emergence of this
new stage that has come to pass, already with the emphasis placed more on the
“produce” than on the “occupy” and “resist.”12
Production, for FACTA’s organizers, includes not only strengthening the ties made with
others during the ongoing struggles over workplace recovery (recall that BAUEN’s
cooperative, for example, still operates without any legal ownership of the property), but
also cultivating new relationships as part of encouraging the expansion of workplace
democracy, both within Argentina and abroad.
Indeed, FACTA and ANTA organizers were key actors in the formation of a
collaborative working group composed of several “federations” and “associations”
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representing subsets of the country’s thousands of cooperatives: the Union of
Federations of Worker Cooperatives. This union includes such alliances of cooperatives
as “FECOOTRA, ANTA, FECOOAPORT, FERyCOOTRA, and other non-federated
organizations.”13 The fragmented nature of Argentina’s labor organizations can be
confusing (especially due to the bewildering array of acronyms), but increasingly,
recovered businesses are joining with other groups that represent genuinely democratic
cooperatives. Adding to the potential confusion is that remnants of MNER still exist in
the persons of its founding members, and those that continue to identify with the group
have recently formed yet another organization called CONTA (National Coordinator of
Self-Managed Workers), working together with members of ANTA. While the Union of
Federations is, at this time, more publicly active than CONTA, the inclusion of MNER
further emphasizes the growing exchanges between recovered businesses and other
cooperatives. In fact, the struggles of recovered business workers in the more high
profile cases have earned the respect of other cooperatives, and have emboldened those
with more radical democratic ideals for workplace social relations. The further
expansion of organized linkages between groups with such ideals is taking place through
the formation of “umbrella” organizations like CONTA and the Union of Federations.
According to a 2008 article in the widely circulated newspaper, Página/12, the
Union has:
managed to bring together federations of cooperatives from three branches
previously unconnected: traditional worker cooperatives, recovered businesses,
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[and] cooperatives born of a recent process, that of the [state-sponsored] housing
construction projects.14
In that same article, Fabio Resino, one of the founders from Hotel BAUEN, explained the
reasons for creating the Union:
We all function under a double logic; even though we don’t have a boss, we
compete in the marketplace—a marketplace that is itself savage and cannibalistic.
In order to survive, we have to bring in revenue, which leads us to compete, and
the mad race of competition promotes autoexploitation, “under the table” work
without benefits, desperation to lower costs. This is what we want to avoid,
because there is no sense of self-management if you can’t produce in some other
way.15
FACTA likewise stresses the role of the organization as a way to temper the pressures of
the capitalist marketplace:
This union is the concrete expression of the most experienced cooperativist
workers and of those who recovered their job sources. This path of unity is
already bearing fruit, as in the projects of integration between all the cooperatives;
the creation of commercialization networks between members, by production
sector, in order to project solidarity and not foment competition between
compañeros; and an infinite number of projects that are being worked on in
different labor commissions of the Union in order to improve the conditions of
production and commercialization of the cooperatives.16
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In other words, these organizations have been created for the specific purpose of fighting
some of the limits and threats to cooperativism outlined by Luxemburg and Marx.
Moreover, since recovered business workers have led the establishment of ANTA
and FACTA, along with the Union, these groups represent the expansion of the influence
of recovered businesses, in particular, as much as they represent a greater organization of
cooperatives, in general. Consider the following: as of 2009, the Argentine Ministry of
Labor estimated the number of recovered business workers at over 10,000.17 In 2007, the
Ministry estimated the total number of workers at all worker cooperatives to be about
50,000 nationwide.18 This means that recovered business workers now amount to
something close to 20% of all cooperative workers in the country. With the ongoing
organization and outreach to other self-managed workers, these numbers alone add up to
expanded influence—the type of influence that may promote changes in the “traditional”
cooperatives, as well. Again, Página/12 reports:
For the older cooperatives, contact with the recovered businesses is a breath of
fresh air. “The novelty of the schools in the factories, the cultural centers, the
community radio stations! Because we’ve become a bit isolated, turned inward,
each one in his territory,” says Orbaiceta [from a long established printing
cooperative]. He also points out that they have experience to contribute: “If there
is one thing we know, it’s how to survive whatever comes. We went through all
of Argentina’s economic crises and came out afloat.”19
The hope is that this combination of innovation and experience will strengthen
everyone’s position, and recovered businesses may be in a position to spread their
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transformed spatial practices—the recoveries of spaces for community production—to
new places.
And while the Union formed by FACTA, ANTA, and the others includes about
150 individual cooperatives, further steps are being taken to expand the organization of
“self-managed” workers to include ever greater numbers. Again, recovered business
workers are leading the way. In May of 2009, INAES reported that “representatives of
the Union of Federations of Worker Cooperatives met and moved forward with the
project of creating a National Confederation of Worker Cooperatives.” Among those
present at the meeting, which was held at UST, were:
FACTA, FECOOTRA, FECOOTRAUN FV, FECOOAPORT, FECOOTRAUN
GOYA, the Federation of Worker Cooperatives of Ensenada, FERYCOOTRA,
the Federation of Worker Cooperatives of Gualeguaychu, the Federation of
Worker Cooperatives of Misiones, ANTA, and members of the Mesa Social of
Quilmes [a regional group that promotes principals of the solidarity economy].20
The goal of the National Confederation (the CNCT) is to continue the process of
organizing cooperatives into a larger network of information and resource sharing, and
the group plans to obtain a large meeting hall in Buenos Aires for their first national
plenary session, tentatively scheduled for April 2010. Pagina/12 reports that “the CNCT
was formed with some 3,000 cooperatives, with approximately 30,000 workers.”21
Beyond these expansions of recovered businesses in the sphere of cooperative
organizing, there continue to be organizations devoted specifically to recovered
companies and the problems and possibilities surrounding their challenge to private
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property. These include not only networks within Argentina, but also internationally, as
well. In June 2009, the Second Latin American Summit of Recovered Businesses was
held in Caracas, Venezuela, with many attendees from Argentina.22 Among the
Argentine representatives were workers from UST, ADOS, Chilavert, and CUC; Lalo
from CUC, quoted often in this dissertation, attended as a formal representative of
MNER, demonstrating that the organization hasn’t disappeared entirely. Caro’s MNFR
sent no representatives. And, while Argentina offered the largest contingent of recovered
businesses to be represented at the conference, others attended from Mexico, Paraguay,
Uruguay, Turkey, Italy, and Brazil, and a public employees’ union in Canada sent a
representative as well.23 The first such summit was held in Caracas in 2005; ANTA
members report that the Third Latin American Summit of Recovered Businesses will be
held in Argentina, in October 2010.
While we will return to the issue of recoveries outside Argentina before the end of
the chapter, there is one other international connection of note that has already
contributed to the expansion of the recovered business movement, and which holds the
promise of much greater assistance in the future. This is a financial network established
by a US citizen, Brendan Martin, who was inspired by Klein & Lewis’ documentary, The
Take, in 2004. The son of an entrepreneur whose company had branches in Buenos
Aires, Martin used his family business situation to move to Argentina and engage directly
with recovered businesses, offering support in the form of microlending. The result, an
organization called La Base (the base), has made it easier for several recovered
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businesses to stabilize operations and expand to include ever more “new subjects” in the
workplace.

La Base: a New Caja Laboral Popular?
“As of late 2008, we have completed 106 loans, with a success rate
that continues to improve year after year. And we are more
enthusiastic than ever about our work designing projects with the
cooperatives to enable the expansion of democracy in the
workplace and in the number of people who benefit from a better
and more empowered working life.”24
—from the La Base website
“The operations of the Caja Laboral Popular (the Working
People’s Bank; literally, the ‘Bank of People’s Labor’) are now
central to the operation and development of the co-ops. The
economic component of the Mondragon cooperatives can be most
quickly understood as consisting of the bank and the associated
cooperatives.”25
—Roy Morrison, We Build the Road as We Travel:
Mondragon, a Cooperative Social System

Brendan Martin holds a degree in Economics and became interested in
cooperativism during his economics studies, which included visiting the Mondragón
region of Spain where, as mentioned in Chapter Three, a strong network of producer
cooperatives has been operating for over fifty years. Founded in 2004, La Base was
legally recognized as an Argentine NGO in June 2008, enabling it to apply for funding
from Argentina’s government. But what enabled the organization to start lending
immediately (CUC was one its first loan recipients) was the creation of a US organization
called The Working World, through which Martin donated his own seed money.
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This organization, founded as a US non-profit by both Martin and Avi Lewis, codirector of The Take, solicits tax-deductible contributions that cover La Base’s operating
expenses and comprise the pool of money available for lending. La Base lends to
recovered businesses and other cooperatives at little or no interest, but what interest is
generated reverts to the fund, so the pool continues to grow, fed by two different sources.
At the end of 2009, La Base and The Working World, through the constant cycling of
loans and repayments, had lent a total of almost three million pesos (approaching one
million dollars) and, as of November of that year, had lent 100% of its holdings, so that
its “entire Fund is being used by the coops to generate production and income for their
enterprises, as opposed to sitting idle in an account.”26 The fund itself amounts to nearly
500,000 pesos and continues to grow with further donations and repayments.
While La Base does not limit its loans to recovered businesses, it is a relevant part
of the recovered business story for a number of reasons. First and foremost, perhaps, La
Base represents the potential for the recovered business movement to inspire others to act
in ways that help to sustain and expand their operations. Without the takeovers and the
documentary film that publicized them in the United States, La Base would not exist.
Second, a number of recovered businesses have actually received loans that made
important differences in their ability to maintain or expand their production. During my
fieldwork, for example, I attended a workers’ assembly at the recovered bakery, La
Argentina, where the group unanimously decided to accept one of these loans for the
purposes of renovating a room and buying new oven equipment. La Base’s balance sheet
(freely viewable on the web) reads like a catalog of recovered businesses, many of which
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will be familiar to readers by now: CUC, Huesitos Wilde, CEFOMAR, Crometal, Ceres,
Campichuelo, Instituto Comunicaciones, La Toma (ex-Tigre), Hotel BAUEN, and IMPA,
among others.27
La Base, in fact, performs much the same function as the embryonic Caja Laboral
Popular did in the early years of the Mondragón cooperatives that have proven so
successful in expanding and sustaining their cooperative production model. La Base
makes loans only to cooperative businesses, a policy the organizers call “the next
evolution in microcredit,” in that it shifts microcredit from the level of the cottage
industry to the level of larger scale industrial production. When cooperatives collectively
decide to accept a loan, they are voting to define a portion of their labor as surplus and to
commit it to a common fund for further lending to other cooperatives. This is precisely
how Mondragón’s Caja Laboral Popular began, and it has evolved to become the prime
engine of new cooperative formation in the Mondragón region. It is conceivable that,
over time, La Base could grow to become a much more substantial resource for
cooperatives, including current and future recovered businesses. Certainly, this is one of
the organization’s goals:
Starting in December 2007, the organization began to explore the possibility of
geographical expansion…. Throughout this time, The Working World:La Base
has strengthened its relationship with the country's cooperatives and plans to
continue expanding its outreach to include the most geographically distant and
those whose production levels require larger investments.28
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There are, however, some notable differences between La Base and Mondragón’s
Caja. For one, La Base has an established relationship with The Working World, which
means that a great deal of “seed money” has come from tax-deductible donations in the
United States. This has allowed it to build up a lending fund rather quickly, while still
benefiting from the surplus paid into the fund by its loan recipients. However, its rate of
growth still falls far short of that of the Caja, which had acquired assets of over 7 million
dollars within six years of its establishment.29
This has much to do with the fact that La Base is not, in fact, a bank or credit
union; people do not open savings accounts with La Base, as they have from the
beginning with the Caja. The lending fund for Mondragón cooperatives also included the
savings of those cooperatives’ members and their families, among others. La Base, on
the other hand, is limited to donations from The Working World and its limited returns on
loans. While the organization performs some of the same functions as the Caja, it could
conceivably expand its resources greatly if it were to be reconstituted as a credit
cooperative under Argentine law, with depositors drawn from the population of its loan
recipients (and donors).
This observation, in turn, raises another important difference between the two
organizations: the Caja was founded from the beginning as a second-order cooperative—
a cooperative of cooperatives. The bank itself is controlled by representatives from each
of the cooperatives in the network, and the members of those cooperatives pledged, from
the beginning, to use the bank as a means of pooling their resources. This was possible
because, in 1959, when the Caja was created, there were only a few cooperatives
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involved and they were well organized and relatively isolated and free of competition due
to specific geographical, historical, and cultural factors. The situation with La Base and
The Working World is quite different; Argentina’s cooperatives already exist in large
numbers, and its banking system is well developed. It would be difficult for La Base
organizers to ensure its depositor base, in part because of competition with existing banks
and credit unions, and in part because it is a separate entity from the cooperatives it
serves.
Still, however, La Base has proven useful to many cooperatives and recovered
businesses, and its fund continues to grow. Perhaps, once its assets reach a certain point
in the future, the organization will evolve into something more like the Caja. In the
meantime, recovered businesses are enjoying the benefits of a source of credit that
remains independent of the banks that may be financially involved in the very
bankruptcies that led to the worker takeovers. And La Base isn’t the only project of its
kind; during my visit to UST in 2008, I was told about their own plans to establish a
microlending institution for small cooperative ventures in nearby communities.
What such organizations accomplish is nothing less than the circulation of
democratically determined surplus value through spatially extensive networks of
exchange, specifically for the purposes of reproducing the social relations of
cooperativism, rather than capitalism. Surplus exchange value thus becomes a use value
for others, but in ways that maintain the social character of that value, since its use value
is ultimately as a driver for collective ownership of the means production by the
producers themselves. For workers at recovered businesses who have experienced
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subjective changes with the transition to cooperativism, resources like La Base represent
a way to not only help maintain the conditions of their new subjectivities, but also to
extend and reinforce such conditions in other workplaces. This, in turn, creates a more
stable, and perhaps larger, community of like-minded subjects that can offer mutual aid
to one another.
But in the process of making this attempt, there are risks. A number of interested
parties, including members of the capitalist class and state representatives, would like to
halt this expansion, or shape it in ways that, in the end, bring recovered businesses and
their allies back into the service of private capital accumulation and the reproduction of
social relations conducive to it. It is possible that the networks of capitalist socioeconomic power that existed prior to the ruptures of the late 1990s and 2001 retain
enough coherence to either force major contractions of the recovered business movement
or shape it in ways that prevent it from representing a threat to capital.

The Law and the Profits: Risks of Reterritorialization
“[Deleuze and Guattari’s] capitalist axiomatic is all pervasive and
innovative, seemingly able to coopt and reterritorialize all lines of
flight out of its territory into new opportunities for self-expansion,
able to set and repel its own limits.”30
—J. K. Gibson-Graham, The End of Capitalism (as we knew it)
“Capitalists may be the masters of surplus value and its
distribution, but they do not dominate the flows from which
surplus value derives.”31
—Deleuze & Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism
and Schizophrenia
While we considered reterritorialization earlier through the lens of subjectivity,
the director/directed binary, and the concept of autoexploitation, the risks of
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reterritorialization can take other forms, as well. The lines of flight taken by workers
occupying and taking over their workplaces, as noted before, challenge the concept of
private property as codified both in practice through capitalist social relations and in the
legal framework of the state that supports them. For those who benefit from capital and
private property, the recovered business movement constitutes a direct threat to the basis
of their own reproduction as subjects. It is therefore understandable that actors in the
realms of private enterprise and government would seek ways to co-opt the movement
and prevent its uncontrolled spread. As one of the workers at Zanón explained:
It makes things difficult for us because they don’t want this to grow. They don’t
want this experience to grow because it can expand. And they say, “No—not this.
The theft they are perpetrating against us has to end, so we’re going to stop it.”
So, we always have obstacles…. And for the compañeros, it’s infuriating, it’s
tiring. And then they see on the television that those lazy bastards in their suits
and ties go on trading places [i.e. in government and business] and they never lose
power.32
These “obstacles”—tactics for the reterritorialization of the recovered business
movement—range from direct repression to the more subtle “carrot and stick”
approaches favored by “progressive” politicians.
At its most direct and literal, reterritorialization can take the form of an eviction.
The forceful, sometimes violent evictions of workers at IMPA, Brukman and, more
recently, new workplace occupations like those at the Kraft-Terrabusi factory, are raw
attempts to exert capitalist power by means of the state’s repressive apparatus. These
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attempts, however, have not been entirely successful, and so other tactics and strategies
have come into play.
At Zanón, for example, there were attempts by wealthy business people to use the
exigencies of the capitalist marketplace against them:
When we started out like this, with inclusive management, they didn’t want to sell
us raw materials. There was an agreement—a boycott against us—that they
wouldn’t sell to us, or they would offer it to us at double the cost. Above all, we
fight this system. And we carried on because, you know, for example, as we hold
out for longer—it’s almost seven years now—that the guy who is fabricating the
raw materials to sell to us, well he was going to have to sell to us eventually, so
we put up with it.33
Eventually, then, the need for the private entrepreneurs to sell in the market outweighed
their attempts to use market pressures as a weapon; capital was hoist by its own petard, at
least in terms of preventing the expropriators from producing. On the other hand, the
capitalist producers were able to continue accumulating surplus. The outcome is a further
reminder that recovered businesses, indeed all democratic cooperatives, are embedded in
networks of capitalist exchange. Their lines of flight never took them out of that territory
to begin with.
But where boycotts and outright repression form the “stick” with which capitalists
and their allies in the state can put pressure on recovered business workers, the “carrot”
of legal recognition also functions as a reterritorializing process. Insofar as the recoveries
amount to a violation of private property law and, thus, a defiance of state and capitalist
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power, it is in the interests of government actors to demonstrate their continuing power
by bringing the recovered business workers back into the legal fold if the stick fails to
have its desired effects. The reterritorializing moment takes the form of changes in law
that satisfy narrow demands on the part of the workers, while doing little to threaten the
processes of capital. Examples include the passage of “temporary expropriation” laws on
a case-by-case basis, which do little more than delay the next use of the stick.
The most recent use of the carrot on the federal level came in June 2009, when the
president, Cristina Kirchner, met with Luis Caro and MNFR representatives in the midst
of her political campaign for the 2009 congressional elections. During the meeting, she
responded to proposals that Caro has made regarding the reform of the bankruptcy law:
I want to say here today, Mr. President [referring to Caro’s position as MNFR
president], that we are going to study this project of the modification of the
bankruptcy law, and we are going to foster precisely all those instruments that
extend the preservation and the continuity of the business.34
There are at least two points to keep in mind about this statement. First of all, it is an
effectively empty promise; to “study the project” or “foster instruments” means
practically nothing in terms of actual legal reform. Second, the modification proposed is
relatively weak in terms of support for future recoveries; the proposal would make two
main changes: 1) it would restore workers as “privileged creditors” in bankruptcy
proceedings, making them eligible to receive a greater share of severance and back pay
owed to them by the bankrupt company; and 2) it would:
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facilitate the purchase [by workers] of the company’s goods in order to assume its
management, provided they comply with a series of prerequisites (among them,
that they organize as a cooperative), as well as allow them to use the debts owed
to them by the business as a form of payment.35
It would not, however, guarantee that the amount of those debts would be sufficient for
workers to purchase the means of production without further funds or credit, nor would
provide genuinely equal standing in bankruptcy court with other “privileged creditors”
that might possess more wealth and more influence in the government. A bankruptcy
judge would still have the authority to decide how to resolve the settlement. In other
words, it would do very little to change the current situation. Néstor Kirchner, the
previous president and now head of the legislature’s ruling Peronist coalition, declared
that such “reform” would be “the first project he presents in Congress, and he said that he
wanted to imitate the laws of the US.”36 More than six months later, there has been no
notable action on bankruptcy reform except proposals to make personal bankruptcy more
difficult to declare.
In terms of reterritorialization of the recovered business movement, these
strategies are multifaceted. On the one hand, the decision to dangle such a carrot before
Luis Caro and MNFR, specifically, sends a message that the recovered business workers
who remain “apolitical,” focusing on basic commodity production only, will gain the
most political favor in the quest for legal status. Thus, the MNFR businesses may even
obtain their legal expropriations and continue producing, but are likely to refrain from
further “making waves” through appeals to class solidarity and the transformation of
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surplus production spaces into community production spaces. On the other hand, the
praise and respect lavished on Caro and the MNFR by the Argentine president further
exacerbates some of the divisions in the movement overall; Caro is widely disliked by
recovered business workers in the ANTA and FACTA crowd, and by many
“independents”, as well, who see his movement as insular, conservative, and
authoritarian by comparison (at least one person with whom I spoke referred to him
critically as a “Kirchnerist.”). Highlighting his close relationship to the political elite
further highlights these differences between organizations.
As a political strategy aimed at maintaining power, the decision to “foster
instruments” for the continuity of business is a strategy by state actors to limit the ways
future recoveries might take place, while simultaneously appearing to make major
concessions of state and capitalist power to the working class. Of course, no amount of
political posturing by government officials guarantees any kind of reform favorable to
recovered businesses, in any case. Mauricio Macrí, the right-wing mayor of Buenos
Aires, for example, used photo opportunities at recovered businesses to bolster his
campaign, only to support policies aimed at their prevention once he was elected.
Meanwhile, the largely symbolic promises made to MNFR businesses encourage those
workers to remain mute while Caro proceeds with his legal arguments, and the
government can paint the more socially and politically active recovered businesses as
radicals making unreasonable demands of a state that is willing to negotiate compromises
with more level headed players.
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Furthermore, the government’s encouragement of a movement that disavows
“politics” acts as a way to reduce the level of “struggle” faced by the businesses in those
movements, which, as was discussed earlier, is linked to actions and perceptions of
solidarity with others in the movement and beyond. If MNFR businesses tend to stay
isolated and out of the turmoil of movement politics, then perhaps their reward is to be
allowed to produce, with the assumption that they will neither push for broader goals, nor
render aid to those with more radical agendas. They will keep their heads down, stay
away from political struggle, and, as such, make it easier for capitalist social processes to
remain dominant elsewhere. Cándido from Chilavert, recalling the connection between
struggle and solidarity, reminds us:
There are different recoveries. It depends on the amount of struggle they had in
the recovery of the business. There are companies that didn’t have any work
stoppage and the businesses went on to be cooperatives. So, those compañeros
have a different vision. It’s not that they are bad comrades, but, even so, you have
to push a bit for them to show solidarity, or they don’t want to get involved, and
they say, “no politics!” And yet politics is the country. If the country goes down
the tubes, you have to get into politics. That is, to take over a business—what we
did was political. But it’s easier to stay out of it; I wouldn’t be having heart
problems now [from stress]. It would be better. Well, not better, but if you think
about it from the perspective of the capitalists, they wouldn’t have had so much
trouble.37
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Presumably, a dampened level of political involvement would make less trouble for
capitalists in the future, as well.
But any time the state makes a concession—even a small one—in order to bring a
line of flight back to ground, the assemblage that comprises the state is altered, from
elected officials, to lawyers, to everyday citizens. And of course, the greatest
concessions so far have been the permanent expropriations granted to a (still increasing)
number of recovered businesses. The reterritorialization of an assemblage that has taken
a line of flight inevitably alters the assemblage to which it returns. It is possible, through
such a moment, to find leverage to resist a complete reassimilation. Lalo from CUC
muses:
We know that this is a very new model, and very fragile. Very fragile. But we
also know that we set a precedent. In Argentina, it’s going to be very difficult for
capitalism to try and do what it did before [in the 1990s]—to shit on all the
workers and walk away with the money. The money they might get away with
because we don’t have so much control, but the factory is going to belong to the
workers, and the workers will have the power to make this factory a tool to live
with more dignity, and so that their children will know in the future that anything
can be accomplished. Everything is possible.38
Indeed, the precedent set may be the most important element of the recovered business
movement in a number of arenas: subjectivity, legal statutes, and the inclusion of
subjugated knowledges in a common sense understanding of what is and isn’t possible or
desirable.
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Perhaps the greatest risk of reterritorialization, then, is simply that which comes
with time: the potential for the precedent to be lost, the potential for forgetting. Should
the capitalist economy recover from its most recent crisis and remain relatively stable for
a long period of time, workers may leave for higher paying jobs elsewhere—especially
those with high levels of training or education. Likewise, as people retire, it may be
difficult to attract well educated and skilled workers willing to forego the benefits they
could receive in a capitalist firm. Pablo, at IMPA, sees this problem even in the present:
We also have the problem of technicians. The majority of qualified professionals
in Argentina are prepared for the relation of dependency. So, when an engineer
comes here to talk about organization, he does so with the logic of organization
that would be very welcome and appreciated in a private corporation, where
there’s a different kind of management. And to incorporate a professional here is
practically a joke because, in a private corporation, a professional gets a
partnership and is in charge of power that he couldn’t have here. So, it’s
complicated.39
Over time, the inability to attract dedicated professionals could lead to the cooperative’s
failure altogether, if other workers are unable to learn the skills necessary to fill the gap.
Alternatively, such a situation might result in growing inequalities within the workplace
and a general abandonment of cooperative principles, with the businesses reverting, in
essence, to private corporations.
Moreover, when the founders of a recovered business cooperative retire or
become outnumbered by other, younger members, there is a possibility that the assembly
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could vote to sell out. If struggle leads to solidarity and commitment to cooperative
ideals among protagonists in a recovery, will such solidarity and commitment be present
among members for whom that struggle is a memory recalled by others? It may be that
workers look to their counterparts in private companies, realize that their earnings are
similar but that wage laborers have fewer responsibilities, and opt to abandon the
cooperative model. The future survival of recovered businesses as self-managed
enterprises—and, by extension, all self-managed enterprises—depends heavily on the
creation of conditions that facilitate the reproduction of the “new subjectivities” emerging
in opposition to the relations of dependency under capitalism. The performances which
now are “new” must become “durable dispositions” that can be inculcated in others, both
now and in future generations, if the non-capitalist practices of the movement are to
avoid contraction. Subjugated knowledges of work and workplace must be maintained
and spread, so that these performances remain intelligible, and the existence of the
industrial commons and its potentials must become something people presuppose as a
“normal” part of the social landscape. Steps are being taken to ensure that this is so.

Constructing a New Common(s) Sense
“Nobody thought that the [recovered business’s] self-managed
cooperatives were going to survive in the middle and long term.
Now, here we are eight years later, with 95% of these businesses
continuing to operate.”40
—Esteban Magnani, author of The Silent Change41 and
co-founder of La Base, July 2009

The challenge of maintaining, much less expanding, the socio-spatial practices
associated with recovered businesses—particularly those that practice autogestión with
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strong democratic participation—calls for nothing less than the construction of a new
common sense among at least some substantial portion of the population. Such a
common sense would include the presumption that democratic self-management is a
viable, even preferable alternative to capitalist production practices and that working
people have the capacity to handle both conception and execution of production through
those democratic processes. It would also include an understanding of the social
properties of the means of production and a perspective that views workplaces as
something other than spaces for the generation of profit. In other words, it would include
a “durable disposition” towards a spatial practice in which competent use of productive
spaces involves larger communities than just the producers and their clients in the
marketplace. Such a disposition and the power/knowledge that would accompany it
would allow for not only the sustenance of recovered businesses, but also contribute to
the formation of subjects disposed to enact further recoveries or start new (as opposed to
expropriated) self-managed enterprises based on these principles.
One phenomenon that certainly helps with such a project is the resilience
exhibited by self-managed recovered businesses thus far. As a publicly visible
demonstration that worker-run companies are viable, the survival rate cited by Magnani,
above, amounts to powerful evidence. It is becoming increasingly common knowledge
among the general population in Argentina, through news media and other means of
communication, that recovered businesses continue to operate and that bankrupt
businesses continue to be occupied by their workers. These businesses, in other words,
as they persist, have become a more “normal” element in the socio-economic landscape.
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Moreover, as a testimony to their viability over capitalist firms, it has become
apparent that the established recovered businesses have weathered the crisis of 20082009 rather well. The same article which quoted Magnani in July 2009 also quoted Luis
Caro about the MNFR businesses:
Caro relates that these factories had, at the end of 2008 and the beginning of 2009,
some reductions in sales, but that, from the beginning of March, they started to
recover. “It’s that the worker cooperatives have better antibodies to economic
crises, like the one we are experiencing,” he says.42
While the metaphor of “antibodies” may be rather vague, it is clear that, in terms of
unemployment and layoffs, democratic cooperatives such as those prevalent among the
recovered businesses offer much greater job security than a capitalist firm would in times
of economic recession. This is a result of the different kinds of social relations involved
in cooperative production. Again, Magnani, this time on the lack of job loss among
recovered business members:
This is owing to a basic matter: the objective of the entrepreneur is to generate
profit; where it cannot be made, he shuts down and dedicates his capital to
something else. In a recovered business, the fundamental objective is to preserve
the job source. In a cooperative, when income is reduced, everyone tightens their
belts and no one is left out on the street.43
The more such information becomes available to working people, the more convincing
the case for the viability and preferability of democratic cooperatives will become.
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It is therefore vitally important that means exist for distributing this knowledge to
as wide a population as possible, with solid supporting evidence. Thus, it is the case that,
regardless of other criticisms leveled at Luis Caro and MNFR, his high profile visibility
in major newspapers, making his case to the president of the country in public venues,
helps the entire movement promote such subjugated knowledge to a more mainstream
audience. Meanwhile, other movement organizations continue to emphasize their
innovations and successes utilizing, among other tools, public demonstrations in
solidarity with other social movements and the open publishing medium that is the
Internet. These activities comprise attempts to promote and inculcate the “truths” of their
members’ subjective knowledges in other populations.
FACTA’s website, for example, describes its members in both heroic and humble
terms, sending the message that recovered businesses should be valued and accepted, but
that those who undertake self-management should expect challenges:
The “usurpers” and “delinquents” have gone on to be an example of how
to rise from the ashes and begin to delineate a model of production that, beyond
its previous experiences, signifies one of the most important political and
economic innovations since the recovery of democracy [i.e. the end of the
dictatorship].
Today, FACTA includes affiliated worker cooperatives across the length
and breadth of the entire country. These workers, in almost their absolute
majority, were progressively and forcefully inserted into the cooperative world,
which, with its long history weighing upon it, looked upon the phenomenon of the
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recoveries with caution. For the workers of the recovered businesses, the
cooperative was the only tool at hand to sustain their struggles and “legalize
them,” but the majority of them knew little or nothing of cooperativism, and to
learn and understand cooperativism isn’t something you can do in five minutes.
Clearly, “to produce” isn’t an easy verb to conjugate for those who have
never before had to assume the management of productive processes; and when
those productive processes are developed collectively and democratically, in
conditions of equality among the protagonists—this is one of the greatest
challenges facing the workers assembled in FACTA, and one of the needs for
which they have to draw on the experience of the local and international
cooperative movement.44
FACTA represents, in part, the process of recovered businesses establishing themselves
as an enduring part of the “cooperative world,” showing leadership in organizing, while
deferring to the experience of others in the movement who may, despite their democratic
workplaces, remain skeptical of the overt takeover of private property the recoveries
represent.
Overcoming such skepticism and reaching out to others with shared attitudes
about labor practices is a way to help ensure their long term existence, and to help
produce ever more subjects that recognize them and find their performances
“intelligible.” For FACTA organizers, their collaborative actions amount to nothing less
than the creation of a changed society:
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Undoubtedly, the fusion of creativity, experience, and organization of different
groups of workers guarantees a future filled with work projects.
For FACTA, this is the present—fighting day by day, trying to secure a
collective work among cooperatives, without leaving aside the class identity of
the workers that comprise them, that they understand as their own the struggles
against injustices to which millions of laborers and employees who strive for
better wages and working conditions are subjected, and to construct, definitively,
a country for everyone.45
FACTA members, like MNER members earlier, have adopted the strategy of building
alliances, attempting to create chains of equivalence between their own struggles to
become part of the common sense about production, and those of others currently
suffering the alienation and other depredations of wage labor.
But perhaps the most visible way self-managed democratic cooperatives, with
recovered businesses as their most controversial representatives, can demonstrate their
truths about production is simply to be present and producing within the society at large.
“Presence,” of course, implies visibility, and in this, as in so many other things, place
matters. For a recovered business like Hotel BAUEN, a prominent building at the
intersection of two major streets in the center of Buenos Aires, simply keeping the doors
open and serving customers makes them visible, and the hotel regularly hosts concerts in
its bar, performances in its 300-seat theater, all the while using signs and pamphlets to
remind visitors and customers about the workers’ past and continuing struggles to claim
the property as their own. When a rally takes place outside the BAUEN, it attracts a
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great deal of attention, simply because hundreds of thousands of people pass by their
location every day.
For other businesses, however, location does not favor such easy publicity. In
these cases, the use of surplus space for community engagement can help disseminate the
truths of the movement to more people. The cultural centers and kindergartens, the
clinics and radio stations, all these transformations of space can communicate
information about the social character of production, about the workers themselves, and
can be vehicles for distributing the kinds of power/knowledge that lead to a shared
common(s) sense among a larger population. As people circulate through these spaces,
their perceptions and conceptions will change with their practices. Of all the uses to
which recovered businesses dedicate surplus space, however, the public schools may be
the most important, in terms of producing subjects with a common sense that
cooperativism is preferable to capitalism, and that a factory can be a commons as much
as a campus or a public park.

Cultivating Subjects for Self-Management: The Next Generations
“- The construction of popular power
- Liberatory education
- Formation of political subjects
- Practical promotion of processes transferring cultural power to
social sectors traditionally excluded or oppressed
- Expansion of spaces of participation
- De-bureaucratization of decision making, generating a
connection through dialog in the framework of teaching and
learning.”
—from a pamphlet describing the principles and goals of
schools operating in recovered businesses
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When I first visited Buenos Aires to begin my fieldwork in 2006, there were
“peoples’ schools” (bachilleratos populares) in four recovered businesses—IMPA,
Maderera Córdoba, Gráfica Patricios, and Cooperativa 19 de Diciembre—and four others
in neighborhood community centers around the city. When I returned less than two years
later in 2008, the number had grown to seventeen. As of now, there are more than
twenty, including schools at UST, La Argentina, and Chilavert. The schools offer free,
accredited secondary education to both adults and children, and offer a free, three-year
post-secondary bachelor’s degree in the formation and operation of self-managed
cooperatives. The group that coordinates operations in several of the schools, CEIP, is
also a democratic cooperative; the acronym stands for Cooperative of Peoples’ Educators
and Researchers, and, like so much else, the first people’s school was established by
CEIP at IMPA.
While CEIP offers coordination and leadership, the schools are run as selfmanaged cooperatives themselves, with the full democratic participation of everyone
involved. Courses and study plans are developed through weekly assemblies, which
include both teachers and students, and, through a process of debate and consensus
decision making, educational programs are evaluated and reformed. A pamphlet
distributed by CEIP establishes that the goal of the schools is the cultivation of subjects
for collective action:
We understand the school as a site where multiple kinds of knowledge and
learning coexist: academic learning and knowledge-through-struggle, scientific
knowledge and learning-through-resistance—where this tension permits the
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richness of educational praxis. In short, it is an education that promotes a dialogic
relation, as opposed to a “banking education,” making it possible to synthesize
scholarly learning, local knowledges, and learning-through-struggle. It is the
search for subjects who can apprehend the totality of social relations through their
participation in social processes—that is to say, the formation of “organic
intellectuals” who can join in social movements and act in the resolution of
collective problems.46
As students of—and participants in—cooperativism, such subjects would presumably
develop the kinds of affinities, knowledges, and common sense to play a part in
reproducing the conditions of cooperativism, both in recovered businesses and elsewhere.
Moreover, such schools serve a double function in recovered businesses: students, as part
of their program, often observe and even take part in the work of the business. This
places all workers, not only elected managers, in the role of representing cooperativism to
others, which may act as a motivation to further examine themselves and their own
subjectivities. This, as a performative process, could help raise and/or reinforce the
cooperative consciousness of workers that might otherwise have difficulty adapting to
their new situations.
But it is the schools’ potential as “incubators” for new subjects with the durable
dispositions needed to participate in self-managed workplaces that makes them so
important to the future of the recovered businesses and of the autogestión movement,
overall. As part of my fieldwork in 2008, I volunteered to join the bachillerato popular
at Maderera Córdoba (a woodworking factory) as a guest teacher of English as a Second
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Language. While there, I collaborated with other teachers and students, and conducted a
formal interview with one of the CEIP coordinators, a teacher, and a student, all gathered
together in the same room. Their comments, which I will quote at length, illuminate the
breadth and depth of their goals and dedication, and of their conceptions of the peoples’
schools movement as a long term agent of social change that goes beyond simply
supporting the recovered businesses and their workers.
All of the teachers and coordinators in the bachilleratos populares are volunteers
or, as one of my informants insisted, “more than voluntary: activist.” They refuse
payment for classes, instead raising funds for the operation of the schools by organizing
benefit festivals and pooling their own money, which they earn through other jobs, often
as teachers at other schools:
Even though we are struggling for [the peoples’ schools], we are struggling
because we are education workers that deserve payment, and this is our current
battle with respect to these spaces, you understand? But it isn’t a normal thing to
sustain, day by day, six or seven schools without a single peso. Even more, many
times businesses with lots of money, that weren’t recovered businesses, have
come to us, wanting to give us large donations to promote the schools, and we
don’t accept it. We don’t accept anything. We know that there are some things
we won’t accept. We don’t accept them because we pay for it among ourselves.
That is, paper, photocopies—everything is ours, out of our own pockets. We’ve
put together a little fund between all of us, or we hold festivals, parties. We pool
the money we get and spend it here. We prefer to work on making the school, but
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we won’t have any business of dubious morality giving us money, you
understand?47
Such decisions, naturally, constrain the resources available, but the school was equipped
with a few computers, a small library, plenty of chairs and tables, whiteboards and
blackboards, materials for writing, and art supplies. As a volunteer teacher, I shared
expenses for photocopies and other supplies with my fellow instructors, and this was
enough to meet the needs of the classes we designed. The school at Maderera Córdoba,
like the others, holds classes in the afternoons, from about 12:30 to 5 pm, and there were
some dozens of attendees throughout the day.
My own classes usually included twenty or more students of all ages and
backgrounds: women in their fifties; thirty-something guys with calloused hands; high
school kids for whom regular schools hadn’t worked out (i.e., “at-risk youth”); employed
and unemployed; enthusiastic and bored. The room was small for that number of people,
but we team-taught the lessons and, afterward, students would often come to chat
informally with teachers, hang out in the central room that held the library, or wander
downstairs to smoke and talk. Some went to work elsewhere, or returned to the factory
floor of the woodworking cooperative.
The people I interviewed, a teacher, coordinator, and student, had explained to me
that the goal of the school was, as mentioned in the pamphlet, to foment the development
of politicized subjects. They saw this as part and parcel of the sustenance and expansion
of the movements for autogestión, as well as vehicle for expanding the peoples’ schools
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movement, itself. Crucial to this process was CEIP’s history of association with the
recovered businesses:
In this process of the recovery of businesses, this [the people’s school] occurs in
that framework; in 2002 to 2003, we started to articulate with MNER for
education, as a team of educators from cooperatives already made up of people’s
educators and researchers. We started to articulate with the movement of
recovered businesses. We were part of that, as the education sector…as the
education sector of the National Movement of Recovered Businesses [MNER].
It’s good to clarify this. This is all a process that was happening in what
were recovered businesses with self-managed workers. That is, we started to
articulate with MNER and in conception, yes? That’s how it happened to us with
this factory, with Maderera Córdoba. The conception was to give some aid and a
payback to the neighborhood—to the public, for the support they gave. This was
sort of how we got going. But in these four years, what has happened was not
only this, but that education, the bachilleratos populares, an education project, is
already not just for giving something back to the neighborhood, but is a
constitutive part of the self-managed workers. It goes on to become a
combination: work, education, two fundamental components for thinking about a
project towards a future—or a project for the future. You understand? It’s
already more than just giving back; education is already a central element. Not
just education for work, but a general education for pondering society, to analyze
society—the formation of critical, political subjects.48
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Over time, CEIP members began to recognize the potential value of their contributions
and started to see their educational project as coherent element of a social project larger
than MNER, though still very much tied to those origins. They began to see themselves
as contributors, through education and the cultivation of “critical, political subjects”, to
movement policy and strategy. This was part of their own subjective transformation
through the struggles they faced to set up the schools and assist their allies:
What comprises movements, the organization of recovered businesses, the politics
that define the recovered businesses, day by day, we are within these political
definitions, too. Do you understand this explanation of the difference? Because
we, too, as [education] cooperatives and as organizations, are also articulating
with others. It has grown a great deal. There are many of these schools, and
many are involved in the struggle, and day by day we are in a position where we
can build consensus or debate policies for [the movement] to take as a whole.
And so, we are part of this larger organization, which is CONTA, where there are
some 30 or 40 businesses.49
CONTA, as mentioned above, was recently founded by ANTA and MNER members.
While the CEIP members were also early MNER members, they clearly perceive a
greater degree of independence than they did before, especially as they see the expansion
of their movement into spaces other than recovered businesses. But they also see their
potential role as a mediating organization within CONTA, a role that includes the
encouragement of deep self-reflection among the members:
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The main difference—what we have put forth—is that, before, we, the CEIP, were
the educational sector of MNER, and now we come in to CONTA on an equal
footing with MNER, as independent political organizations participating from this
space [the school] in particular. But it’s a way to supersede all this division that
there has been in the different organizations. Regarding the state or government,
we say, “Fine. These are the points that unite us. These are the demands that
unite us.” And we advance in that direction. And then there are other, deeper,
political definitions, like saying, “Okay, historically, in what direction has the
labor movement gone?” That is, which of the tools of the labor movement are
going to be used—if it’s the Central de los Trabajadores Argentinos [CTA], or
which other? How far do we go as part of the historical movement?
This is what we are doing. And so: us, accompanying from our sector,
which is education, participating in this project. And fine—you can also imagine
that all this that we do, we also must turn inward, toward the teachers’ collective,
toward the students, because this is the formation of the subject that we want.
How do we explain all this that we do? How do we relate to the others, and how
do we bring that inside ourselves. I mean, it’s extremely complex, but it is a rich,
rich experience.50
CEIP is thus a result of, and a contributor to, the reproduction and expansion of
subjectivities initiated with the recovered business movement and continuing through the
establishment of linkages between allied subjects with similar interests.
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And those interests, according to my informants, are framed as overtly political,
unlike the approach taken by Caro and MNFR. The project they are developing has, as
an explicit goal, the cultivation of politically aware and motivated subjects. Earlier, we
examined the possible connections between participation in workplace occupations—
with all the shared risks and rewards, the struggles, victories, and defeats—and changes
in subjective identity. CEIP members, too, are aware of this connection and, as such,
they openly discuss and encourage participation in the ongoing political struggles
[luchas] confronting not only the schools, but recovered businesses, as well. In many
cases, as the school and a recovered business are increasingly conceived/perceived/lived
as “all one space,” the struggles are one and the same:
And the school, mind you, we always say that we are a political decision. We tell
this to the students: we are not neutral; we have a political purpose, obviously.
It’s no coincidence that we are in a recovered business—that already defines us,
politically. And where, when there is some demand to be made by the school, the
interesting thing is that the students appropriate the space themselves, and it is
they that construct it. If we have to go demand something from the Ministry [i.e.,
the government], we go, we blockade a street, we plant ourselves in front of the
building, and we demand it. And, obviously, it isn’t that we take the students
along without telling them anything, without them knowing—we don’t just bring
them along to use them, no? It’s beyond that. Many times the students will go
out on their own—not all of them, but many, because of course each one has the
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freedom to be able to choose—but many students exhibit a will to fight for what
we believe is ours, what must be ours.51
In fact, during my time volunteering at Bachillerato Córdoba, I had the chance to
observe—and participate in—an example of just this sort of proactive learning-throughstruggle. One afternoon, our English class was interrupted by another instructor, who
came in and announced: “They’ve been evicted from IMPA.”
The class burst into talk, some of it outraged, all of it excited. The instructor
informed us that a group of students and teachers planned to leave immediately and head
for IMPA, to find out more and make a show of support. Any student over the age of
eighteen was welcome to join them. Within moments, all but a handful of younger
students were packed up and ready to go. We left Maderera Córdoba, a group of about
forty, and walked the two and-a-half kilometers to the factory, where a growing crowd of
people gathered next to the police barricades that had been erected. On the opposite side
of the barricades, phalanxes of riot police and their armored personnel carriers stood
guard.
Some of the students had prepared, and they unfurled a banner with Bachillerato
Córdoba and CEIP logos on it, adding it to the mix of other flags and banners which had
been hastily affixed to the facades of nearby buildings. Someone had even put up a
banner on the barricade itself, declaring: IMPA es de los trabajadores (“IMPA belongs
to the workers!”) Some tires had been lit on fire in the middle of the intersection of
Querandies and Pringles Streets, where the factory is located, and a dozen or so people
kept up a continuous racket, pounding on drums and blowing whistles, chanting
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slogans—and several students eagerly joined in. The faces were familiar: workers from
UST were the largest single bloc, aside from the CEIP students and teachers, but I also
ran into people I knew from Brukman, Hotel BAUEN, Cooperativa 19 de Diciembre,
CUC, Maderera Córdoba, and several other recovered businesses.
Later, as the crowd grew to include over a hundred, and as we learned more
details of the situation from Eduardo Murúa and Pablo, among others, students and
teachers moved to one side of the intersection and sat in a large circle in the middle of the
street and began discussing strategies. It was decided through this consensus-building
assembly that students from various bachilleratos (including IMPA’s) would block a
major thoroughfare two blocks to the south and distribute information about the eviction
to passers-by. This was to take place a few days later and, since I already had airplane
reservations to travel to Neuquén, I was unable to join them. The roadblock took place as
planned, and by the time I had returned, the streets outside the factory were staffed
twenty-four hours a day, with crowds in the hundreds during the afternoons. Some
Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo arrived and made speeches. There were television
cameras. At one point, when the crowd was relatively small, the police launched an
assault that scattered everyone, but the crowds soon reformed, more indignant than ever.
As I related in earlier parts of this dissertation, IMPA workers were eventually able to reenter the factory after the police departed. The party held in IMPA’s cultural center
afterwards was well attended by students and teachers from several people’s schools, and
included live music and a satirical theatrical performance lampooning capitalists and
bosses.
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As a teaching tool, participation in activism of this sort places students in direct
contact with some of the core ongoing struggles connected with the recovered business
movement. It encourages consideration of some of the most fundamental underlying
debates surrounding the very spaces in which many of the people’s schools have been
established. As Fernando, one of my CEIP informants, said:
This is a very dynamic space that, throughout all these years from 2000 until now,
has had a variety of constantly changing situations. From the legal perspective,
the first thing that was put in play was the right to private property. The arguments
that their own businesses were being abandoned and were going bankrupt, the
right to a job—these were two rights that collided, no? And this was very
powerful.52
Even the very question of whether or not to join demonstrations in support of recovered
businesses inspires students to take up such debates and learn their own dispositions.
In most cases, it seemed that students were disposed to join in the festival of
protest, and in substantial numbers. It is perhaps surprising, then, that the government
has recognized the peoples’ schools as accredited educational institutions, considering
that so much of their energy is devoted to cultivating subjects critical of the state and of
capitalism. In fact, they have achieved that recognition, though one of my informants
pointed out that state recognition also implies certain limitations:
At the moment we have managed to obtain, after years of struggle, the recognition
[of the state]. They recognized us this year [2008] in the federal capital and last
year in the province of Buenos Aires. For us, this creates…well, it’s what we
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demanded, and it’s the product of a struggle—we know it’s the result of a
struggle—we don’t believe that the state made these concessions happily. That is
to say, we always doubt the machinations that might be behind this. In no way do
we want to be the types who are always dogged by these issues, but we don’t
believe that the state is innocent and that it hasn’t given some thought to any other
alternatives. We, specifically, aren’t under pressure from the state; we don’t have
any specific pressures with regard to the bachillerato from the state, except for the
bureaucratic regulations that always obstruct us at a particular time from doing
something. And we are always fighting. We are fighting continuously but, as we
say, they are very subtle in their ways. They aren’t direct pressures, but subtle
ones. They are the mechanisms the state has through bureaucracy, which are
without measure. We call it “the machine that impedes.”53
Though the “machine that impedes” echoes the “machine” of reterritorialization posited
by Deleuze & Guattari, the similarity of expression may or may not be purposeful here.
Still, it is a reminder that state actors do have means to constrain or channel the lines of
flight that the schools represent.
And so, with the legitimacy granted their institutions by the state, the
bachilleratos populares continue the work of informing subjects that would likely
question the bases for such legitimacy: hierarchies taken for granted, the state form and
its power to grant titles, and so on. And a key component of this work is the inclusion of
students, teachers, and other workers in collaborative projects that involve struggles for
social change and the construction of an egalitarian conception of social justice, in part
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through practice. My interviewees referred to this as the construction of “knowledges-instruggle” [saberes en lucha]:
So, this process is interesting, where it all comes together—recovered business, a
school, students who aren’t… I mean that here, the construction is collective.
They aren’t outside the political definitions of our spaces, and all the political
definitions that take place in the recovered businesses, between the professors of
all the schools, everything, the students are there, too. This is the interesting part
of this conception—that they are invited; they can go. When we have a meeting
with the people of the Ministry, the students go, too. It isn’t that just the
university types that go, or only those who are better speakers. No, we don’t
construct it that way. We do it collectively. Like, at the assemblies in recovered
businesses, the students who want to come are invited. It’s open, and this is the
form, or the idea, or the objective of our construction, from the collective.
And this notion of “knowledges-in-struggle”, no? When we propose
“knowledges-in-struggle”, it has to do with this. We know—we know what
happens. We understand. We exchange information and define who the enemies
are, at least. And we struggle against a society that is unjust—and you can see
that in Argentina, it’s more than unjust. So, okay, and these are also
“knowledges-in-struggle.” Not just knowledges in terms of contents, which are
important—the curriculum is important, and we place a great deal of importance
on it—but there are also other knowledges that all the traditional schools leave
out, that they deny. For us, activist knowledges have a strong value here. They
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carry a great deal of weight and have much, much value. It’s different from other
schools, where this isn’t included, or a traditional school that’s going to tell you:
“that sort of thing isn’t discussed at school.” In contrast, we talk about these
things in this school because this school is constituted from that—from
“knowledges-in-struggle.” From academic knowledges and social knowledges of
conflict, of demands on government, of history, of demonstrations in the street—
from all that, no?54
Meanwhile, the peoples’ schools movement continues to expand, along with the
expansion of the recovered business movement as its actors form new relationships with
other self-managed workers in Argentina and abroad. Fernando recounted how one of
the teachers I spoke with had participated in the last Summit of Latin American
Recovered Businesses:
They invited us, so Ezequiel was there, in Venezuela at the summit of recovered
businesses. We were telling them a bit about this project. They had invited us
there to tell them how it was functioning. Where today, it is true, there are
seventeen schools, there is the possibility that in the next year there will be many
more. I mean, this is something that keeps growing, and rarely in the history of
education, at least in Argentina, and in very few Latin American countries, has
this happened. And from the idea, like I said, of recovered businesses… And
okay—it’s good to be able to do it. And even though we are located here on the
coast, what we are doing is starting to expand, to try to open schools in the
provinces. It’s an idea for the future.55
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That future might be rapidly approaching, indeed; Fernando explained that he had
recently found out that a number of campesino organizations (advocating for the rural
poor) in other provinces were discussing the possibility of opening up similar cooperative
schools in their own communities.
But expansion can take many forms, and it is the expansion of options for “new
becomings” that seemed to be of the most concern to my interviewees. And, in
particular, as should be clearer to readers by now, they are concerned with new
becomings that lead to more participants in cooperative practice and coordinated action
for constructive social change. Their success in creating those openings and encouraging
those new becomings was something they already perceived in the progress of their first
group of graduates. In reading the following passage, it is helpful to understand that, in
Argentina, people who finish school are often referred to as egresados, which connotes
“leaving” or “going out” of a place, as in the English cognate, “egress”:
And it’s no coincidence. This is an example of what happens when one proposes
that the objective is to construct a subject that can transform, no? From us, what
we proposed ourselves—not as teachers but as social activists. And day by day,
these students are the first group of egresados who don’t like the term
“egresados,” and they say “graduados,” which they like better because they
haven’t gone away or stopped; many, perhaps all of them are going to be
continuing on at the university…. But mark my words that it’s no coincidence
that they all are embarking on careers that connect back to this space.56
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Neither is it a coincidence that this speaker was so aware of the relationship between
subjects and the spaces within which they perform their identities; that relationship was
considered crucial to the construction of new worker-activist-learner-subjects, and the
changing spaces of the recovered businesses were seen as a key part of the process.
In fact, some of what my informants said spoke directly to the issue of producing
a new spatial competence—a new common sense for spatial practice, to invoke Lefebvre.
Rather than repeat what I have written before, I will leave it for the reader to interpret
Fernando’s comments in light of the arguments I have already made:
I mean, we are opening up, and you sense the potential to be able to contribute,
from your knowledge and from your own journey, to what’s being done. And that
is very powerful. Recently, just before you got here, we were saying that the
interesting thing about this space is that you can see the transformation. You see
it every day. You see it day by day. That is, how one goes on changing and how
one goes on transforming into something else. And how you want to do more
things and how you see that this is possible. And how people are coming together
to be able to do it.
And the interesting thing, going back to the topic of recovered businesses,
is our relationship with the business. That is, the business gives us the space; it
cedes us the space, and it was always all a project to also make it possible that the
workers sense that this school is a part of them. It was all a path that had to be
taken. At first, they would see us and say, “Look! Who are those people—in our
place!” And over time, we had a group of workers studying here. Once we had to
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arrange for roof repairs, and the workers said, “No. We’re right here. How can
you have to pay someone if we’re here? It’s between all of us.” And so on. And
what do we do? We give them classes and we go on interchanging and, day by
day, it all becomes one space. It isn’t “the business over there” and “us here.”
It’s all one space.
Already, for the workers, we aren’t university types or academics; we are
their compañeros who, just like they work with wood, we work with knowledges;
we construct knowledges. Understand? But you can already see this and sense
this, and this coexistence is a coexistence of one single space, which is a
recovered business with a bachillerato popular. That is the space. And this, it
seems to me, is the interesting thing. This is what made it interesting, too, and
what it creates, a bit like what Héctor [a student] was saying before, is
transformation. This transformation, not only of ourselves as subjects, but also of
the workers who have started to see this space as part of themselves and of us,
too….57
Through such transformations, and the expansion of transformative spaces, CEIP
members, along with their allies in ANTA, CONTA, FACTA, and other groups, are
involved in a project for the social production of space. Through profound efforts to
effect and recognize changes in all of the processes theorized by Lefebvre—perceived,
conceived, and lived spaces—they appropriate and begin to produce new social spaces
that align with their political projects.
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What all these efforts add up to is a general attempt to ensure the continuation of
performances shaped by the institutions discussed in Chapter Five, and of the new
subjectivities explored in Chapter Six. The reason why CEIP’s and ANTA’s efforts to
define the “new subject” of the self-managed worker are so important is that they will
create a social “text” that others may cite through performance, their performances
becoming intelligible to others through that citation. These social texts, should they
become common knowledge, will aid the expansion of non-capitalist workplace practices
in places other than the recovered businesses, though it seems clear that the recovered
business movement has been, and will continue to be important to the process.
While recovered businesses are in the minority of worker cooperatives as a whole,
their workers are currently taking a leadership role in the “self-managed” worker
movement. As such, they have the opportunity to include the collective seizure of private
property (at least under certain conditions) as one of the intelligible performances of the
new, self-managed worker-subject. Both the more extensive autogestión movements and
the more insular MNFR share at least this one goal: the inscription of this social text into
the codes of the state, through the creation of a national expropriation law. MNFR’s
legalistic strategies and high profile engagement with government may yet pay off,
allowing further legal recoveries of bankrupt companies into the indefinite future.
But the other performances that groups like ANTA, FACTA, CONTA and even
MNFR seek to preserve are those associated with workplace democracy: the diffusion of
decision making power; the collective control of surplus; the education of a new
generation of subjects “durably disposed” to continue those practices. Preserving these
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performances is key to preventing a wholesale reterritorialization back into simple private
property ownership in the future. Where MNFR, as an organization, takes a more narrow
view of the goals it can accomplish, its internal discipline at a time when other elements
of the movement were fragmenting may well have prevented a much greater
fragmentation, which might have led to a general contraction of both the recovered
business movement and the broader movement for autogestión, as well.
In the meantime, groups like CONTA, ANTA and FACTA, though initiated by
recovered businesses, continue to stress the public, indeed political, role that all selfmanaged workplaces can play as industrial commons—both in theory and through the
example of recovered businesses—in their endorsements of community programs that
socialize the use values of what would otherwise be spaces of production either for
simple profit or collective gain among a small group of cooperators. The industrial
commons can take a more or less extensive character as social property. Some commons
may be relatively enclosed compared to others, with access more or less restricted to
those outside the sphere of co-equal ownership. These groups’ efforts seek to open up
ever more new spaces of community production that defy the “common sense” logics
promulgated through capitalist social practices, which would otherwise see these spaces
closed and dedicated to production for private profit.
And even though groups like ANTA and FACTA must contend with the large
number of “traditional cooperatives” in their midst, which may not share this vision, the
formation of networks of self-managed businesses within production sectors to avoid
competition indicates a conscious strategic effort to maintain these productive spaces as
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forms of social property. These networks offer mutual aid and devise ways to share
business between workplaces, so that all may share in the benefits of the demand that
exists in the marketplace. Where competition takes place in such networks, it is between
the associated self-managed businesses and their individual capitalist counterparts. These
strategies have been particularly effective in the printing industry, and a recently
established Graphics Network (Red Gráfica) links together print shops in several
different parts of the country to share resources and contracts. Though more isolated,
even the MNFR maintains policies of mutual aid designed to keep the industrial
commons in existence, though in a less spatially extensive form than those with
community spaces and development projects.
As things stand at the time of this writing, in the early months of 2010, Luis Caro
continues his lobbying for changes in the bankruptcy law as a step towards an
expropriation law, and the more “political” groups continue to organize and expand their
presence both among cooperative organizations and in the communities with which they
share surplus. While MNFR’s goals have remained essentially unchanged, CONTA, with
ANTA, CEIP, and MNER members in leadership roles, has continued with its evolving
politics of the subject.
The long term existence of the new subjects cultivated through the multiple
experiences we have discussed (and of the expansion of such cultivation) depends on an
ever more widespread adoption of social texts that recognize the existence of such
subjects and the spaces they produce and inhabit. Through such texts, these subjects may
be interpellated, and their performances may be understood as intelligible citations; i.e.,
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they may be identified and, as such, may identify as self-managed workers on an
industrial commons. In February of 2010, CONTA sponsored a “Summit for the
Institutionalization of the New Subject,” contributing to the composition of such social
texts.
According to an ANTA press release, “The principal objective of the summit was
to commence construction of a common space [emphasis added], where autogestión
could define the situation of the sector [i.e., of self-managed workers], its origins, its
identity, and its perspectives.”58 From the photograph on the ANTA website, I
recognized familiar faces from CUC, UST, and CEIP, and I was not surprised to read that
“during the summit, the need was taking shape to understand autogestión in the
framework of the capitalist system and its current form of accumulation based on
instability [precarización].”59 The term, precarización, which I have translated here as
“instability,” connotes uncertainty, and is often used to describe unstable employment
conditions (e.g., Tomic, et al write that there is “no precise English translation of the term
‘precarización del trabajo’. Thus, we translate it … as ‘growing precariousness of
work’”.).60 Such a characterization of the situation seems fair, considering recent events
in Argentina and elsewhere.
One of the spokespersons for this drive to construct a “new subject”—one who
has been quoted in this dissertation already—further explains:
“It is certain that we have demonstrated that we don’t need a boss in the factory,”
said Mario Barrios [head of ANTA and president of UST]… “but it is also certain
that capital yanked us out of our workshops with outsourcing and put us in
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precarious positions with rotten contracts and flexibilization. Today, capitalism
accumulates by trampling on our rights and maintains its rate of profit with what
it steals from us workers. For those reasons, our enemy is this system of
exclusion that, at all times, concentrates more and more in ever fewer hands. In
our model, autogestión is not a passing response to a passing crisis. Autogestión
is here to stay; we are here, and there will be many more to come. We need a
juridical framework.”61
The juridical framework to which he refers would be one of the social texts that could
make the “self-managed worker” an intelligible subject position for millions more people
in a relatively short time. While there is an element of reterritorialization with regard to
the state in this demand, the protagonists seem aware of such risks, and their dispositions
to fight for a genuine alternative to capitalism seem durable, indeed.

Beyond Argentina: Closing Reflections on Continued Openings
“It’s taken a while, but from Iceland to Latvia, South Korea to
Greece, the rest of the world is finally having its ¡Que se vayan
todos! moment.”62
—Naomi Klein, 2009

As it happens, the continuing expansion of business recoveries and organized
groups of self-managed workers in Argentina coincides with several indicators that some
of the social texts relevant to both this dissertation and the recovered business movement
are becoming more widespread, or at least being given more attention than before. In
2009, Elinor Ostrom was awarded the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences “for her
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analysis of economic governance, especially the commons.”63 While Ostrom’s notion of
the commons has traditionally been more narrow than the one I share with GibsonGraham, the public attention that comes with such a high profile award may give my own
discursive intervention regarding the commons more traction; at the very least I hope it
will inspire further debate on what may or may not be considered a “commons.” On
January 11, 2010 the United Nations declared 2012 to be the International Year of
Cooperatives, noting that worldwide, cooperatives provide people with 100 million jobs.
The UN had declared the theme of last year’s International Day of Cooperatives
(celebrated every July 4 since 1995) to be “Driving Global Recovery through
Cooperatives.” The official press release noted that:
The theme … allows stakeholders to address the response of the cooperative
movement to crisis - financial, food, values. However, it is key to be reminded
that cooperatives serve their members’ needs in both good and bad times whether
it be economically, socially and/or culturally. They are not tools to address crisis,
but a sustainable form of enterprise that outlives crisis and drives recovery.
[emphasis added]64
It would seem that even some fairly traditional organizations are taking a keen interest in
cooperativism and questions of the commons; in fact, one might argue that the US
National Science Foundation’s decision to fund my research is part of that growing
interest. It remains to be seen what forms such interest continues to take and how
Argentina’s recovered business workers may influence debates on these issues.
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In the meantime, information on the recovered businesses continues to spread
beyond Argentina, in general, and in English publications, specifically. Within
Argentina, a number of Spanish-language information sources have been available for
years. Books have been written chronicling the struggles of several recovered businesses,
some of which have been cited in this dissertation (books about Zanón, the supermarket
formerly known as Tigre, and Brukman, for example). The lavaca collective published
Sin Patrón in 2004, and its recent English translation gave me a source of pre-translated
quotations for which I am grateful. But some of the more academic texts that have been
produced—Rebón’s The Business of Autonomy, Heller’s Occupied Factories, Newhaus
and Calello’s Hegemony and Emancipation—remain inaccessible to those who do not
read Spanish. In Argentina, for Spanish speakers, it is possible to find not only these
texts, but a variety of small press offerings, many of which are unfortunately rather out of
date due to the relatively rapid pace of change in the movement. Apart from Sin Patrón,
a few other books about recovered businesses have been recently translated into English,
including Horizontalism, which is an edited collection of the words of protagonists from
not only the recovered business movement, but people who have lived and struggled
through the post-2001 crisis, struggling for survival and social change: piqueteros,
unemployed activists, intellectuals, and others. Very recently, in 2009, Esteban
Magnani’s 2003 book, The Silent Change, was issued as an English translation by an
Argentine publisher and is available in limited quantities through online distributors.
Magnani, who, as noted previously, works with La Base:The Working World, also
assisted with the making of Avi Lewis and Naomi Klein’s documentary film, The Take.
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In fact, several relevant documentary films have been produced, though the
majority are in Spanish only, and finding copies with English subtitles can be
challenging. The Take still remains the most well known and distributed documentary on
recovered businesses in English. In Spanish, at least two films about Zanón have been
released to Argentine theaters (typically of the indie/art-house variety), and some
recovered businesses have produced their own documentaries chronicling their
occupation, resistance, and production. These are difficult to obtain unless one visits the
businesses directly; I was fortunate enough to obtain copies of such films from UST and
the ADOS hospital in Neuquén, and Zanón’s press office provided me with about ten
self-produced DVDs.
Probably, the media most able to keep up with the continuing changes in the
movement are shorter articles, published in journals, newspapers, magazines, or on the
Internet, as well as an increasing number of academic theses (this one included). In the
English reading world, Z magazine has published several, and English articles are
beginning to appear in academic journals that make reference to Argentina’s recovered
businesses. The University of Buenos Aires’ Center for Documentation, operating from
within Chilavert’s “open factory,” keeps a substantial archive of academic papers written
mostly by local students, but also has copies of theses (still mostly undergraduate and
masters level work) by students in the United States and several other countries. My own
dissertation, in Spanish and English, will find a home there along with the others.
This dissertation fills gaps and adds originality to the existing English literature,
which is sparse, indeed, through its application of the institutional analysis framework,
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the proposal of the “industrial commons” imaginary, its consideration of worker
subjectivity in relation to the production of space, and its documenting of the educational
reform efforts of the peoples’ schools, working through the movement to cultivate new
subjects for its continued reproduction. Magnani, writing a brief update of affairs in his
2009 edition of The Silent Change (which I received by mail in February 2010), observes
that “we have to remember that cooperativism in Argentina, unlike in Spain or Italy, has
grown out of necessity, and as such the education issues have not been given too much
attention.”65 If this dissertation reaches him, perhaps it will offer reassurance that some
actors, at least, have decided to give these issues much greater attention moving forward.
Through whatever means of dissemination, news about Argentina’s recovered
businesses does seem to be spreading worldwide, and an increasing number of people are
considering the possibility of the movement as a model for how to confront the problems
they face in their own communities. Thus, the openings created “on the ground” by the
workers of Brukman, Grissinopoli, Huesitos Wilde, Campichuelo, and all the rest have
raised the potential for other similar openings, elsewhere. Having demonstrated the
possibility of resistance to unemployment and bankruptcies by the collective seizure of
private property for cooperative production, other people in other places have a frame of
reference for conceiving space this way in their own environments.
Kristina Hille, for example, a German consultant on the recovered businesses for
the International Labor Organization, recounts the following in her ILO report, entitled
“The Empresas Recuperadas in Argentina: a Way Out of the Crisis”:
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In 2007 the US-American investment funds Lone Star dismissed its workers in the
German province Thüringen without severance and holiday pay. As a
consequence they took over the factory and formed Strike-Bike [producing
bicycles on their own in the occupied factory]. Their reference was the ceramic
factory FaSinPat in Argentina. The members of the German bicycle enterprise
saw a film about the firm and thought that it should be possible in Germany too, if
it’s possible in Argentina. A letter of the empresa recuperada Chilavert in
Buenos Aires, wishing them luck with their project, strengthened their point of
view.66
Eventually, the Strike-Bike workers negotiated a subsidy from the German government
that allowed them to move from the occupied plant to a new one of their own.
Meanwhile, other workplace occupations have taken place around the world in the
past two years: The Prisme Packaging company in the UK in 2009; the Ssangyong
Motor Company in South Korea in the same year; the 2009 occupation of the Waterford
Crystal factory in Ireland; the occupation of Chicago’s Republic Windows and Doors
factory in 2008, which drew supportive public comments from Barack Obama. There are
many other examples from several countries. Each case, of course, differs dramatically
from others, though only one of the occupations just listed ended in eviction; the others
ended with some concessions made to the workers for severance pay, or job transfers, or
a subsidy for the workers to found their own cooperative in a different location. None of
these occupations have ended with worker ownership of the occupied businesses. Still,
the occupation of the factories represents a temporary seizure of property to which they
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feel they have some collective rights. Republic Windows and Doors workers, for
example, were discussing the possibility of restarting production as a cooperative before
the factory was bought by a California firm that had agreed to hire them.
In the United States, continuing their advocacy of the recovered business model,
Naomi Klein and Avi Lewis organized a public forum in 2009, together with Republic
workers and members of their union, entitled “FIRE THE BOSS: The Worker Control
Solution from Buenos Aires to Chicago,” that was sponsored, in part, by Nation
magazine. In 2008, Zack Fields, who works for the Chairman of the Board of
Supervisors in Fairfax County, Virginia, published the following in the journal Latin
American Perspectives:
Worker cooperatives can be at least as efficient as privately owned, hierarchically
managed firms. Testimony from workers in a number of worker-occupied
companies in Buenos Aires reveals that cooperatives can compete in the short
term by producing more for less expenditure on labor and in the long term by
efficiently allocating money for the purchase of capital. This evidence challenges
the rationale for highly unequal ownership of the means of production and the
distribution of wages and opens possibilities for a reorganization of systems of
production that achieves greater equity in the distribution of wealth.67
Word is indeed traveling, through various means, that alternatives to business-as-usual
exist, and the recovered businesses of Argentina are a powerful example to observe.
Of course, even in Argentina, the development of these alternatives is uneven,
distributed across a socio-economic landscape already unevenly developed by capitalist
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social processes. The same is true of alternatives, resistance to economic dependence,
and non-capitalist practices everywhere in the world. If there is one thing that
geographical inquiry has demonstrated over and over again, it is that all social
phenomena are unevenly distributed across the surface of the earth. Thus, for those of us
who seek to identify and facilitate constructive, socially just alternatives to capitalism, the
uneven distribution of this most recent surge of worker resistance and cooperativism
should neither give us cause for despair nor a reason to dismiss the recovered business
movement as simply a tool for capitalism to continue expanding in a different form. This
falls into the trap that Gibson-Graham warned us about: essentializing every economic
practice as capitalist.
Instead, we should look for the practices that have managed to not reproduce the
processes and trends of capitalism, embrace them, emphasize them, and encourage their
expansion. The retention of workers’ own surplus value—even in an environment that
risks autoexploitation and the dominion of dead labor—is an important step away from
capitalist relations, and the community projects created through the use of surplus spaces
show us how this step can lead to positive social changes that help further perpetuate this
non-capitalist practice. Recovered business workers have, at the very least, changed the
conditions of their own reproduction towards greater fairness and equitability. As an
example that such changes are possible, Argentina’s recovered businesses and selfmanaged workers are already inspiring others to take similar steps. This, I think, is cause
for optimism. It may be that, in the years ahead, many more people will have a reason
for reflections like those of Elsa, the Clínica Fénix worker whose warm thoughts on
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struggle as an emotional catalyst cut right to the heart of the affective qualities of the
political conflict such lines of flight can generate:
I don’t know if what we are doing, we are doing well; we didn’t have people to
teach us how to do this beforehand. It’s like when you have a baby for the first
time, and the baby wakes up—or like how you take the baby home from the
hospital, and you look at your child, and he opens his eyes and it leaves you
enthralled. You are filled with love.
But when the first cry comes, you don’t know what to do, because nobody
taught you beforehand. And when the colic first starts, and his stomach hurts, and
instinctively you lay him down and rub it—and a thousand things you learn with
this baby, and nobody taught them to you. So, sometimes, with your second child
you say, “Wow, crazy! I can’t believe the things I did the first time around!”
And you do things much better. And sometimes, as a mother, you feel guilty, I
would say, and on the other hand you think, “But really, I did it with the same the
same affection that I’m feeling now.” What happened is that, before, you didn’t
know any better.
It’s worth a lot when you do something for the first time, because you
mustn’t let yourself feel defeated, and your encouragement needs to be this: I did
it; I may have done it poorly, but I did it because something had to be done. You
can’t just keep submitting to injustices because, I don’t know, it just doesn’t seem
right to me. These are ways of thinking.
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I was really scared the day we entered and occupied the clinic for the first
time. I was really scared. And they asked me, “What are we going to do? What
should we do?” And it was eight-thirty, and they kept asking, and I was asking
Eduardo: “What are we going to do—will we enter or not?” And I didn’t know
what to do, and he was smoking and I was nervous, and at ten minutes after ten I
decided. And I said: “Yes, we’re going in.” And we entered.68

Who will enter next?
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AFTERWORD

While some might consider it inappropriate, I feel compelled to conclude this
dissertation with some personal reflections on the experiences and influences that have
led to this moment, this act of knowledge production that this writing represents. In one
sense, that knowledge production is an element of the production of space currently
undertaken by recovered business workers. My own “conception” of space as an
“industrial commons” could be viewed as part of the Lefebvrian trialectic’s dynamic.
Among protagonists in Argentina, the “conception” element includes such labels as the
“fabrica abierta” and even the concept of “recovery” itself—this change in representative
space has enabled me to (re)conceive space in a way I would not have otherwise, and thus
this is one way the recovered business movement has begun producing social space.
Through their representational spaces, they have altered my conceptions and spatial
competencies. I partake of the new subjectivities they hope to cultivate. But after five
years of graduate studies and the sometimes grueling process of writing a dissertation, I
am moved to recall what motivated me to undertake this journey in the first place.
It is sometimes odd to recall how certain experiences act as catalysts for life
changing decisions. Brendan Martin, for example, went to see a documentary film one
evening, and the course of his life changed dramatically as a result. I, too, find that my
life choices have been influenced by the creative work of others, though in my case the
decision to return to graduate school was not inspired by a film, but rather by a book. Or,
more accurately, a series of novels.
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In late 1999, while living in Indonesia, experiencing the ambience of genuine
poverty for the first time, I came across a used paperback book at a hotel’s book
exchange and traded for it. The book was Green Mars by Kim Stanley Robinson. This is
the middle volume of a three-volume series of extremely well researched science fiction:
Red Mars, Green Mars, Blue Mars. The series tells the story, through the lenses of
multiple scientific and literary disciplines, of human attempts to colonize Mars in the late
twenty-first century and beyond. The writing is skilled and literary, with complex
character development and multiple layers of meaning. These are science fiction novels
that transcend the genre and stand as great works of literature, as well as great works of
speculative fiction.
The books are very detailed and scientifically accurate, and Robinson’s depictions
of both the social and physical landscapes of the planet are rich and filled with academic
jargon. In a way, these books, through their skillfully written studies in “areography”,
showed me for the first time how fascinating and diverse geography could be. More than
once, I would be inspired to conduct side research on a topic that was part of the story. I
learned more about physical geography and geology, for instance, because of those books
than I ever had from any other source before.
But Robinson’s novels are also deeply political, with a strong element of Marxism
and postmodern social science. After I had returned to the US in 2001, while working for
a company that provided financial transaction software and hardware, I was also
interpreting my own experiences living in impoverished communities, gaining a deeper
understanding of uneven development as a consequence of capitalism, and wondering
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what viable alternatives might exist in the world. Meanwhile, my closest friends were
furthering their academic careers, working with Marxist analyses of their own in the field
of Comparative Cultural and Literary Studies. Sometime in 2002, while finally reading
Blue Mars, I came across a passage that affected me rather strikingly. As had happened
before while reading these books, I began to conduct independent research—mostly via
the Internet—but this time that research led me to the Mondragón cooperative network,
then to the recovered businesses in Argentina and, eventually, back to graduate school
with the intention of learning more about these movements and starting an academic
career in a field that might allow me to study, participate in, and support such alternative
socio-economic practices. I certainly could not, in good conscience, continue working
for a company dedicated to spreading the infrastructure for global finance networks,
including the NYSE and Visa International. It was time for a radical change in my life.
So, after five years and one dissertation manuscript, it seems strange to trace my
embarkation on this path back to a passage in a science fiction novel. But it is true—or at
least it is my truth—that this particular part of Robinson’s writing was the catalyst for my
life changing decisions, just as The Take acted as a catalyst for Brendan Martin. While it
may be unorthodox to include a long quotation from a novel in a social sciences
dissertation, I feel that it will give the reader some insight into the thought processes of
the author, and that it highlights one manner in which social movements (in this case
Mondragón) can be represented in popular culture in ways that aid their reproduction.
And most important, I simply want to share this excellent work of fiction with others.
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Before the quotation, some brief setup is in order. The scene takes place at the
Martian constitutional convention. The participants are all human migrants from Earth;
Robinson’s books are thankfully free of aliens and alien artifacts and are, in the end,
human stories of colonization and revolution. Most of the attendees have had their lives
extended by a new medical longevity treatment, so long term thinking is becoming more
common.
The constitutional convention has taken as a starting template a document of
principles produced during an earlier Martian revolution: the Dorsa Brevia agreement,
named for the location of the meeting that produced it. In this passage, there is a
confrontation between Vlad, one of the first one hundred colonists to land on Mars, and
Antar, a much younger Martian-born man of Arab ethnicity. The debate is witnessed
through the eyes of a character named Art, one of the convention organizers. While some
references may escape readers unfamiliar with the books, this should not interfere with
the strength of the arguments made during their debate over the economic future of the
new Martian society. Here, then, is the section of BlueMars that acted as my catalyst for
radically life changing decisions:
The middle points of the Dorsa Brevia document were causing trouble; the more
people considered them, the more radical they became. Many around the table
clearly believed that Vlad and Ursula’s eco-economic system, while it had worked
for the underground, was not something that should be codified in the
constitution. Some complained because it impinged on local autonomy, others
because they had more faith in traditional capitalist economics than in any new
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system. Antar spoke often for this last group, with Jackie sitting right next to him,
obviously in support. This along with his ties to the Arab community gave his
statements a kind of double weight, and people listened. “This new economy
that’s being proposed,” he declared one day at the table of tables, repeating his
theme, “is a radical and unprecedented intrusion of government into business.”
Suddenly Vlad Taneev stood up. Startled, Antar stopped speaking and
looked over.
Vlad glared at him. Stooped, massive-headed, shaggy-eyebrowed, Vlad
rarely if ever spoke in public; he hadn’t said a thing in the congress so far. Slowly
the greater part of the warehouse went silent, watching him…. of all the brilliant
minds of the First Hundred, Vlad was perhaps the most brilliant—and, except for
Hiroko, the most enigmatic….
“What you said about government and business is absurd,” he stated
coldly. It was a tone of voice that had not been heard much at the congress so far,
contemptuous and dismissive. “Governments always regulate the kinds of
business they allow. Economics is a legal matter, a system of laws. So far, we
have been saying in the Martian underground that as a matter of law, democracy
and self-government are the innate rights of every person, and that these rights are
not to be suspended when a person goes to work. You”—he waved a hand to
indicate he did not know Antar's name—“do you believe in democracy and selfrule?”
“Yes!” Antar said defensively.
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“Do you believe in democracy and self-rule as the fundamental values that
government ought to encourage?”
“Yes!” Antar repeated, looking more and more annoyed.
“Very well. If democracy and self-rule are the fundamentals, then why
should people give up these rights when they enter their workplace? In politics
we fight like tigers for freedom, for the right to elect our leaders, for freedom of
movement, choice of residence, choice of what work to pursue—control of our
lives, in short. And then we wake up in the morning and go to work, and all those
rights disappear. We no longer insist on them. And so for most of the day we
return to feudalism. That is what capitalism is—a version of feudalism in which
capital replaces land, and business leaders replace kings. But the hierarchy
remains. And so we still hand over our lives’ labor, under duress, to feed rulers
who do no real work.”
“Business leaders work,” Antar said sharply, “And they take the financial
risks—”
“The so-called risk of the capitalist is merely one of the privileges of
capital.”
“Management—”
“Yes yes. Don't interrupt me. Management is a real thing, a technical
matter, but it can be controlled by labor just as well as by capital. Capital itself is
simply the useful residue of the work of past laborers, and it could belong to
everyone as well as to a few. There is no reason why a tiny nobility should own
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the capital, and everyone else therefore be in service to them. There is no reason
they should give us a living wage and take all the rest that we produce. No! the
system called capitalist democracy was not really democratic at all. That is why it
was able to turn so quickly into the metanational system, in which democracy
grew ever weaker and capitalism ever stronger. In which one percent of the
population owned half of the wealth, and five percent of the population owned
ninety-five percent of the wealth. History has shown which values were real in
that system. And the sad thing is that the injustice and suffering caused by it were
not at all necessary, in that the technical means have existed since the eighteenth
century to provide the basics of life to all.
“So. We must change. It is time. If self-rule is a fundamental value, if
simple justice is a value, then they are values everywhere, including in the
workplace where we spend so much of our lives. That was what was said in point
four of the Dorsa Brevia agreement. It says everyone's work is their own, and the
worth of it cannot be taken away. It says that the various modes of production
belong to those who created them, and to the common good of the future
generations. It says that the world is something we all steward together. That is
what it says. And in our years on Mars, we have developed an economic system
that can keep all those promises. That has been our work these last fifty years. In
the system we have developed, all economic enterprises are to be small
cooperatives, owned by their workers and by no one else. They hire their
management, or manage themselves. Industry guilds and co-op associations will
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form the larger structures necessary to regulate trade and the market, share capital,
and create credit.”
Antar said scornfully, “These are nothing but ideas. It is utopianism and
nothing more.”
“Not at all.” Again Vlad waved him away. “The system is based on
models from Terran history, and its various parts have all been tested on both
worlds, and they have succeeded very well. You don’t know abou this partly
because you are ignorant, and partly because metanationalism itself steadfastly
ignored and denied all alternatives to it. But most of our microeconomy has been
in successful operation for centuries in the Mondragon region of Spain. The
different parts of the macroeconomy have been used in the pseudo-metanat
Praxis, in Switzerland, in India’s state of Kerala, in Bhutan, in Bologna Italy, and
in many other places, including the Martian underground itself. These
organizations were the precursors to our economy, which will be democratic in a
way capitalism never even tried to be.”
A synthesis of systems. And Vladimir Taneev was a very great synthesist;
it was said that all the components of the longevity treatment had already been
there, for instance, and that Vlad and Ursula had simply put them together. Now
in his economic work with Marina he was claiming to have done the same kind of
thing. And although he had not mentioned the longevity treatment in this
discussion, nevertheless it lay there like the table itself, a big cobbled-together
achievement, part of everyone’s lives. Art looked around and thought he could
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see people thinking, well, he did it once in biology and it worked; could
economics be more difficult?
Against this unspoken thought, this unthought feeling, Antar’s objections
did not seem like much. Metanational capitalism’s track record at this point did
little to support it; in the last century it had precipitated a massive war, chewed up
the Earth, and torn its societies apart. Why should they not try something new,
given that record?
Someone from Hiranyagarba stood and made an objection from the
opposite direction, noting that they seemed to be abandoning the gift economy by
which the Mars underground had lived.
Vlad shook his head impatiently. “I believe in the underground economy,
I assure you, but it has always been a mixed economy. Pure gift exchange
coexisted with a monetary exchange, in which neoclassical market rationality, that
is to say the profit mechanism, was bracketed and contained by society to direct it
to serve higher values, such as justice and freedom. Economic rationality is
simply not the highest value. It is a tool to calculate costs and benefits, only one
part of a larger equation concerning human welfare. The larger equation is called
a mixed economy, and that is what we are constructing here. We are proposing a
complex system, with public and private spheres of economic activity. It may be
that we ask people to give, throughout their lives, about a year of their work to the
public good, as in Switzerland’s national service. That labor pool, plus taxes on
private co-ops for use of the land and its resources, will enable us to guarantee the
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so-called social rights we have been discussing—housing, health care, food,
education—things that should not be at the mercy of market rationality. Because
la salute non si paga, as the Italian workers used to say. Health is not for sale!”
This was especially important to Vlad, Art could see. Which made
sense—for in the metanational order, health most certainly had been for sale, not
only medical care and food and housing, preeminently the longevity treatment
itself, which so fare had been going only to those who could afford it. Vlad’s
greatest invention, in other words, had become the property of the privileged, the
ultimate class distinction—long life or early death—a physicalization of class that
almost resembled divergent species. No wonder he was angry; no wonder he had
turned all his efforts to devising an economic system that would transform the
longevity treatment from a catastrophic possession to a blessing available to all.
“So nothing will be left to the market,” Antar said.
“No no no,” Vlad said, waving at Antar more irritably than ever. “The
market will always exist. It is the mechanism by which things and services are
exchanged. Competition to provide the best product at the best price, this is
inevitable and healthy. But on Mars it will be directed by society in a more active
way. There will be not-for-profit status to vital life-support matters, and then the
freest part of the market will be directed away from the basics of existence toward
nonessentials, where venture enterprises can be undertaken by worker-owned coops, who will be free to try what they like. When the basics are secured and when
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the workers own their own businesses, why not? It is the process of creation we
are talking about.
Jackie, looking annoyed at Vlad’s dismissals of Antar, and perhaps
intending to divert the old man, or trip him up, said, “What about the ecological
aspects of this economy that you used to emphasize?”
“They are fundamental,” Vlad said. “Point three of Dorsa Brevia states
that the land, air, and water of Mars belong to no one, that we are the stewards of
it for the future generations. This stewardship will be everyone’s responsibility,
but in case of conflicts we propose strong environmental courts, perhaps as part of
the constitutional court, which will estimate the real and complete environmental
costs of economic activities, and help to coordinate plans that impact the
environment.”
“But this is simply a planned economy!” Antar cried.
“Economies are plans. Capitalism planned just as much as this, and
metanationalism tried to plan everything. No, an economy is a plan.”
Antar, frustrated and angry, said, “It’s simply socialism returned.”
Vlad shrugged. “Mars is a new totality. Names from earlier totalities are
deceptive. They become little more than theological terms. There are elements
one could call socialist in this system, of course. How else remove injustice from
economy? But private enterprises will be owned by their workers rather than
being nationalized, and this is not socialism, at least not socialism as it was
usually attempted on Earth. And all the co-ops are businesses—small
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democracies devoted to some work or other, all needing capital. There will be a
market, there will be capital. But in our system workers will hire capital rather
than the other way around. It’s more democratic that way, more just. Understand
me—we have tried to evaluate each feature of this economy by how well it aids
us to reach the goals of more justice and more freedom. And justice and freedom
do not contradict each other as much as has been claimed, because freedom in an
injust system is no freedom at all. They both emerge together. And so it is not so
impossible, really. It is only a matter of enacting a better system, by combining
elements that have been tested and shown to work. This is the moment for that.
We have been preparing for this opportunity for seventy years. And now that the
chance has come, I see no reason to back off just because someone is afraid of
some old words. If you have any specific suggestions for improvements, we’ll be
happy to hear them.”
He stared long and hard at Antar. But Antar did not speak; he had no
specific suggestions.
The room was filled with a charged silence. It was the first and only time
in the congress that one of the issei [first-generation] had stood up and trounced
one of the nisei [second-generation] in public debate. Most of the issei like to
take a more subtle line. But now one of the ancient radicals had gotten made and
risen up to smite of the neoconservative young power mongers—who now looked
like they were advocating a new version of an old hierarchy, for purposes of their
own. A thought which was conveyed very well indeed by Vlad’s long look across
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the table at Antar, full of disgust at his reactionary selfishness, his cowardice in
the face of change. Vlad sat down; Antar was dismissed.1

This passage inspired me to learn more about Mondragón and cooperativism,
which, in turn, led me to discover the Argentine recovered businesses movement as links
to information about it turned up in online search results. Sometimes, in my imagination,
I fervently wish that I lived on Kim Stanley Robinson’s cooperative Mars. In reality,
however, I am most gratified at my good fortune in being able to return to graduate
school and learn more about the Earth and, in particular, the social movements that are
taking direct action to construct alternatives to capitalism. Perhaps these are the
precursors of a “mixed economy” to come; certainly, they are constitutive of a mixed
economy in the present.
If only it were as easy to fire the owners and bosses as it was for Vlad to dismiss
Antar… At least now, though, we know it is possible. And yet somehow, I think I will
always find myself imagining that alternate future, comparing the real to the fictional,
pondering the differences between them, and striving to find ways to help transform those
fictions into truths. I will always be caught between the gritty realities of Earth and the
lofty ideals of Mars. Thank you for your patience.

1

Robinson, K. S. (1996). Blue Mars. New York, Bantam Books. pp. 141-147.
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